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Lorena Carla Giannossa and Inez Dorothé van der Werf

1 Overview of materials in Cultural Heritage

Pottery

Raw materials and production
– clay
– water
– firing process

Clay is an earthy, fine-grainedmaterial that combines one ormore clayminerals with possible traces of
quartz (SiO2), metal oxides (Al2O3, MgO, etc.) and organic matter. Geologic clay deposits are mainly
composed of phyllosilicate minerals and variable amounts of water trapped in the mineral structure.
Surely, it becomes plastic and easily moldable when mixed with limited amount of water and rigid
when dried and fired.

Clay is a rock originated from the alteration of minerals or other rocks. It can be divided in
primary and secondary. The formers originate by minerals changing in situ, producing a rock with a
chemical composition essentially unaltered with respect to the bedrock. The secondary ones are
sedimentary rocks whose deposits were formed in places different from that of alteration, due to
natural transport. Skeleton and matrix well mixed compose the clay. The skeleton is made of
fragments of crystals of various kinds whose dimensions can reach up to 4mm; whereas the matrix
is made of clay minerals containing crystals smaller than 4mm. Raw materials to produce ceramic
artifacts are the plastic component consisting of clay materials, the inert or temper component
consisting principally of silica and the glazing and fluxing component. The latter often concurs
because fluxes favor the formation of a vitreous phase. Basically, they are mixtures of carbonates
and feldspars. Inert, temper and flux materials are often added to clay to obtain a ceramic object with
the desired characteristics.

The list of necessary steps in ceramic manufacturing includes discovering sources of raw materi-
als, selecting those to be used, extracting and transport rawmaterials to the site ofmanufacturing (e. g.
a workshop), preparing and shaping the ceramic paste, drying and firing the vase. Non-essential
actions consist, for example, of adding decorations (engravings or stamps) or applying some kind of
slip (glaze or enamel). Following possible crushing, grinding and purification procedures of raw
materials, the next step is the mixing of raw materials with an appropriate amount of water to obtain
the ceramic paste: an adequate workability is a mandatory pre-firing condition. Plasticity can be
increased adding plasticizers or mix of clays owning different characteristics. On the contrary, it can
be decreased by non-plastic additives (quartz, calcite, seeds, shell, crushed pottery, etc.).

Modelling
The actions aimed at modifying the shape of the unformed clay is defined forming or modelling. Of
course, after the invention of the wheel, everything changed. Wheel function is turning the object
incessantly, so working faces change, and pressure can be applied. Such a high technological
advance increased hugely vessel production.

Drying and firing
Drying provides cohesion and mechanical resistance to the ceramic mixture, a slow evaporation of
water, avoids deformations, breakages and possible explosions during firing step. During firing,
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process transformations, decomposition reactions, redox reactions and formation of new minerals
occur. It involves the transformation of some of the constituent minerals into new ones (neoforma-
tion process), influencing the properties of the ceramic product. Clearly pottery characteristics will
also depend on firing conditions and raw materials. For example, the reached temperature influ-
ences the permeability of the handcraft or depending on firing atmosphere, the object looks a
certain color. The main methods of firing can be grouped into two categories: one in which the
products are in close contact with the fuel (open fire) and the other in which the fuel and products
are physically separated (kilns). The firing cycle is normally divided in three steps: (1) progressive
heating of the dried material up to the selected temperature is reached, (2) a maximum tempera-
ture plateau for the time needed to carry out the appropriate ceramic characteristics and finally (3)
the cooling phase.

Colors
The role of color is evidently aesthetic and can be intrinsic to the ceramic material or be produced
by the addition of suitable dyes in form of oxides or specific salts. The color control was one of the
great successes of the technological evolution of ceramic production. Ceramic coloring depends
mainly on managing redox conditions of firing atmosphere, and therefore on the ability to make
combustion takes place in the most appropriate conditions.

Surface coatings
Surface coatings are obtained by different techniques and compounds. The principal ones are slips,
pigments, paints, washes, colorants and glazes. The need to waterproof a porous material like
pottery has essentially led to two types of solutions: vitrification of the whole mixture, or the use
of a glazed coating able to seal at least one of the two surfaces of the artifact. Typically, the coating is
thinner than the ceramic body and it can completely or partially cover the object and it can be clayey
or glazed. The former is porous and opaque, named engobe or slip, the latter is waterproof and shiny,
and it is named glaze when transparent and enamel opaque. The slip or engobe is a fluid suspension
of clay in water. It can be an intermediate step in pottery manufacturing as a surface coating. It is
prepared by diluting in water, a claymaterial which is often the same paste used for the ceramic body
itself. Then the coarse fraction is excluded, and the homogeneous suspension is applied to the vase
which surface becomes homogeneous and smooth. Usually, kaolin and lean clays are used as plastic
components. White slips result from the absence of metallic colorants while colored slips are
commonly obtained using iron.

Another clay coating is the gloss. It is an opaque or more or less glossy thin layer. Raw material
is the finest fraction of illitic clays, separated by sedimentation. Most representative examples are
black and red figured pottery in Attic ceramic.

Vitreous coatings provide impermeability and shininess to the artifact. Glazes range from
being completely transparent to being completely opaque. The former constituent of most
ceramic glazes is silica (SiO2). To produce glazes at lower temperature, fluxes or modifiers
must be added. The glaze can be applied using aqueous suspensions which contain insoluble
oxides in a suitable quantity. During firing, the oxides melt giving rise to the vitreous phase.
This technique is called glazing and is used for leaded glazes containing lead oxides such as
litharge (PbO) or minio (Pb3O4) finely divided. In the case of opaque glaze, it is necessary to
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add compounds capable of opacifying the mixture. In the past cassiterite (SnO2) was the most
used opacifier. Alkaline glazes are usually transparent and shiny, and their main fluxes are
sodium and potassium. Lime-felspar glazes are the hardest, most durable and resistant when
compared to other glazes illustrated.

The presence of some metals in their native state (e. g. gold, silver, copper) makes coatings
very shiny. Metal nanoparticles express unique light-scattering characteristics leading to extra-
ordinary coloring. Glaze coloring can be also be obtained by the technique of metallic luster that
is produced inserting Ag, Au or Cu oxides in the glaze, later reduced during the cooling phase.

Degradation phenomena
Ceramics are stable materials thanks to their inorganic compounds that become inert after
irreversible reactions occurring during firing phase. These mixtures are kinetically and thermo-
dynamically stable, and slightly or no soluble. Consequently, the deterioration is mainly due to
pottery fragility. Excluding breakings, deterioration is due to natural phenomena, very slow and
barely stoppable. Therefore, conservation interventions tend to slow down all the processes
responsible for the degradation itself, which causes are closely linked to the conservation of the
object. Excluding thermal changes and wind erosion, water directly or indirectly is responsible for
any other cause of degradation. It can penetrate the porous structure of the object and it can create
an overpressure able to overcome the cohesion forces of the material with consequent breaking
and weakening of the structure. Water is also linked to phenomena connected to the presence of
salts. Salts migrate in porous media and can exceed solubility limits and precipitate as crystals.
Precipitation generates the phenomenon of efflorescence, a powdery coating. On the contrary, sub-
efflorescence forms under the material surface and results in significant damage, for example, the
detachment of outer layers or coating.

Another event regard the characteristic of some salts to crystallize involving different amount
of water molecules, that causes an increase in their molar volume. Also, leaching of alkali metals
must be considered since leads to the formation of a colloidal silica layer and its consequent
dissolution.

Generally, ceramic resists sufficiently to the aggression of acidic solutions (excluding HF)
whereas the basic medium is more dangerous being able to cause the matrix dissolution.

Some general rules should be observed to best preserve pottery: (1) conservation should save
rather than change an artifact, (2) each treatment should be reversible, (3) every chemical or physical
treatment should be meticulously recorded, and (4) unstable specimens should be kept in an
environment similar to that they come from.

Chemistry
Ceramic is mainly composed of silicon, aluminum, calcium and alkaline metals, which are the most
common elements present on the Earth’s crust, further supporting its abundant production.

Clay minerals are basically phyllosilicates, the non-clay ones can be other silicates, oxides or
hydroxides, salts and occasionally organic compounds.

The fundamental structure of the phyllosilicates is based on interconnected six member rings
of (SiO4)

−4 tetrahedra extending in infinite sheets. Three out of the 4 oxygens from each tetrahedra
are shared with other tetrahedra. This leads to a basic structural unit of (Si2O5)

−2.
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Analyses
– OM, SEM-EDS
– XRF
– XRPD, DTA, TGA, Mössbauer
– FTIR, Raman Spectroscopy
– ICP-MS, ICP-OES, INNA
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Figure 1.1: Phyllosillicates.
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Glass

Raw materials and production
Naturally, glass is present in nature as a volcanic material (obsidian) and can be manufactured
accidentally whenever a fusion of a siliceous material (such as silica-rich plants and sand) and an
alkali (e. g. plant ashes) occurred.

When glass is manufactured for cultural heritage purposes, lead oxide (PbO) and specially
silicon dioxide (SiO2, generally named silica) are the most used as main component of glass. The
necessary additional components to obtain a glass easily workable and stable are called modifiers.
Mixing the powdered silica with fluxes (alkali metal salts), a mixture that liquefies at a temperature
lower than that required to melt silica alone is obtained. Stabilizer like limestone is added to sand
and flux to increase structural integrity and chemical resistance.

Most of glasses were SiO2-Na2O-CaO type from its first appearance until the entire Roman
period, with different proportions of oxides (approximately: SiO2 68–73 %, Na2O 14–17 %, CaO 7–
10 %). Different percentages depended on place and production period.

The silica-soda-lime type dominated the European glass production up to the eleventh century CE,
when in northern Europe the soda was replaced by potash, more easily obtainable from wood ash.

The raw materials should be ground to a small size to increase the surface area to volume ratio
and facilitate accretion, fluxing and melting.

The temperature needed to make the glass workable depends on its composition and vitrifying/
flux ratio. Approximately, it requires 600–800 °C to start and 900–1200 °C to be terminated.
Archaeological findings have shown that, in some production sites, glass formation took place in
two distinct phases, carried on in different furnaces.

The first treatment, at a lower temperature, was used to react the vitrifying agent and themodifiers.
At this point, the furnace temperaturewasnot sufficient to cause the reactionproduct, the so-called “frit”.
The complete fusion took place in a second furnace, built to obtain significantly higher temperatures.

The millennial evolution of glass technology has always been based on attempts: every mod-
ification of ancient traditions has probably happened by chance or following the empirical experi-
mentation of some talented glassmaker.

Only since the sixteenth century, thanks to the understanding of processes involved in the
formation of glass and relations existing between structure and properties, the manufacturing
becomes well reasonable and able to obtain materials with particular characteristics.

Forming
Glass can be shaped using different techniques like:
– Casting

It is a very ancient technique: glass objects are cast by directing molten glass into a mold where
it solidifies.

– Blowing
Inflating molten glass into a parison with the aid of a blowpipe.

– Pressing
Glassware formed by placing a blob of molten glass in a mold and pressing it to form the inside
shape.

– Stretching
In the past, it was produced by pouring the molten material onto a cast iron table and flattening it
using a roller.
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Recyling in antiquity
Glass recycling was a practice even preceding blowing invention. At the beginning, it was on a
limited scale and carried on without re-melting fragments. Glassmakers re-used glass frag-
ments of precious colors and decorated in gold leaf.

Following the discovery that glass could be fully recast, a targeted collection started. The
most requested were natural color or colorless ones, in order to avoid the risk of obtaining an
indistinct brownish compound during recast.

Decorations
Glass artworks can be decorated in different ways, the most common are engraving, painting and
use of acids. Incisions can be made through different techniques (e. g. using abrasive rotating
disks).

It is possible painting glass using enamels, which are then fused with the glass in a low-
temperature furnace. The action of acids and sandblasting produce a frosted effect.

The golden glass is obtained by applying on the surface leaves, paint or gold powder, which are
then embedded by firing.

Colors
The color of glass changes by adding especially metallic oxides to the batch.

Examples of common colorants include:
Iron – Green glass.
Copper – Light blue glass.
Manganese dioxide – Can decolorize colored glasses. In higher amounts, purple and even black color
can be obtained.
Cobalt – Dark blue glass.
Gold – Deep red glass.

Opacifiers – Tin or antimony compounds (e. g. calcium antimonate, lead antimonate, lead pyroanti-
monate, tin oxide, lead stannate)

Degradation phenomena

Weathering
The main agent responsible for the degradation of glass is water, or rather, the aqueous solutions
naturally occurring, which can cause changes in the composition and structure of the surface.

It usually involves the leaching of alkali from the glass, leaving behind siliceous weathering
products that are often laminar.

There are two main processes of degradation: an acid attack, a term which improperly indicates
the alteration caused by solutions with pH≤7 and a basic attack, due to the contact with solutions at
pH > 7. In the acid attack, the alkaline ions and to a lesser extent the alkaline earth ions, are replaced by
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H3O
+ ions by forming silanol groups. Therefore, the surface is enriched with a thin layer of silica gel

which can, in the case of high chemical resistance glasses, protect the glass. Conversely, it is possible
that the chemical attack leads to the complete dissolution of glass when hydrofluoric acid, and in some
cases phosphoric acid, are responsible for the attack.

The basic attack is the worst one, the hydroxyl ions OH− enter the lattice of the glass, attacking
the silicon-oxygen bond in a chain reaction that, at the end of the process, leads to the production of
a soluble compound.

Usually, the modification of glass composition and structure causes changes in the surface
appearance, generally iridescence, discoloration and a loss of transparency. Moreover, the
contraction of the volume associated with ion exchange can lead to cracking and detachment.

Certainly, the chemical attack that occurs depends on composition of the glass, temperature,
surface condition, contact time and obviously composition of the aqueous solution.

Chemistry
Glass is a non-crystalline solid. It can bedescribed as constituted by a randomnetwork,where a certain
structural order is present only at short range and not at medium-long one. This property can be easily
verified using a technique able to detect crystal phases (X Ray Diffraction): no signal will be observed.

Its amorphous nature implies the presence of bonds whose energy covers a rather wide range.
Consequently, the breakage of the bonds progressively occurs at various temperatures and the
transition from solid to liquid is achieved through a progressive decrease in viscosity. During this
transformation, the glass is easily workable, regaining its rigidity when it is returned to room
temperature.

Formersmake up the largest percentage of the mixture to be melted. In typical soda-lime-silica
glass the former is SiO2 in the form of sand.

Fluxes lower the temperature at which the formers will melt. Soda (sodium carbonate) and
potash (potassium carbonate) are common fluxes. Potash glass is slightly denser than soda glass.

Stabilizersmake the glass strong and water resistant. Calcium carbonate, often called calcined
limestone, is a stabilizer. Without a stabilizer, water and humidity attack and dissolve glass.

The elementary crystalline cell of SiO2 consists of a silicon atom placed at the center of a tetrahedron
whose vertices are oxygen atoms. In the structure of solid glass, the tetrahedral structural units
linked together by oxygen atoms are still present, but in a random disordered arrangement.

O
Si

O
Si

Glass Quartz

Figure 1.2: Glass Quartz.
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Properties
– Mechanically Strong
– Hard
– Elastic
– Chemical Corrosion-Resistant. Affected by few chemicals (HF). Resists most industrial and food

acids.
– Thermal Shock-Resistant
– Heat-Absorbent
– Optical Properties: reflects, bends, transmits and absorbs light.
– Electrical Insulating

Analyses
– SEM-EDS
– XRD
– UV-Vis-NIR
– Raman Spectroscopy
– ICP-MS, ICP-OES, INNA
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Metal

Raw materials and production
Archaeological and radiochemical dating propose the beginning of metals use in the period 6000
to 7000 BCE. Metallic artworks have been found in soils of various compositions, caves, tombs,
graves, etc. Dry environments appear to be optimum for metal preservation, but some metals
have survived in shipwrecks for thousands of years.

Considering geological time scale, few metals are able to resist alterations induced by natural
agents (e. g. oxidation) and this is the reason why only the less reactive ones have been found as native.
A metal found in nature in its metallic form, either pure or in the form of an alloy is named native metal.

Native metals were the only source of access to metals for prehistoric men before mining.
However, they are only found in small quantities so they cannot be used extensively. Usually, gold
and copper were found in streams and rivers downstream of their ore deposits.

Generally, an alloy is an intentional mixture of two or more metals to obtain a material with
properties different from those of the starting ones, nevertheless metal combinations also occur in
nature.

Gold, silver, copper, lead, iron, tin and mercury are considered the seven metals of antiquity.

Gold
Easily worked, ductile, malleable, it does not tarnish or corrode. During antiquity it was almost
always used as an ornament. It is able to survive in different soils, dry tombs and shipwrecks, at most
suffering from encrustations or mild tarnish. Gold alloys with silver, platinum, copper, etc., also have
been durable, although metal separation has occurred.

Cupellation process is likely both the oldest and most efficient method of separating gold from
base metals. Precious metals do not oxidize or react chemically, unlike the base metals, therefore
when they are heated at high temperatures, they remain apart while basemetals react forming slags or
other compounds.

Silver
Ductile and malleable but very soft if compared to copper or gold. It is rarely found in the native state
as nuggets. It can be easily smelted from its chloride ores or produced from argentiferous galena
(lead and silver were separated by smelting and then by cupellation).

Lead
Very malleable and dense, easily worked into sheets or cast into objects. It is simply extracted from
its most abundant ore, galena.

Casting process occurs when a liquid material is poured into a mold, which contains a hollow
cavity of the desired shape, and then allowed to solidify.

Copper
Found as native metal. It was first used as an ornament, then it was discovered that, when cold-
worked and hammered, it became stronger and harder, and its purpose utilitarian.

Tin
Generally, not used in antiquity except as a constituent of its alloy with copper – bronze. Bronze is
composedmostly of copper (80–95%), tin (20–5%), and often smaller amounts of other metals (e. g.
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zinc and lead). It is corrosion resistant and harder, more easily cast and has a higher tensile strength
than copper but it is less malleable. Therefore, it was used for many purposes: tools, ornamental
objects, weapons and statues.

Iron
Most important metal of antiquity. It is one of the most abundant elements in the earth’ s crust. Iron
ores are frequent, wide-spread and easily available. It reacts with oxygen which implies that many
early iron artifacts have likely disintegrated over time. It is the base metal of steel, an alloy with
carbon, with increased malleability, toughness and ductility.

Mercury
Its primary use was in the purification of gold and silver via amalgamation.

Metallurgy phases
These steps are characterized by many processes going hand by hand, considering no specific metal
and complex discoveries.
1. Native metal used as found. Native metals were worked like stones.
2. Native metal phase. Cold working by hammering, tempering, cutting and grinding and likely

involving copper, gold, silver, and meteoric iron.
3. Ore phase. Hot working by melting, casting, welding, etc. and alloys production. This stage

would lead to the isolation and working of lead, silver, copper, antimony, tin, bronze, and brass.
4. Iron phase. Hot working by hammering, tempering, quenching and annealing and development

of wrought iron, steel and cast iron.

Forming
If a metal can be melted, it is possible producing shapes by casting in a mold. Casting is mostly
effective in case of complex shapes which could not be succeeded by forging. Actually, technology
required to work metals is generally strongly subject to melting points. Indeed, metals of antiquity
have low melting points (iron excluded) and usually alloys have lower melting points than that of
their main component (e. g. bronzes and brasses melt at a lower temperature than copper).
Alloying lead to changes in physical and mechanical properties which means that final use of
an object influences pure metal or allow choice (e. g. refined jewelry).

Table 1.1: Main ores.

MAIN ORES

Silver 1. Argentite 2. Chlorargyrite 3. Pyrargyrite 4. Galena
Copper 1. Cuprite 2. Malachite 3. Azurite 4. Chrysocolla 5. Tenorite
Lead 1. Galena 2. Cerussite 3. Anglesite
Tin 1. Cassiterite 2. Stannite
Iron 1. Magnetite 2. Hematite 3. Siderite
Mercury 1. Cinnabar
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Colors
Metals are crystalline materials, generally malleable, ductile and shiny. Their properties have
allowed several applications, whose main ones in antiquity were decorative, military and utilitarian.

They (mercury excluded) are solids at room temperature with melting temperatures range very
wide. Copper, silver and gold become molten in the region of 1000°C, requesting specific tools and
fuel. Conversely, tin and lead have lowmelting temperatures. Others (arsenic and zinc) boil at relatively
low temperatures, forming vapors at high temperatures.

Most metals are good conductors of both heat and electricity. Atoms are bound together in a
crystal lattice while outer electrons able to move rather freely.

Degradation phenomena
Corrosion of metals is mainly due to electrochemical reactions. Most metals corrode because they
react with oxygen in the atmosphere, particularly under moist conditions, phenomenon named
oxidation. Ferrous metals are particularly predisposed to oxidation, demanding constant care.

Conversely, some non-ferrous metals are resistant to corrosion thanks to the formation of
strong oxides coating on their surfaces (e. g. lead) able to protect metal from additional oxidation.

Bronze disease is the corrosion process going on when chlorides come into contact with bronze
or copper alloys. Usually, treatment consists of chlorides removal and a successive item isolation.

Patina is a thin coating that forms on the surface of metals like copper, bronze and similar.
Usually, it provides a protective layer to materials preventing corrosion or weathering events and it is
also aesthetically appealing and desirable. Time, weathering, accumulation of particulate matter,
corrosion and use are all possible causes of patina development and the chemical compounds thus
produced on the surface are oxides, carbonates, sulfides, sulfates. The appearance of patina can be
very different, some of themost characteristic ones are: the almost powder green verdigris of copper,
bronze and brass and unlike bronze disease; verdigris serves to protect metal.

Coatings have been used since ancient times. They can be functional or decorative. Gold leaf
was one of the earliest techniques used by Egyptians. Pliny describes the use of white of eggs as
adhesive for gold foil. Copper and bronze were treated with mercury to form surface amalgams.
Tinning was used to protect iron and steel, but also non-metallic coatings were applied. The
preservatives included liquid tar, bitumen, lead and gypsum.

Table 1.2: Melting metals.

Name (Symbol) Melting Boiling

Mercury (Hg) −39 °C 357 °C
Tin (Sn) 232 °C 2602 °C
Lead (Pb) 328 °C 1749 °C
Arsenic (As) Sublimes at 617 °C
Zinc (Zn) 420 °C 907 °C
Antimony (Sb) 631 °C 1587 °C
Silver (Ag) 962 °C 2162 °C
Gold (Au) 1064 °C 2856 °C
Copper (Cu) 1085 °C 2927 °C
Iron (Fe) 1538 °C 2861 °C
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Analyses
– Radiography
– Metallography
– SEM-EDS
– Mossbauer Spectrometry
– Isotopic Analysis
– XRF, XRD
– Microbeam techniques (EPMA, PIXE, SIMS)
– ICP-MS, ICP-OES, etc.
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Proteins

Occurrence
– animal glues (from mammal hide, cartilage and bones or parts of fish)
– egg (whole egg, egg yolk or egg white)
– casein and milk

Animal glues are colloidal dispersions of collagen – proteins showing a helix structure. They are
obtained from collagen-based materials and have frequently been used as adhesives – to join wood
panels or to fix canvas on wood – or as binder in ground layers (with gypsum, chalk or lead white) or
in paint for certain pigments. In conservation animal glue is used for facings or strappo. The draw-
back of animal glue is its hygroscopic nature causing weakening of the ground layers or detachment
of the paint.

Egg has been widely used as a paint binder, mixed with water (tempera), oil (tempera
grassa) or natural resins. Whole egg and egg yolk contain both lipids and proteins and upon
drying transform into an irreversible gel and film with excellent cohesive and adhesive
properties. Egg white is essentially composed of an aqueous solution of proteins and salts
and the substantial lack of lipids causes egg white films to be fragile and water sensitive. It
has mainly been used as binder in illuminated manuscripts and inks, as well as in preparation
layers for gilding.

Casein is the main phosphoprotein in mammal milk. Ammonium caseinate has been used as
paint binder in mural and panel paintings, whereas calcium caseinate, obtained from casein and
slaked lime, has been mainly employed as adhesive for wood panels and objects and sometimes
as consolidant for plaster, or lining of canvas paintings. Casein tempera is characterized by rapid
drying and formation of opaque films, but has scarcely been used due its fragile and cracked
films. Milk, being composed of casein in emulsion with lipids, was more frequently used as paint
binder, creating stable films, appearing similar to egg tempera.

Degradation phenomena
Swelling and contraction due to variation of temperature and humidity may cause loss of adhesion
and cohesion of the paint film or adhesive. Biological processes such as the growth of fungi and other
microorganisms are favored by humidity, whereas chemical degradation is mostly induced by light,
humidity and interaction with other chemical species. These processes may alter the cohesive and
optical properties of the binder. Proteins are relatively stable to oxidation, but are sensitive to water
or aggressive solvents.

Chemistry
Proteins are macromolecules (≥5000 Da) composed of aminoacids (21 naturally occurring) linked
by peptide bonds. Aminoacids are bifunctional organic compounds containing a carboxylic acid
group (–COOH) and a basic amine group (–NH2) on the same carbon atom and with a lateral
chain (–R) which differentiates the various aminoacids. The number, type and sequence of the
aminoacids are characteristic of each protein and determine structure, chemical and physical
properties.
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The tridimensional structure of a protein is articulated on four levels: primary structure (specific
sequence of aminoacids); secondary structure (conformation of the protein in certain regions: helix,
globular, etc.); tertiary structure (total configuration: globular, fibrous, etc.); quaternary (association
of two or more polypeptides linked by weak bonds). Hydrogen bonds, disulfur bridges, ionic bonds
and hydrophobic interactions may cause folding of the proteins. Alteration of the conformation may
lead to denaturation and loss of function. The denaturated protein will maintain its primary structure
and will lose its solubility. This is positive when the protein is used as a binder, but presents a real
drawback when used as an adhesive or consolidant (loss of reversibility).

Analyses
– Proteomics: MALDI-MS, LC-MS(MS)
– GC-MS
– Immunological methods
– FTIR spectroscopy
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Carbohydrates

Occurrence
– vegetal gums
– honey
– starches and dextrin

Vegetal gums are obtained from the solidified exudates of certain plants or seeds. The gels that are
formed by the gums in contact with water are apt to be used as adhesives and paint binders. They have
been largely employed in watercolors, illuminated manuscripts, gilding mordants and inks. Vegetal
gums are used alone or in emulsion with proteinaceous and lipid binders. Starch, honey or molasses
(syrup) (plastifiers) and antifermentatives are often added. Historically, the most frequently used gums
are gumArabic, gum tragacanth and gums fromdifferent fruit trees. GumArabic is obtained fromspecies
of Acacia. The first examples of the use of gumArabic date back to 5000 years ago in the Egyptian tombs.
Gum tragacanth is an exudate of the Astragalus gummifer, which can be found in Greece, Iran andMinor
Asia. It is in use since about 2000 years and represents an excellent colloid able to stabilize emulsions
and dispersions. The gums from fruit trees include the exudates of different Prunus species (plum,
cherry, peach, apricot). Their use is more limited and their films are very fragile.

Honey is produced by bees and for centuries it has been used as plasticizer for aqueous binders
such as vegetal gums and albumin. It has the property of retaining a certain amount of water reducing
the fragility of the paint films during drying.

Starch can be found in all the seeds and bulbs of plants. The main four providers of starch are:
mais, potatoes, rice and wheat. Also legumes like beans are rich in starch. It is used as adhesive, for
lining or in some wall painting preparations, and as a binder and support for organic pigments in
Japanese prints. Thanks to its adhesive properties, starch is very important in paper production.

Dextrins are obtained from the acid treatment of starch and are rather soluble in water. They are
sometimes used for watercolors in addition to vegetal gums, but their main use concerns the paper
industry for reinforcement or coating.

Degradation phenomena
Due to the high amount of hydroxyl groups, carbohydrates are hydrophyllic and therefore very
sensitive to variations of environmental humidity. Polysaccharides are subject to dehydration,
reticulation, oxidation and hydrolysis leading to depolymerization. The solubility in water favors
leaching and therefore it might be difficult to detect vegetal gums in ancient wall paintings,
especially outdoors. Next to water, microorganisms represent a major cause of degradation.

Chemistry
Carbohydrates may be classified into:
– Monosaccharides and uronic acids. General formula: CnH2nOn. Classified as aldoses if con-

taining an aldehyde group, as ketoses if bearing a ketone group. They can be subdivided into
trioses (glyceraldehyde and dihydroxyacetone), pentoses (arabinose, xylose, ribose, etc.),
hexoses (glucose, fructose, mannose, galactose, rhamnose, fucose, etc.), glucuronic acid and
galacturonic acid. The most abundant monosaccharide in nature is glucose, which exists as
α-glucose and β-glucose.
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– Oligosaccharides. Derive from the union of some disaccharide molecules, such as lactose,
saccharose and maltose.

– Polysaccharides. Polymers of monosaccharides linked by glucoside bonds. They include cellu-
lose, starches, mucilages and vegetal gums. Cellulose is formed from polycondensation of
α-glucose, whereas by linking β-glucose molecules amylose and amylopectin (both contained
in starches) are formed. These are thus homopolysaccharides (one type of monomer) with a linear
(cellulose) or branched (starches) structure. In vegetal gums and mucilages the molecules are
more complex with major molecular weight.

Analyses
– GC-MS
– MALDI-MS
– FTIR spectroscopy
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Lipids

Occurrence
– oils
– egg yolk
– fats

Siccative and semi-siccative oils are used as paint binders. They contain triglycerides and small
amounts of sterols. The percentages of the various fatty acids – with double bonds differing in
position and number – determine the properties of the oils. Linseed oil is the most widely used
paint binder and is produced from Linus usitatissimum. Stand oil is made at temperatures above
250 °C in absence of air. This oil is drying more slowly, but forms a more stable and less yellowing
film. Walnut oil is extracted from Junglas regia and is more siccative than poppyseed oil, due to its
higher content of linolenic acid. Poppyseed oil is obtained from Papaverum somniferum and is
less siccative but yellows less. Other oils used in paints are safflower, sunflower, rapeseed and
castor oil.

Egg yolk is an emulsion of a colloidal aqueous solution of proteins and lipids, stabilized by
emulsifiers of whom the most abundant is lecitin. The lipids are composed of triglycerides (65 %),
phospholipids (30 %) and cholesterol (5 %). These lipids are not siccative, but act as plasticizers and
confer hydrophobicity and irreversibility to the paint film.

Fats are composed of triglycerides with low amounts of polyunsaturated fatty acids.

Degradation phenomena
The drying of a (semi-)siccative oil film consists of a polymerization process continuing during years
after application. Hardening and increase of refractive index lead to cracking and higher transpar-
ency. Yellowing is influenced by degree of purity, treatments, pigments, siccatives, humidity and
light. Oil paint films become more sensitive to humidity with ageing due to oxidation and hydrolysis
into mono- and diglycerides, and free fatty acids.

Table 1.3: Fatty acid percentage composition of fresh vegetable oils and of animal lipids.

Oil/lipids FA-C16 FA-C18 FA-C18:1 FA-C18:2 FA-C18:3 Other fatty acids

Linseed 6–8 3–6 14–24 14–19 48–60
Walnut 3–7 0.5–3 9–30 57–76 2–16
Poppyseed 8–12 2–3 12–17 55–65 3–8
Sunflower 5–6 4–6 17–51 38–74
Castor 1–2 1–2 3–6 4–7 83–891

Rapeseed 2–6 1–3 20–30 17–22 6–10 13–162; 20–403

Hen’s egg 25–27 9–12 38–44 13–15 0–1
Lard 20–27 13–19 37–45 7–10 0–1

FA-C16 Palmitic acid (hexadecanoic acid); FA-C18 Stearic acid (octadecanoic acid); FA-C18:1 Oleic acid
(9-octadecenoic acid); FA-C18:2 Linoleic acid (9,12-octadecadienoic acid); FA-C18:3 Linolenic
acid (9,12,15-octadecatrienoic acid); 1Ricinoleic acid (12-hydroxy- (Z)9-octadecenoic acid); 2Gondoic
acid (11-eicosenoic acid); 3Erucic acid (13-docosenoic acid).
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For egg yolk crosslinking phenomena are less important, but some auto-oxidation of unsaturated
lipids may occur, leading to the loss of free triglycerides and phospholipids. Instead, degradation
products are found.

Chemistry
Glycerolipids are composed of esters of glycerol and saturated and unsaturated fatty acids (trigly-
cerides or triacylglycerols, TAGs).

Phospholipids contain two hydrophobic fatty acid “tails” and a hydrophilic “head” consisting of a
phosphate group. The two components are joined together by a glycerol molecule. The phosphate
groups can be modified with simple organic molecules such as choline, ethanolamine or serine.

Unsaturated fatty acids undergo oxidation and cross-linking reactions when exposed to light and
oxygen, leading to the formation of an oil network. These processes – polymerization (crosslinking
reactions) and oxidation – are in competition. Oxidation results in the oxidative cleavage of the
fatty acids hydrocarbon chains and the formation of hydroxyacids, lowmolecular weight aldehydes
and ketons, and α,w-dicarboxylic acids with nonanedioic (azelaic) acid as the most abundant.
Certain metals (pigments) play a primary role in catalyzing these reactions. During ageing hydro-
lysis of the ester bonds of the TAGs also occurs. Cations in zinc, copper and lead containing
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pigments may react with free fatty acids and other carboxylic acid groups to form metal soaps
agglomerates or ionomeric structures.

Analyses
– (Py-)GC-MS
– LC-MS(MS)
– MALDI-MS
– FTIR spectroscopy

References

Mills JS, White R. Organic chemistry of museum objects, 2nd ed. 1994:31–48.
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Waxes

Occurrence
– Animal waxes
– Vegetal waxes
– Mineral and artificial waxes

The main animal wax is beeswax. It is produced by the European Apis mellifica L. or asiatic species
and has been used for writing (waxed wooden tablets), painting (encausto), fabrication of metal
objects (cera persa technique), protective and sealing coatings.

Chinese wax is produced by the Coccus ceriferus insect, whereas spermaceti and lanolin are
obtained from whales and sheep skin, respectively.

Carnauba wax is a vegetal wax and is gathered from a palm (Copernica cerifera) growing in
Brazil. It is currently used in restoration treatments also mixed with beeswax or paraffin.
Candelilla wax is from two Euphorbia species (Mexico) and is characterized by a high melting
point.

Mineral and artificial waxes are montana wax, which is extracted from lignites, paraffin, from
scists, lignites and petroleum, ceresine and microcristalline waxes. The latter is used for wax
polishing and finishing coatings of various materials.

Degradation phenomena
One of the main characteristics of beeswax is its high stability with time. This is due to the fact that
the main bonds are covalent and saturated. Prolonged heating might induce a decrease of acidity
leading to conspicuous losses of hydrocarbons.

Table 1.4: Melting points of
various waxes.

Wax Melting
point

Animal
Beeswax 66–71 °C
Chinese wax 80–83 °C
Spermaceti 42–50 °C
Lanolin 35–42 °C
Ambergris 60–80 °C
Vegetable
Carnauba 82–86 °C
Candelilla 67–79 °C
Japan wax 50–60 °C
Mineral
Ceresin 54–77 °C
Montan 76–92 °C
Paraffin 46–68 °C
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Chemistry
Natural waxes are composed of a mixture of esters from fatty acids and long-chain alcohols, fatty
acids, free alcohols and long chain hydrocarbons in various proportions depending on the type of
waxy materials.

Artificial waxes, also referred to as microcrystalline waxes, contain hydrocarbons deriving from
refined petroleum.

Analyses
– FTIR spectroscopy
– (Py-)GC-MS
– DTMS

References

Mills JS, White R. Organic chemistry of museum objects, 2nd ed. 1994:49–55.
Colombini MP, Modugno F, editors. Organic mass spectrometry in art and archaeology. Wiley,

2009:10–12.
Regert M, Langlois J, Colinart S, Characterisation of wax works of art by chromatographic procedures.

J Chrom A. 2005;1091:124–36.

Table 1.5: Composition of various waxes.

Components

in wt%

Beeswax Chinese

wax

Spermaceti Lanolin Carnauba

wax

Candelilla Ceresine Montan Paraffin

Hydrocarbons 14a x x 1 50g 100 3 100i

Esters 67b 83c 92–99d 14–24 84f 28–29 53h

Free acids and

Alcohols

13 x 1–8 x 12 7–9 18–19

Sterols 45–65e

Terpenes 4–5 12–14 20–23
Ketones 3–6
Non-

identified

6

aC25-C35 hydrocarbons (mainly uneven); bmainly esters of palmitic acid with C24-C32 alcohols;
cmainly

esters of hexacosanoic acid with hexacosanol; dmainly esters of palmitic acid and myristic acid with
hexacosanol; elanosterol and cholesterol; fincluding esters of p-hydroxycinnamic acid (23 %) and of
p-methoxycinnamic acid (7 %); gC29-C33 hydrocarbons, mainly C31;

hesters of C22-C32 acids;
ilinear

C20-C36, isoalkanes and cyclic alkanes C18-C36.
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Natural resins

Occurrence
Natural resins are polymeric materials produced by trees (vegetal resins) or insects (animal resins)
used for their filmforming, adhesive and hydrophobic properties.

Vegetal resins are generally distinguished into diterpenoid resins and triterpenoid resins (see
Chemistry).

The main diterpenoid resins are produced by the Pinaceae genera Pinus, Larix, Picea and
Abies. Pinus resin (colophony) has largely been used in varnishes mixed with oil or other more
precious resins. Venetian turpentine is obtained from Larix decidua and has been mentioned in
ancient recipes for preparation of varnish and copper resinate pigment. Sandarac is from
Tetraclinis articulate, a conifer growing in the south of Spain and North Africa, and has often
been used in oil based varnishes.

The most commonly used triterpenoid resins are mastic and dammar resin. Mastic is obtained
from Pistacia lentiscus var. chia, growing on the isle of Chios in Greece. However, the exudates of
other species of Pistacia are also often defined as mastic resin. Since ancient times mastic has been
used in mummification balsams, as adhesive and sealing agent. More recently, it has been employed
as picture varnish in mixture with siccative oils. Dammar resins are exudates of Dipterocarpaceae
trees (Hopea and Shorea) growing in South East Asia. The introduction of dammar in Europe dates
back to the 1830s. It is used in solvent varnishes (frequently in oil of turpentine).

Amber (produced 45–10 million years ago) is a fossil resin only partially soluble in oil. Although
mentioned in ancient recipes as a varnish ingredient, it is not apt for this use. Copals are classified as
semifossil resins and are produced byAraucariaceae, Caesalpinaceae and tropical trees. Themain types
of copal are Congo, Zanzibar, Kauri, Sierra Leone andManila copal. They have been occasionally used in
picture varnishes.

Shellac is produced by an Indian scaled insect (Laccifer lacca Kerr, also known as Kerria lacca). It
is commonly used as varnish for furniture, metal objects and scientific instruments. It can also be
found as adhesive for ceramics.

Degradation phenomena
Natural resins are severely affected by ageing and their chemical composition is highly influenced
by exposure to light. The degradation mechanisms are complex and mainly involve oxidation and
polymerization reactions leading to the formation of oligomers and polymers and highly oxidized
species. As a consequence varnishes often show yellowing (darkening), cracking and loss of
solubility with an increase of acidity and polarity. Degradation of natural resin varnishes is one
of the main restoration problems of paintings. Highly polar solvents are often required for removal.

If the pine resins are subject to thermal treatment pitches are formed typically containing
aromatized molecules like retene.

Chemistry
Natural resins are composed of complex mixtures of terpenoids: mono-, sesqui-, di- and triterpe-
noids containing, respectively, 10, 15, 20 and 30 carbon atoms with hydroxyl, carboxyl and carbonyl
groups. Mono- and sesquiterpenoids are contemporary present in the majority of resins, while di-
and triterpenoids are never present together. The latter usually persist with time, although subject to
oxidation and polymerization, and can be used for identification purposes.
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Diterpenoid resins contain abietanes, pimaranes and labdanes, whereas triterpenoid resins are
composed of dammaranes, ursanes and oleananes, next to a polymer fraction of polycadinene
(dammar) or poly β-myrcene.

Shellac contains 70–80 % of resin, 4–8 % of colorant and 6–7 % of wax. The resin is a complex
mixture of oligomers formed by esterification of polyhydroxycarboxylic acids.

Analyses
– (Py-)GC-MS
– FTIR spectroscopy

References

Mills JS, White R. Organic chemistry of museum objects, 2nd ed. 1994:95–128.
Colombini MP, Modugno F, editors. Organic mass spectrometry in art and archaeology. Wiley,

2009:215–35.

Table 1.6: Botanical origin and chemical composition of terpenic resins.

Class Family Genus (type of resin) Composition

Coniferales Pinaceae Pinus (pine resin, colophony) Abietadienic acids, pimaradienic

acids
Abies (Strasbourg turpentine) Abietadienic acids, pimaradienic

acids, cis abienol
Larix (Larch turpentine) Abietadienic acids, pimaradienic

acids, epimanool, larixol, larixyl

acetate

Cupressaceae Juniper, Cupressus, Tetraclinis

articulata (sandarac)

Pimaradienic acids

(sandaracopimaric acid), commu-

nic acid, totarol
Guttiferales Dipterocarpaceae Hopea (dammar) Dammaranes

(hydroxydammarenone, dammar-

adienol), ursanes (ursonic acid,

ursonaldehyde)

Terebinthales Anacardiaceae Pistacia (mastic) Euphanes (masticadienonic acid,

isomasticadienonic acid), oleana-

nanes (oleanonic acid, moronic

acid), dammaranes

Burseraceae Commiphora (myrrh)

Boswellia (olibanum or frankincense)

Canarium (elemi)

α and β amyrin, euphanes,

oleananes
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Synthetic polymers

Occurrence
From the beginning of the twentieth century synthetic polymers have been developed. Thesematerials
can be found in paint binders, coatings, adhesives, consolidants, and in modern art objects.

Synthetic paint binding media were first used for household paint (alkyd resins), but after the
1930s artists started employing these new materials. Acrylic paint came also into use with the
advantage of fast drying and the possibility of using water emulsions avoiding the use of toxic
solvents.

Acrylic resins, such as Paraloid B-72, are also frequently used as coatings, varnishes and
consolidants. Polyvinylacetates are generally employed in emulsion as adhesives in restoration
treatments. Epoxy resins are mainly used as adhesives in restoration of glass and stone objects.
Ketone resins (Laropal K80, MS2A) represent an important class of synthetic resins used as
varnishes.

In modern art objects a wealth of synthetic materials can be found ranging from polycarbonate,
polypropylene to polystyrene.

Degradation phenomena
Synthetic resins generally showahigher resistance to oxidative change thannatural resins. Some resins,
however, may degrade more easily, like cellulose nitrate and cellulose acetate. Acrylic resins are
sensitive to sunlight. Bond cleavage (methacrylates) and cross-linking (acrylates) are observed.
Polyurethanes show yellowing and depolymerization. Epoxy resins are resistant to acids, alkali and
solvents, but tend to yellow with ageing.

Chemistry
Synthetic resins can be classified in two main categories based on the polymerization mechanism:
addition polymers and condensation polymers.

Addition polymers are based on ethylene (two carbon atoms with a double bond) mono-
mers with different lateral groups and are also defined as vinyl polymers. Main vinyl polymers
are polyethylene, polypropylene, polystyrene, polyvinyl acetate, polyvinyl alcohol, polyacry-
lates, polyvinyl chloride and polyethylene oxide.

Condensation polymers are formed by monomers with two functional groups. Linear polymers are
generally obtained, but branched polymers can also be formed if more than two functional groups are
present, or by cross-linking of linear polymers upon degradation. The main condensation polymers
are polyesters (alkyd resins, polycarbonates), polyamides, epoxy resins, phenol-formaldehyde
resins and cyclohexanone resins.

H
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Figure 1.8: Addition polymers.
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Analyses
– FTIR spectroscopy
– Py-GC/MS
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Dyestuffs

Occurrence
From ancient times animal and vegetal colored organic compounds are used for the dying of textiles
and as pigments, as such or on an inorganic substrate as lakes. From the second half of the
nineteenth century onwards synthetic dyes have gradually substituted the natural dyes.

Colorants can be classified according to the coloring mechanism:
– Direct dyes: taken up directly by cellulosic fibers (saffron, curcuma).
– Vat dyes: applied onwool or cotton as a solution of the reduced colorless (leuco) form. Oxidation

by atmospheric oxygen or oxidizing agents yield the colored dyestuff (indigo).
– Acid dyes: applied on animal fibers in an acid dye bath (modern synthetic dyes for wool).
– Mordant dyes: dyes linked to the fiber via an organic compound (tannins) or dyes requiring a

metallic hydroxide (alum) precipitated onto the fiber. The color depends on the metal ion
(natural red and yellow dyes).

Natural dyestuffs are produced by plants and insects and can be red, yellow, blue and brown.
The chromophores exhibit flavonoid, anthraquinoid, indigoid, gallotannin, carotenoid, benzo-

quinone and antocyanine structures.
The synthetic organic dyestuffs have been produced since the 1850s with Perkin having

patented the famous mauveine and the synthesis of alizarin in 1868. Synthetic colorants are
classified according to their chemistry. The most important are triarylmethane dyes, diazo dyestuffs,
anthraquinone vat dyes and the very stable phthalocyanines.

Degradation phenomena
Dyestuffs are generally extremely sensitive to degradation. Fading – caused by chemical oxidation –
is related to the amount of light received, wavelength, level of humidity, type of substrate and the
mordant. Ozone and nitrogen oxide have significant effects on various dyestuffs.

In general natural dyes are less stable than modern synthetic dyes.

Chemistry

Table 1.7: Origin and chemical composition of various natural dyestuffs.

Common

name

Botanic name Main chromophores

Anthraquinoid dyes

Carminic

acid

Kermesic

acid

Flavokerm-

esic acid

Dc II Laccaic acid A Laccaic acid B

Cochineal Kermes vermilio x x

Porphyrophora polonica x x x x

Porphyrophora hameli x x x x

Dactylopius coccus Costa x x x

Kerria lacca Kerr x x x x

(continued)
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Table 1.7 (continued)

Common

name

Botanic name Main chromophores

Alizarin Purpurin Xanthopur-

purin

Munjistin Pseudopurpurin Other

compounds

Madder Rubia tinctorum x x x x x

Rubia peregrina x x

Rubia cordifolia x x x x x Morin

Rubia akane Nakai x x

Lady’s

bedstraw

Galium verum L. x x x x

Galium mollugo L. x x x x x Rubiadin

Relbunium Relbunium hypocarpium L. x x x x

Morinda Morinda citrifolia L. /x morin

Indigoid dyes

Indigotin indirubin monobro-

moindigo-

tin

dibromoin-

digotin

dibromoindirubin Other

compounds

woad Isatis tinctoria x Quercetin,

kaempferol

indigo Various Indigofera species x x Kaempferol

Indigo

carmine

Indigofera tinctoria indigocar-

mine

purple Muricidae and Rapaninae x x x x

orchil Rocella and Ochrolechia orcein

Flavonoid dyes

fisetin morin maclurin kaempferol quercetin Other

compounds

Young fustic Cotinus coggyria x Fustin,

sulfuretin

Old fustic Clorophora tinctoria L. x x x

Quercitron

bark

Quercus velutina L. x Quercitrin

Persian

berries

Rhamnus family x x Rhamnetin

luteolin apigenin genistein 3-methyl-

quercetin

weld Reseda luteola L. x x

Dyer’s

broom

Rhamnus frangula (cortex) Glucofrangul-

in A and B,

franguline,

emodin

Rhamnus

bark

Serratula tinctoria L. x x

Barzilin Brazilein Hematoxyl-

in

Hematein

(continued)
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Analyses
– HPLC-DAD-(MS)
– Raman spectroscopy
– Py-GC/MS

References
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2009:22–5.

Table 1.7 (continued)

Common

name

Botanic name Main chromophores

Brazilwood Caesalpina species x x x x

Logwood Hematoxylum

campechianum

x x

Tannin-based dyes

Gallic acid quercetin Emodin Quercitrin tannins Other

compounds

Black alder Alnus glutinosa x x x x

Sumac Rhus genus x Ellagic acid,

kaempferol

Black walnut Juglans species juglon

Walnut galls Galls from Cynips species,

Quercus infectoria Oliv.

x

Silver birch Betula species x

Other dyes

Henna Lawsonia inermis Lawson

Sandalwood Pterocarpus santalinus Santalin A and B

Safflower Carthamus tinctorius L. Carthamina, Safflower

yellow A and B

Annatto Bixa Orellana L. Bixin

Barberry Berberis vulgaris L. Berberin

Saffron Crocus sativus L. Crocin, crocetin

Turmeric Curcuma longa Curcumin, demethoxycurcumin,

bisdemethoxycurcumin
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Pasquale Acquafredda

2 XRF technique

Abstract: The techniques of chemical investigation by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) are
widespread since the 50s of the last century. Depending on the accuracy of the desired
data and on the artifact characteristics, they can be used as partially destructive or as
absolutely non-destructive and non-invasive techniques. The archeomaterials that can
be analyzed are the most disparate: minerals, rocks, metals, building materials, pig-
ments, and so on; practically almost everything that is solid, liquid or gelatinous can be
analyzed by XRF. The theoretical physical principles and the main components of
X-ray spectrometers, in energy dispersion (ED) and wavelength dispersion (WD), are
described, also comparing the advantages and disadvantages of each analytical tech-
nique. In the last decades, the diffusion of the ED silicon drift detectors, together with
the development of very accurate and high specialized software for quantitative
analysis, has given a new impulse to the diffusion of the portable spectrometers
offering new possibilities for in situ and very rapid archeomaterial characterizations.
Case studies related to different artworks, like ceramics, necklaces, coins, obsidians
and other lithic artifacts will also be presented: they show the important contribution
that X-ray spectrometer technique gives to solve problems related to the characteriza-
tion, restoration and to the source identification of the raw materials.

Keywords: ED-XRF, WD-XRF, elemental analysis, non-destructive analysis,
archeomaterials, petroarchaeometry, Cultural Heritage

2.1 Introduction

X-ray fluorescence (XRF) is a spectrochemical technique which allows the determi-
nation of the elemental composition as well as the quantitative analysis of a wide
range of inorganic materials. Results can be expressed as atom percent or weight
percent. Often, by custom, especially in the analysis of minerals and rocks, the data
are expressed as oxides, stoichiometrically binding the oxygen to the dosed cation.
XRF spectrometric analysis can be carried out in wavelength dispersion (WD) or in
energy dispersion (ED). In the case of WD analyses (WD-XRF), the technique is
normally considered destructive (but rare exceptions), because the sample normally
has to be ground and subsequently treated with organic binders or with other
components in order to obtain a powdered pellet to submit to analysis. The indis-
putable advantage remains, compared to the cases of the analyses that require the
solubilization of the sample, that the prepared specimen, can be reanalyzed, either

This article has previously been published in the journal Physical Sciences Reviews. Please cite as:
Acquafredda, P. XRF technique Physical Sciences Reviews [Online] 2019, 4. DOI: 10.1515/psr-2018-0171.
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with another XRF spectrometer or with other analytical instrumentation, even after
many years, provided that it has been well preserved. The amount of sample required
for chemical analysis by WD-XRF varies, depending on the kind (qualitative/quanti-
tative) of the searched information and depending on the method and the instru-
mentation used, from a few tens of milligrams (about 40mg [1]) up to about 12 g. In
some cases, as in provenance determination of obsidians studies, it is possible to use
the WD-XRF method also in an absolutely non-destructive way [1].

In the case of ED analyses (ED-XRF), the specimen is normally analyzed as it is and
therefore the technique is considered non-destructive. As a matter of fact, the ED
counters can provide quantitative or semi-quantitative results even on samples with
irregular surface because they suffermuch less than theWD techniques from the sample
geometry. A wide variety of materials from rocks, to minerals, industrial products,
building materials, metals, pigments, etc., can be analyzed by XRF; practically almost
everything that is a solid substance and in many cases also liquid or gelatinous
substances.

Sampling and sample preparation will depend on the used analytical method
non-invasive analysis (no sampling) is also possible by XRF and this opens up a very
wide range of applications, especially in the field of Cultural Heritage, where the
characterization of precious objects cannot justify their partial destruction (sam-
pling) which would greatly reduce their value.

Moreover, in recent years, the development of portable XRF spectrometers [2–
10], is more and more often allowing to analyze objects in their natural sites (restora-
tion sites, museums, archeological excavations) as well as artifacts which cannot be
moved for legal reasons or difficult to transport due to their dimensions. It is worthy
to note that the analyses carried out with portable equipments should be validated on
suitably chosen objects, comparing the analytical results with those obtained
through instruments of qualified (certified) laboratories [11, 12].

2.2 Physical principles and theory

The XRF spectrochemical analysis technique uses, in the most common cases, a
sample irradiation process by primary X-rays in order to subsequently analyze the
secondary X-ray spectrum emitted by the sample itself.

X-rays are electromagnetic radiation with wavelength (λ) between 0.01 and 10nm.
Their energy (E) can be expressed in electron volts (eV) and is directly proportional to
the frequency of vibration and inversely proportional to the wavelength, except for
some constants:

EeV = h � c=λ � e

Where h is the Plank constant, c and λ are respectively the speed of light in the vacuum
and the frequency and wavelength of the X-rays, and e is the charge of the electron.
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2.2.1 Generation of X-rays

In XRF spectrometers, X-rays are generated in a tube, under high vacuum conditions,
called X-ray tube.

The operation of an X-ray tube can be schematized as follows:
1. A tungsten filament (Figure 2.1) is heated by the passage of direct current and

therefore produces around it a dense cloud of electrons due to thermionic effect.
2. Part of these electrons are accelerated along a focusing path by means of a high

potential difference (high voltage of the X-ray tube, expressed in kilovolt: kV)
established between the filament and a metal target operating as an anode. The
part of electrons not involved in the acceleration and focusing process is cap-
tured by a trap placed around the filament itself.

3. The electrons hit the anode and their kinetic energy is transformed into thermal
energy, which is dissipated by a cooling system (generally water circulation),
and partly in X radiations that escape from the tube through a window consti-
tuted from a thin sheet of material as much as possible transparent to X-rays. The
thickness of the window must also take into account the heating effect of the
material subjected to intense interaction with X-rays and of the backscattered
electrons, which in large quantities are generated on the anode. The window can
be positioned at the end of the tube (end-window X-ray tube) or sideways (side-
window X-ray tube).

2.2.2 X-ray spectrum

The X-ray spectrum of an X-ray tube (primary source) or the one returned by an
irradiated sample (secondary fluorescence X-rays) consists of a continuous radiation
(bremsstrahlung) and characteristic radiations (Rayleigh lines).

The emission of a continuous radiation, or braking radiation, is a consequence of
the deceleration of the incident electrons with those belonging to the atoms of which
the X-ray tube anode is constituted.

electron trap

anode
high vacuum

ground

e-+
+ H.V.

X-rays

Be window
W fil.

Be window

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the main parts constituting an end-window X-ray tube. H.V. =
high voltage; W fil. = tungsten filament.
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The distribution of the intensity of the continuous radiation is a function of the
energy possessed by the incident electrons and by the way this energy is trans-
ferred, for example, through a single interaction or through several successive
interactions. In particular, if all the kinetic energy possessed by an electron is
transferred in a single interaction, the corresponding emitted radiation has, within
the continuous background, the maximum value of energy and the minimum value
of wavelength. For increasing wavelength values, the intensity of the continuous
background rapidly increases to a maximum value and subsequently decreases,
with a hyperbolic trend (Figure 2.2).

The continuous radiation emitted by an X-ray tube contributes to the excitation of X
fluorescence in the irradiated atoms.

The distribution of the intensity of the continuous background, in relation to the
different wavelengths, depends on the current I of the filament (expressed in milli-
amps), the applied voltage V (expressed in kilovolt) and the atomic number Z of the
element constituting the anode (Figure 2.2).

The characteristic radiations are generated as a consequence of the energy re-
arrangement process of the atom, when its excitation has led to the expulsion of one
or more electrons from its internal shells. The wavelength of the characteristic
radiations is independent of the cause that generated the hole in the electronic
orbits, while it is strictly dependent: (1) on the type of electronic transition that
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Figure 2.2: Variation of the intensity of the continuous background (bremsstrahlung) with the
variations of V, A and Z ([13], modified); it should be noted that λmin vary only when the acceleration
voltage of the electrons varies.
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leads to the energetic resettlement of the atom; (2) on the atom of the chemical
element subjected to excitation.

The energy of the different radiations emitted is equal to the energy difference of
the atom before and after the electronic transition. For a given chemical element,
with reference to the lines of the K series, the energy difference for a re-arrangement
from M to K is greater than the energy difference for a re-arrangement from L to K;
consequently the energy of the radiation Kβ is greater than the energy of the radiation
Kα, i. e. the wavelength of the radiation Kβ is lower than that of the radiation Kα.

In general terms, the wavelength of the radiation of a given chemical element
progressively increases from Kβ1 to Kα1 to Lγ1 to Lβ1 to Lα1 to Mγ1 to Mβ1 to Mα1, and so
on (Figure 2.3).

Concerning the distribution of the intensities of the different characteristic lines, it
should be noted that it depends on the probability with which each electronic
transition can occur and, therefore, the emission of the corresponding line. In
particular, within the spectral K range, the transition from M to K is much less
probable than the transition from L to K and hence the Kβ line is less intense than
the Kα line. The IKα/IKβ ratio increases as the atomic number decreases; approxi-
mately its value is 3 for Sn, 5 for Cu and 25 for Al (Figure 2.3): it follows that a
conspicuous alteration of these intensity ratios is generally indicative of interferences
between spectral lines of different chemical elements.

In quantitative XRF analytic procedures, the intensity of the characteristic lines
emitted by the different chemical components is usually measured. The intensity of
these characteristic lines depends, in addition to the reasons already described, and
on the possible concentration of the chemical components, on the excitation effi-
ciency of the incident radiation.
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Figure 2.3: In the left part of the figure, simplified energy levels (orbitals or shells) of an atom
between which the electrons move generating the characteristic X-ray lines. In the upper right part of
the figure a schematic representation of the continuous background and the main characteristic
radiations (lines) of a heavy element in function of λ. In the lower right part of the figure a schematic
example of Kα/Kβ ratios variation for elements with different atomic number.
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In particular, the characteristic lines of a given spectral series, for a given
chemical element, are excited more effectively the higher is the intensity possessed
by the incident primary radiation for wavelengths close to those re-emitted by the
excited element, better if close to its absorption edges (Figure 2.4).

The excitation of XRF radiation is caused both by the characteristic lines and by the
continuous background of the X-ray tube anode with which the samples are irra-
diated. Thus, the choice of the anode of the X-ray tube, that is, in practice the
spectrum of the incident radiation, is of particular importance for the most effective
excitation of the elements under examination.

For example, with respect to the element W, the L lines constitute 25% of the
intensity of the whole spectrum whereas, relative to the element Cr, the K lines
represent 75% of the intensity of the whole spectrum.

To simplify, it can be said that X-ray tubes with anode of heavy elements favor the
excitation of XRF of heavy elements while X-ray tubes with anode of light elements
favor the excitation of XRF of light elements.

2.2.3 X-ray absorption

The law on X-ray absorption is expressed by the Lambert equation:

I = I0 � e–μt
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Figure 2.4: Some absorption edges and emission lines of gold. In the upper part of the figure are
represented the K and L absorption edges with their relative mass absorption coefficient, µ/ρ,
expressed as cm2/g. In the lower part of the figure are represented in purple the X-ray emission lines
of the electrons that falls to the K shell and in blue, in red and in green, respectively the X-ray
emission lines of the electrons that falls to the L I, L II and L III shells ([13], modified).
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where I0 is the intensity of a monochromatic radiation incident on a sheet of material
with linear absorption coefficient μ and thickness t, while I is the intensity of
transmitted radiation.

In terms of mass absorption coefficient µ/ρ, where ρ is the density of the material
expressed in g/cm3, the Lambert equation becomes:

I = I0 � e– ðμ=ρÞ�ρt

where ρt (g/cm2) is the concentration of matter per unit area. The value of mass
absorption coefficient µ/ρ is defined by the Bragg-Pierce law:

μ=ρ=KZ4λ3

where λ is the wavelength expressed in centimeters, Z is the atomic number of the
chemical element and K is a proportionality factor that varies according to the
electronic orbits involved in the incident radiation.

In particular, considering the relationship between µ/ρ and λ, it is observed that
for the same element (Z = constant) the mass absorption coefficient differs according
to the discontinuity considered (K, L, M etc.), in particular it increases from the
discontinuity K to those due to the most external shells (Figure 2.4). At the same
energy considered (λ = constant) the mass absorption coefficient is higher for ele-
ments with a higher atomic number.

Since the mass absorption coefficient depends on Z, a matrix of heavy elements
absorbs the X radiations (both the incident and the fluorescence emitted by the
sample) much more than a matrix formed by light elements. Evidently, a greater
absorption determines a lower intensity of the emitted fluorescence radiation and
therefore the ratio between intensity of the characteristic radiation and concentration
of the element to be determined is disturbed. For example, if a same quantity of Rb is
present in a matrix of Fe2O3, or in a matrix of Al2O3, the intensity of the RbKα line is
somewhat lower in the former than in the latter.

Furthermore, there are interference effects between elements, caused by the
mutual position of the characteristic lines and the absorption edges. For example,
if we suppose that in a sample there are two chemical elements A and B in such
concentration that the ratio of the intensities of the Kα lines is R (i. e. IAKα/IBKα = R),
the presence of a third chemical element C can disturb sensibly this ratio of intensity
if its absorption edge is placed at an intermediate wavelength between that of the two
Kα lines that are being analyzed. The selective absorption of the element C will
determine a ratio I′AKα/I′BKα = R′≠ R. It is reported, as an example, the case of nickel,
which is used as monochromator for the Kα radiation of the copper because its K
absorption edge (1.49Å) is in an intermediate position between the CuKα radiation
(1.54Å) and the CuKβ radiation (1.39Å).

A more detailed discussion on the X-ray absorption can be found in specialistic
books [13, 14]; a complete collection of all the elements X-ray emission lines, their
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absorption edges and the energies of the different atomic shells can be found in
papers published by specialized journals [15–17].

2.2.4 Detection and measurement of X-rays

The X-ray detection consists in converting the electromagnetic radiation into a signal
that can be measured and integrated in a finite time interval. There are numerous
systems to achieve this purpose and each of them is based on the capacity of X-rays to
interact with solid or gaseous matter.

One of the oldest system was based on the photographic method, that of radio-
graphs, in which the photochemical action of X-rays determines the transformation of
a silver salt intometallic silver. The total intensity of X-rays, determined by the quantity
of metallic Ag produced, can be measured by the degree of blackening of the film.

The future is surely represented by a new generation of low-cost X-ray detectors
that are highly efficient (up to 400 times the actual ones) and are based on perovskite
wafers [18].

Today, for elemental chemical analyses, two types of detectors are basically
used: energy dispersive (ED) or wavelength dispersive (WD).

2.2.4.1 Energy dispersive X-ray detection
The X radiation can be detected in energy dispersion with solid state counters
(Figure 2.5). These counters are made up of a semiconductor: it is generally a silicon
crystal, appropriately doped with various elements such as P, Al, B or Li, but other
crystals, such as germanium or diamond, can also be used. Doping consists in the
substitution of a certain number of atoms in the crystal lattice with atoms of the
neighboring groups in the periodic table: with one more valence electron (n-doping)
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Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of an energy dispersive detector (ED) that can be mounted with
any geometry with respect to incident X-ray beam (normally the incidence angle is of about 40 °);
for low-angle incident X-rays (about 0.1 °) the signal collection can be performed just above the
sample as in the case of Total reflection X-Ray Fluorescence (TXRF) spectrometers. On the right,
the enlarged detail of an ED Silicon Drift detector (FET = field-effect transistor; GND = ground).
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or one less (p-doping) than the starting material. When a X photon strikes one of
these semiconductors it generates inside the material an “electron–hole” pair (e–h);
for the silicon it is necessary an energy of 3.8 eV to generate an e–h couple while for
germanium an energy of 2.9 eV is needed. The electrons move toward the positive
pole leaving behind the holes: i. e. apparently, electrons move toward the positive
pole and holes toward the negative pole.

Therefore, if an X photon with energy equal to 8,048 eV, corresponding to the
CuKα1 radiation, hits a silicon semiconductor, it will generate 8,048 eV/3.8 eV = 2,118
e–h pairs. The possibility of counting e–h pairs will allow to know the energy, and
therefore the wavelength, of the incident radiation.

In the last 30 years, ED Si(Li), germanium, Pentafet (i. e. with 5 silicon-lithium
crystals coupled together), Silicon Drift detector (SDD) and finally the recent SDD
Droplets (SDD3) counters have been developed. Technological efforts aimed to
increase the number of counts detectable, at the same time maintaining the detector
resolution around 115–125 eV. In SDD or SDD3 silicon counters (the latter is consti-
tuted by four or more SSD meters mounted together, with asymmetric collection of
electrons) the back of the signal collection system consists of concentric circles with
different potentials: the electrons are collected on a very small area from a large
collecting front surface, and this allows to maintain a good resolution, about 125 eV,
of the detector (Figure 2.5).

The big advantage of the ED counters is to analyze in real time the whole X-ray
spectrum emitted by the sample. The drawbacks are essentially linked to three
causes: (1) the detector must be refrigerated, with liquid nitrogen, as in the old Si
(Li) or Ge meters, or with a Peltier system, as in the new SDD, to prevent damaging in
the crystal semiconductor structure; (2) the resolution in energy (115–150 eV) often
does not allow to efficiently separate some X-ray spectral lines; (3) it is not possible to
irradiate the sample with particularly high power because, on increasing the number
of detected X-ray photons, it also increases the detector dead time, which results in
few counts coming out of the amplification chain: having less counts leads to a
greater error in the measure.

The multi-channel character of the energy dispersion meters makes them parti-
cularly useful for qualitative analyses; moreover, the extremely simple construction
geometry and the higher sensitivity with respect to WD counters make them irre-
placeable in the assembly of portable spectrometers in which they are coupled to
transportable X-ray sources, thus with low irradiation capacities, such as radionu-
clides or X-ray microtubes. The ED counters diffusion has increased considerably
since their refrigeration was implemented through Peltier systems; the evolution of
polymeric windows particularly transparent to X-rays has also allowed their use for
the detection of light elements.

ED detectors find unique application in XRF spectrometry operated in Total
Reflection Geometry (Total Reflection X-Ray Fluorescence, TXRF): in these spectro-
meters the incident X-ray beam angle is close to the critical reflection angle (about
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0.1 °); under these conditions the X radiation to be read is that produced on the
sample surface by the incident beamwhich does not penetrate the sample substrate
(Figure 2.5). The advantage of this method is that it allows a sample surface
analysis, it is not affected by matrix effects and therefore quantitative data can be
obtained using only an internal standard. TXRF is particularly useful for the
analysis of liquids as well as of solids treated as thin films, such as the pigments
layers.

2.2.4.2 Wavelength dispersive X-ray detection
Wavelength dispersive spectrometers (WD-XRF) require that the fluorescence spec-
trum is spread into discrete wavelengths using a dispersion device before the detec-
tion step; the dispersion device is a crystal, organic or inorganic, which takes the
name of diffracting crystal or diffractor.

The process of dispersion of X-ray radiation, which is in fact a diffraction, is
regulated by the law of Bragg:

2d sin θ = nλ

where d is the lattice parameter of the crystal, θ is the value of the incidence and
diffraction (reflection according to Bragg) angle, n is the order of the reflection and λ
is the wavelength of the incident and the reflected radiation. Ultimately, the objective
of the XRF analysis is to determine, given the d value of a diffracting crystal, the value
of λ, characteristic for the various chemical elements, by measuring the θ value of the
spread wavelengths.

The wavelength dispersive spectrometers are basically of two types: (i) flat and
(ii) curved diffracting crystal spectrometers.

In the flat diffracting crystal spectrometers, the only expected movements are a
rotation of a θ angle of the diffracting crystal and consequently a rotation of a 2θ angle
of the detection system. There are no translations of both diffracting crystal and
detector and therefore the construction geometry of these spectrometers is quite
simple. During their rotation the sample, the diffracting crystal and the detector are
not on the same focusing circle and then the equipment works in parafocalization
geometry: the X-ray beam is focused on the diffracting crystal and on the detector,
respectively, by a primary and a secondary collimator (Figure 2.6).

The X-rays produced on the sample are sensitively absorbed by the collimators
but the benefits of a simpler geometry make these spectrometers of particular interest
for the analysis of samples having centimetric dimensions.

The curved analyser crystal spectrometers, which work in perfect focusing geo-
metry, have a more complex geometry in that both the diffracting crystal and the
detector are rotated and translated into space, as well as being rotated by θ and 2θ, so
that they are always on the same focusing circle. These spectrometers are normally
used in microanalytical equipments, like Electron Probe MicroAnalysis (EPMA) or
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scanning electronmicroscopes (SEM), where it is very essential to have no significant
signal loss of the X-ray intensity along the sample-detector path (Figure 2.6).

Both the flat diffracting crystal and the curved diffracting crystal spectrometers
can mount one or more X-ray detectors. Among the widely used detectors there are
those that use the ionization process of a gas contained inside the detector itself; this
counter consists of a chamber whose inner walls are held to a negative potential with
respect to a central filament. The X-rays enter the counter through a window closed
by a thin sheet of a material particularly transparent to the X-ray radiation, usually a
polymeric sheet of Mylar ©, and cause the ionization of the gas atoms contained in it.
The electrons and the positive ions produced in this way, moving under the influence
of the electric field, are respectively directed toward the central filament (positive
pole) and toward the walls (negative pole). The gain in the amplification of the X
signal, consequent to the secondary ionizations, can reach values of 106 maintaining
the proportionality between the amplitude of the output pulses and energy of the
incident radiation.

One of the most used gas counter in the WD-XRF spectrometers is the flow gas
detector: the gas consists of a mixture of argon (Ar = 90%) andmethane (CH4 = 10%)
and flows continuously and with constant pressure inside of the chamber, coming
from a tank (Figure 2.7).

Another widely used detector in XRF equipments is the scintillator (Figure 2.7) in
which the X-rays interact with a solid-state counter consisting of sodium iodide
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detector, also associated with a translation of both objects, allows the spectrometer to work in
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activated with about 1% of thallium. These type of crystals, hit by X-rays, emit a
number of photons proportional to the energy of the X-ray absorbed. The phosphor
rear face is welded to a photomultiplier tube consisting of a photocathode and a
series of dynodes, with increasing positive potential. The photocathode, once hit by
photons, emits a number of electrons proportional to the energy of the photons
themselves; the electrons thus produced are attracted and multiplied by the series
of dynodes, until reaching the anode where they discharge through the detection
circuit. In this case too, as in the case of the gas flowmeter, the gain, at the end of the
amplification chain, is about 106.

XRF spectrometers are almost always equipped with two counters: the flow gas
and the scintillator, in order to improve the instrumentation versatility. As a matter
of fact, gas flow meters are particularly efficient in the range of high wavelength
values (ionization of a gas), while scintillators are particularly efficient in the range
of short wavelength values (ionization of solid matter). However, there is a wave-
length range (between about 0.75 and 2 Å) in which the gas flow meter has already
lost much of its efficiency while the scintillator has not yet reached its maximum
efficiency (Figure 2.7). Unfortunately, in this wavelength range, the Kα radiations of
many elements are commonly measured (Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, and so on), whose atomic
numbers range from 25 to 40.

This lack of efficiency has been overcome equipping the flow gas meter with an
exit window for the radiations that have not lost their energy in the ionization
process; these radiations are collimated onto the scintillator (normally located
behind the flow gas meter outlet window) and the instrumentation provides the
sum of the pulses recorded by both meters.
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It is convenient to exclude the gas flow meter at very short wavelengths and the
scintillator at very high ones because their limited efficiency would lead to increase
the background noise due to the electronic of amplification circuits.

In state-of-the-art spectrometers, gas-sealed meters, such as the Neon, Krypton
and Xenon detectors, coupled with traditional gas flow and scintillation counters,
fully cover the detection of the whole spectrum of X-ray emission of a sample.

It is worth pointing out that normally the X-ray tube, sample, diffracting crystal
and counter (surely the flow gas) of a WD spectrometer are contained in a chamber in
which a vacuum is made of about 2 Pa in order to prevent the X-rays of the light
elements from being absorbed by the air.

2.3 Measurement modalities

The XRF chemical analyses are part of the so-called “indirect methods” according to
which the concentration of a given chemical element is calculated starting from the
measurement of an appropriate physical quantity, whose intensity is proportional to
the concentration of the chemical element itself.

In XRF analyses, the intensity that is measured is that of a characteristic X-ray
lines (Kα, Kβ, Lα . . . ) emitted by the chemical element contained in a sample
irradiated by primary X-rays. This intensity depends, firstly, on the number of
atoms of that chemical element interacting with X-rays. In other words, quantitative
analysis in XRF is based on a simple equation like:

C = m � I

where C is the concentration of the element of interest, I the X-ray intensity, m a
proportionality coefficient.

Unfortunately, the proportionality coefficient is not always simple to determine
because, except for the infinite dilution technique, it varies with the matrix of the
investigated sample: approaches are needed, such as the mathematical matrix cor-
rection procedures, to obtain a reliable value of the element concentration from the
X-ray intensity measurement.

2.3.1 Qualitative ED analyses

X-ray energy dispersive analysis is one of the most efficient techniques as to quali-
tative analysis, in that in a few seconds, about 50, the whole spectrum of emission in
energy of the sample can be obtained (Figure 2.8). Element recognition is attempted
using the appropriate tables of conversion from energy to chemical element: today,
specific software are available for an automatic indexing of the peaks of the ED
spectrum.
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It is important, in order not to make rough errors, to keep in mind the intensity
ratios between the various lines as well as the occurrence that L lines of heavy
elements can overlap completely or partially with K lines of lighter elements. As an
example, the case of the xenotime (YPO4) can be cited, for which the L lines of yttrium
overlap the K lines of phosphorus giving spectrally a single peak. However, it must be
underlined that strong asymmetries in the detected peaks, can suggest the overlap of
several spectral lines.

2.3.2 Quantitative ED analyses

Quantitative ED XRF analyses consider the simultaneous acquisition of the whole
sample emission spectrum in a well-defined time interval. Analysis is based either on
the peak height or on the peak area measurement. This step is not so simple and
implies, preliminarily, processing of the spectrum and background subtraction:
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today, data treatment software are provided by instruments manufacturers, to con-
vert X-ray intensities into elemental concentrations.

The calibration of the instrumentation can be performed by recording the spectra
of pure compounds or standardswith a known concentration; alternatively, “standard-
less” calibrations are provided by most of the manufacturers of the instrumentation.

Some new ED spectrometers can mount polycapillary lenses which exploit the
phenomenon of total reflection for focusing X-rays on a very small area (down to
about 10 μm); polycapillary lenses allow to obtain chemical analyses of very little
areas of the sample, with a detectability that can reach the tens of parts per million,
and permits to achieve high performance with low-powered X-ray tubes as the
portable ones. Moreover, polycapillary lenses coupled with software controlled mov-
ing sample holder or spectrometer give the possibility of acquiring, through X-ray
maps, the elemental distribution of the sample surface.

2.3.3 Qualitative WD analyses

Qualitative WD-XRF analyses can be performed using more than one diffracting
crystal (Figure 2.6); the energy is generally accomplished, first using the smaller 2d
crystals and then the larger 2d ones.

At the same two detectors (flow counter + scintillator) are generally employed in
order to read X-rays both at low and high energy (Figure 2.6).

For each diffracting crystal, there are conversion tables from 2θ to λ which allow
to index the various peaks relative to the elements contained in the sample. During
the interpretation of a wavelength dispersive X-ray spectrum, however, analyst
should keep in mind that, due to the Bragg’s law (2d sinθ = nλ), at the same 2θ
angle both a first order Kα line of a light element (λ = x ed n = 1) and second order Kα
line of a heavier element (λ = x/2 ed n = 2) can be detected.

2.3.4 Quantitative WD analyses

Quantitative WD-XRF analysis involves the extremely accurate measurement of the
intensity of characteristic lines of the chemical elements that are present in the
sample from which the relative elemental concentrations may be calculated.

With regard to each chemical element to be dosed, the following operations must
be carried out:
1. select the highest intensity characteristic lines of the elements;
2. set the most appropriate instrumental conditions for the excitation and detection

of the radiation under examination, that is: the anode of the X-ray tube, the type
of diffracting crystal, the type of collimator and the type of detector;

3. experimentally measure the 2θ angle corresponding to the maximum intensity of
the analytical line. It should be noted that the experimental valuemay be slightly
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different from the theoretical value, as a function of the positioning accuracy of
the collimators and the diffracting crystals, as well as the real 2d values of the
diffracting crystal, especially for multilayer ones;

4. set the detector on correct 2θ angle and select a proper measurement time, both
on the peak and on the background to collect a number of impulses sufficient to
minimize counting errors. The optimal fixed time can be selected by calculating
the relative standard deviation (σ), which is given by:

σ%=
100ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
time

p 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
peak

p
–

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
background

p

σ will be the smaller, the longer is the time interval of counting and/or the higher is
the net intensity of the peak. Moreover, during an X-ray acquisition, the statistic error
ε depends from the total counts C collected:

ε=C ±
ffiffiffi
C

p

The intensity of the continuous background should be subtracted in order to get the
net peak intensity, however, even under the same instrumental conditions, it varies
with the variation of the wavelength under examination, and so with the variation of
the 2θ angle, and with the variation of the sample matrix. In particular, if the value of
the bremsstrahlung is practically constant in a small interval around the peak, it is
sufficient to measure only one point of the background in the immediate vicinity of
the peak itself.

On the other hand, if the bremsstrahlung, even if expressed by a linear function,
shows a marked intensity variation near the peak, it will be necessary to measure its
values at two or more different points, around the peak position, and then use the
mean, arithmetic or weighted as appropriate, as a reference value of the 2θ back-
ground angle.

In some cases, when the background cannot be expressed through a linear
function, the representative equation of the whole curve of the bremsstrahlung
must be experimentally determined, so that its intensity can be calculated for each
value of the 2θ angle involved in the analytical measurements. This is, for example,
the case of the background for some elements such as Rb, Sr, Y, Zr, Nb (Figure 2.9).
The curve that best fits background is an exponential function of the type:

IB = e– aλ+b

where IB is the intensity of the background, λ the wavelength of the background, a
and b two constants that depend on the instrumental conditions and the composition
of the matrix [19]. The two constants a and b must be determined experimentally by
sampling more backgrounds around a determined λ and in any case the operation
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must be performed sample by sample: interpolating the bremsstrahlung data, the
intensity of the background can be calculated exactly at the peak position of each
emitting element.

Once the net peak intensities of the chemical elements constituting the sample
have been measured with extreme precision after background subtraction, various
analytical procedures for the determination of the concentrations can be used;
among these procedures, those most widely used are: Standard Addition, Linear
Regression, Infinite Dilution and Mathematical Matrix Correction.

2.3.4.1 Standard addition procedure
The standard addition procedure consists in adding to the sample a known quantity
of the element to be determined; the sample “as it is” and those with the various
additions are submitted to the XRF analysis. In this way, you will have three or more
equations, depending on the number of additions; for two additions:

net cts
gross cts

net cts
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5

kc
ts

0
28 32

Nb Kα
Zr Kα

Y Kα Sr Kα Rb Kα
30.40

32.05
33.86 35.82 37.95 38.7536.9034.7033.0530.9029.85
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5929.1

6949.1
9852.3

Zr + 0.09-Sr

Nb + 0.01-Y Y + 0.25-Rb

4852.3
1519.7

3466.5

Figure 2.9: Plot of two WD-XRF scan between 27 and 40 2θ degrees (about the frequency range
from 0,067 to 0.097 nm) of the X-ray emitted by two different obsidian samples, one bigger (X-
ray scan in blue) and one smaller (X-ray scan in red); analytical conditions were: Rhodium X-ray
tube set at 60 kV and 66mA, LiF 220 diffracting crystal and scintillator detector. In black are
reported the 2θ degree of the Kα trace element emission and in green the 6 angular positions
for background sampling. The gross counts per second measured on the peak position of the
trace elements and their relevant net counts (background and interference free) are also
reported for the bigger obsidian (in blue) and for the smaller one (in red). In pink is indicated
the contribution of the interfering line to the measured peak (YKβ1,3 on NbKα1,2, SrKβ1,3 on
ZrKα1,2 and RbKβ1,3 on YKα1,2), as calculated for the specific WD spectrometer spectra obtained
by Pasquale Acquafredda (Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra e Geoambientali, University of
Bari, Italy).
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Cx = m � I for the original sample,
Cx + Cn1ð Þ = m � I′ for the sample with the first addition,
Cx + Cn2ð Þ = m � I′′ for the sample with the second addition.

Cx, Cn1 and Cn2 are respectively the unknown and known concentration of the element
to be measured; I, I′ and I′′ are the collected intensities; m is the coefficient of
proportionality (angular coefficient of the straight line) that is supposed to be the
same in the analyzed specimens.

The algebraic resolution of the equations or the graphical one (the unknown
concentration is read as negative value on the abscissas; Figure 2.10) allow to obtain
the unknown concentration of the element to be determined.

This procedure is valid only when the proportionality coefficientm can be considered
actually the same in the original sample and in the one to which the addition was
made: in practice, it can be used for measuring trace elements (contained in con-
centrations lower than 0, 1%), or at most for minor elements (contained in concen-
trations between 0.1 and 1%), where the addition does not substantially modify the
composition of the matrix.

A handicap of the procedure lies in the necessity of add the element to be
measured to all the samples to be analyzed compromising in part their reuse as
original samples, apart from the risk of introducing errors (and contamination) in this
preliminary manipulation phase.

2.3.4.2 Linear regression procedure
The linear regression procedure involves the use of numerous certified standards.
The XRF intensities of the X-ray spectral lines of the certified elements are measured;
is necessary to group samples with a matrix as similar as possible and at the same
time containing a given element in concentration as varied as possible.

The XRF intensities of each element are plotted against its concentration in
each standard and the regression straight line is plotted for the considered standard

Standard addition Linear regression

Figure 2.10: On the left part of the figure the graphical resolution to calculate the concentration of an
element using the standard addition procedure; on the right part of the figure an example of three
linear regression straight line (the slope of the green straight line varies to indicate a significant
variation of the μ/ρ of the matrix), obtained by measuring the same element, present at different
concentrations and in different matrices, on certified standards.
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population: for each element, more regression straight line will be obtained
depending on the family of matrices in which the element itself is contained
(Figure 2.10).

To know the concentration of an element in an unknown sample it will be
sufficient to read the intensity of its characteristic X-ray line and, using one of the
experimentally obtained regression straight lines, calculate the corresponding con-
centration: take care to use only the linear interpolation (continuous green line in
Figure 2.10) and not the extrapolation parts (broken green line in Figure 2.10) of the
straight lines.

It is evident that the concentration value obtained will depend on the group of
standards with which the regression straight line has been calculated: themore these
will have a matrix similar to that of the sample to be analyzed, the more accurate the
determinations will be.

This procedure, to be reliable requires many certified standards and, above all,
implies a fairly knowledge of the chemical composition, i. e. of the matrix, of the
sample to be analyzed.

2.3.4.3 Infinite dilution procedure
The infinite dilution procedure consists in diluting the sample in a very light matrix
so that the constituent atoms do not interfere significantly with each other when
they emit X-rays. Lithium metaborate (LiBO2) or tetraborate (Li2B4O7) are usually
used as dispersing agent; both these compounds also have the advantage of low-
ering the melting point of the powder sample (between 1,000 and 1,200 °C), when
glassy disc (glass bead) of the sample have to be prepared (Figure 2.11(g) and
Figure 2.11(h)). Experimental data indicate that an infinite degree of dilution is
reached for a sample/diluent ratio of about 1:18 [20]; in these dilution conditions
the matrix of a standard with known concentration can be considered identical to
that of an unknown sample. This analytical method, if on the one hand eliminates
both the problems related to the matrix and those related to the granulometry and
mineralogy of the samples, on the other hand it is not recommended to measure
the trace elements, contained in concentrations of parts per million, due to the
considerable dilution of the sample. It is instead perfectly efficient for the deter-
mination of major elements (concentrations > 1 wt. %) and minor elements (con-
centrations between 0.1 and 1wt. %).

2.3.4.4 Mathematical matrix correction procedures
The mathematical matrix correction procedures involve calculating the concentra-
tion of an element taking into account all the absorption and/or reinforcement effects
that contiguous elements present in the sample can produce. One of the mathema-
tical formula that make it possible to transform the XRF intensities of the major
elements into concentrations is:
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Ci = Ii
XN

J = 1

Ki, JCJ

where Ci are the concentrations of the sample elements, N the number of the
elements, Ii the intensity of themeasured characteristic X-ray line, Ki,J the coefficients
that take into account the matrix effects, and CJ the apparent concentrations before
the matrix correction. The values of the Ki,J coefficients were calculated experimen-
tally measuring the X-ray intensities on numerous international certified standards
[21]. In a very simple way, it can be said that the concentration of each of the major
elements (Ci) depends on its X-ray line intensity (Ii) taking into account the matrix in
which it is contained (

P
Ki, JCJ).

For more details on how to apply this analytical method, both to the major
elements and to the trace elements, refer to the specific paper in which the procedure
is described [19, 21].

2.4 Sample preparation

The necessity to carry out absolutely non-destructive analyses, as in the field of
Cultural Heritage, must favor the use of ED spectrometers because measurements
are less affected by errors induced by an irregular geometry of the sample surface [1,
22, 23], though with a less reproducible and less accurate data.

a
d

b1 cm c
e f

g h

Figure 2.11: Preparation of a powdered pellet samples using an aluminum holder (a): the bottom of
the aluminum cup can be filled with boric acid (b), in order to be sure to have reached the infinite
thickness (the sample has infinite thickness when the X-rays do not reach the bottom of the speci-
men); the dust filled aluminum holded (c) is then compacted with an hydraulic press (right image), to
obtain discs with a perfectly flat surface. The binder of the powder may be polyvinyl alcohol (d),
elvacite (e) or beeswax (f). The different color of the three powdered pellets does not depend on the
type of binder but indicates a different composition of the samples. In some cases, it may be useful to
melt the sample, thus obtaining a homogeneous glass disc (glass bead) (g) avoiding air bubbles
formation (h).
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When sampling is allowed, WD spectrometers can be used which allow high
accuracy and precision in the analysis; this is generally the case of investigations on
ceramic fragments or lithic artifacts where is possible to pick-up a part of the sample
without compromising the aesthetics of the sample itself (Figure 2.12).

When WD-XRF analysis is performed on powdered samples, it must be ensured that
the specimen is very well grinded, because the sample granulometry influences the
distribution of full and empty spaces and so the emission efficiency: on decreasing
the grain size, the empty spaces decrease and therefore the number of atoms which
interact with the incident radiation increases. Better results can be obtained by
compacting the sample with a hydraulic press in order to reduce, as much as
possible, the presence of empty spaces (Figure 2.11).

Furthermore, for the preparation of powdered samples it is also necessary to
consider the mineralogical nature of the specimen: if sheet silicates (micas, clay
minerals, and so on) are present, whose lamellar structure favors their iso-orientation,
the chemical elements present in their structure generally show a concentration higher
than the actual one; as a consequence, the concentration of the elements present in the
other mineralogical components, is masked by the shielding effect consequent to the
iso-orientation of the phyllosilicates.

In other cases, in which absolutely non-destructive analysis are needed (consider
that LA-ICP MS produces little crater pits in the sample and EPMA requires that at
least a very little part of the specimen is flatted), like those for obsidian provenance
investigation, analyses can be performed without any manipulation using a plex-
iglass sample holder or using a very thin sheet of Mylar (Figure 2.13) which suspends
the artifact on the X-ray beam pathway [1].

core

Figure 2.12: Coring of an archeological sample using a microdriller with the edge enriched in
diamond powder; the driller is cooled with water andmounted on a column drillingmachine. The hole
was performed on the less important surface of the artifact, the one not to be placed in view during its
musealization. The hole generated by coring can be filled with inert and non-hygroscopic material
and closed with a little portion of the cored sample itself. A paint stroke and the inventory number
completely mask the pick-up point of the specimen.
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Suppletive informations about measurements, calibration modalities and sam-
ple preparations regarding X-ray spectrometers can be found in other specific books
[14, 24].

2.5 Case studies

The use of XRF stectrometers in the field of Cultural Heritage varies from the analysis
of rocks to that of ceramics, from binders (cement, mortar, etc.), to pigments, from
natural and artificial glass, to metals and alloys, to minerals, to products of altera-
tion, and so on.

ED and WD X-ray spectrometers can be either individual and autonomous appa-
ratus (both bench and portable instruments) or can be coupled with other instruments
like Scanning and Transmission Electron Microscopes (SEM and TEM) or EPMA.

Until the end of the last century, the WD spectrometers were used in very reliable
laboratories for bulk chemical analyses or for high quality microanalyses if mounted
on SEM or EPMA and the ED spectrometers were essentially dedicated to qualitative
analyses.

In the last few years, in addition to the cumbersome and expensive laboratory
instruments, which normally involve complex calibrations, the use of economic instru-
mentation, easily transportable, able to give good results in extremely short times, is
becoming increasingly widespread. This the reason why the archeometric use of ED
X-ray spectrometers [2–10], that is portable X-ray Fluorescence (pXRF) [10], Field-
portable X-ray Fluorescence (FpXRF) and Hand Held portable X-ray Fluorescence

1 cm

Figure 2.13: WD-XRF spectrometer sample holder equipped with plexiglas capsules in which the
samples (two obsidians and two peaces of ceramic) can be fixed (see the inset in the left lower part of
the figure); the plexiglas boxes were built with different diameter holes through which the more
regular surface of the artifacts can be exposed to the spectrometer X-ray source. On the right the WD-
XRF sample holder closed at the bottom with a very thin Mylar© polyester film on which a little
obsidian specimen is placed, as suspended in the air.
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(HHpXRF) [7], and especially the apparatus equipped with the new SDDs, has offered
new potential for very rapid and cheap characterization of archeomaterials.

Very often portable X-ray spectrometers operate in the air, so they allow the
intermediate and heavy elements to be detected; light elements up to magnesium or
even up to fluorine, can be measured if the instruments operate under helium flow or
are equipped with a small vacuum chamber.

Particularly useful have been the employment of the EDdetectors for the diffusion of
the portable spectrometers offering new possibilities for in situ and very rapid arche-
omaterial characterizations. Moreover these ED portable equipments are furnished with
a software that allows to get easily and quickly elemental composition of the specimen,
often with a standardless routine analysis though an accurate check of the results is
necessary using very good (and, unfortunately, very expensive) reference standards.

As to portable ED XRF instruments, however, in agreement with Framm [11] a
general warning should be given, they are particularly useful in the training of
students [4] and are very precious for an initial survey and sorting artifacts, but
they cannot replace and compete in performances with bench instruments [12, 25–
27]. It is also true, on the other hand, that accurate quantitative analysis on many
kinds of samples, including lithic archeomaterials [23, 28, 29] and pigments [30],
have been performed with ED XRF detectors (coupled with SEM), in many cases with
results comparable with other analytical techniques such as LA-ICP MS [31].

In the following, some examples of archeometric investigations carried out on
completely different materials with ED or WD spectrometers are reported: the choice
of the detector is mainly conditioned by the possibility to performminimally invasive
analyses and by the sample isotropy.

2.5.1 Ceramics

WD-XRF chemical analyses of powdered ceramic fragments, supported also by other
investigation techniques, like optical microscopy and powder X-ray diffraction, give
very useful information about the sedimentary rocks source, the manufacturing
techniques and the eventual purification process of the raw materials [32, 33].

Quantitative image analysis of ceramic thin sections through petrographic inves-
tigation gives information concerning the additives (temper) and natural inclusions
(silt and sand) in the ancient ceramic production. In addition to traditional optical
microscopic identification of mineral inclusions, the acquisition of ED X-ray maps of
ceramic thin sections allows to evaluate the quantity of quartz, feldspars and calcite in
the artifacts; the technique, in combination with algorithms for detecting regions of
interest and their segmentation, provides also the size distribution of the minerals [31].
Recent research on two Late Acacus (Mesolithic) potsherds (8,900–4,200BP) demon-
strated that the acquisition of ED X-ray maps on ceramic thin sections improves the
accuracy of modal optical microscope analysis [34].
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2.5.2 Necklaces

Here is reported the case concerning the chemical ED-XRF analyses carried out on a
necklace to ascertain its authenticity (Figure 2.14). In this specific case, the analy-
sis of the beads composition (artificial sodium glass), together with the analysis of
the chain metal (24 carats pure gold), initially suggested that the necklace could be
a jewel of Roman age. The ED chemical analyses, performed directly on the natural
surface of the artifact, were repeated at least three times and the mean and
standard deviation were calculated (Figure 2.14). Finally the optical stereomicro-
scope analysis, carried out by a goldsmith, highlighted the presence of cutting
signs typical of modern tools, definitively excluding the assignment of the necklace
to Roman age.

2.5.3 Coins

The study of the X-ray maps on coins, is of great value not only to the historians and
archeologists but also to numismatists, economists, and conservators because their
chemical composition may offer valuable information regarding their manufacturing
technology, age, minting places and authenticity.

It is necessary to analyze the artifacts using non-destructive techniques like ED
spectrometry that allows to obtain X-ray maps of the elemental distribution. The case
study here reported concerns the characterization of a “sestino” coin, dated back to a
period between the second half of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, of the
fortified settlement of Rocca Montis Dragonis located in Campania region (Italy).
Analysis performed with an ED silicon drift detector (Figure 2.15), highlighted the
presence of copper as the main element. The presence, on the surface, of calcium and
silicium and of oxidation compounds is certainly linked to the interaction of the
sample with the soil [35].
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Figure 2.14: Necklace with glass beads and gold chain; in green the EDS spectrum of one bead and in
orange that of the gold, which turns out to be pure; on the right the ED analysis (values in wt%) of one
of the glass bead, repeated three times to calculate mean and standard deviation values.
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2.5.4 Obsidians artifacts

In ancient times, obsidian rocks were essentially used for manufacturing cutting and
ornamental tools. An accurate knowledge of obsidian artifacts sourcing area can
provide important information on cultural, social and economic relationships
between peoples as well as on trade routes in prehistoric times.

The obsidian artifacts provenance can be determined with minimally destructive
or non-destructive techniques such as XRF energy dispersive spectrometers [2, 7],
using peak intensity ratios of various elements [1, 36, 37], EPMA [38], scanning
electron microscopy coupled with energy dispersive spectrometer microanalysis
[23, 28], and laser ablation inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry [39]; in
the last 30 years, our research group developed absolutely non-destructive analytical
methods to solve sourcing recognition of obsidian artifacts.

Obsidians are rocks essentially constituted by glass with a few quantity of
microphenocrysts. Non-destructive chemical analysis on the specimen can be
made either on the whole sample or on the glass portion or microphenocrysts. Due
to the non-regular surface of the obsidians, the use of the ED detectors is preferred
[1, 22].

The very similar composition of obsidians makes difficult the distinction of the
source areas on the basis of major elementsWD-XRF determination on thewhole rock
(Figure 2.16); on the contrary, very useful indications can be obtained if trace
elements are determined [28].

4 mm 1 mm Cu Fe

CaSSi

Figure 2.15: Macrophotograph of the “sestino” coin of the fortified settlement of Rocca Montis
Dragonis (Campania, Italy); the relevant five EDS maps (CuKα, FeKα, SiKα, SKα and CaKα X-ray lines)
refer to a particular of the coin, the letters PO [35].
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Alternatively, the composition of the glass can be determined with ED spectro-
meters coupled with scanning electron microscope [28] or equipped with polycapil-
lary lens that focus the X-ray beam on a very small area (about 10 μm) of the sample.
In some cases it is possible to identify not only the obsidian source areas but also their
sub-sources by analyzing the microphenocrysts present in the glass [29]. To this
purpose, the acquisition of X-ray maps of the surface of the sample can help, in a
few minutes, to highlight presence and type of phenocrysts (Figure 2.17).

Lastly, the obsidian can be sourced by analyzing the whole sample (glass and micro-
phenocrysts) by XRF in an absolutely non-destructive way, also using the peak
intensity ratios of some trace elements [1, 36, 37]. This XRF analytical procedure is
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Figure 2.16: WD-XRF and ED-XRF analyses (wt.%) of obsidians from different geological obsidian
sources of the Mediterranean basin. Sub-sources outcrops: Monte Arci, S.C. = Perdas Urias; S.A. =
Conca Cannas, Canale Perdera and Riu Solacera. Pantelleria, B.V. = Bagno di Venere, S.V. = Saltò
la Vecchia and Balata dei Turchi. Melos, D. = Demenegaki; N.A.S. = Nihia, Adamas and Sarakiniko.
C.I.A. = Chemical Index of alteration [Al2O3/(Al2O3 + CaO + Na2O + K2O) in mol.%]. ([28, 40],
modified).
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Figure 2.17: Feldspar maps present in the glass of Antiparos obsidians; the X-ray maps allow to
recognize the presence and the type of microphenocrysts present in the obsidian glass ([40],
modified).
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particularly useful when the surface of the artifact is slightly altered or covered by
very thin carbonate film formed during burial [1, 29]: the obsidian is placed in a
sample holder closed at the bottom by a very thin Mylar polyester film (Figure 2.13).
The Kα lines of trace elements, such as Rb, Sr, Y, Zr and Nb (Figure 2.9) can be
detected, which are practically not absorbed by the Mylar or the incrustant carbo-
nate films thanks to their high frequency [1]. When the peak intensity ratios of some
trace elements is used as sourcing technique (Figure 2.18) a special attention must
be paid to a very accurate measurement of the net intensities of trace elements: they
must be perfectly polished from the contribution of the background and from
interelemental interferences [1].

2.5.5 Other lithic artifacts

The data here presented concern artifacts acquired during an archological research
campaign held in the Prehistoric site of Pertosa Auletta caves (Salerno, Southern
Italy) in 2013. Among the numerous archeological finds, four querns realized with
volcanic rocks were chosen: a minimally invasive technique was used to pick-up a
representative quantity of the artifacts, coring them with a microdriller with the edge
enriched in diamond powder (Figure 2.12).

A representative fragment of the drilled specimen was finely grinded and the
powder was treated with elvacite (2,5 g of powder mixed with 1 cc of a 20% elvacite
solution in pure acetone) before to be placed in an aluminum cup with the bottom
filled with boric acid. The powdered pellets, obtained compacting the aluminum
cups with a hydraulic press, were analyzed by a WD-XRF stectrometer [41]. The
chemical analyses, major and trace elements (Figure 2.19) indicate two different
provenance for the four volcanic querns: two of them are basanites and related to
the volcanic activity of the Monte Vulture (Potenza, Southern Italy) and the other
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Figure 2.18: WD-XRF spectrometer (in the inset the sample holders) of the Dipartimento di Scienze
della Terra e Geoambientali (University of Bari, Italy) used to measure the X-ray intensity ratios of
some contiguous trace elements (the two plots of the figure) of geological samples from various
obsidian sources and sub-sources of the Mediterranean basin; same symbols as in Figure 2.16 ([1,
40], modified).
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two samples are phonotephrites and related to the volcanic activity of the Somma-
Vesuvius (Napoli, Southern Italy).

2.6 Conclusions

XRF technique, as energy dispersive or as wavelength dispersive spectrometry, is a
very versatile analytical tool, able to provide chemical information, both qualitative
and quantitative, on very different types of materials. It finds large application in the
characterization of works of art: in the chapter, strength and weakness points are
highlighted.

ED XRF analysis requires no sample preparation, is non-destructive and can be
easily performed also with very low-cost and portable equipments, particularly
useful for on-site analyses.

WD XRF technique can imply the destruction of part of the sample, however
granting highly reproducible and reliable analyses of major and trace elements;
when used to characterize the natural surface of an artifact, important archeometric
issues can be addressed, such as provenance attributions, just relying on peak
intensity ratios measurements of some trace elements.

Case studies are described which stress pros and cons of the technique in the
investigations of artifacts and materials of interest in Cultural Heritage.
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Josefina Pérez-Arantegui and Francisco Laborda

3 Inorganic mass spectrometry

Abstract: Inorganic mass spectrometry has been used as a well-known analytical
technique to determine elemental/isotopic composition of very diverse materials,
based on the different mass-to-charge ratios of the ions produced in a specific source.
In this case, two mass spectrometric techniques are explained and their analytical
properties discussed: inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) and
thermal ionisation mass spectrometry (TIMS), since they are the most used in art and
archaeological material studies. Both techniques combine advantageous analytical
properties, like low detection limits, low interferences and high precision. The use of
laser ablation as sample introduction system in ICP-MS allows to avoid sample
preparation and to perform good spatial-resolution analysis. The development of
new instruments, improving the mass separation and the detection of the ions,
specially multicollection detectors, results in high-precision isotopic analysis. A
summary of the important applications of these mass spectrometric techniques to
the analysis of art and archaeological materials is also highlighted.

Keywords:mass spectrometry, ICP-MS, TIMS, laser ablation, trace elements, isotopic
analysis

3.1 Introduction

At present, inorganic mass spectrometry (MS) [1] represents a group of well-estab-
lished and well-known analytical techniques. The term can correspond to the defini-
tion by Koppenaal as “the mass spectrometric measurement of atomic (as opposed to
molecular or polyatomic) ions, for the primary purpose of elemental and/or isotopic
composition determinations” [2]. Then, the term of atomic MS is also used to refer
these techniques.

Inorganic MS is based on the different physical properties of the atom nuclei. A
chemical element can have a fixed number of protons (atomic number: Z), but a
variable number of neutrons, and then different isotopes (several mass numbers, A,
protons + neutrons). For instance, iron (Fe, Z = 26) has four isotopes, 54Fe (A = 54),
56Fe (A = 56), 57Fe (A = 57) and 58Fe (A = 58). Only 20 elements are mono-isotopic.
Moreover, the natural abundance of each isotope for a chemical element is known,
therefore, each chemical element is characterised by its isotopic pattern (e. g.
54Fe (5.845%), 56Fe (91.754%), 57Fe (2.119%) and 58Fe (0.282%)). If we obtain ions
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from these isotopes, wewill be able to separate thembymeans of electric andmagnetic
fields, and their differentmeasuredmasses (ormass-to-charge ratios,m/z, z = charge of
ion) will allow to identify the chemical element.

All the analytical techniques included as inorganic MS share a similar working
setup (see Figure 3.1), where the main difference is usually the ion source and, thus,
the way to obtain atomic ions to be transported to the mass separation system
(sometimes also called mass analyser). In the ion source, the sample is vaporised,
atomised and ionised. Several systems are mostly used as ion sources for inorganic
analysis, namely inductively coupled plasma (ICP) (or also laser ablation-ICP, LA-
ICP), glow discharge (GD), secondary ion (SI) source, and thermal ionisation (TI)
source. The gas-phase ions are then separated in the mass separator based on their
mass-to-charge ratio (m/z). This separation is achieved through the use of electro-
magnetic fields because heavier ions with greater momentum will be deflected less
than lighter ions (assuming equivalent ion charges).

In the last decades, especially since the 1990s, the development of reliable instru-
mentation has represented the improvement in its analytical achievements and an
outstanding growth in the use of inorganic MS, mainly because of the sensitivity of
these spectrometric techniques and the possibility of determining isotopes. However,
not all the analytical methods included in inorganic MS have been exploited to
characterise cultural heritage materials. For instance, secondary ion mass spectro-
metry (SIMS) was first applied to studies in art and archaeology later in the 1980s,
because it is a surface analysis method with very good spatial resolution, however it
is not a very common technique in cultural heritage [3, 4]. In SIMS the chemical
composition of solid surfaces and thin films is analysed by sputtering the specimen
with a focused primary ion beam (0.1–20 keV) and collecting and detecting ejected
secondary ions. SIMS is a “nano-destructive” technique for the simultaneous identi-
fication of inorganic and organic compounds, with particular interest in polyatomic
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Figure 3.1: General working setup in inorganic mass spectrometry.
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ions. It has been applied to the analysis of metals and alloys, glass and glassy
materials, human residues and pigments (in fact, in the characterisation of paintings,
one of the major advantages of SIMS is its capability to link both inorganic and
organic analysis [4–6]). Moreover, thanks to its excellent lateral resolution (micro-
meter), SIMS has become a reference technique for chemical imaging by MS [7].

This is why only some of these inorganic mass spectrometric techniques will be
emphasised here. The chapter has been organised to provide the basic principles and
instrumentation of the two most popular inorganic MS techniques in this field:
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) and TIMS, with some exam-
ples of their analytical possibilities (like isotopic analysis) and applications in art and
archaeology, and including a summary of sample preparation and introduction
methods. Organic mass spectrometric techniques, like ESI-MS, MALDI-MS or chro-
matography coupled to MS, will be presented in other chapters of this textbook.

3.2 Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry

3.2.1 Principles and instrumentation

ICP-MS provides information for most elements in the periodic table (only noble gases,
H, N, O, F and C are excluded), with very low detection limits. On a routine basis, ICP-
MS is considered one of the most versatile atomic spectrometric techniques, providing
rapid multielement analysis, from major to ultra-trace components, with detection
limits down to the part-per-trillion level, for a large range of samples [1, 8, 9].

The ICP-MS spectrometer combines two analytical facilities to produce an
instrument with powerful potential in the field of multielement trace analysis.
The argon (Ar) ICP is used as a source of ions. Atoms are ionised in the plasma
and then separated and detected in a mass spectrometer. The extraction of ions
from the plasma source, which is at atmospheric pressure and 5,000–10,000 K, into
the mass spectrometer involves an interface consisting of a series of orifices and
chambers held at progressively lower pressures (down to 10–6 torr) and ambient
temperature. The technique, therefore, combines the freedom from matrix interfer-
ences characteristic of the ICP with the very favourable signal-to-background ratios
obtainable by mass spectrometry. As a mass spectrometry technique, ICP-MS is also
capable of determining individual isotope ratios. There is, therefore, considerable
potential in applying isotope dilution procedures for the quantitative determina-
tion of the selected elements.

A basic diagram of a typical ICP-MS instrument is represented in Figure 3.2.
Although samples can be analysed in any aggregation state, analytes are commonly
introduced in solutions or suspensions using a nebulisation system. It consists of a
nebuliser and a spray chamber, which produces an aerosol of small droplets. Once
the droplets, containing the analyte, pass into the plasma, solvent evaporates,
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forming solid particles, which in turn are vaporised and their elements atomised and
consequently ionised.

The ICP ion source consists of the argon plasma itself, comprising torch, induc-
tion or radio-frequency load coil and radio-frequency generator. The plasma torch is
configured horizontally, so the plasma is directed along the horizontal axis at mass
spectrometer interface. As an ion source, samples are very efficiently ionised in an
ICP. Moreover, the ion spectrum is buffered by the first ionisation energy of argon
(15.76 eV). Therefore, singly-charged ions of almost all the elements are effectively
excited by an argon plasma. Few elements have second ionisation energies, which
fall below 15.76 eV, and consequently interferences in the mass spectrum due to
doubly-charged ions will normally be negligible. The third ionisation energy is
completely out of the range of excitation by an argon plasma and accordingly,
triple-charged ions will be absent from mass spectra.

Analyte ions are confined in the central channel of the plasma, being sampled
along with the plasma gases through the apertures of the sampling and skimmer
cones (interface unit). The design of this interface is critical to instrument perfor-
mance. Mass spectrometers require a very high vacuum for successful operation
(usually better than about 10–6 Torr). The sampling interface can, therefore, be
considered to be a controlled leak, permitting plasma gases to enter themass spectro-
meter for analysis. The design of this interfacemust take into account the interactions
that occur when plasma gases at a pressure of one atmosphere and a temperature of
6,000–7,500 K expand through an orifice machined in a cool metal plate into a
vacuum beyond. Now, most of the instruments operate in a continuum sampling
mode, with a configuration of sampler cone, expansion chamber and skimmer cone.
The plasma gas generated in the ICP source, collimated by sampling the skimmer
cone, then passes through a number of plates that focus the gas-phase species in a
form suitable for transmission through the mass filter.

Positive ions are focalised and separated from neutral species by an ion optic
system, consisting of one or more electrostatically controlled lens components. Next,

DetectorMass
separator

Collision /
reaction

cell

Ionic 
focusing

ICP torch

RF
generator

interface

sample

nebulisation
system

pump

Figure 3.2: Basic diagram of a typical ICP-MS instrument (collision/reaction cell can be an optional
facility).
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ions are introduced into the mass separator, where they are separated according to
their mass-to-charge ratio (m/z). Quadrupoles, double-focusing sector field or time-
of-flight (TOF) separators are used in commercial ICP-MS instruments. Quadrupole
instruments are available with one or more additional multipoles (quadrupoles and/
or octopoles), placed between the ion optics and the mass separator, which work in
combination with a gas (He, O2, H2, CH4, NH3) as collision or reaction cells, reducing
or eliminating the occurrence of spectral interferences [10]. Finally, ion detection is
performed using electron multipliers or Faraday cups [11]. Electron multipliers work-
ing in pulse counting mode are used for ultimate sensitivity. The output count pulses
due to detected ions are stored in a multichannel analyser. Sometimes, when the
simultaneous determination of accurate isotope ratios measurement is required, a
multiple ion collector (MC) device is used as detection system; usually, a system of
several Faraday cups and/or electron multipliers is applied.

The mass separator and detector system and the associated data-collection
electronics permit rapid scanning of selected mass ranges between 0 and 300 amu
(atomicmass unit). The entiremass rangemay be scanned by the detector in less than
one second, working in a conventional instrument (or in some tens of microseconds
with a TOF mass separator). Several sweeps are accumulated in the different chan-
nels and they give rise to a typical channel-by-channel mass spectrum. Standard
measurements in ICP-MS provide a mass spectrum whereby the intensity of the ion
peaks at the corresponding m/z is plotted.

3.2.2 Some analytical features of ICP-MS

In an ICP-MS spectrum, the occurrence of the ion peaks along with the knowledge of
the isotopic pattern of the elements allow to get qualitative information about the
elemental composition, whereas elemental quantitative information is obtained from
the ion peak intensity of the isotope/s selected for each element. Quantification
involves the calibrationwith dissolved element standards or the use of isotope dilution.

The argon plasma source in ICP-MS provides mass spectra with two main fea-
tures: (i) its high temperature facilitates the volatilisation and dissociation of the
sample into its constituent atoms, and then a large proportion of singly-charged
atomic ions is produced; (ii) the resulting mass spectra are very simple (compared
with those observed in some organic mass spectrometric techniques), although
polyatomic ions formed from the plasma gas and/or the sample matrix can be
present, particularly below 80m/z. Both characteristics results in low detection limits
and low-interference analytical methods. The spectral interferences, where they
occur, can be predicted with confidence. There are, in fact, only 211 mass lines in
total contributed by all the elements in the periodic table. Furthermore, all elements,
except indium, have at least one line free of overlap if background peaks and double-
charged interferences are ignored.
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Background interferences can arise from five sources: (1) the argon plasma gas
(Ar+, Ar2

+), (2) the solvent in which the analysed species were dissolved (H2O
+, H3O

+,
OH+, ArH+), (3) air entrained in the plasma and impurity gases in the argon itself (N+,
O2

+, NO2
+), (4) material eroded off the aperture/skimmer assembly (copper, nickel

and molybdenum), or (5) reagent contamination. Collision and reaction cells (with a
variety of reaction gases) have been used in ICP-MS to promote reactive and non-
reactive collisions, with resulting benefits in interference reduction, isobar separa-
tion, and thermalisation/focusing of ions in ICP-MS [10].

These characteristics, together with the uniform sensitivity towards elements
with first ionisation energies below 10 eV, give this technique a potentially low
detection limit for a wide range of elements. Solution detection limits are typically
on the order of 1 µg· L−1 for light elements, and some ng· L−1 for heavy elements. In
general, typical precision is on the order of 1–5% for most elements.

Another analytical advantage of ICP-MS in quantitative determinations is that
response curve calibrations are linear over several orders of magnitude, so that the
same sample solution may be used for measuring a range of analyte concentrations.
Therefore, a wide range of elements can be determined by ICP-MS in a sample with no
element pre-concentration or chemical separation.

3.2.3 Sample introduction in ICP-MS methods

In ICP-MS analysis, samples must first be taken up into solution and are then
aspirated into the argon plasma, generally in a conventional manner by means of a
pump. Therefore, the sample is previously dissolved by fusion methods, acid attack,
or digested withmicrowave assistance, according to the samplematrix requirements.
Sample amount uses to be between 100 mg to 1–2 g, depending on the analytes of
interest and the sample type.

Another way of sample introduction in ICP-MS methods is by means of laser
ablation (LA-ICP-MS), especially interesting in art and archaeological studies [12–14].
The laser ablation device, which can remove a tiny solid material from a spot much
less than 1mm in diameter, is able to generate a gas-phase sample that is directly
send to the ICP source. LA-ICP-MS is becoming the method of choice for solid-sample
analysis due to the advantage of direct solid sampling and its capability of providing
micro-scale information. While the small amount of sample makes this technique
minimally destructive, samples must nevertheless fit inside the ablation chamber.

However, although this method saves all the preparation time involved in dissol-
ving a sample, results are not highly precise, and detection limits are “only” in the
parts-per-million (ppm) range, even if the precision could be improved for homoge-
neous materials, like glass. Therefore instrumental developments have been focused
on improving the laser ablation regime, on increasing plasma stability, and especially
on developingmultiple ion detection systems.With the introduction of themultiple ion
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collector (MC) instruments, LA-ICP-MS has become an established method for high-
precision isotopic analysis with a performance comparable to MC-TIMS, and the
possibility of additional multi-element analysis at trace and ultra-trace level.

LA-ICP-MS uses the ablation of solid material by means of a focused laser beam in
an inert gas (helium, He, or argon, Ar) atmosphere under normal pressure in a closed
chamber (ablation cell), and transferring ablatedmaterial into the ICP ion source of the
mass spectrometer. Different commercial laser ablation systems have been coupled to
the ICP source: mostly solid state Nd-YAG laser (working at 266 nm or 213 nm), excimer
laser (argon-fluorine operating at 193 nm and the fluorine at 157 nm), or solid state 193-
nm laser. Also since about 2000, femtosecond lasers have been used as an alternative
to ultraviolet nanosecond ones for LA-ICP-MS, because their ultrashort pulse duration
provides insufficient time to heat and induce melting at the ablation site.

Other instrumental sections that also play an important role in the final analy-
tical performance of the LA-ICP-MS are the ablation cell design and the way that the
aerosol is transferred to the plasma torch (the transfer line). Furthermore, two main
issues related to the reliability of the LA-ICP-MS quantitative results are the repre-
sentativeness of the ions formed in the plasma (regarding the elemental composition
of the sample) and the calibration strategy, because solid calibration standards
(especially with a chemical composition similar to heritage materials) are seldom
available.

Finally, LA-ICP-MS combines the highest-sensitivity detector available for inor-
ganic analysis with a direct solid introduction system capable of high spatial resolu-
tion. It offers good spatial resolution, laterally and in-depth (typically tens of microns
in both cases). Today it is possible to work with a laser spot of ~ 20 microns.
Improving lateral resolution at the nanometre range would be possible by the
application of the near-field effect in laser ablation.

Nevertheless, there still are two limitations for a broad use of LA-ICP-MS in
ancient material analysis: the ablation-cell dimensions (even if current commercial
cell are up to 15 × 15 cm) and the possibility to become portable instruments, although
different new alternative approaches are going to be developed [15].

3.3 Thermal ionisation mass spectrometry

3.3.1 Principles and instrumentation

Another inorganic MS technique also applied in cultural heritage studies is thermal
ionisation mass spectrometry (TIMS). It is one of the oldest mass spectrometric tech-
niques, but less usual than ICP-MS. The thermal surface ionisation source is a quite
simple ion source, especially useful for elements with relatively low ionisation energy
(in general lower than 7 eV), although for elements with higher ionisation energy some
special methods have been also developed to improve their ionisation [1, 16].
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In TIMS, a small volume of sample solution is loaded in a thinmetal (e. g. rhenium,
Re) filament and evaporated to dryness, then, by increasing the temperature of the
metal surface, the deposited atoms are evaporated and ionised. A basic arrangement of
TIMS is shown in Figure 3.3. One or two filaments are used to evaporate and to ionise
the sample. TIMS operates under high vacuum conditions, and the ions are then
extracted by an ion optical system to the single-focusing mass spectrometer (magnetic
sector mass separator), where ions are separated according to the mass-to-charge ratio
(m/z). TIMS instruments can also work in multi-collection mode.

TIMS ion sources exploit the Langmuir effect to obtain ions: when an atom is
absorbed on a metal surface, it will be ionised if the work function for electrons
leaving the metal surface is larger than the first ionisation energy of the atom.

Amain feature of TIMS, compared with ICP-MS, is the possibility of working with
positively and also negatively charged ions in the mass spectrometer. Elements or
species with a relatively-high electron affinity (>2 eV) can be identified by negative
TIMS (NTIMS). Furthermore, in TIMS we are able to produce relatively stable polya-
tomic ions, also used in isotope ratio measurements in both forms, positively and
negatively charged, and decreasing the occurrence of spectral interferences from
impurities. One of the main analytical advantages of TIMS is the small amount of
sample required to do the analysis: only somemicrolitres of sample solution contain-
ing some analyte nanograms o micrograms are enough. However, TIMS is especially
recognised by the high precision of its isotopic ratio measurements, better than
0.01% working in a conventional instrument. The major TIMS analytical limitation
is the required previous separation of the investigated elements following sequential
extraction methods, and then the longer analysis times of the samples.

Like in other mass spectrometric techniques, in TIMS, qualitative information of
the isotope composition is obtained from the ion peak positions in the mass spec-
trum, whereas elemental quantitative information is obtained from the ion peak
intensity of the isotope/s selected for each element. TIMS analysis has actually
become a routine method, especially in topics related to geochemistry, geochronol-
ogy, the nuclear industry and environmental research.

Detector
Mass

separator
Ionic 

focusingHeating

Filament(s)

sample

Vacuum

Figure 3.3: Basic arrangement of a TIMS instrument.
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3.3.2 Sample preparation in TIMS

Like in the case of routine ICP-MS analysis, samples to be analysed by TIMS should
be in solution. Similar methods can be applied to dissolve solid samples and to
obtain a proper solution, depending on the chemical nature of the sample. For the
purpose of the isotope ratio measurements, some milligrams of sample are used in
TIMS methods.

Due to spectral interferences and other mass bias in TIMS, most applications
require complete dissolution of the sample followed by liquid chromatography to
isolate elements of interest. For instance, in lead (Pb) isotope ratiomeasurements this
element is extracted from the sample and purified using standard anion exchange
procedures, e.g. ion exchange chemistry in HBr and HCl media can be used to purify
the Pb to a level suitable for TIMS analysis. In the determination of copper (Cu)
isotopes (63Cu/65Cu ratio), a combined technique can be also used to purify the
sample, e. g. its solution in HCl media can pass through an ion exchange column to
remove major matrix components, and further purification can be effected by catho-
dic electrodeposition onto a platinum electrode in HNO3 media.

Finally, direct loading onto the metal filament is the simplest form of sample
introduction in TIMS. In this case, a small volume of sample (between 0.5 and
2 microlitres) is directly deposited onto a degassed filament with a micropipette
and then dried. Other sample loading methods can be by electrodeposition, ion-
exchange resin bead loading, or micro-porous ion emitter (PIE). For some analytes,
filament additives (H3PO4, silica gel, H3BO3, graphite,. . .), also referred to as “ionisa-
tion enhancers”, are also used because it is believed that this addition modifies the
dominant mechanism of ionisation from the filament surface and it leads to greater
levels of ionisation.

3.4 Isotope-ratio determinations by MS

Though the abundance of stable isotopes of a chemical element is generally known,
in nature this is not constant since several sources of possible variations have been
observed (isotope fractionation effects, isotope exchange reactions, geological and
cosmogenic processes, weathering effects, etc.). Moreover, the radiogenic decay of
unstable isotopes results in changes of natural isotope abundances. Therefore, the
knowledge of isotope abundance data can be a key information to interpret some
processes or origin of solidmaterials, and required in different research fields. In fact,
variation of an isotopic ratio is usually presented as δ value of an isotope, expressed
as per mil (‰), and calculated as the proportion between the isotopic ratio of two
isotopes in the sample and in the standard.

Although accurate isotope analysis was firstly performed for the study of light
elements, such as H, C, O, Li, B or S, isotope variations have also been described for
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other heavier elements, like Ca, Fe, Cu, Sr, Nd, Hf, Os, Pb, or U. Elements with one or
more radiogenic isotopes (like Sr, Nd, Hf, and Pb) have been determined by TIMS for
decades. H, C and O isotopes are usually determined by gas source mass spectro-
metric techniques. Nowadays, multiple ion collector (MC) mass spectrometers are the
most precise and accurate instruments (such as SIMS, TIMS and ICP-MS) for isotopes
measurements of all the other heavier elements [17].

In isotope-ratio determination, the use of the right reference materials and the
availability of certified standards is crucial to obtain accurate analytical results.
Nevertheless, in the last decades, the development of the MS instruments has
experimented important improvements in sensitivity, detection limits, precision
and accuracy (more efficient and powerful ionisation techniques, improved ion
separation systems, and more sensitive ion detectors).

TIMS is a valuable analytical technique in routine isotopic analysis for high-
precision isotope-ratio determinations, especially for elements with ionisation poten-
tials lower than 7 eV (e. g. alkali, earth-alkali and rare-earth elements). The precision
with MC-TIMS achieved up to 0.001%, making this technique ideal for fine isotope-
ratio studies in age dating.

But TIMS is being replaced by MC-ICP-MS for isotope measurements of many
elements, from lithium to uranium, because of the advantages of ICP-MS: more
simple, less time-consuming sample preparation, higher sensitivity, similar precision
using MC detectors, no restriction for atomic ionisations (even chemical elements
with high first ionisation potential), possible multi-elemental determination in the
same sample solution, etc. One of the main application of isotope-ratio measure-
ments by MC-ICP-MS is geochronology, for instance, following the radioactive decay
of 87Rb, 238U or 235U, 232Th, or 187Re, and then the study of geological materials related
to palaeontology and archaeology.

ICP-MS instruments offer not only the possibility of different mass separators
and ion detectors (quadrupole mass filter, double-focusing sector field, multiple
ion collector), but also diverse sample introduction systems, such as laser abla-
tion. LA-ICP-MS allows direct determination of precise and accurate isotope ratios
in solid samples [1, 13, 18]. The most important source of uncertainty in LA-ICP-MS
is the appearance of different isobaric interferences of studied isotopes with singly
or doubly charged atomic or molecular ions, however, it can be solved by the
application of double-focusing sector field ICP-MS at the required mass resolution,
or by the application of ICP-MS with collision/reaction cells. Another limitation in
isotope-ratio determination by LA-ICP-MS is mass discrimination effects, but
internal corrections can be applied. A third limiting problem is fractionation
effects in laser ablation. Elemental fractionation does not play an important role
for the determination of intra-element isotope ratios, but elemental fractionation
has to be considered and minimised or avoided when inter-element isotope ratios
(e. g. 206Pb/238U, or 187Re/188Os) are measured. As a result, ICP-MS is today the
most frequently used analytical technique for isotopic analysis [19].
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3.5 Applications of inorganic MS in art and archaeology

Because of the large range of topics, it is quite difficult to summarise all the potential
inorganic MS applications in cultural heritage research, but it can be helpful to note
some significant ones.

The first analytical approach using MS in art and archaeology is the possibility to
know themultielemental composition of differentmaterials, frommajor to ultra-trace
components, as qualitative data as well as quantitative results. For this purpose,
nowadays ICP-MS is the most useful and most utilised technique because of its
analytical features. Ancient materials, such as obsidian, ceramics, metals, stones,
glasses, animal and human remains. . ., have been analysed in order to investigate
specially their origin. Provenance studies assume that the chemical composition
(elements, isotopes or isotopic ratios) of the ancient material is similar and indicative
of the chemical composition of the raw material from which it is made.

One of the earliest ICP-MS analysis of archaeological objects was that performed
by Longerich et al. in 1987 [20], where 12 trace elements were determined in native
silver artefacts using sample weights as small as 0.5 mg. Since the 1990s, rapid multi-
element techniques, such as ICP-MS, became more commonly available and its
capabilities were exploited for a diverse range of “fingerprinting” applications,
paying special attention to minor and trace-element data.

The use of laser ablation for sample introduction in ICP-MS (LA-ICP-MS) has
widely contributed to the investigation of diverse materials such as obsidian, glass,
pottery, ceramics, human remains, written heritage, metal objects, pigments and
other miscellaneous stone materials [14, 15]. LA-ICP-MS added the advantages of
direct analysis of the solid sample (without preparation) and the small amount of
ablated material (minimally destructive) to the other analytical abilities of ICP-MS.
However, this technique has a significant limitation in dealing with inherent sample
heterogeneity of ancient materials at the volume used for analysis. Therefore, for
provenance investigations, LA-ICP-MS measurements have been focussed on more
homogeneous materials, such as obsidian, porcelain, glazes and glass [21, 22]. Also,
since the beginning, researchers have exploited LA-ICP-MS capability of high spatial
resolution as direct solid introduction system, and then it has been used for spatially
resolved trace analysis of archaeological materials, such as metals, usually hetero-
geneous [23, 24]. The presence or absence of some minor or trace elements is also the
signature of some materials and then LA-ICP-MS analysis can be used to verify the
source or to detect art forgeries [25].

No doubt, the most important application of inorganic MS in art and archae-
ology is the opportunity of isotopic analysis. As noted before, one of the main
application of isotope-ratio measurements is geochronology, and then the dating
of geological materials related to palaeontology and archaeology. Isotope ratios
have been mainly used to trace the provenance of some ancient materials (spe-
cially metals and glass [26]). Also the analysis of the isotopic compositional
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variation of radiogenic elements, like 206Pb/204Pb and 87Sr/86Sr, in teeth, bones
and soils is an important topic for the study of the origin and migration of popula-
tions. The high precision of TIMS results contributed to the wide use of this method
for isotope ratio determination (specially for the study of Pb isotope ratios from
different ancient ore sources [27, 28]). However, since the beginning of the ICP-MS
for isotopic analysis, this technique became also a competitor (e.g. to measure lead
isotope composition in archaeological skeletal remains, soils and cosmetic pig-
ments [29]), and especially since the introduction of the high-precision multi-
collector detector (MC-ICP-MS) [30]. The two classical elements to determine
their isotope ratio in art and archaeology have been lead and strontium, but others
like neodymium, bore, tin and antimony have been also prospected [15]. The
application of natural variations of the isotopic composition of copper to archae-
ological materials has been explored too [31].

The ability for high spatial resolution analysis of LA-ICP-MS has been exploited to
map, not only trace elements, but also some isotopes in ancient samples where the
distribution of these isotopes can be of interest, like U and Th in teeth or bones [32].
Combining the LA-ICP-MS lateral-resolution property with its analytical sensitivity for
some isotopes, using minute samples, this technique has been even applied to investi-
gate the potential of Pb isotope abundance ratios of white lead pigments in authentica-
tion and origin assignment studies of painting materials [33].

3.6 Conclusions

Inorganic MS has demonstrated to be an important analytical tool to determine the
elemental composition of ancient materials, and specially to develop isotopic
analysis. The use of ICP-MS and TIMS methods, and in particular the introduction
of LA-ICP-MS and MC-ICP-MS instruments, combine the analytical advantages of
low detection limits, low interferences and high precision, as well as the possibility
of a good spatial resolution analysis. Inorganic MS methods have been applied to
the analysis of metals, glass, glazes, ceramics, obsidian, soils, bones, teeth, and
pigments, for the study of art and archaeological materials. The investigation on
provenance, mineralogical origin, chronology, diet, or authenticity are among the
most usual aims of these studies.
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Demetrios Anglos

4 Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy
in heritage science

Abstract: Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) is a versatile analytical
technique that can be used to probe the elemental composition ofmaterials in diverse
types of heritage samples, objects or monuments. The main physical principles
underlying LIBS are presented along with analytical figures of merit and technical
details concerning instrumentation. In practice, LIBS analysis does not require any
sample preparation and the technique is nearly non-invasive, offering close to
microscopic spatial resolution and the possibility for depth profile analysis. These
features are, at present, available in a number of compact or transportable instru-
ments that offer versatility and enable the use of LIBS for the analysis of a broad
variety of objects/samples at diverse locations and this can be highly valuable at
several stages of archaeological investigations and conservation campaigns.
Representative examples are presented indicating how LIBS has been used to obtain
compositional information for materials in the context of archaeological science, art
history and conservation.

Keywords: LIBS, laser, elemental analysis, cultural heritage

4.1 Introduction

Elemental analysis methods have long been used as tools for the characterization and
study of a diverse variety of heritage objects, monuments and works of art [1–3]. The
identity and composition, qualitative and/or quantitative, of different types of mate-
rials such as pigments, metal alloys, stone, glass, pottery, soil or even biomaterials
can be determined by known elemental analysis techniques including, x-ray fluor-
escence (XRF) spectrometry [4, 5], particle-induced x-ray emission (PIXE) [6], elec-
tron microscopy coupled to X-ray microanalysis [7], atomic absorption/emission
spectrometry or inductively-coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) [8, 9].
However, with the exception of XRF [10, 11], and, in part, PIXE [12], the techniques
mentioned are applied by use of laboratory instrumentation while in addition they
require sampling and sample preparation, which can often involve elaborate chemi-
cal procedures.

In response to the need for an analytical tool that offers versatility in application,
ease of data interpretation, speed of analysis and mobility, several researchers have
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investigated the use of Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) in the context
of heritage science. LIBS is an atomic emission spectrochemical method that exploits
the light given off by a micro-plasma, produced upon focusing of a laser pulse on the
surface of a solid sample/object [13, 14]. Monitoring the characteristic spectral emis-
sion lines from atomic species in the plasma plume enables one to obtain information
about the elemental composition of the material investigated. It is considered as an
optical micro-probe technique and has been used in a wide variety of analytical
applications for the qualitative, semi-quantitative and quantitative analysis of mate-
rials. It offers certain features which are quite important in relevance to requirements
arising in heritage materials analysis [15–17]. As a method, LIBS is a straightforward,
versatile and simple one and thus can be used even by non-specialized users. It is fast
and provides results in real time, which is important when decisions for further
action need to be made, for instance how to proceed with an excavation or how to
deal with object conservation. More importantly, LIBS does not require sampling, so
analysis can be performed directly on the object or monument and because of the
tight beam focusing it ensures good spatial resolution with spot sizes nearly invisible
to the naked eye. Additionally, all these features can be combined in compact
portable instruments that enable field deployment of LIBS for the analysis of a
broad variety of objects/samples at diverse locations [18–20].

4.2 Physical principles and analysis

The main principle underlying LIBS relies on the interaction of laser radiation, con-
fined in space and time, with a solid surface which leads to formation of plasma [13].
Spatial confinement of the light energy is achieved by optical focusing of the beam
down to a typical spot of diameter on the order of 0.1mm while temporal confinement
is ensured by use of a pulsed laser source, operating typically in the few nanoseconds
range. The result of such a spatiotemporal confinement is a rapid deposition of a small
amount of energy (typically 1–10 mJ) on the sample surface and this produces a power
flux on the order of 1 × 109 Wcm−2 or greater, capable of initiating the formation of a
micro-plasma that sustains itself for a few microseconds in ambient atmosphere. The
process is collectively termed laser ablation and can be viewed as a sequence of steps,
overlapping in time, that involve laser light absorption (energy deposition) within a
minute volume of material, less than 0.1 mm3, material breakdown and generation,
just above the irradiated spot, of a plasma plume which subsequently expands and
decays in a few microseconds depending on the amount of energy in the laser pulse.
The ablated mass is in the range of a few ng (1 ng = 10–9 g).

The plasma consists of an ensemble of electrons, neutral and ionized atoms and
small molecules and as such conveys compositional information that reflects the
stoichiometry of the solid target ablated by the laser pulse. The plasma gas immedi-
ately upon its generation is quite hot due to the highly energetic collisions among
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electrons, ions and neutrals (temperature in the range of 15,000 K) but as it evolves in
time, it cools and emits radiation in the UV, Visible and near IR arising from the
relaxation of the excited neutrals and ions in the plume. As a result, optical recording
of the wavelength-resolved plasma emission, preferably in a time-resolved manner,
gives rise to characteristic atomic spectra that provide the analytical information in a
LIBS measurement.

As seen in Figure 4.1, the spectrum collected from a red paint composed of red
lead (Pb3O4), a pigment used extensively in painting, is dominated by distinct
emission lines assigned to specific transitions of excited lead atoms, shown in a
Grotrian diagram (Figure 4.2) with the corresponding energy state information listed
in Table 4.1. On the basis of such characteristic spectral lines one obtains reliable
information on the qualitative composition of the material analysed. The interpreta-
tion of the data is facilitated by use of spectral libraries, nowadays available on a PC
or accessible over the internet [21]. It is noted that in most cases a single laser pulse is
sufficient to produce a clean spectrum which can lead to quick determination of the
qualitative composition of a sample. With this in mind and considering that the
ablation depth per pulse is approximately on the order of 1 μm or less, it is then
straightforward to realize that multiple pulses, namely successive LIBS measure-
ments on the same spot, yield a depth profile analysis of the sample, very useful when
complex stratigraphies are investigated.

The peak intensity or more properly the integrated emission of a spectral line is
proportional to the number density of the corresponding elemental species in the
plume and this, in turn, with the concentration of specific elements in the ablated
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Figure 4.1: Typical emission spectrum obtained in LIBS analysis of red paint on stone sculpture.
Characteristic lead (Pb) emission lines are labelled. Calcium (Ca) andmagnesium (Mg) lines originate
from the stone background.
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Figure 4.2: Energy diagram (Grotrian) showing some of the transitions observed experimentally (see
Figure 4.1) from lead and indicating electron configuration and terms for the states involved in the
transitions.

Table 4.1: Atomic emission spectral lines for neutral lead (Pb I)a.

λ/nm Εi/cm−1 b Configuration (Term)c Εk/cm−1 b Configuration (Term)c

261.417 46,068.436 7819.263
6s2 6p1 6d1 (3D2) 6s2 6p2 (3P1)

266.315 48,188.630 10,650.327
6s2 6p1 7s1 (3P2) 6s2 6p2 (3P2)

280.200 46,328.667 10,650.327
6s2 6p1 6d1 (3F3) 6s2 6p2 (3P2)

282.319 46,068.436 10,650.327
6s2 6p1 6d1 (3D2) 6s2 6p2 (3P2)

283.305 35,287,224 0
6s2 6p1 7s1 (3P1) 6s2 6p2 (3P0)

287.331 45,443.171 10,650.327
6s2 6p1 6d1 (3F2) 6s2 6p2 (3P2)

357.273 49,439.616 21,457.798
6s2 6p1 7s1 (1P1) 6s2 6p2 (1D2)

363.957 35,287.224 7819.263
6s2 6p1 7s1 (3P1) 6s2 6p2 (3P1)

367.149 48,686,934 21,457.798
6s2 7p1 8s1 (3P1) 6s2 6p2 (1D2)

(continued)
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material. As a result, the strength of individual emission lines coming from different
elements in a sample can be used to obtain quantitative compositional data.
Assuming the plasma has reached a state of local thermodynamic equilibrium, the
integrated intensity of a spectral emission line from a single species in the plasma, is
given by eq. (4.1), as a function of the number density of the species, relevant
spectroscopic parameters and the plasma electron temperature:

Iikω = N
hω
8π2

giAike– ðEi=kBTeÞ

ZðTeÞ (4:1)

Iikω : intensity of emission line at frequency ω corresponding to a transition from
the upper quantum state i to the lower k; N: species number density in the point
of observation within the plasma; h: Plank’s constant; gi: statistical weight of
state i; Aik: transition probability for spontaneous emission from energy level i to
k; Ei: energy of quantum state i with respect to the ground state of the emitting
species; kB: Boltzmann’s constant; Te: plasma electron temperature; Z(Te): parti-
tion function for the quantum states of the emitting species.

Commonly, quantitative analysis is performed by analysing samples against calibra-
tion standards or reference samples of known analyte composition, following the
calibration curve method (Figure 4.3). It is important to note that matrix matched
samples provide more reliable quantitative results. It is understood, however, that
because of the different types of samples encountered, their varying compositions
and material heterogeneity, it is not always feasible to obtain proper standards for

Table 4.1 (continued)

λ/nm Εi/cm−1 b Configuration (Term)c Εk/cm−1 b Configuration (Term)c

368.346 34,959.908 7819.263
6s2 6p1 7s1 (3P0) 6s2 6p2 (3P1)

373.994 48,188.630 21,457.798
6s2 6p1 7s1 (3P2) 6s2 6p2 (1D2)

401.963 46,328.667 21,457.798
6s2 6p1 6d1 (3F3) 6s2 6p2 (1D2)

405.781 35,287.224 10,650.327
6s2 6p1 7s1 (3P1) 6s2 6p2 (3P2)

406.214 46,068.436 21,457.798
6s2 6p1 6d1 (3D2) 6s2 6p2 (1D2)

a. The data correspond to the spectral lines shown in the LIBS spectrum in Figure 4.1 and the
transitions indicated in the Grotrian diagram (Figure 4.2)
b. Ei, Ek: Energy (in units of cm−1) of the upper and lower quantum states involved in the transitions
observed at the corresponding λ.
c. Electron configuration and spectroscopic term of each quantum state (the dominant term in the
notation corresponding to the L-S coupling scheme has been used even though Pb excited states can
be described following the jj coupling scheme).
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comparison and in such cases one should be aware of this when reporting quantita-
tive analysis data. In certain cases, reliable calibration-free LIBS methods have been
proposed and used [22].

Concerning sensitivity, in the context of the analysis of complex matrices such as
those encountered in heritage investigations, LIBS performs very well with major
(> 5%w/w) andminor elements (0.1–5%w/w) evenwith single-pulse spectra, as long
as analytical lines corresponding to the latter are not overwhelmed by those of the
former. This might be the case, for example, with iron rich materials given the
multitude of spectral lines observed in iron emission. Analysis of trace elements, in
the range of 1–100 ppm, is more demanding and requires the use of strong analytical
lines and averaging several tens of single-pulse spectra. Considering the ablation
taking place during analysis, such an approach (spectral averaging) wouldwork with
compositionally homogeneous materials but would be not appropriate for hetero-
geneous substrates or layered structures. Likewise, it would not be accepted for the
analysis of sensitive or precious objects.

4.3 Instrumentation

The instrumentation for conducting LIBS analysis is quite straightforward and either
in research-level systems, prototypes or commercial ones, it comprises: (a) a pulsed
laser source, (b) a spectrometer and (c) optics necessary to deliver the laser beam to
the sample and collect the plume emission into the spectrometer. The schematic in
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Figure 4.3: Calibration curve for analysis of archaeological Cu-Sn alloys representing the spectral
intensity ratio of two atomic emission lines for Sn (286.332 nm) and Cu (296.116 nm) respectively
over the concentration of Sn (mass of Sn in 100 g of alloy). The dashed line indicates the result of a
least-square linear fit of the data.
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Figure 4.4 sketches out a basic experimental layout for a LIBS instrument and shows
graphically how a measurement is performed.

Typically, a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser emitting pulses, a few nanoseconds in
duration, is used at its fundamental (1064 nm) or its harmonics (532, 355, 266 nm).
Other nano- as well as pico- and femto-second pulsed lasers have been used, but
mostly in research studies. The laser pulse is focussed by use of a convergent lens with
focal length, typically between 50 and 200 mm, which is a normal working distance
that permits one to perform analysis not only on samples but also on whole objects or
even in the proximity of a monument surface if a mobile instrument is used. Focussing
under these conditions concentrates the pulse energy down to a spot of diameter in the
range of 50–150 μm, depending on the lens focal length and the quality of the laser
beam profile. With typical values of the laser pulse energy on the order of 1–25 mJ, and
appropriate choice of laser spot size on the sample surface, the energy density irradiat-
ing the sample surface falls in the range of 1–50 Jcm−2 (or equivalent to a power flux of
0.1–5 × 109 Wcm−2) sufficient for producing a plasma useful for elemental analysis.

The plasma plume emission is collected through a lens system or directly by use of
an optical fibre into a spectrograph, where light is analysed and recorded on a CCD
(charge-coupled device) detector producing a typical LIBS spectrum. In general, a single
laser pulse is adequate for collecting a spectrum with high S/N (see Figure 4.1). Gating
the detector permits recording of the plasma emission within a time window, which is
delayed with respect to the laser pulse, and this allows for rejection of the strong
continuum background present at the early phases of laser plasma formation. Most
spectrometers available today provide this gating functionality. Intensified-CCD detec-
tors offer simultaneously with gating the option to amplify the emission signal. An
additional approach that leads to significantly improved signal intensity is called

Object / Sample
z

x
y

Lens

Optical fiber

Detector

Spectrograph

Pulsed laser 

Computer 

Delay-Gate 
trigger 

Mirror 

XYZ stage 

Figure 4.4: Schematic diagram of a typical LIBS experimental arrangement illustrating the main
instrumentation components and optics.
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double-pulse LIBS and employs for plasma formation a pair of laser pulses, separated
from one another by approximately 1 μs, with the emission recorded following the 2nd

pulse [23, 24].
In general, a few practical issues need to be taken into account during the

application of LIBS in heritage samples and objects. Prior to irradiation, the
area for analysis must be carefully defined, preferably through optical magni-
fication, considering the surface heterogeneity of heritage objects. This can be
critical for interpreting the analytical results in particular when very fine fea-
tures are to be probed or when superficial contamination is present. Many
common cases, for instance, corroded metals, stone and pottery bearing burial
deposits and paintings are effectively multi-layered structures and the LIBS data
obtained need to be explained in the context of such complex and non-uniform
stratigraphies.

4.4 Mobile LIBS

An obvious requirement when performing studies of works of art and historical/
archaeological objects/samples is the capability of the analytical instrument to
“travel” [25]. This permits analysis to be conducted on site, in the conservation
laboratory, themuseum or even close to or at an excavation site overcoming practical
and regulatory constraints that prevent transportation of art and archaeological
objects. This requirement has generated an interest for the use of portable instru-
mentation and indeed examples gaining from the use of mobile LIBS equipment have
been increasingly presented in recent years. Some are listed in Table 4.2 along with
relevant literature references where further details can be found concerning mobile
LIBS technology and its application in heritage studies. Expanding on the concept of

Table 4.2: Mobile or transportable LIBS systems used in heritage analytical applications.

Instrument (Laboratory/Company) Specs (Laser/Detector/Weight) Ref.

LMNT-I (IESL-FORTH) Nd:YAG (1064 nm)/ICCD/45 Kg [26]
LMNT-II (IESL-FORTH) Nd:YAG (1064 nm)/CCD/10 Kg [27]
Portable LIBS (LRMH) Nd:YAG (1064 nm)/CCD/20 kg [28]
(Smart)Modi (Applied Laser Spectroscopy
Laboratory, Istituto per i Processi Chimico Fisici,
CNR/Marwan Technology)

Nd:YAG (1064 nm) (Single- or
Double-pulse)/CCD/50 kg

[29]

Portable LIPS (Istituto di Fisica Applicata
“Nello Carrara”- CNR)

Nd:YAG (1064 nm)/ICCD/14 kg [19]

Portable LIBS (University of Malaga) Nd:YAG (1064 nm)/CCD/5 kg (main
unit, excluding laser power supply)

[18]

Stand-off LIBS (University of Malaga) Nd:YAG (1064 nm)/ICCD/250 kg [30]
Nano-LIBS, portable, handheld instrument (B&W
Tek, Newark, DE, USA)

Diode-pumped Nd:YAG (1064 nm,
500 ps, 1–5 kHz)/CCD/1.8 kg

[31]
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mobile LIBS instruments, researchers have introduced systems capable of remote or
even under-water operation, highly promising for further developments and applica-
tions. Within the context of remote sensing applications open-path remote LIBS is
capable of providing rapid elemental analysis on remote targets [30, 32, 33]. This
approach enables scanning of large surfaces, such as for example, statues, monu-
ments, building facades from as far as 50–100 meters without the need for special
scaffolding. The stand-off LIBS systems are considerably larger than the compact
portable ones, however mobility between different locations is managed by use of a
small transportation van, while on location mobility is based on wheels.
Furthermore, remote LIBS instrumentation has been demonstrated to be capable of
performing analysis even underwater enabling examination of archaeological
remains or shipwrecks and their assessment [34].

Next, a portable LIBS instrument is described in more detail in order to illustrate
some of the design and operational principles of mobile LIBS technology and its
application for conducting analyses in the context of cultural heritage campaigns in
museums andmonuments. The system, LMNT II+, is shown in Figure 4.5 and has been
developed and constructed at IESL-FORTH. It consists of the following basic sub-units:
a. an optical probe head (1) housing a compact laser source (a nanosecond pulsed

Nd:YAG laser operating at 1064 nm) and appropriate optics for laser beam
focusing and for collecting the plume emission into an optical fiber; an integrated
mini-camera enables object viewing and proper positioning of the head with
respect to the spot to be analysed.

b. a dual spectrometer – detector (covering the spectral range: 200–460 nm and
415–660 nm) (2) fibre-coupled to the probe head and

c. a power supply and laser trigger unit (3).

The instrument fits in a compact case (dimensions of 46 × 33 × 17 cm3) andweighs less
than 9 kg. It is fully operated and controlled through a laptop computer via a custom-
made software. A micrometre translation stage is used for accurate pointing and
analysis while, in certain cases, a tripod or appropriate scaffolding is used.

3 2

1

Figure 4.5: Main subunits of LMNT-II+ (left) and instrument in carrying case (right).
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In brief, the laser is a compact passively Q-switched Nd:YAG, emitting at 1064 nm
(10mJ/pulse, 10 ns). It is housedwithin the probe head and delivers single pulses upon
activation of amanual trigger switch located on the power supply unit. Laser pulses go
through a convergent lens (f = + 70mm) at the front side of the probe head and focused
on the surface of the object investigated. The system is equipped with a miniature CCD
camera that enables visualization of the object during analysis and aiming of the laser
beam. In a typical analysis the probe head position is adjusted by means of a XYZ
translation stage, in a waywhich brings the object/sample at the focal plane of the lens
(Z-axis adjustment). Then, a spot is selected for analysis (XY adjustment) based on a
cross-hair-like feature pre-alignedwith the laser focal spot and embedded on the image
of the object viewed through the CCD camera. This way the laser is only fired once for
performing the analysis. A circular area corresponding to a diameter of about 0.2mm is
probed by the laser beam. A dual fiber optic compact spectrograph is used to record the
emission spectra across a wavelength range extending from 200 to 660 nm, with
resolution of about 0.2–0.3 nm. All spectra are collected with a time-delay of 1.3 μs
with respect to the laser pulse. A single pulse is adequate for obtaining a spectrumwith
high signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). If necessary, additional pulses (to amaximum of 5) are
delivered at each point, and separate spectra are recorded, particularly when depth
profiling information is sought for. The instrument is supplied with a user friendly
interface and can be operated by non-technical personnel following basic training. The
software includes a reference library and provides an option for spectra interpretation.
It also provides the option of overlaying the acquired spectra with reference ones. The
reference library can be continuously updated with relevant data. It is also noted that
the viewing camera permits photographic documentation of the probed spots during
all stages of analysis (before, after the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc. pulse and after the end of
analysis). Documentation images are stored along with the spectral data.

4.5 Applications of LIBS

Several research groups worldwide have been investigating the use of LIBS in
heritage science as a diagnostic and documentation tool and at this stage a good
number of published reports can be found in the literature, mainly in scientific
journals, and much fewer in conservation and archaeology journals. It has to be
noted that despite the promising results the potential user communities are still
hesitant of using LIBS as a standard or routine technique or even unaware of its
capabilities. A number of reasons can be listed, such as the lack of commercially
available, user friendly LIBS instruments and standard procedures relevant to heri-
tage studies that can be employed by non-experts. Moreover, potential users classify
LIBS as an invasive technique (despite the fact it is actually micro-invasive) and
would prefer to avoid using it for the analysis of CH objects/samples even though at
the same time a sampling procedure might be followed.
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To provide a brief overview concerning applications of LIBS in heritage science, a
few case studies are described inmore detail next whilemore examples from indicative
applications along with representative literature references are listed in Table 4.3.

4.5.1 Pigments and colorants

Object and building painting has been continuously used since ancient times in
various contexts: artistic, religious, architectural, decorative and many more. The
study of pigments provides diverse information as regards provenance of objects and
materials, technology used, current state of preservation and potentially dating. Most
pigments found in paintings, from antiquity to relatively modern times, are inorganic
compounds that have been either naturally available as coloured minerals or syn-
thetic ones. As a result, pigment identification can be quite straightforward if through
LIBS analysis the metals found in the colorant are related to known pigment
materials.

The following example refers to a rather more complex situation related to the
study of traces of paint on stone sculpture [35] and demonstrates the use of a mobile
instrument on site. Optical examination of the stone surface showed scarce remains
of a yellow paint and the LIBS probe was aimed at an area showing a pale yellow
coloration. A single-laser pulse spectrum was obtained (Figure 4.6) dominated by
emission lines corresponding to calcium (Ca), originating from the stone substrate.
However, a rather strong emission line at 405.78 nm and a few additional ones of
lower intensity, prove the presence of lead (Pb) which signifies the use of a lead-
based pigment. Among these is lead chromate (PbCrO4) or chrome yellow and indeed
its presence is verified by several weak but distinct lines due to chromium (Cr). A
more thorough examination of other lines in the range of 250–350 nm, reveals further
the presence of Ag, Au and Cu. The co-existence of these three metals is evidence for

Table 4.3: Examples of LIBS applications in heritage studies.

Applications Reference

Analysis of pigments in easel paintings, icons, wall paintings,
manuscripts

[15, 23, 27,
28, 35, 36]

Archaeological /historical metal andmetal alloy objects and sculpture
(e. g. various objects, sculpture, jewellery, coins, daguerreotypes)

[19, 37–40]

Corrosion of metal objects [41]
Glass objects [42, 43]
Stone, Marble sculpture [31, 44–47]
Ceramics and pottery [48–51]
Geological materials [52, 53]
Biominerals and Fossils [54–56]
Paper and parchment [57]
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the presence of a gold alloy likely used in decorative features no longer visible but
still detected by LIBS.

4.5.2 Stone sculpture and monuments

In the case of stone and other lithotype materials, elemental analysis can be useful in
determining the provenance of stone or characterizing encrustations over the stone
surface and relating those to specific burial environments in the case of excavated
objects or to pollution processes in sculpture, buildings and monuments exposed to
urban environment. The possibility to carry out LIBS analysis in situ based on
portable equipment is quite attractive.

In a detailed study [47] LIBS has been employed in the analysis of different types
of white marble (from Naxos (Greece), Proconnesos (Turkey) and Carrara (Italy))
examining both the bulk stone and the surface encrustation. Quantitative analysis
data was obtained for the main constituents (Ca, C, Al and Si) as well as for minor
elements (Fe, Mg, Mn, Ti, Ba, Cu) present at the ppm level based on the calibration
curve method and the use of reference samples composed of CaCO3 matrices doped
with certified soils.

An important question in the context of archaeological or historical stone monu-
ment conservation and preservation relates to understanding the factors influencing
the formation of weathering crusts on the monument. For these reasons, the deter-
mination of the crust thickness and the distribution of certain pollutants as a function
of depth from the surface can be quite illuminating. In a recent study investigating a
number of limestone masonry blocks from the entrance gate of the historic Castello
Svevo (Bari, Italy), double-pulse LIBS was employed in depth profiling mode and
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Figure 4.6: Emission spectrum obtained in LIBS analysis of traces of yellow paint on stone sculpture.
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revealed the stratigraphy of the pollution crust on the basis of the distinctly higher
concentration of iron (Fe) and manganese (Mn) in the crust compared to the
unweathered stone [44]. This compositional step was used to define the interface
between the crust and the underlying limestone and was found to be complementary
to the stratigraphic behaviour of calcium (Ca) and strontium (Sr) that showed an
increase on the transition from the crust to the stone.

4.5.3 Metal objects

LIBS is quite an efficient method for the analysis of metals and metal alloys exploit-
ing the fact that metal ablation and plasma formation is quite favorable process given
the strong coupling of laser radiation with metal surfaces. This makes it suitable for
the characterization of archaeological and historical metallic artifacts such as sculp-
ture, tools, weapons, home utensils, jewellery and coins. Themainmetallic materials
used in antiquity include copper and bronze - copper-tin alloys (starting in the
Bronze Age) - and later iron. Other metals used include lead and zinc while precious
metals such as silver or gold alloys are more often associated with jewellery and for
decorating different objects.

Simple, qualitative LIBS analysis can be a helpful tool for quickly classifying or
discriminating among like objects, for instance, various types of bronze materials or
different types of coins. More importantly, quantitative analysis of metal alloys can
reveal valuable information about metallurgical technology, period of manufacture
and possibly provenance of the raw materials on the basis of the major, minor and
trace elements detected. For example, by means of quantitative LIBS analysis
researchers managed to obtain a chronological classification of a number of bronze
objects from the Iberian peninsula, dating from the Bronze to the Iron Age, on the
basis of the elemental content of the alloys and particularly the concentration of
arsenic (As), the presence of which is a key indicator of the Early Bronze Age [37].
Cluster analysis enabled reliable sorting of the objects across the different periods. In
a similar study [38] archaeological bronze artefacts from a burial site in Southern
Tuscany, Italy, dated in the period of 2500–2000 B.C.E. were examined using micro-
LIBS analysis and by use of the calibration-free LIBS method concentrations of the
elements in the alloy were obtained. These results, with the help of principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) led to a typological grouping of the objects and in certain cases
indicated a classification different from that suggested by the traditional typology
offering archaeologists a deeper view into the origin and use of the objects.

Concerning quantitative analysis of archeological metal alloys, a critical factor
that needs to be taken into account is the presence of superficial corrosion, often of
significant thickness. In such a case of a thick corrosion layer present, based on LIBS
analysis some conclusions can still be drawn about the elemental composition of the
metal object, however an accurate quantitative result is rather difficult to get unless
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the corrosion layer is removed either by successive laser pulses or by other mechan-
ical means. On the other hand, LIBS contributes to the characterization of superficial
contamination and corrosion layers on metal artefacts providing information about
object burial history or informing about certain types of corrosion that might require
specific conservation treatment. A thin corrosion layer is usually etched away follow-
ing irradiation with a small number of pulses allowing the laser beam to probe the
bulk metal [19, 41].

4.5.4 Pottery

Ceramic objects are the most common among archaeological and historical find-
ings. Analysis of the fabric (main body of the ceramic) provides evidence about the
clay composition revealing technological and potentially provenance informa-
tion. Surface analysis may yield artistic and technological information concerning
the slip (original paint layer) or the glaze in the case of glazed pottery. LIBS has
been used in several studies of pottery such as, for example, the characterization
of a collection of ancient Roman pottery sherds, Hispanic Terra Sigillata, that
originated from different production sites and dated back to the first to fifth
century C.E [49]. On the basis of the elemental content of sherds and with the
aid of linear correlation analysis of LIBS spectra, it was possible to classify the
sherds according to their production site. Furthermore, depth profiling studies
were carried out in order to distinguish between the slip and the fabric of the
ceramic sherds and elements such as calcium and iron were used as markers for
the transition from the one layer to the other. In a similar study [51], selected
pottery sherds coming from three different excavations in Eastern Turkey and
dated from the Early to Middle Iron Age were examined as regards to their
composition by using LIBS. Comparison of results from LIBS analysis of the
coloured slip (paint layer) and on the fabric (bulk ceramic), revealed a strong
correlation of the red colour with the iron (Fe) content of the slip layer.
Furthermore, test studies, using PCA on LIBS spectra, showed that the analytical
information contained in the raw spectral data (no quantitative analysis done) can
be used for differentiating among sherds coming from different sites known to
have used different clay sources and pottery making technology.

4.5.5 Archaeological and historical glass

Vitreous materials (faience, glass, glaze) are made of quartz (or quartz sand), lime,
alkalies (soda or potash) and metal oxides. Chemical analysis of ancient glass is a
way to reveal the composition, selection of raw materials, as well as the coloring
agents. Furthermore, the analysis of weathered glass helps to study the decay
processes and understand mechanisms.
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In a recent study [58] LIBS results obtained on a set of a historical Late Roman
glasses from a recently unearthed graveyard located close to Madrid (Spain) con-
tributed to the identification of major glass components used to classify the objects
into main historical glass groups as well as minor elements that were related to
chromophores, decolouring agents or degradation products. Quantitative results
were obtained on the basis of the calibration curve method applied with certified
glass standards and local standards and were comparable to those obtained using
XRF spectrometry. The LIBS methodology was proposed as part of a protocol that can
be applied for the in situ characterization of historical glasses.

4.5.6 Geological materials

Various types of geological materials have been used in early times to make simple
tools, utensils, seals, decorative objects or sculpture. Their elemental composition,
and particularly that of minor and trace elements, has been related to provenance of
the object. In this respect, such analysis can be of importance in uncovering, for
example, the sources of raw materials used to make certain objects by comparison of
compositional patterns between the object in question and the original rawmaterials.
Quick screening can be performed on the basis of qualitative analysis, if differences
in elemental content are significant [52] and this can be followed by informed
selection of certain objects or samples for further analysis exploring their trace
elemental profile that can be related to provenance.

In a different context, LIBS was used to study rock alterations on samples
collected from a cave in the South West of France currently used as an experi-
mental facility for observing the growth of calcitic formations on the rock that
overcoat possible existing rock art [53]. A portable LIBS system was tested for its
ability to discriminate among two main types of rock alterations and this was
found to be the case on the basis of the different contents of the samples in Si, Mg
and Sr Clearly portable LIBS did not provide a full analysis of the rock samples but
it showed that it can be used in campaigns in caves for quick analysis and screen-
ing of different types of rocks and alterations based on the minor elements present
in them.

4.5.7 Palaeoclimate studies

Recent reports have shown that LIBS can provide an efficient route to fast measure-
ments of palaeotemperature proxies on geomaterials such as speleothems or sedi-
ments and biominerals, for example, marine mollusc shells or fossilized animal or
tree remains. The simplicity and speed of analysis offered by LIBS compared to other
techniques (for example, LA-ICP-MS or SIMS) enables data collection from extensive
areas on the specimens investigated and thus yields proxy maps across surfaces as
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wide as a few cm2 and at a resolution as low as a few micrometers. This provides
statistically important information hence more reliable paleoclimatic and environ-
mental data. In this context, J. O. Cáceres and co-workers [59] collected mega-pixel
multi-elemental (Ca, C, Si, Fe, Mg, Al, Mn, Sr) maps by scanning a large fraction of a
speleothem and a branch coral sample by use of an auto-focusing micro-LIBS system
providing pixel resolution in the range of 10–20 μm.

Likewise, Hausmann et al [60] working with diverse types of mollusc shells (both
calcitic and aragonitic) have produced detailed maps reflecting variations of Mg over
Ca across sections of the shells (Figure 4.7). These maps enable one to assess quickly
whether the observed variations of the ratio Mg/Ca reflect an environmental signal or
result from other processes that might distort the expected seasonal variability.
Recent preliminary studies have shown that in cases in which the environmental
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Figure 4.7: (a) LIBS mapping on oyster cross section indicating variations of the Mg/Ca line intensity
ratio. (b) Line scan along the top-right part of the image following the shell growth line.
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variability impact on the Mg/Ca is regular LIBS maps fit well with temperature data
obtained from independent analysis of 18O/16O isotopes.

4.5.8 Biomaterials

Analysis of biomaterials is an area of potential interest to archaeological research
focused on human remains, aiming to identify certain diseases, nutritional habits or
deficiencies or the presence of potentially toxic elements or animal remains and
fossils. The characterization of calcified tissues employing LIBS is an example of such
a quantitative analysis of traces of aluminium, strontium and lead in human bones or
teeth [54]. It was demonstrated in that study that the above trace elements can be
quantitatively detected and, in fact, surface-mapped in calcified tissue samples.
These results indicate strongly the potential advantages of LIBS in the analysis of
bio-archaeological samples. In amore recent test study on fragments of human bones
and teeth, LIBS data processed through Neural Networks (NN) led to quite accurate
discrimination of the fragments on the basis of the individual they originated from
[61]. This finding, even though the study was not performed on ancient samples,
shows that the proposed methodology could be quite appropriate in supporting
archaeological and historical excavation campaigns concerning sorting of bone or
teeth fragments.

In a different type of investigation, samples of parchment (collagen) from differ-
ent sources were analyzed by LIBS and on the basis of the concentration of a number
of elements (Ca, Na, K, Mg, Fe, Cu, and Mn), it became possible to achieve a clear
discrimination between modern and historical samples. Furthermore, correlations
were found between the animal type and the ratio of Mg over Cu emission line
intensity [57].

4.6 Conclusions — outlook

Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy is a versatile analytical technique that can be
used to probe very different types of heritage materials and provide valuable infor-
mation on their elemental composition. In practice, LIBS analysis requires minimal
or no sample preparation and the technique is nearly non-invasive, offering close to
microscopic spatial resolution and the possibility for depth profile analysis. These
features can be available in compact, mobile instruments that offer versatility and
enable the use of LIBS for the analysis of a broad variety of objects/samples at diverse
locations and this can be highly valuable at several stages of archaeological research
and conservation campaigns. Early analysis during excavation could provide feed-
back to the archaeologist and possibly guide an on-going excavation campaign. At
the conservation laboratory LIBS can be a handy tool for classifying objects, identify-
ing surface alterations and/or previous interventions helping the conservator to
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decide on optimum intervention methodologies and even monitor their progress.
Detailed studies of the elemental composition of materials can finally help archae-
ologists, historians and conservators to place objects within a certain context or
chronological period and answer questions about raw materials, manufacturing
and processing. At this point a close collaboration between the heritage (archaeolo-
gists, historians, conservators) and analytical spectroscopy communities is neces-
sary for fully exploiting the potential of LIBS. To this end, on-going advances in laser,
spectrometer and detector technologies are expected to enhance the capabilities and
lower the cost of LIBS systems and make such instruments attractive to small or
medium scale laboratories enabling conservators and archaeologists to make routine
use of LIBS and assess its practical value for addressing analytical challenges in
archaeological science and conservation.
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5 UV-Vis spectroscopy

Abstract: UV-Vis reflectance spectroscopy has been widely used as a non-invasive
method for the study of cultural heritage materials for several decades. In particular,
FORS, introduced in the 1980s, allows to acquire hundreds of reflectance spectra
in situ in a short time, contributing to the identification of artist’s materials. More
recently, microspectrofluorimetry has also been proposed as a powerful non-invasive
method for the identification of dyes and lake pigments that provides high sensitivity
and selectivity. In this chapter, the concepts behind these spectroscopic methodol-
ogies will be discussed, as well as the instrumentation and measurement modes
used. Case studies related with different cultural heritage materials (paintings and
manuscripts, textiles, carpets and tapestries, glass, metals, and minerals), which
show the usefulness of UV-Vis reflectance spectroscopy and microspectrofluorimetry
applied to the study of artworks, will also be presented.

Keywords: non-invasive, UV-Vis spectroscopy, reflectance, FORS, microspectro-
fluorimetry, paintings and manuscripts, textiles, carpets and tapestries, glass,
metals, minerals

5.1 Introduction

In order to provide the appropriate tools for curators, conservators, and conservation
scientists to understand and preserve the cultural heritage, it is important to analyse,
identify, and characterise the materials used in the production and restoration of
artworks, which are often complex systems [1, 2]. Presently, the study of the materials
constituting artworks can be performed using invasive and/or non-invasive
approaches including spectroscopic methods which can be classified according to
the region of the electromagnetic spectrum used or produced in the measurement [2].

In its broadest sense, ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy is concerned with interac-
tions between electromagnetic radiation in the ultraviolet-visible region and matter.
The ultraviolet (UV) region covers approximately the 10–380 nm range of the electro-
magnetic spectrum. It is commonly divided in three main sub-regions, which are:
UVA in the 320–380 nm; UVB in the 280–320 nm; and UVC in the 100–280 nm. In
addition, the 10–200 nm range is also named as vacuum ultraviolet (VUV), even
though it is only explored if measurements are done in vacuum. The visible (Vis)
region comprehends the 380–750 nm spectral range.

This article has previously been published in the journal Physical Sciences Reviews. Please cite as:
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UV-Vis spectroscopy is related to excitation of the outermost electrons of the
atoms, which are involved in the formation of molecules, and is, therefore, often
referred to as “electronic spectroscopy” [3]. Measurements in the UV-Vis region are
usually performed in transmittance, reflectance and photoluminescence (fluores-
cence and phosphorescence) modes. Transmittance and reflectance measurements
need to be recorded against a reference material while photoluminescence acquisi-
tions can be considered absolute measurements.

In the art conservation field this spectroscopic technique, unlike the most tradi-
tional applications of UV-Vis spectroscopy [3], is mainly applied in situ by using
portable devices and employing non-invasive methodologies. The studied artworks
have, excluding a few cases such as glass items and stained glass windows, an
opaque appearance that force them to be measured in reflectance mode. Spectra
acquired in reflectance mode on bulk samples or masstone pigments and dyes are
usually more difficult to interpret than the corresponding transmittance spectra due
to several factors affecting reflectance measurements, such as the surface roughness
and texture, particles dimension and distribution, packing density, compositional
homogeneity and the thickness of the paint layers.

Spectroscopic measurements in the Vis were introduced to the cultural heritage
field by Rawlins at the National Gallery in London in the 1930-1940s [4]. At the same
time, Vis reflectance spectroscopy was applied to characterise paints and pigments
for the first time during the 1930s at the Department of Conservation and Technical
Research of the Fogg Art Museum, in Cambridge, Massachusetts [5]. After the World
War II, in Rome at the Istituto Centrale del Restauro (now Istituto Superiore per la
Conservazione ed il Restauro) Manlio Santini developed a precise and reliable non-
invasive methodology for the acquisition of reflectance spectra in the Vis on the
painting Maestà by Duccio di Boninsegna to monitor the cleaning procedure during
its conservation treatments [6]. In the same years, Vis reflectance spectroscopic
methodologies were strongly improved by researchers working mainly in paint for-
mulation laboratories and paint industries [7]. In the years that followed this meth-
odology was further developed at the Conservation Laboratories of the National
Gallery in London [8]. Lastly, since the early 1980s, when fibre optical devices
became available and starting from the pioneering work of Mauro Bacci at the
Istituto di Ricerca sulle Onde elettromagnetiche of the Consiglio Nazionale delle
Ricerche (which became Istituto di Fisica Applicata “Nello Carrara” in [9]), the non-
invasive technique of fibre optic reflectance spectroscopy (FORS) has been applied
and improved in this field including the use of portable instruments and expanding
the operating range from the UV up to the near-infrared (NIR, 750–1100 nm) and
short-wavelength infrared (SWIR, 1100–2500 nm) regions [10–16].

After the work of E. René de la Rie in [17], fluorescence spectroscopy has also
become a powerful analytical technique in the field of cultural heritage [17, 18]. More
recently, microspectrofluorimetry, which combines the advantages of fluorescence
measurements with those of a confocal microscope, was introduced into the art
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conservation field particularly for the study of organic colourants and binders [19–24].
Maria João Melo and co-workers have been pioneers of the development of microspec-
trofluorimetry, combined with data from other analytical techniques, to characterise
dyes and lake pigments, and of the creation of a reference database to overcome the
absence of a molecular fluorescence fingerprint [25–29]. Microspectrofluorimetry pro-
vides high sensitivity and selectivity, combined with good spatial and spectral resolu-
tion and fast data acquisition [20]. Moreover, for movable objects that can be
transported into the laboratory, it can be used in situ without any contact with the
artwork or (micro) sample under study [20].

In this chapter, the use of UV-Vis reflectance spectroscopy and microspec-
trofluorimetry in the study of cultural heritage will be discussed. The principles
and theory behind these spectroscopic methodologies will be presented, followed
by a section on the instrumentation and measurement modes used. The chapter
will end with the presentation of some relevant case studies related with differ-
ent cultural heritage materials (paintings and manuscripts, textiles, carpets and
tapestries, glass, metals, and minerals), which show the usefulness of UV-Vis
reflectance spectroscopy and microspectrofluorimetry as in situ methods applied
to the study of artworks.

5.2 Principles and theory

Ultraviolet and visible radiation that hit a surface can interact withmatter in different
ways: it can be transmitted, transmitted in a diffuse way, reflected (in a specular and
diffuse way, as discussed below), absorbed, absorbed and emitted as photolumines-
cence (fluorescence and phosphorescence), or laterally diffused at wavelengths
different from those of the incidentmonochrome radiation (diffusion or Raman effect)
[30]. If the frequency of incident radiation corresponds to the difference of energy of a
transition between two energy levels that specific frequency is absorbed by the
material causing an excitation of resonance which generates a variation in the
distribution of the electronic density (electronic spectroscopy). This effect can be
represented by the Bohr model:

ΔE = E2 –E1 = hv ! hv = hc�ν = hc=λ

where E1 and E2 are the initial and final energies, respectively; h = Planck’s constant
(6.62 × 10–34 Js); c = light velocity in vacuum (2.99 × 108 m/s); ν = frequency; λ =
wavelength; ῡ = wavenumber. This phenomenon causes, for example in the case of
electronic spectroscopy, a variation in the distribution of the electronic density in the
outermost orbitals of an individual atom or, in molecular orbitals, an electronic
transition from the occupied levels to the unoccupied levels. The Bohr’s relation
therefore connects the atomic or molecular electronic energy levels with the fre-
quency of the incident radiation.
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In general, when matter absorbs part of the incident radiation and is excited to
higher energy levels, this state is not stable and the species returns to its initial
equilibrium. This ground state can be reached through “deactivation” processes
that can take place in several ways: without emission of radiation (for example,
internal conversion of energy in order to obtain a thermal equilibrium, i. e. dis-
sipation as heat), with spontaneous emission of radiation with a lower energy than
that of the absorbed radiation (fluorescence, phosphorescence), with photochemi-
cal processes, etc. Depending on the molecular environment and the “deactiva-
tion” process, the excitation states can exist for 10–13-10−3 sec. Lambert and Beer
developed a relation that correlates the intensity of an absorption with the con-
centration and thickness of the absorbing species (Beer-Lambert Law or Beer’s
Law, which is strictly observed only for absorbing materials in diluted homoge-
neous medium):

A = ε bc = – log T = log 1=Tð Þ

where A = absorbance; ε = molar absorptivity or molar absorption coefficient; b =
thickness of the sample; c = concentration; T = transmittance.

When dealing with measurements on opaque materials, different parameters
play an important role in the definition of the spectral features [3, 31]. The reflected
radiation from a generic surface, or a paint layer, that can be considered as a multi-
component polycrystalline assemblage, is generally called “total reflectance” (RT),
which is the sum of the specular (or surface, RS), diffuse superficial (RDS), retro-
diffused (RRD), and diffuse (or volume, RV) reflectance (Figure 5.1). The specular
component is the portion of the reflected radiation that has not penetrated into the
paint layer, whereas the diffuse component is that portion of radiation which has
penetrated into the paint layer and interacts with one or more pigment’s particles
[32]. According to Vincent and Hunt, RV depends on several parameters, such as

RRD RV

RDS

RS

RDSRDS

Figure 5.1: Total reflection modes (courtesy of Miguel Ángel Herrero Cortell).
No credits it’s our own figure.
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wavelength, particle dimensions, packing density, real refractive index n and absorp-
tion coefficient k, scattering coefficient s, and optics geometry [33].

The volume reflectance carries with it the major part of spectral information that
is used to identify the materials. If one is interested in quantitative information, such
as in the measurement mode in transmittance, the reflectance spectra can be
expressed as apparent absorbance:

A′ = log 1=Rð Þ

or as Kubelka-Munk (KM) function [34], f(R∞), from a homogeneous material with
infinite thickness (R∞). The KM infinitive reflectance function is given by:

f R∞ð Þ= 1 – R∞ð Þ2=2R∞ = k=s

where the parameters k and s are the absorption and scattering coefficients, respec-
tively. This equation assumes that the incident radiation is monochromatic, the
scattering processes show no wavelength dependence, and the two parameters k
and s are constant in a homogenous medium. Both formulae try to represent the
relationship between the intensity of absorbance and the concentration of the com-
pound in a linear way. A’ is usually more favourable in the NIR-SWIR region and for
highly absorbing samples (low dilution), while KM is applied when condition of
infinite dilution in a non-absorbing matrix (high dilution) is present. Even though
the KM phenomenological theory [34] is widely used for multiple scattering calcula-
tions in the paint industry, it implies certain assumptions and hence has several
limitations. The most significant assumption is the isotropic scattering within the
sample. Each particle that composes the paint layers, such as pigments, dyes, fillers,
etc., has to be far enough apart from one another in order to scatter or absorb the
incident radiation independently from all the others, which means that they have to
obey to the “no dependent scattering” rule. Moreover, the paint layer is assumed to
have plane, parallel surfaces, sufficient in extent to ensure that edge effects can be
ignored in the measured reflectance spectra. The incident radiation and its reflected
component have to be diffuse, and no generation of radiation, such as fluorescence
and related processes, within the paint layer is expected. All these assumptionsmake
the application of KM function to reflectance measurements acquired on paintings,
and artworks in general, very problematic as the paint layers constituting these
objects barely fit any KM theory requirements.

5.2.1 Electronic transitions

In the UV-Vis spectral range transitions between electronic energy levels can be
observed, which determine the absorption bands in the UV-Vis region. An electron
is excited when the frequency of the incident electromagnetic radiation is the same as
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the difference of energy between two electronic states. This difference of energy
depends on the electronic structure of the molecule and of its “environment”. For a
transition to happen after absorption of radiation it is necessary to have a dislocation
of charge and some rules, such as Laporte Selection Rule, Spin Multiplicity Selection
Rule, and Coupling Interaction with Neighbour Cations, have to be respected [32].

The electronic transitions can be related to transitions between molecular orbi-
tals and they are often classified according to the nature of the molecular orbitals
involved. Based on the symmetry of the orbitals involved and the electromagnetic
field, it is also possible to assess the intensity of a transition. One of the most
important rules in this case is related with the spin multiplicity of the orbitals
involved in the transition. Transitions between states that have the same multiplicity
of spin are allowed, whereas transitions between levels with different spins are
forbidden. The consequence of this rule is that the allowed transitions produce
spectral characteristics which are more intense, while the forbidden transitions are
absent or create weaker absorption bands.

The absorption bands of pigments are generally related to Ligand-Field (LF),
Charge Transfer (CT), and Valence-Conduction band transitions (VC), also known as
Band theory, while for organic materials delocalised Molecular Orbital (MO) band
transitions are considered [30, 32, 35]. In many cases, the spectral features enable the
identification of the nature of the compounds analysed and, in particular, to identify
pigments, dyes, alteration products, and some other organic compounds.

LF involves inorganic compounds containing metal ions with unpaired electrons
in d or f orbitals, such as the 3d transition metals: titanium (Ti), vanadium (V),
chromium (Cr), manganese (Mn), iron (Fe), cobalt (Co), nickel (Ni), and copper (Cu)
[30, 32]. It explains absorption of the UV and Vis radiation by the transition-metal
compounds or impurities ofmanyminerals, gems, and pigments, such as azurite, ruby,
and chromium sesquioxide (chrome green or chromium oxide green). The outermost
electrons of the transition metals located in orbitals 3d are responsible for the transi-
tions between the energy levels. Several features cause the degeneracy of the d or f
orbitals of the transition-metal ions, such as the anions or dipolar groups (defined as
ligands) which surround the transitionmetals, the symmetry and geometrical arrange-
ment of the ligands as well as their number and type. These features determine the
number of permitted transitions and the line shape of the registered spectra, which can
lead to different absorption spectra (and therefore different transmittance or reflec-
tance) for the same transition metal (for example as can be observed for Cu2+ in azurite
and in malachite). However, not all possible transitions between levels have the same
intensity. As previously stated, the selection rules determine which transitions, and
their intensities, are permitted and measured. The LF transitions are usually not so
intense since they are only partially permitted by the selection rules [32].

CT generally produces intense absorptions since these transitions are fully
allowed by the selection rules [30]. Here, processes in which the absorbed energy
determines the migration of one electron between close ions or between an ion and
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ligand are found. Although there is a real transfer of an electron, it remains located in
its new position, which means that this electron is linked to one specific ion. In the
crystalline structure, an electron mainly located in an orbital of a ligand can be
excited and transferred to an orbital mainly located in the metal ion or vice-versa (CT
between ligand-metal, LMCT, or metal-ligand, MLCT, respectively), as in chrome
yellow pigment (lead chromate, PbCrO4), where the absorption of radiation causes
the transfer of one electron from one oxygen of the chromate ion to the chrome ion.
These transfers can also happen between ions adjacent to the same metal in different
valence states, and in this case the process is essentially a photochemical oxidation-
reduction reaction. This is often the case of ion pairs such as Fe2+ and Fe3+, Mn2+ and
Mn3+, or Ti3+ an Ti4+, when they are placed next to each other, as for example in
Prussian blue pigment, Fe4[Fe(CN)6]3· nH2O, where the charge transfer occurs
between two non-equivalent Fe ions (FeA

2+ + FeB
3+ → FeA

3+ + FeB
2+).

VC transitions are characteristic of metals and some inorganic pigments that show
properties of semiconductors [30]. In some crystalline lattices, the discrete energy
levels of the external electrons of the ions constituting the lattice, are extended to
energy bands that exist close to them. There are therefore two energy bands in which
the electrons can exist: one at lower energy called “valence band” and one at a higher
energy called “conduction band”. The electrons in the conduction band have higher
energy than those in the valence band and, in practice, are not linked to any ion, but
are free to move in the crystalline lattice, from which comes the definition “free
electrons” or “conduction electrons”. Between the valence band and the conduction
band there is an energy gap, called “band gap”, in which the electrons cannot be
found. In the semiconductor materials, such as vermilion, HgS, red lead, Pb3O4, and
cadmium yellows, CdS, (Cd,Zn)S, the width of the forbidden band is in between that of
themetals and the dielectric compounds, and the passage of electrons from the valence
band to the conduction band is seen as an intense absorption in the UV-Vis range. This
type of transition produces characteristic absorption bands with an “S” shape and the
transition energies can be approximately defined by their inflection points, i.e. the
point of the curve at which the sign of the curvature changes, which is determined by
looking at the first derivative of their reflectance spectra [16].

Finally, delocalised molecular orbital (MO) theory explains the electronic transi-
tion in organic molecules [30]. The electronic orbitals in covalent or weakly ionic
bonding are capable of overlapping between themselves and formmolecular orbitals
called bondingmolecular orbitals σ or π and anti-bondingmolecular orbitals σ* or π*.
In this representation, the bonding orbitals represent the maximum positive over-
lapping between symmetric wave functions and are more stable than the individual
atomic orbitals of the single atom. The corresponding anti-bonding molecular orbi-
tals, on the other hand, are less stable than the individual atomic orbitals of the
single atom. Absorption of radiation of appropriate energy can promote one of the σ
or π electrons to an anti-bonding orbital σ* or π* (transition σ → σ* or π → π*),
respectively.
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The vast majority of dyes, natural and synthetic, can be viewed as containing an
extended conjugated chromophore system to which are attached electron donor and
electron acceptor groups (auxochromes). A chromophore is the atom or group of
atoms of a molecule in which the electronic transition responsible for a given spectral
band is approximately localized; the term referred originally to the groups in the
molecule that are responsible for its colour (IUPAC definition,http://goldbook.iupac.
org). Chromophores include C = C bonds as well as the azo group (-N = N-), thio group
(C = S), and nitro group (-N = O). In turn, an auxochrome is an atom or group of atoms
which, when introduced into a chromophore, causes a bathochromic shift (red shift)
and/or a hyperchromic effect in a given band of the chromophore, usually in that of
lowest frequency (IUPAC definition). Auxochromes have the capability to donate to, or
accept from, one ormore electrons, through σ- or π-bonds. Those belonging to the first
group are electron donor groups while those in the second group are electron acceptor
groups. The choice of σ- or π-bonds depends on the electronegativity, the presence of
multiple bonds or the existence of lone pair of electrons. The substituents -NH2, X (F,
Cl, Br, I), -CH3, Ar, -NR2 and -OR, where R represents an organic group, are electron
donors through π-bonds, while -NO2, -R(C = O), -C ≡ N, -CO2H are electron acceptors.
To have colour generation, the energies involved in the MO transitions have to be
moved from the ultraviolet into the visible, which can be done by increasing the size of
the conjugated system and/or with the addition of auxochromes. For example, a red
shift induced by -OH groups is observed from the colourless anthraquinone to the
coloured alizarin (1,2-dihydroxy-9,10-anthraquinone) and purpurin (1,2,4-trihydroxy-
9,10-anthraquinone). Generally speaking, the absorptions occurring in organic
coloured molecules are based on π bonding in the extended conjugated systems and
the colours observed are modulated by the energy gap between the ground and
excited electronic states involved in the transition.

5.2.2 Microspectrofluorimetry

When a species is excited through the absorption of a photon, it causes electronic
transitions and brings the absorbing species into an electronic excited state. In the
case of organic molecules, the emission of photons accompanying de-excitation is
called photoluminescence, which can be divided into two phenomena depending on
the nature of the excited state and the lifetime of the phenomena: fluorescence
(excited singlet states) and phosphorescence (triplet excited states) [36]. The phe-
nomenon of fluorescence as an emission of radiation following absorption of radia-
tion was demonstrated by George Gabriel Stokes in the middle of the nineteenth
century [37]. Stokes stated that the emitted radiation is always of longer wavelength
(lower energy) than the exciting one (Stoke’s law).

Fluorescence ismeasured by exciting a species at an absorptionwavelength, also
called the excitation wavelength, andmeasuring the emission at a longer wavelength
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called the emission wavelength. The characteristics of fluorescence of a given species
are affected by any excited-state process involving interactions of the excited species
with its close environment, which can provide information not only on the emitting
species but also on the respective microenvironment. For this reason, and for being
highly sensitive, fluorescence spectroscopy has been widely used in many scientific
and technological fields, such as physics, chemistry, materials science, biology, and
medicine.

Spectrofluorimeters hyphened to confocal microscopes give the possibility to
acquire both fluorescence excitation and emission spectra. In the excitation spec-
trum, that resembles an absorption spectrum, fluorescence emission is collected at a
fixed emission wavelength, which usually corresponds to the maximum fluores-
cence, while the excitation wavelength is scanned. The fluorescence emission spec-
trum is obtained by keeping a fixed excitation wavelength (commonly corresponding
to the maximum of the excitation/absorption spectrum) while the emission wave-
lengths are scanned. Emission is generally highly sensitive and selective since
detection of different species can be achieved using the appropriate excitation
and/or emission wavelengths. The high sensitivity is important for detecting
materials which may be present in low concentrations due to, for example, degrada-
tion processes. Moreover, the confocal microscope helps to avoid emission from the
support or other layers possibly present in the sample. This is achieved with the use
of a pinhole aperture at a focus point that coincides with the focal plane of the
objective lens. The light from the focal plane of the objective lens will pass through
the pinhole aperture, while light which does not come directly from the focal plane
(out-of-focus) gets blocked by the pinhole [38].

5.3 Instrumentation, accessories and measurement modalities

The basic optical configuration for a spectrometer working in the UV-Vis region
includes one or more polychromatic light sources, one or two wavelength selectors
for splitting the radiation into its different components (wavelengths), and one or
more detectors for measuring the radiation that interacts with the sample [3, 39, 40].
Depending on the type of instrumentation, an internal or external sample holder
can also be present. Reflectance spectra are usually measured using an integrating
sphere linked to the spectrometer for working in total and/or diffuse reflectance
modes. Most of the compact-portable devices are also equipped with fibre optic
bundles to send radiation to the measured spot and to collect its reflected/
transmitted component. Spectrometers are split in dispersive and non-dispersive.
The latter are based on interferometers, such as the Michelson interferometer, while
the former need one or two monochomators for spectrally dispersing the incident
radiation. However, in the UV-Vis regions the interferometric-based systems have
not been very widespread for routine analysis. Dispersive spectrometers are divided
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in spectrophotometers and spectroanalysers, the sequence of the optical path of the
former being defined as a) light source, b) monochromator, c) sample, and d)
detector, while that of spectroanalysers is characterised for having the sample
placed right after the light source, before the monochromator. Traditional spectro-
meters are also grouped in “single beam” and “double beam” devices. The latter
group of instruments have two light paths, through the sample and the reference,
which are automatically and continuously interchanged during the acquisition of
the spectra. The single beam spectrometers make the acquisition of the sample and
reference at different times, which means that the devices require well stabilised
light sources and electronics to keep the measurement conditions steady during the
acquisition of the spectra. Starting from the 1990s a new generation of spectro-
analysers also became available. They include multiplex detectors, made of linear
photodiode or charge-coupled devices (CCDs) arrays, which allow to measure a
complete spectrum in fractions of second up to few minutes, depending on the
device, experimental set-up, and the analysed sample. In the last years, Texas
Instruments has produced a new set of low cost micro electromechanical system
(MEMS) digital micromirror devices (DMD) working in the UV-Vis and NIR-SWIR
ranges. The core of these devices, the DMD, consists of an array of thousands/
millions of tiny micromirrors, which pick the individual wavelengths by selectively
turning columns of mirrors on or off, in order to reflect only the desired wavelengths
to the single detector [41].

The most common detectors and light sources are reported in Table 5.1.

As previously stated, reflectance measurements are “relative measurements” which
means that these spectra need to be referenced against a reflectance standard, such
as barium sulphate (barite) plates or fluoropolymer (PTFE) targets, which have high
diffuse reflectance and are virtually free of spectral features over the UV-Vis and NIR-
SWIR ranges [32, 42]. These standards have to be stable with time, temperature, etc.,
show a homogenous and smooth surface, present no fluorescence and be opaque (no
transparency).

Table 5.1: Most common detectors and light sources used in UV-Vis spectroscopy.

Detectors Sensitivity Radiation source Emission range

Photomultiplier tube < 190–850 nm Tungsten-Halogen filament
lamps With the addition of
iodine, a higher filament tem-
perature is obtained

320–3200 nm

Silicon photodiodes 200–1100 nm Deuterium lamp 185–400 nm
Silicon charge-coupled
devices (CCD)

200–1100 nm Xenon arc lamp 270–1000 nm
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Fluorescence measurements are made with the aid of fluorimeters or spectro-
fluorimeters, the latter comprising an excitation and emission monochromator and
recording both excitation and emission spectra [3]. Spectrofluorimeters hyphened
to confocal microscopes offer the possibility to acquire fluorescence spectra in situ,
from samples placed directly on a programmable x-y-z microscope stage [22]. A
continuous xenon lamp is used, which is directed into a double-grating excitation
monochromator that selects the desired wavelength of the excitation beam. The
beam passes through a dichroic mirror and all-reflective optic mirrors which direct
the incident light to the microscope. Within the microscope, a pinhole-turret con-
taining holes of various diameters controls the spatial resolution collimating the
illumination, which then illuminates the sample on the programmable microscope
stage. Fluorescence from the sample is directed back up into the microscope,
passing through the optic mirrors and dichroic mirror to a spectrometer or spectro-
graph with one or two detectors (a photomultiplier tube and a CCD array). The
dichroic filters which transmit certain wavelengths and reflect others enable the
separation of emission and excitation light. Fluorescence signals are expressed in
“counts per second” (cps). Optimization of the signal is made through mirror
alignment in the optic pathway of the microscope using strong emitters references
such as rhodamine.

5.4 Case studies

Most of the applications of UV-Vis diffuse reflectance spectroscopy in the field of
cultural heritage are carried out using fibre optic systems (FORS). Other applications
are carried out using handheld systems working in contact with the object or, to a
lesser extent, inside laboratories using systems equipped with integrating spheres.

5.4.1 Paintings, manuscripts

Amajor part of FORS applications are related to paintings and illuminated manuscripts,
for a couple of reasons. Firstly, these artworks are generally flat, which is a favourable
situation for analysis; secondly, the identification of coloured materials is usually
straightforward if the artist’s technique, the geographic area and the period in which
the object was produced are known. Moreover, FORS can contribute to the identification
of organic colourants such as dyes and lake pigments in a non-invasive way, which is
difficult to do with other analytical techniques. Therefore, there are several works in
which FORS has been applied in the identification of colourants on historical paintings,
such as easel paintings [11, 16] and mural paintings [15, 43–45], and on illuminated
manuscripts [46–49]. While most of these FORS studies on colourants aim at a qualita-
tive identification, some evaluate the possibility of obtaining quantitative data on the
colourants present in a paint [50, 51], using specific mathematic algorithms.
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In the analysis of paintings and illuminated manuscripts, the spectral range
used is the most important feature. Vis range instruments are able to identify
some of the “coloured” colourants, but will not provide information on certain
groups of materials, such as the white and black pigments. The extension into the
UV region (200–380 nm) adds spectral features useful for discrimination among
white pigments [16, 52]. On the other side, extension into the NIR region adds
spectral features useful for identification of specific materials, such as irongall
ink, which can be distinguished from carbon pigments according to its typical
rising above 700 nm [53]. Finally, the possibility of extending the spectral range
up to the SWIR range strongly widens the diagnostic power of the technique,
adding information provided by vibrational band overtones and combinations
which allows identifying pigments containing hydroxyls, water molecules, and
carbonates [14].

A different situation is the analysis of contemporary art. The number of colour
materials used by artists is perhaps hundreds of times larger than those used from the
past up to the beginning of the twentieth century. Moreover, many synthetic com-
pounds show chromatic features similar or identical to historic artist’s materials. One
example is shown in Figure 5.2 in which the inflection points of vermillion and other
four modern colourants (alizarin crimson, irgazin scarlet, permanent red, cadmium
red) are all located at ca. 600 nm. Despite these premises, some studies recently
proposed the use of FORS in the characterisation of contemporary painted artworks
[54, 55], at least as a complementary technique. In these cases, the existence of
spectral databases is particularly useful [56].
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Figure 5.2: FORS spectra of vermillion and modern red colourants.
No Credits.
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Of great interest in the field of conservation of paintings is the possibility of
monitoring colour changes bymeans of periodic reflectancemeasurements [8, 52, 57].
Data can be collected at regular intervals and possible degradation trends can be
easily highlighted. Some recent works have also evaluated the potential of FORS in
the characterisation of polymers used in paintings and manuscripts, with particular
concern to binders [58, 59] and plastics [55, 60].

Complementary to reflectance spectroscopy, microspectrofluorimetry has been
particularly applied to the identification of dyes and lake pigments in illuminated
manuscripts and paintings, including analysis in paint cross-sections and in situ [19,
24]. It has been used to study brazilwood [27], see Figure 5.3, lac dye [28], cochineal
[29], alizarin, purpurin and eosin [22], and orcein [25]. A recent work has applied
microspectrofluorimetry together with a chemometric approach to discriminate
between the different chromophores in a reference database [26].

5.4.2 Textiles, carpets, tapestries

The main application of FORS to textile materials is related with the identification of
the dyes used to give colour to fibres. From the analytical point of view, there is
similarity between the identification of dyes on a painting, illuminatedmanuscript or
textile since the chromophores involved are mostly the same. The analysis of textiles
is however more difficult for at least two reasons: firstly, the surface of a textile
artwork is usually more irregular than that of a painting or manuscript, which is an
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Figure 5.3: Excitation (λem 610 nm) and emission (λex 530 nm) spectra of Brazilwood lake pigments
produced from different medieval recipes in Livro de como se fazem as cores [27].
No Credits.
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unfavourable situation when using a surface technique such as reflectance spectro-
scopy; secondly, in the art of textiles the most used dyes, the so-called mordant dyes
(e.g. madder, kermes, cochineal, weld, logwood) were applied on fibres with different
mordants (copper, tin, iron and aluminium salts), a feature that can introduce
variability in the spectral characteristics useful for identification. An example of the
great variability in the identification of cochineal is reported in a study by Morales
and Berrie [61], which includes both absorbance and fluorescence spectroscopies.

Due to the great performances of FORS as a survey method, in the last years
several works have been published concerning the analysis of carpets [62, 63],
clothes [64] or various garments [65–67]. The fast response of FORS can address
further investigation such as sampling and analysis with more powerful techniques
(HPLC-MS, SERS, etc.). Ancient textiles have also been successfully studied with
microspectrofluorimetry [19].

5.4.3 Glass

The use of FORS in the characterisation of coloured vitreous materials cannot yield
information on their global composition. However, it can provide information on the
nature of the chromophore system in a simple way, including the oxidation state of
the species responsible for light absorption, an information that would need more
powerful and expensive analytical techniques such as Mössbauer, Auger or X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopies. The characterisation of the oxidation state of the
chromophores can also yield information on the firing conditions used in glassmak-
ing, in particular with concern to Fe2+/Fe3+ ratios. Most of the chromophore systems
in glasses can be identified due to their absorption positions and spectral shapes.
Table 5.2 presents a selection of these data.

Several studies on glass artworks exploited the identification of chromophores by
means of absorption spectrophotometry, using either the transmission or reflectance
mode. The pioneering works by Bamford [71] and by Schreus and Brill [73] set the
basis for the measurement of the absorption properties of a glass system in transmis-
sion mode. Subsequent works exploited the same method [12, 16, 75], using either
sunlight or specific light sources, while other studies exploited the reflectance mode
[76–78]. Both transmittance and reflectance, in fact, display the same electronic
transitions [79]. The lack of scattering centres renders the reflectance mode less
advantageous for transparent glasses, while it is more advantageous (or even man-
datory) when studying translucent or opaque glass systems such as enamels [80].

5.4.4 Metals

Due to the intrinsic features of FORS, which is a technique mostly devoted to the
characterisation of coloured artworks, its contribution in the study of metals is poor.
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Mostmetals used in artworks can be identified only when they are pure and unaltered
[14]. In this context, a preliminary study proposed the possibility of monitoring the
conservation state of metal swords [81].

5.4.5 Minerals

With concern to the identification of mineral phases, FORS has already demon-
strated its potential as a preliminary technique. Several papers have shown its
usefulness in the characterisation of iron oxides and hydroxides [82] and some
databases are available online (https://speclab.cr.usgs.gov/spectral-lib.html). Yet,
from the mineralogical point of view, the most relevant information provided by
FORS in the field of cultural heritage is the identification of coloured gemstones. As
in the case of glass, FORS provides the identification of the chromophore system
which, in many cases, leads to the identification of the gemstone itself. It cannot be
used, though, for the identification of uncoloured gemstones such as diamond and
quartz. Another point in common with the analysis of glass artworks is the fact that
transparent gemstones usually yield poor spectral responses, due to the lack of
scattering centres, while much better spectra can be obtained when analysing
opaque gemstones. Usually only the reflectance mode can be exploited in the
analysis of gemstones, particularly when complete jewellery artworks are studied

Table 5.2: Absorption maxima of chromophore systems in glass.

Ions Absorption maxima References

Ag(0) 420–500 nm depending on particle size [68]
Au(0) 525–550 nm depending on particle size [68]
Co2+ three bands in the 525–650 nm range [12]
Cr3+ 430–460 nm, bands in the 630–680 nm range [69]
Cr6+ 365 nm [69]
Cu(0) band centred at 450 nm, peak at 570 nm [70]
Cu+ no bands [71]
Cu2+ 700–900 nm [72]
Fe2+ 450 nm (sh), band in the 900–1200 nm range [72]
Fe3+ a series of bands in the 375–450 nm range [72]
Fe3+-S2

- 405 nm [73]
Mn2+ 430 nm, very weak [71]
Mn3+ 470–520 nm [69]
Mn4+ 450 nm [69]
Ni2+ three bands in the 430–640 nm range [69]
UO2

2+ 416 nm, bands in the 410–475 nm range [74]
V3+ 425, 645 nm [71]
V4+ 1100 nm [71]
V5+ 350 nm [71]
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in which gemstones cannot be taken away from their settings. Table 5.3 lists the
absorption features that can be useful for identification of the most precious
gemstones by means of FORS.

5.4.6 General comments

Independently from the type of material analysed, it is important to point out that the
characterisation given by reflectance spectroscopy is based on the position of the
minimum/minima of reflectance, which become maximum/maxima values when the
spectrum is turned into apparent absorbance or Kubelka-Munk coordinates. The
reflectance maximum/maxima, in fact, only provide information concerning the
colour of the area analysed, not the chromophore system. The reflectance spectra
of cold colours (blue, green, turquoise, etc.) usually have one ormoreminima and the
identification of the spectral features is relatively simple. When the spectrum has no
minima, generally the characterisation is based on the inflection point, which is a
typical situation for warm colours (red, orange, yellow, brown, etc.). In these cases,
an accurate identification of the spectral features is based on the first derivative of the
spectrum, where the inflection point becomes a maximum.

Given the features of reflectance systems, with concern mainly to portable FORS
systems which can provide several spectra in short times, it can be useful to manage
the spectral responses using pattern recognition chemometric methods. Mathematical
techniques such as Principal Components Analysis (PCA), Cluster Analysis (CA) or
Discriminant Analysis (DA) can be used for the purpose, allowing to group objects
(reflectance spectra in this case) which are more similar and therefore providing a
semi-automatic way to process large amounts of spectral information. This is particu-
larly important in cases when reflectance spectroscopy is used as a survey method to
address further, more powerful diagnostic techniques or the subsequent withdrawal of
samples. The most critical point of the pattern recognition process is the normalisation
of spectral data, in order to extract the best of the information contained in it. Themost

Table 5.3: List of spectral features for the identification of gemstones.

Gemstone Spectral features Chromophore system References

amethyst 540 nm (absorption) Fe3+ (colour centre) [83]
emerald 430/600–615 nm (absorption) Cr3+ (ligand field) [84]
garnet 500/525/575/695 (absorption) Fe2+, Fe3+, Mn2+, Mn3+, Cr3+ [85]
ruby 413/564 (absorption), 693/694 nm

(fluorescence)
Cr3+ (ligand field) [86]

sapphire 385/450/578 nm (absorption) Fe2+, Fe3+, Ti4+ (ligand field,
intervalence charge transfer)

[87]

turquoise 425/625–915 nm (absorption) Fe2+, Fe3+, Cu2+ (ligand field) [88]
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suitable methods are range scaling (scaling all spectra between 0 and 1), mean center-
ing and autoscaling (mean centering and normalisation to the standard deviation) [89].
Some examples of the application of pattern recognition methods to spectral informa-
tion obtainedwith FORS are reported in the literaturewith concern to paintings [90, 91]
and textiles [9, 64].

5.5 Conclusions (advantages, drawbacks)

For the technical features that it presents, UV-Vis reflectance spectroscopy has been
particularly suitable for diagnostic studies on a wide range of artwork typologies.
Portable systems, in particular when coupled with fibres, can be used for easily
acquiring hundreds of spectra in short time; this amount of information can then be
used to address further measurements by means of more powerful techniques.
Particularly relevant is the possibility of identifying colourants on paintings and textiles
in a non-invasive way, a feature which is unique among spectroscopic techniques. The
major drawbacks of reflectance spectroscopy can be resumed as follows: it is hard to
manage spectral responses from mixtures of substances (e.g. mixtures of colourants);
the spectral responses can be poor in artworks or samples with irregular surfaces or that
are partially transparent; it is generally not possible to discriminate colourants having
similar absorption features. In such cases, the complementary use of other analytical
techniques such as Raman and infrared spectroscopy or mass spectrometry is manda-
tory. On the other hand, microspectrofluorimetry is also presented as a powerful
technique for the non-invasive identification of colourants, particularly if supported
by a reference database and by the complementarity of other analytical methods.
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6 Recent trends in the application of Fourier
Transform Infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy in
Heritage Science: frommicro- to non-invasive FT-IR

Abstract: The relevance of FT-IR spectroscopy in heritage science has experienced a
constant grow in the last two decades owing to analytical peculiarities thatmake it an
extremely useful tool to answer the questions posed by the study and conservation of
art-historical and archaeological materials. High versatility, sensitivity and molecu-
lar specificity are, in fact, all requirements that FT-IR spectroscopy fulfils allowing for
the investigation of the chemical properties of heritage materials spanning from the
micro- to the macro-scale and offering a variety of approaches to minimize sample
manipulation and maximize extracted information. Molecular identification and
localisation at high lateral resolution of organic and inorganic components in
micro-samples was, over recently, the mostly exploited use of FT-IR in heritage
science; however, benefiting from technological progress and advances in optical
materials and components achieved in the last decade, it now stands out also for non-
invasive surface analysis of artworks by fully portable instrumentation.

Keywords: external reflection, ATR, hyperspectral imaging, micro-FT-IR, portable
FT-IR

6.1 Introduction

Analytical chemistry plays a key role for addressing and solving complex and challen-
ging issues related to knowledge and preservation of our world heritage treasures. Art-
historical and archaeological questions, the evaluation of the state of conservation, the
establishment of the best conservation practice to limit alterations (the so-called
preventive conservation), as well as the monitoring of restoration interventions are
all aspects commonly faced and successfully solved by analytical chemistry [1]. Above
all, Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) highly contributes to heritage
science providing valuable information to tackle many of these issues. Versatility,
high specificity and sensitivity are the main advantages of this technique for studying
cultural heritage (CH) materials. Since the first paper published in 1966 [2], the
exploitation of this technique for investigating paintings and ancient artefacts has
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grown exponentially favoured by the advent of FT-IR microscopy and the introduction
of portable non-invasive spectrometers and hyperspectral camera.

The present chapter aims at giving an overview of both micro and non-invasive FT-
IR spectroscopies which meet the specific requirements posed by the study of heritage
materials characterized by an inherent chemical heterogeneity at both the micro- and
macro-scale and by a preciousness that asks for minimally/non-invasive approaches.
These two types of FT-IR analysis are typically based on the reflection acquisition
modes, allowing to interrogate infrared optically thick samples. Thus, for convenience
of the reader, the main principles of FT-IR reflection spectroscopy are summarized in
the next first paragraph while the illustration of the general theory for FT-IR absorption
spectroscopy is left to the wide available literature ([3, 4] and references therein).

6.2 Reflection measurements in FT-IR spectroscopy

FT-IR spectroscopy in reflection configuration owes its wide diffusion in many
research contexts and diagnostic applications to its versatility in approaching the
analysis of highly absorbing samples requiring minimal preparation with respect to
transmission measurements.

Typically, reflection acquisitionmodes are divided in Attenuated Total Reflection
(ATR), external reflection and transflection. In ATR, an Internal Reflection Element
(IRE) with a high refractive index (nIRE) is put in contact with an optically opaque
sample with a lower refractive index (nsample). Above a certain angle (the critical
angle) the IR light totally reflects inside the IRE generating the so-called evanescent
wave. It extends beyond the surface of the crystal into the sample held in contact with
the IRE; the sample absorbs the evanescent wave at specific energy regions, then the
attenuated IR beam exits from the IRE and reaches the detector [5]. The electric field
of the evanescent wave exponentially decays with the distance from the surface of the
sample and the penetration depth varies with the wavelength (λ) according to the
following relationship:

d=
λ

2πnIRE
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðsin2θ– nsample=nIRE

� �2q

(where θ is the incident angle at the internal surface of the IRE) [6]. Thus ATR spectra
show apparent higher absorption intensity at longer wavelengths (lower wavenum-
bers) that can be corrected and generally software packages for data management are
equipped with dedicated algorithms [5]. The resulting spectral profiles resemble
those acquired in transmission mode thus facilitating spectra interpretation by
referencing to the available spectral databases.

Penetration depth depends also on the relative difference of the two refractive
indexes. The sharp rise of the refractive index across an absorption band may cause
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the criterion of internal reflection to be lost resulting in an unpredictable distortion of
the peak shape and shift of the band position [7, 8]. This type of distortions mainly
affects strong IR absorbingmaterials (more intense IR bands) and generally cannot be
corrected.

External reflection is a non-contact acquisition mode in which light propagates
from a medium (i.e. air with n = 1) toward a sample (with n > 1). In these conditions
two types of reflection take place: surface reflection and volume reflection [9].

Surface reflection is a specular reflection, being light reflected at the same angle
of the incident beam; it characterizes optically flat surfaces in which the crystal
dimensions are much larger than the wavelength of the incident radiation. Surface
reflection, ruled by the Fresnel’s law at a normal incidence depends on the real part
(n, representing the light dispersion) and the imaginary part (ik, with k representing
the absorption index) of the complex refractive index ñ (ñ = n + ik) as it follows:

R=
n– 1ð Þ2 + k2
n+ 1ð Þ2 + k2

where n has a typical dispersion with the wavenumbers and assumes a derivative-
like profile in correspondence of the absorption bands; k is proportional to the
absorption coefficient of the Lambert Beer’s law thus it changes along the wavenum-
ber axis similarly to an IR absorption profile [4].

When k < 1 (most of the organic compounds, including polymeric systems) R
follows mainly the behaviour of n, namely inflection points replace the IR absorption
bands. When k ≫ 1 (inorganic compounds containing oxyanions, i.e. carbonates,
sulphates, phosphates), R tends to unity. The strong absorption hampers radiation to
penetrate the sample in that energy range due to the strong change of n; as a result,
light is mainly reflected (at these wavenumbers the sample behaves as a metallic
surface) giving rise to a maximum of reflection at the maximum absorption (inverted
band); this phenomenon is better known as reststrahlen effect [10].

In volume reflection, IR penetrates the sample undergoing refraction, reflection,
and scattering prior to be reflected out from the surface in all the directions (in fact it
is also called diffuse reflection). Volume reflection gives rise to spectra similar to
those recorded in transmission mode, but with variation in the band relative inten-
sities and with band broadening mainly linked to the degree of light penetration.

This decreases with stronger scattering and absorption according to the
relationship

d=
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

k + k + 2sð Þp

where s is the scattering coefficient and k the absorption coefficient. It explains why
volume reflection is highly sensitive to weak absorbers [11, 12].
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In external reflection mode, generally, CH materials show spectral distortions
arising from the variable contributions of both volume and surface reflection,
depending from the roughness and absorption properties of the sample surface.
Common correction algorithms (Kubelka-Munk and Kramers Kronig [4, 12–15] are
not able to properly correct these distortions for enabling identification via standard
library search.

Transflection is a particular case of specular reflection not governed by the
Fresnel’s law. It generally occurs when a sample, with a thickness (d) of the order
or slightly larger than the IR wavelengths d > 0.5 λ, is deposited on an infrared
reflecting substrate (most often a high reflecting metallic surface) [4]. First, the
infrared light passes through the sample, then it is reflected from the substrate
surface and is transmitted through the sample again before being detected. The
resulting profile is equivalent to that of a sample of thickness 2d in transmission
mode but with some contribution from the beam directly reflected at the sample air/
interface and connected distortions.

6.3 Micro-FT-IR spectroscopy: resolving the chemical complexity
of CH samples at the micro-scale

The study of precious and irreplaceable objects demands for highly sensitive techni-
ques capable of working at high lateral resolution in order to minimize the amount of
the sample and to solve at the micro-scale the complex compositional profile that
usually characterizes heritage materials. A typical example of these complex systems
is represented by polychrome objects (i.e. paintings, works on paper, polychrome
sculptures, etc.). A sample collected from a painted artwork usually shows a micro-
scale multi-layered structure made of heterogeneous mixtures of organic and inor-
ganic substances and the products of their possible deterioration. The identification
and spatial location of the various components within the multi-layered structure
still represent a challenging issue. To this purposemicro-FT-IR spectroscopy is awell-
established method for in deep molecular investigation of the art objects micro-
structure, offering a variety of approaches and solutions able to address specific
analytical issues. Over the last two decades, the significance of micro-FT-IR spectro-
scopy in the field of heritage science strongly increased thanks to the tangible
improvement in terms of automations and spectral sensitivity [16–20].

6.3.1 Instrumental set up: point by point mapping, line mapping and imaging
micro-FT-IR

Different instrumental set ups are available allowing for point by point mapping, line
mapping and imaging experiments to be performed. These are realized through the
use of different optics and detectors which strongly impact the final characteristics of
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the micro-FT-IR measurement in terms of: measurement time, achievable lateral
resolution and costs. Point by point mapping (often called also “raster scan”,
Figure 6.1(a)) is the simplest and less expensive acquisition set up being based on a
FT-IR microscope equipped with a single element detector, generally a photoconduc-
tive Mercury Cadmium Telluride-MCT, and an automated sample stage, software
controlled. Line scanning and imaging set ups (Figure 6.1(b) and Figure 6.1(c),
respectively), on the other hand, use multiple element detectors (usually MCT)
arranged in an array, with a linear or a rectangular/square format (Linear Array-LA
and Focal Plane Array-FPA, respectively). The principle of working with LA and FPA
detectors is based on projecting the image of a large IR beam (a few mm2) on to the
sample and each detector element records the spectrum of the specific projected
pixel. This technology allows faster spectra collection according to the dimension
of the multiple-element detector (which is roughly proportional to the total cost).
Acquisition time decreases roughly of a factor corresponding to the number of pixels
covered with the standard mapping procedure using a single MCT element detector
(in the case of a square FPA with a 64 × 64 array it is possible to get 4.096 spectra in
one second). LA and FPA detectors have a typical cut-off at 720 and 900 cm–1,
respectively, and the single pixel has a typical dimension of about 40 μm. The
ordinary single element MCT detector has a typical dimension of about 250 μm (or

a)

b)

c)

Ponit by point mapping
(single MCT element )

Line mapping
(Line Array-LA)

Spectroscopic imaging
(Focal plane Array-FPA)

Figure 6.1: Sketch of the possible instrumental set ups for micro-chemical imaging: a) point by
point mapping with single MCT element, b) line mapping with Line Array and c) spectroscopic
imaging with Focal Plane Array.
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smaller, down to 100 μm in particular cases), it is able to provide a broader spectral
range down to 420 cm–1 [4, 20] and it has typically a better signal to noise ratio if
compared to the single pixel of the FPA or LA detector.

6.3.2 Sample preparation

In micro-FT-IR the selection of the most appropriate acquisition mode (namely
transmission or reflection), is done depending on the nature, amount, typology of
the sample (powder, fragment) and the questions to be solved. While sample bulk
analysis can be easily carried out with minimal sample preparation, in the case of
stratigraphic studies the sample has to be adequately prepared as to expose the
layering sequence. Cross- and thin- sections (for working in reflection and transmis-
sion mode, respectively) are then commonly prepared by immersing the multi-
layered sample in an embedding material which hardens in a short time. Its main
function is to prevent any sample loss during cutting and polishing operations for
exposing the whole stratigraphy. As main drawback of the procedure, it may happen
that during embedding with an organic polymer (acrylate or polyester resins are the
most common ones [21]) the resin penetrates into the stratigraphy producing spec-
tral signals that may hinder the infrared bands of the sample components. This
problem has been widely faced off by scientists and several alternative methods of
preparing cross-sections have been proposed. The use of IR-transparent salts [18,
22–28], in particular KBr, demonstrated to be a valid alternative to organic resins in
terms of elimination of spectral interferences and transparency for visual observa-
tion of the embedded sample. However, being KBr a hygroscopic salt, cross-section
preservation over time is not guaranteed, moreover the absorbed humidity nega-
tively affects spectral quality, shortly after cross-section preparation. In 2008 de
Fonjaudran and co-workers [29] proposed to encapsulate the sample into melted
cyclododecane before immersion in the organic embedding resin in order to avoid
its penetration inside the sample. Cyclododecane (CCD) sublimates at room tem-
perature once the sample is sectioned. Although it effectively works as a temporary
barrier, after sublimation it leaves a gap between the sample and the resin. This gap
reduces the sample stability and further it may negatively affect ATR measurements
because of the not optimal sample-ATR crystal contact (see next paragraph) [26].
This method was recently adapted also for preparing thin sections by embedding the
sample in CDD and performing a double-side polishing till reaching the desired
section thickness [30].

6.3.3 Micro-ATR-FT-IR: high resolution chemical imaging at the micro-scale

Among the different acquisitionmodes, ATR is themost commonly employed capable
to reach the highest lateral resolution achievable in FT-IR experiments.
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The lateral resolution (the minimum distance at which two points can be
resolved) in far field commercial FT-IR microscopes is mainly dominated by the
diffraction limit (defined as r =0.61λ=NA, with NA-the objective numerical aperture=
nsinα, n the refraction index of the medium between point source and lens and α the
half aperture angle of light). In ATR mode the lateral resolution is improved by the
increased NA due to the high refractive index IRE [31–33] and reference therein]. As
an example, using a standard FPA detector (single pixel size 40 μm) and a
Germanium IRE, with 20× objective magnification and 1:1 optics, ATR spectra have
a pixel resolution of 0.5 μm [20, 31]. Although the highest lateral resolution is
generally achieved by using FPA detectors, published data [20, 34] demonstrated
that it is possible to spatially resolve layers 5 μm thick also with a mapping device
with single element MCT detector using state of the art IR microscopes with fully
automated ATR operation.

In ATR measurements it is essential to ensure good optical contact between the
surface of the sample and the crystal for achieving good spectral quality [34–36]. The
necessary pressure for a good contact may cause an unwanted displacement of the
sample thus measuring an area different from the originally selected one [26].

An important advantage is that ATR spectra can be converted to conventional
absorption ones, critical condition for materials identification by cross-validation of
data with reference databases. However CH materials often have high absorbing
properties and in these conditions (as explained in Section 6.2) the internal reflection
criterion may be lost resulting in spectral distortions that cannot be corrected.

As an example Rosi et al. [37] reported on the ATR spectral distortion of the
strongest absorption band of the sulphate anion (ν3) in CaSO4 samples containing
the anhydrous, emi and di-hydrate forms. The antisymmetric stretching of the sulphate
anion was distorted and slightly shifted to lower wavenumbers with respect to trans-
mission mode making impossible to distinguish the three CaSO4 species in ATR mode.

Valuable applications of micro-ATR-FT-IR imaging (including FPA, LA and map-
ping modes) to CH materials are several: mural paintings [34], polychrome sculptures
[18, 24], paintings [20, 38], photographic prints [39], for which it enables to unveil the
distribution of organic and inorganic components within the different layers. Studies on
degradation of painting materials also benefitted of the high lateral resolution and the
high chemical specificity of micro-ATR-FT-IR imaging [16, 40]. As an example in
Figure 6.2 the distribution of metal-carboxylates by micro-ATR-FT-IR imaging on a
cross-section from a white paint (composed of a mixture of ZnO and TiO2 in oil) of
Alchemy by Jackson Pollock [16] is shown. Each chemical image was obtained by
integrating the infrared bands diagnostic for the different molecular species; the values
were, then, plotted for each spatial position. Chemical imaging enabled to find a wide-
spread interaction of Zn with carboxylate groups having a characteristic infrared broad
band at about 1590 cm–1 [41]. Furthermore newly formed zinc stearate aggregates
(νasCOO- at about 1540 cm–1) were identified and localized around particles of aluminum
stearate (used as jellifying agent in the oil paint formulation, νasCOO- at 1588 cm–1). The
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provided information greatly contributed to understand the complex heterogeneous
microstructure of Alchemy as a result of the pigment-oil interaction.

6.3.4 External reflection micro-FT-IR: contactless micro-chemical imaging

External reflection micro-FT-IR works in non-contact mode using a Cassegrain objec-
tive. After the pioneering work of Heeren [42] micro-FT-IR spectroscopy in reflection
mode experienced a rather limited use in heritage sciencewith respect to the ATRmode
in spite of its potentialities in determining the chemical identification and molecular
spatial distribution of painting stratigraphies as highlighted in research papers by
Boon and co-workers [21, 43–46] and in few other publications [47, 48]. Owing to the
fact that the microscope optical layout of the Cassegrain objective favours the collec-
tion of specular reflected radiation over the diffuse light, it is generally assumed that
the reflection FT-IR profiles can be treated by the Kramer Kronig (KK) correction.
Nevertheless, as already explained in Section 6.2, this correction may not work prop-
erly for heritage materials and lead to misleading conclusions.

In 2011 Rosi et al. [49] demonstrated the potentialities of working with external
reflection micro-FT-IR spectroscopy on cross-sections through mapping experiments
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Figure 6.2: (a) Micro-ATR−FT-IR spectra extracted from single pixels of the FPA detector corresponding
to different locations in a cross section of a white paint micro-sample from the painting Alchemy by
J. Pollock. Numeric labels refer to their spatial localization within the corresponding chemical images
reported in (b). (b) Chemical images resulting from the integration of (I) the broad band at 1590 cm-1, (II)
the band at 1540 cm-1 of zinc stearate, and (III) the band at 1588 cm-1 of aluminum stearate. (c) Back
scattered electron-SEM and elemental images (Al, Zn, and Ti) in the same area of the cross section. In
the micro-ATR−FT-IR images, the scale bar corresponds to 10 μm. Reprinted with permission from
F. Gabrieli et al. Anal. Chem. 2017, 89, 2, 1283-1289. Copyright (2016) American Chemical Society [16].
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without applying any type of correction to the data. In order to facilitate spectral
interpretation, the wide spectral range including the near infrared portion (until
6000 cm–1) was explored enabling to unveil the nature of the different binders in a
seventeenth century Italian wooden polychrome sculpture.

For the image re-construction, multivariate image processing (Principal Component
Analysis-PCA) was successfully employed in order to treat the distorted reflection
infrared profiles displaying complex convolutions of derivative-like and reststrahlen
bands (Figure 6.3(a) [49]). The use of multivariate methods for data analysis in FT-IR
imaging experiments (independently from the acquisition mode) is a very profitable
approach to extract chemical and spatial information from large spectral datasets. In
fact, due to the compositional complexity and heterogeneity of CHmaterials, the simple
integration of the band (univariate method): (i) may be insufficient for representing the
complete chemical composition, (ii) may not be able to manage spectral overlapping
affecting spectral identification and spatial localization of the specific compounds, and
(iii) may not be able tomanage spectral distortions originated by the specific acquisition
mode. A valid alternative to the univariate approach is the application of chemometrics
[50, 51]. Above all, PCA is able to extract the relevant information from a large spectral
dataset producing reliable chemical distributions of the materials in a complex strati-
graphy. The chemical map is spatially re-constructed plotting the score values along the
selected principal component (PC) thus obtaining the distribution of all the chemical
species contributing to this PC (Figure 6.3(a-i) [49]).

Recently, Capobianco et al. [17] successfully used Hierarchical Cluster Analysis
(HCA) -validated with a supervised Principal Component based k-Nearest Neighbor
Analysis (PCA-kNN)- for the re-construction of chemical images obtained in FT-IR
imaging experiments in reflection mode. The non-contact acquisition mode and the
use of an FPA detector enabled to acquire a very large image (1024 × 640 μm2) at very
high lateral resolution (diffraction limited) thus obtaining a large overview of the
chemical composition of the investigated sample (Figure 6.3(m)). The possibility of
exploring large areas of a sample cross section is, in fact, the other main advantage of
the external reflection acquisition mode with respect to the ATR, which contrarily
suffers from limited field of view.

6.3.5 Enhanced micro-FT-IR techniques for CH materials

The solution of specific analytical issues demanding for improved spectral quality, high
lateral resolution and reduced acquisition time for micro-FT-IR studies in heritage
science as well as in other disciplines fostered the development of more sophisticated
methods. A possible approach is based on the use of high brilliance synchrotron
radiation (SR) sources in substitution of conventional thermal sources. The high flux
density of SR provided in a highly focused beam allows for probing smaller areas at
higher signal to noise ratio with respect to conventional thermal sources. Frequently,
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Figure 6.3: a-c) Reflection mode micro-FT-IR spectra from a cross section of a paint model made of a) a
gypsumground layer, b) a cinnabar-protein layer and c) an ultramarine-linseed oil layer; d) and e) loading
profiles along the first-p1 and second-p2 principal components showing the vibrational modes/chemical
components responsible of the differences highlighted by the PCA (labels: Gy=gypsum, L=lipid,
U=ultramarine, I=amide I, II=amide II); f) OM imagewith the grid indicating themappedarea (single point
measurement of dimension 50x50 μm2); g) and h) chemical maps obtained by plotting the score values
along each components, t1-score map and t2-score map, respectively, resulting from the PCA; i) t1 vs. t2
score plot with color bars referred to the score values along each components. The t1-score map defines
thewholematerial distribution: the second layer (ultramarine–linseed oil) is in red, the ground layer is in
blue, and the first layer (cinnabar–animal glue) is in yellow–cyan colors. In order to better visualize the
glue-containing layer, the second PC can be considered. l) Cross section of the patina sample from the
Arch of Septimius Severus. The inset shows the analyzed area (1024 × 640 μm2) by micro-FT-IR mapping
in external reflection mode. m) Chemical image reconstructed by mapping the average spectra resulting
from Hierarchical Cluster Analysis-HCA. The average spectra were used as reference to calculate the
correlation coefficient of each spectrum of the original map respect to a reference spectrum. Every
correlation map is assigned to a different color in theWinner takes it all-WTA image. Adapted with
permission from Springer Nature Analytical and Bioanalytical Chemistry, Rosi F et al. 399:3133-45 (2011)
[49]. Adapted with permission from Elsevier, Microchemical Journal, G. Capobianco et al. 132:69-76
(2017) [17].
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the FT-IR experiments carried out with SR are performed in transmission mode being
often preferred over reflection acquisitionmode for the improved spectral quality and for
benefitting of the coupling with SR X-rays based techniques [52–57]. On the other hand,
working in transmission mode requires that the sample has to be reduced in thickness
by squeezing or thinning it (down to few μm –generally below 4-5 μm– depending on
the IR absorption properties of the sample) in order to avoid the complete absorption of
the infrared radiation. If the aim is to study a painting stratigraphy, thin-section
preparation is much more challenging than that of cross-section [29, 53, 54].

The most promising development is the use of SR combined with an FPA detector
to perform micro-SR-FT-IR imaging in transmission mode with improved lateral reso-
lution, signal to noise ratio and acquisition time [58–60]. At the IRENI beamline of the
Synchrotron Radiation Center (Wisconsin, USA) the coupling of the FPA-fitted micro-
scope with SR was possible by using an array of 12 SR beams to create a homogeneous
beam over the large field of view of the FPA [58, 61]. This promising configuration,
primarily employed for the study of biological samples, has been recently successfully
applied for investigating both model paintings and historical samples [62].

More recent efforts are directed towards the development of nanoscale methods
able to provide lateral resolution down to 50–100 nm. For example by coupling a
pulsed IR laser and an Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) it was possible to investigate

Figure 6.3: (continued)
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and map the collagen denaturation of altered parchments directly on individual
collagen fibres (~1–5 μ m) or fibrils (~100 nm) [63].

When the spectroscopic analysis focuses on the identification of trace components
(or low infrared absorbing materials) minimizing the required amount of sample, other
enhanced FT-IR methods with improved sensitivity can be applied for studying CH
materials.

Similarly to surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS), the infrared adsorption
of a sample on metallic nanoparticles results enhanced by a combination of electro-
magnetic and chemical mechanisms. The whole process is known as surface-
enhanced infrared reflection absorption-SEIRA and it has been already applied
with positive outcomes for the analysis of dyes ([19] and references therein). Dyes
identification represents a well-known challenging task in heritage science; dyes
possess high tinting strength and are generally present in low concentration in the
supporting matrix (paper, textile, painting). This latter partially or totally prevails
over the IR bands of the dyes making conventional infrared spectroscopy not suitable
for their identification. Differently, SEIRA, having a higher sensitivity, can be per-
formed on sample micro-extracts eliminating the spectral interference of the strong
IR bands of the supporting matrix [64].

In order to further reduce the amount of the sample for the analysis, Prati et al.
[65] proposed also a new enhanced FT-IR method called metal underlayer ATR
spectroscopy (MU-ATR). With this method few ngs of dyed fibre micro-extracts are
spotted on a gold coated glass slide and analysed in ATR. Recently, MU-ATR has been
combined with complementary SERS for identifying dye mixtures deposited on thin-
layer chromatography (TLC) substrate [66].

Rosi et al. [67] proposed a newFT-IR enhancedmethod based onmicro-transflection
carried out through a diamond-coated metallic stick commercially available as an
accessory for diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform (DRIFT) measurements-
used here both as micro-sampling tool for painting surface materials and as a reflective
substrate for micro-transflection measurements. The approach demonstrated to be very
useful for the characterization of varnish coatings on painting surfaces before cleaning
treatments. A very localized minimal sampling is carried out through a gentle scratch of
the varnish surface by the diamond-coated stick (Figure 6.4). The small amount of
varnish spread on the metal stick is then analysed in reflection mode through a FT-IR
microscope: the incident infrared beam is transmitted through the sample, reflected by
the metallic stick and transmitted again through the sample, approaching a transflec-
tion-like regime [4]. The micro-transflection approach has been positively combined
with non-invasive reflection FT-IR spectroscopy in monitoring the effect of solvent
cleaning on a sixteenth century painting by Vittore Carpaccio [67]. Non-invasive FT-IR
permitted a wide survey of the painting surface by a representative number of measure-
ments (before as well as after the cleaning), the minimally invasive micro-transflection
approach helped in the molecular identification supporting the spectral interpretation
of the reflection FT-IR data.
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6.4 Portable and non-invasive IR spectroscopy: probing the
molecular composition of CH objects at the macro-scale

6.4.1 Single point FT-IR spectroscopy

Since the last fifteen years the need of performing non-invasive analytical investiga-
tions in the full respect of the object integrity, working in situwithout any risk and cost
for artwork transportation, has boosted the development of portable non-invasive
spectroscopic instruments working with different types of electromagnetic radiation,
from X-ray to microwaves [68, 69]. In this contest, non-invasive FT-IR spectroscopy in
external reflection mode proved to be a very powerful method to examine by point
analysis the surface of works of art mainly thanks to the good performances of the
available mobile instruments, which are today comparable to those of standard
bench-top equipment. The main challenge arises from spectra interpretation which
is complicated by the distortions owing to the concurrent collection of both surface
and volume components of the reflected light. In what it follows an overview of
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Figure 6.4: a) A diamond-coated metallic stick is employed as micro-sampling tool and as a reflective
substrate for micro-transflection measurements of surface painting layers (i.e. varnishes). b) By a gentle
scratch of the surfacematerials the diamond-coated stick allows very localized andminimal sampling. c)
The small amount of varnish spread on themetal stick is then analyzed in reflectionmode through an FT-
IR microscope in a transflection-like regime. d) The method allows for identifying the nature of surface
varnishes in order to support restorers for selecting the most appropriate cleaning method and for
monitoring the treatment in combination with non invasive FT-IR reflection spectroscopy. Labels IE4 and
IE6 indicate the selected cleaning solution (IE4=40:60 isooctane:ethanol and IE6=60:40 isooctane:
ethanol). Adapted with permission from Springer Nature, Analytical and Bioanalytical Chemistry, Rosi
et al. 409:3187-97 (2017) [67].
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strategies for maximising the diagnostic information provided by reflection FT-IR
spectra of CH objects is given.

Reflection FT-IR profiles of inorganic compounds are generally characterized by
reststrahlen signals originated by the surface reflected light in correspondence of the
high k values of the fundamental bands (see paragraph 2 and references mentioned
there). As an example of spectral distortions produced by the reststrahlen effect,
reflection spectra of different carbonate-based pigments are reported in Figure 6.5(a).
Typically, these distortions hamper the identification of inorganic compounds by using
their fundamental bands (the antisymmetric CO3

–2 stretching in the example of
Figure 6.5(a)). Nevertheless, Ricci et al. [70] demonstrated that the intensity of rest-
strahlen bands at specific ranges of concentration approaches a Lambert-Beer’s beha-
viour allowing for a semi quantitative determination of a variety of alteration
compounds (namely, sulphate, oxalates and phosphates) on the surface of stone
sculptures (Figure 6.5(b-d)).

As valid alternative to the use of the fundamental bands, it has been proved that
the combination and overtone bands can be profitably exploited in reflection FT-IR
for the identification of a wide variety of inorganic species of interest in the field of
cultural heritage [9, 37, 68, 71–74]. These forbidden bands have very small values of k
index and are typically neglected in transmission mode spectra. Thanks to the
enhancement of the low absorbing bands due to diffuse reflection, combination
and overtone signals are well visible in reflection mode and can be exploited for
molecular recognition bringing the same information of the fundamental bands.
Figure 6.6 shows an example of the specificity and sensitivity of these bands for the
identification of carbonate-pigments.

Furthermore the enhancement of low absorbing bands in reflection mode proved
to be very effective for the identification of minor components used as markers for
specific type of pigments. As an example, natural ultramarine (also known as lapis
lazuli) can be distinguished from its synthetic form thanks to the detection of CO2

traces (band at 2340 cm–1) retained in the mineral owing to its geological formation
[75] (Figure 6.7(a)). Guinet green, a variation of viridian, can be identified by the
detection of two small bands at about 1290 and 1250 cm–1 assigned to residues of an
insoluble chromium borate specifically related to its synthesis procedure [76]
(Figure 6.7(b)). The distinction between ivory-black and lamp-black is typically
achieved in transmission FT-IR spectroscopy by the identification of hydroxyapatite
(Ca5(OH)(PO4)3) which is the main component beside carbon (IR inactive) obtained
by calcination of bones.While the fundamental vibrational modes of the PO4

–3 have a
poor diagnostic reliability in reflection mode, the signal at 2013 cm–1 tentatively
assigned to cyanamide apatite, a side product formed during the calcination [77],
proved to be a robust spectral marker for non-invasive identification of ivory-black
[78] (Figure 6.7(c)).

The high specificity and sensitivity of infrared spectroscopy for the recognition of
organic compounds represent an added value for non-invasive studies of CH
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Figure 6.5: a) Reflection mode FT-IR spectra of carbonate-based pigments (azurite, hydrocerrussite,
cerussite, malachite and calcite) in the mid-IR range. The strong ν3(CO3

-2) mode (highlighted by a
rectangle) appearing as reststrahlen band distorts a wide spectral range in the fingerprint region. In
the high wavenumber side, combination and overtone bands are peculiar for each of the considered
pigments. b) Reflection mode FT-IR spectra acquired on marble samples treated with gypsum
(CaSO4

.2H2O) solutions at different concentration (black line); the dash gray line is the transmission-
mode spectrum of a gypsum standard. In the inset the linear behavior (R=0.96) of the intensity of the
ν3(SO4

-2) reststrahlen band (at 1146 cm-1) versus salt concentration is shown. c) Image of the
Michelangelo’s David sculpture; arrows indicate the sulphates distribution with example spectra
shown in d): i) residual black crust on forefinger, ii) grey incrustation on the right chest and iii) not
macroscopically altered region on the left shoulder. In grey the absorbance spectrum of a gypsum
standard is reported. The star indicates the reststrahlen band of ν3(CO3

-2) of the carbonate substrate
and the arrow indicates the reststrahlen band of the sulphate anion. Adapted with permission from
Elsevier Talanta, Ricci C et al. 2006;69(5):1221-26 [70].
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Figure 6.6: a) Reflection mode FT-IR spectra of carbonate pigments in the region of combination and
overtone bands: left, overtone 3ν3(CO3

-2) and combination ν+δ(OH), centre, combination ν1+ν3(CO3
-2),

right, combination ν1+ν4(CO3
-2). Labels I, II, II, IV indicate azurite, lead white (dark grey line-hydrocer-

ussite, light grey line-cerussite), malachite and San Giovanni white, respectively. b) A detail of
Perugino’s fresco Adorazione dei Pastori; c) Reflection mode FT-IR spectra recorded from the green robe
of Saint Paul depicted in b). The blue shadow (spectrum I) is composed of azurite (spectrum II is from a
standard of azurite); spectrum III is from the CaCO3 of the mortar; the spectrum of the green shadow (IV)
contains bands assigned to malachite (spectrum V is from a standard of malachite). Adapted with
permission fromSpringer Nature, Applied Physics A: Materials Science & Processing. Miliani C et al. 106
(2):295-307 (2012) [9]. Adapted with permission from Springer Nature, Analytical and Bioanalytical
Chemistry D. Buti et al. 405(8):2699-2711 (2013) [14].
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Figure 6.7: Identification of inorganic pigments by non invasive reflection-mode FT-IR spectroscopy:
a) spectrum (red line) of the blue gem of the Christ’s mantel in Memling’s masterpiece Last Judgment
[79]. The comparison with a reference spectrum (black line) indicates the use of lapis lazuli for the
blue ornament. The arrow indicates the weak but peculiar band associated to the vibrational mode of
CO2 encapsulated in the sodalite cage of the natural pigment. b) spectra (red and blue lines) of the
green paints in the futurist painting Modern Idol by Boccioni. The presence of a sharp and weak
doublet at about 1290 and 1260 cm-1 suggests the use of viridian prepared with boric acid. The
reference spectrum of viridian in transmission mode is also shown (black line). c) spectra (blue and
red lines) of the dark red and grey paints in the impressionist painting A woman at her toilette by
Renoir. The weak band at about 2010 cm-1 is visible also in the presence of strong IR-absorbing
materials (in this case an hydrocarbon-based organic material is detected). The spectrum in black is
from a standard of ivory black. Adapted with permission from Springer Nature, Applied Physics A:
Materials Science & Processing, Miliani C et al. 89:849-56 (2007) [78].
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materials since other non-invasive molecular spectroscopic methods such as Raman
and UV-Vis spectroscopy show some shortcomings.

Reflection spectra of organic compounds are typically dominated by the refrac-
tive index change with frequency, showing derivative-like profiles. In Figure 6.8
some examples of non-invasive FTIR identification of organic pigments are reported.
Two types of naphtol reds, PR3 and PR4, were detected in Alchemy by J. Pollock [73]
and in Bianco 1952 by A. Burri [71], respectively. Indigo dye was identified in the
watercolour Still Life by P. Cézanne thanks to several specific sharp bands rising from
the broad IR signals of the paper matrix.

The possibility of recognising different classes of natural and synthetic polymers
non-invasively is a unique feature of reflection FT-IR spectroscopy. As amatter of fact
derivative-like spectra maintain almost the same level of specificity of transmission
spectra allowing for distinction among protein, lipid, wax, alkyds, vinyl, acrylics, etc.
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Figure 6.8: Identification of organic pigments by non invasive reflection mode FT-IR spectroscopy in
modern paintings: a) spectrum of a dripping red paint of the painting Alchemy by Pollock compared
with the transmissionmode spectrum from a standard of naphtol pigment PR3; b) spectrum of the red
paint of the painting Rosso 50 by Burri compared with the transmission mode spectrum from a
standard of naphtol pigment PR4; c) spectrum of a dark blue area of the watercolor Still Life by
Cézanne compared with the transmission mode spectrum of a standard of indigo. In all the three
cases the diagnostic bands of the organic pigments are clearly observed as sharp bands above the IR
absorption of the other painting components. Adapted from Rosi F et al. Herit Sci. 2016;4:18 [73];
Adapted with permission from Springer Nature, Applied Physics A: Materials Science & Processing,
Rosi F et al. 100:613-24 (2010) [71].
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[71–73, 80–87]. As an example, in Figure 6.9, the FT-IR reflection profiles of polyvinyl
acetate (PVA) are reported showing the specific spectral marks that can be used for its
identification also in mixture with strongly absorbing IR pigments.

As is in the case of transmission spectroscopy, the diagnostic capability of
reflection FT-IR is strongly hampered for complex mixtures of organic polymers or
when the target compound is in lower amount with respect to a strongly absorbing
inorganic counterpart. In order to improve the sensitivity, the near infrared range can
be also explored, using the undistorted combination and overtone bands for profit-
able recognition of different classes of organic and inorganic compounds [81].

In addition to limitations related to band overlapping, the interpretation of
reflection spectra collected from complex matrices is further complicated by discon-
tinuous spectral effects related to the optical and chemical properties of the target
surface. A good example of the effect of surface morphology is given by the analysis
of Bianco 1952 by A. Burri in Figure 6.10. Here, the spectra of the same paint, a
mixture of PVA and zinc white recorded on two areas which differ in the surface
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Figure 6.9: Reflection mode FT-IR spectra of paint reconstructions made of polyvinyl acetate resin
alone a) and with different pigments: b) white pigments, i= lithopone, ii= gypsum, iii= lead white;
c) yellow pigments, i = lead chromate, ii= ochre; d) blue pigments i = ultramarine, ii= phthalocya-
nine. Diagnostic bands are evidenced by dot lines. Reprinted with permission from Elsevier,
Microchemical, Journal Rosi F et al. 124:898-908 (2016) [81].
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morphology, are compared. The spectrum acquired on the smooth area is character-
ized by derivative like bands due to the higher contribution of the surface reflection of
the optically flat surface. Diversely, the spectrum acquired on the rough area shows
enhanced combination bands and positive broad peaks as a consequence of a higher
contribution of the volume reflection.

Similarly to what discussed for applications of micro-FT-IR reflection spectroscopy,
also in the non-invasive approach chemometricmethodsmay help to deal with distorted
spectral profiles as well as to manage large datasets acquired in situ [71, 72, 87].

Non-invasive reflection FT-IR is highly informative not only for characterization of
original and overlaid materials but also for identification and localisation of surface
alteration products. As demonstrated in a recent paper [41] it enables to distinguish the
metal ion involved in the formation of oxalates (also distinguishing hydrated forms) and
carboxylates as well as the type of the fatty acid involved in the carboxylate formation.
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Figure 6.10: a) Detail of the painting Bianco 52 by Burri; it is a monochrome painting with different
surface morphologies and degrees of white brightness. b) in black, two reflection mode FT-IR spectra
recorded on a smooth (upper spectrum) and rough (lower spectrum) white areas compared. The two
profiles, although being quite different, both indicate the use of PVA manifested by: -derivative-like
features in the smooth area (since the higher contribution of the surface reflection) and - positive
broad bands in the rough surface (since the higher contribution of the volume reflection). In red the
reflectionmode FT-IR spectra of PVA paint standards with a flat (top) and a rough surface (bottom) are
shown for comparison. Adapted with permission from Springer Nature, Applied Physics A: Materials
Science & Processing, Rosi F et al. 100:613-24 (2010) [71]
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As an example, shown in Figure 6.11(a,b), zinc oxalates have been clearly detected in
the Futurist painting Flora by Dottori in correspondence of the yellow and orange Cd-
based paints. In another painting, Still Life with Three Fish, Moray Eel and Lime onWhite
Ground, dated 1946 by Picasso (Figure 6.11(c,d)), the white paint composed of ZnO
showed in some areas the FT-IR bands of zinc carboxylates. Interestingly, ZnO white
areas gave different spectral profiles (Figure 6.11(d)) characterized by sharp (blue line) or
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Figure 6.11: a) Reflection mode FT-IR spectra recorded on yellow and orange floral decorations
(shown in b) of the futurist painting Flora by Dottori. In both the profiles the strong bands of Zn-
oxalates are visible (see the comparison with the Zn-oxalate reference spectrum in black); b) Still
Life with Three Fish, Moray Eel and Lime on White Ground (1946) by Picasso. The two investigated
points (pt02 and pt03) are composed of zinc oxide. The reflection mode spectrum recorded on
point 02 is further characterized by a sharp signal at 1540 cm-1 assigned to zinc stearate. Adapted
with permission from [41] In: Metal Soaps in Art – Conservation & Research (Eds. F. Casadio, K.
Keune, P. Noble, A. van Loon, E. Hendriks, S. Centeno, G. Osmond) Springer Nature book, 2018, in
press.
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broad (red line) shapes of the zinc carboxylate band that suggested the use of different
paint tube formulations within the painting [41].

6.4.2 Hyperspectral imaging infrared spectroscopy

The positive outcomes from the application of non-invasive reflection FT-IR in the
heritage science field as well as the availability of new and more efficient cameras
are fostering the development of methods for non-invasive molecular hyperspectral
imaging at the macro-scale. To date, the range more easily accessible by hyper-
spectral cameras is the near infrared-NIR (10,000–4000 cm–1, 1000–2500 nm). This
range is of interest for both electronic transitions of some pigments and vibrational
combination and overtone bands of some oxyanion compounds and organic bin-
ders [88–90]. The state of the art of NIR reflectance imaging systems can work at
spectral resolutions that enable to distinguish the combination and overtone bands
of lipids, proteins, waxes and vegetable gums in traditional polychromies such as
illuminated manuscripts and easel paintings [91, 92].

Positive outcomes have been also obtained for the identification of modern
binders; Dooley et al. [93] non-invasively mapped the selective use of alkyd and oil
binding media in the painting Number 1, 1950 - Lavender Mist by J. Pollock. To this
purpose, the weak spectral differences between alkyd and oil in the near infrared
range [81] have been exploited by applying first derivative to the spectral data cube. A
multi-modal approach integrating near infrared (and visible) reflection imaging with
X-ray fluorescencemapping has been also proposed for supporting the interpretation
of molecular maps with spatially coherent elemental distributions [94, 95].

Driven by these successful results, efforts are ongoing for moving infrared
hyperspectral imaging toward the mid infrared region which would strongly
improve its diagnostic capabilities. To achieve this goal, difficulties arise from the
technical constrains in translating the robust micro-imaging technology of bench
top systems to portable hyperspectral devices working at the macro scale. In
addition, with respect to cameras working at shorter wavelengths, imaging systems
exploring the mid-IR range are more expensive, since transmitting/optical materi-
als and detection systems -generally made with highly sensitive semiconductors of
MCT type- are very costly. Legrand et al. [96] circumvented these technical con-
strains mounting a conventional portable single-point FT-IR spectrometer (working
range 8000–400 cm–1) on a scanning system. The resulting chemical maps
obtained for a nineteenth Century icon and a twentieth Century Antillean painting
were extremely informative but the acquisition time was too long (i.e. 36 h for a 5.5 ×
8 cm2 area with a lateral resolution of 1 mm) for allowing an exploitation of the
method beyond this proof of concept.

The first experiment of hyperspectral imaging of a painting in the mid-IR range has
been published in 2013 [97]. In this paper, a camera (HI90, working in the range 1300–
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860 cm–1 and developed for remote sensing of hazardous compounds [98]) was adapted
for reflection measurements of paintings by the use of an external infrared radiation
source. Technically, the imager combines a plane mirror interferometer with an FPA
detector (256 × 256 pixels) obtaining high throughput of radiation and high lateral
resolution at the same time. The camera can work 1 m far from the painting with a
lateral resolution of about 1 mm, a field of view of each pixel of 0.69mrad, measuring a
total area of about 9 × 9 cm2 in 80 s. Preliminary studies were carried out on dedicated
paint models [99] comparing the single-pixel spectra (at 4 cm–1 of spectral resolution)
with those recorded on the same sample by a single-point portable reflection FT-IR
spectrometer. This feasibility study proved the potentials of the camera in terms of
spectral and lateral resolution and sensitivity. The imager has been then successfully
exploited for investigating Sestante 10 (1982) byAlberto Burri, unveiling the distribution
of acrylic and vinyl resins as binders (Figure 6.12) and of silicate-based pigments along
with barium and calcium sulphates as filler/additives of the paint formulations.

After this pioneering work, other interesting technical solutions have been
reported in the literature but with limited operative spectral ranges. Gabrieli et al.
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Figure 6.12: a) Color image of a portion of the painting Sestante 10 by Burri. The black rectangle
highlights the area investigated with the HI90 system (9x9 cm2). b,c) Brightness temperature
difference images (measured in Kelvin) in the range 1155–1159 to 1200–1203 cm-1 (b) and 1209–1215
to 1243–1249 cm-1 (c). d) Comparison of the spectral profiles representative of the two areas high-
lighted in (b) and (c) with reference spectra collected with the HI90 imager from laboratory paint
models composed of lithopone white and acrylic resin (thin green line) and a silica-based pigment
with a vinyl binder (thin dark-green line). e) Infrared reflection spectra acquired with the Alpha-R
system with spectral assignment in the whole spectral range accessible with the single-point
portable spectrometer for the green and dark-green sectors (the rectangle highlights the portion of
the range accessible with the HI90 instrument). f) Comparison of the spectral profiles obtained with
the HI90 instrument (thick lines) and the Alpha-R system (thin lines) in the green and dark-green
sectors. Reprinted with permission from John Wiley and Sons, Angewandte Chemie International
Edition, Rosi et al. 52:5258-61 (2013) [97].
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[100] proposed an innovative set-up to record passive emissive spectra in the
restricted range of 1240–760 cm–1 reducing the environmental thermal radiation
along the light path between the painting and the detector by cooling. Recently,
Daveri et al. [101] used a commercial hyperspectral camera equipped with an FPA
detector and an external IR source to explore the range 3700–1800 cm–1. The use of a
2D-scanner enabled to investigate large surfaces, however the slight accessible
spectral windowwas suitable only for the identification of a limited class of pigments.

Laser-based technology has been also tested for exploring the mid infrared range
[102, 103]. The spatial scanning is achieved by deflecting the laser beam across the
surface by two galvanometer-mounted gold mirrors directing and collecting the
reflected light to a single-element photovoltaic IR detector. The spectral tuning is
achieved by the Optical Parametric Oscillator (OPO) technology which converts the
radiation from a 1064 nm laser into a broadly tunable radiation in the mid-IR portion
of the spectrum (3700–1820 cm–1). The application of this highly innovative technol-
ogy is however still limited since the long acquisition time which is strictly connected
to the scanning in wavelength for covering the considered range with an appreciable
spectral resolution.

All these examples clearly show the analytical potentialities of hyperspectral
macroscale chemical imaging of surfaces in the mid-IR range. To date the main
limitation is linked to the narrow spectral windows that can be explored and that
limits the diagnostic capabilities. In order to fully exploit these potentialities, much
effort still needs to be directed to enlarge the operative spectral range maintaining
good spectral resolution and to shorten acquisition times. Also reduction of instru-
mental costs is crucial for a profitable diffusion of the technique in the CH field.

6.5 Conclusion

The research work and experience accumulated over years in the CH field allowed FT-
IR spectroscopy to evolve from the initial focus on identification of original materials
to the study of degradation processes, characterization of conservation products,
monitoring of cleaning treatments.

Furthermore, the needs of non-invasiveness and of minimal impact on micro-
samples, specific of the heritage science field, pushed efforts towards improvement of
the analytical power of FT-IR spectroscopy in terms of full exploitation of the reflec-
tion acquisition mode in different set-ups, enlargement of the spectral window, boost
of lateral resolution and exploration of advanced statistical treatments for large
spectral datasets. This, undoubtedly, fostered the advancement of FT-IR spectro-
scopy also for transversal applications in contiguous scientific fields (biology, med-
icine, catalysis, interface phenomena, etc.).

The next striking improvement for FT-IR spectroscopy will be the achievement
of infrared hyperspectral imaging at the macroscale in the mid-infrared range. This
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was, so far, restrained by the restricted operative spectral range, too long acquisi-
tion time, and prohibitive costs exhibited by the few devices today available.
Nevertheless the analytical potentialities of macroscale chemical imaging by infra-
red spectroscopy are so appealing that great efforts are currently exerted by
researchers to reach this goal in the near future.
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Maria Cristina Caggiani and Philippe Colomban

7 Raman microspectroscopy for Cultural Heritage
studies

Abstract: The Raman effect is at the basis of Raman scattering andmicrospectrometry:
in the first part of the chapter, it is very shortly exposed together with differences with
infrared (IR) spectroscopy, and advantages and drawbacks of the technique. The
importance of the choice of the excitation wavelength, of the spectrometer (fixed,
portable and handheld) and of the optics is underlined, while the information provided
by the technique for inorganic and organic materials is considered. The surface-
enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) theory and principle applications are also
taken into account. In the second part of the chapter, all the different applications of
Raman and SERS to cultural heritage materials are contemplated: minerals, gem-
stones, rocks, patinas and corrosion products, glass, pottery, mortars, dyes, binders,
resins, paper, parchment, inks and human remains. For each category of objects, the
answers that Raman microspectrometry and SERS can give to the archaeometric and
conservation-related questions, the in situ investigations, the search of specific spectral
parameters and the use of chemometrics are shown, together with the most recent
advances in the field.

Keywords: Raman microspectroscopy, SERS, Mobile Raman

7.1 Raman microspectrometry: advantages and drawbacks

The inelastic light scattering that results from the interaction of a monochromatic,
coherent beam of light produced by a laser (light amplification by stimulated emission
of radiation) with (liquid, solid or gas) matter is called Raman scattering, from the
name of Sir Chandrashekhara Venkata Râman who obtained alone The Nobel Prize for
that in 1930, even though other Russian, French and German contributors published
significant works before [1, 2]. Theoretical prediction had been made by L. Brillouin in
France and A. Smekal in Russia, a few years before. Actually, before the availability of
lasers in the 1970s and then of charge-coupled device detectors (CCDs) in the 1980s, the
technique remained confidential.

Briefly, in the Raman effect light is absorbed by electronic levels and the final de-
excitation leads to transitions between vibrational levels [3, 4]: the Raman spectrum is
thus rather similar to that obtained by infrared (IR) absorption; both can be predicted
from analysis of the functional groups present in the matter and from the symmetry of

This article has previously been published in the journal Physical Sciences Reviews. Please cite as:
Colomban, P., Caggiani, M.-C. Raman Microspectroscopy for Cultural Heritage Studies. Physical
Sciences Reviews [Online] 2018, 3. DOI: 10.1515/psr-2018-0007.
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the normal modes. The process is very fast, at the femtosecond scale (1 fs = 10–15 s).
Contrarily to IR bands, Raman peaks are generally narrow, because of the absence of
strong dipolar coupling. If the matter is colourless or does not absorb the exciting light
beam, the interaction with electronic levels is virtual. Raman spectra are generally
expressed in cm–1 as IR ones, but THz or meV unities can be also used. Vibrational
transition can proceed from the fundamental level (Stokes Raman spectrum, not very
sensitive to temperature because fundamental levels are always occupied) or from the
excited one (anti-Stokes spectrum). A Raman spectrum displays a peak fingerprint
symmetric with respect to the elastic scattering (Rayleigh) signal, located at the same
wavenumber/energy as the laser. The intensity of the anti-Stokes peaks decreases very
rapidly as the distance from the Rayleigh peak increases, because the population of the
upper vibrational level decreases to zero. Usually, only Stokes side is considered, and
the cm–1 scale is measured with respect to the excitation energy.

Understanding a Raman spectrum requires the identification of the vibrational
unit and its symmetry as it happens for the unit-cell identification by crystallography.
This is often obvious for molecular compounds (IR and Raman techniques are called
molecular spectroscopies) but more complicated for solids [5].

In the last 10 years, the miniaturization of laser sources and the increasing
performances of CCD detector and of optical filters has boosted the development
and use of the methods, especially in the field of Cultural Heritage. The reasons are
the following: (i) it is an optical technique, which continues and maximizes the
expertise gained by visual examination of artefacts and allows the use of advanced
optics (microscope, long working distance (WD) optics, etc.); (ii) it is a scattering
technique; in other words in most of the cases no preparation of the analysed artefact
is required; (iii) the primary interaction occurs with electronic levels, which leads to a
specific Raman phenomenon when the matter is coloured, the resonance Raman
effect, able to detect traces of chromophores; furthermore, the interaction with metal
particles/surfaces may enhance the Raman signal, this is the so-called surface-
enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) [3, 4, 6]; (iv) the Raman probe being very
local (i. e. the modulation of the electronic cloud by atomic vibrations), the technique
informs about the structure of both ordered/crystalline and disordered/amorphous
matter; (v) Raman mapping with variable step resolution [from ca. 0.5 to 100 µm,
typically) can be made on flat samples. More details about the description of the
Raman scattering can be found in [3, 4, 7, 8]. Mobile Raman setups are available since
2000 with different degrees of performances [9–15].

Some drawbacks directly arise from the physics of the light–matter interaction:
(i) the Raman intensity is very variable, almost null for ionic bonded compounds (no
electron cloud in between atoms) and depends on the number of electrons involved
in covalent bonding (in other words, if the polarizability and Z number are high); (ii)
a resonance Raman spectrum depends on the laser lines and the observed spectrum
is limited to modes involving the chromophore, which limits the pertinence of
databases and makes quantitative measurements difficult without calibration and
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(iii) illumination of coloured matter may induce a strong local heating (i. e. phase
transition, oxidation and decomposition).

SERSwas first discovered in the study of diluted species adsorbed on rough silver
electrode [16, 17], but it started to be really used to detect diluted species after the
publication by Creighton et al. [18], of an easy preparation method of silver colloids.
Actually, the efficiency of the colloids is time dependent and optimized sensitivity is
obtained after maturation of the preparation. It is assumed that SERS effect is
maximal when molecules are squeezed between metal nanoparticles with optimal
size (so-called hot spots). Many works have been made to prepare (commercially
available) colloids and substrates for SERS [19, 20].

7.2 Procedure: choice of laser line, optics and spectrometer

7.2.1 Choice of the laser excitation

Light scattering intensity depends on the intensity of the exciting laser but also on its
energy with exponent 4. Consequently, the Raman signal is very strong under blue
excitation, weak with the red one and extremely weak under the IR one. Therefore,
the effect is intrinsically remarkable under UV excitation, but adapted optics, mirrors
and detectors cause a loss of efficiency and/or are very expensive. Another phenom-
enon may arise from the illumination of matter: transitions between electronic levels
lead to the emission of fluorescence, a rather slow phenomenon (10–3 s) but very
strong and broad, which may totally cover the Raman spectrum. Only electronic
levels having energy lower than the laser line are excited, which may lead to choose
red or IR laser excitation. However, the sources of fluorescence should be considered,
and three types can be encountered: (i) transition metal and rare-earth/lanthanide
ions diluted in oxide matrix give rise to groups of bands with moderate width (tens to
hundreds cm–1) separated by large windows. Group components inform about the
symmetry of the site occupied by the ions. Changing the laser excitation, up or down,
generally allows recording a Raman spectrum free of fluorescence components; (ii)
the more or less degraded biological materials contaminating inorganic materials
extracted from the soil lead to broad fluorescence; illuminationwith a fewmWof blue
or UV line or tens mW of green laser leads to decomposition/elimination of the film
and disappearance/reduction of the fluorescence spectrum after a few (tens) minutes
of illumination; (iii) polymers and organic compounds, especially those processed
with solvents or natural organic/inorganic mixtures like ivory, exhibit strong fluor-
escence: in that case IR laser excitation (785 or 1,064nm) can limit or avoid fluores-
cence generation and a good Raman spectrum can be recorded [21]; alternatively, a
fast detection associated to pulsed laser can take advantage of the long life of
fluorescence to suppress it [22]; automatic comparison of the spectra obtained with
two energy-shifted excitations allows the computed extraction of the sole Raman
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spectrum [23]. The availability of different exciting lasers is thus recommended; for
example, it has been clearly demonstrated in the study of paintings that only the
combination of different laser excitations (with the addition of Fourier Transform
Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) information) gives a complete view of the ingredients
used by an artist in a painting [24]. Blue or violet lasers should be preferred for the
study of inorganic materials and near infrared (nIR) for organic ones.

7.2.2 Choice of the spectrometer

Three types of instruments are available [9, 13]:
i. bench top instruments, usually excited with two lasers, sometimes more (sources

fromUV (255 or 325 nm) to nIR (785nm) and rarely 1,064nm). A remote head canbe
connected by optic fibres to facilitate the analysis of artefacts too big to be put
under a vertical standardmicroscope; in rare cases, the instrument is coupledwith
a horizontal microscope in order to study vertical surfaces of sculptures, etc. The
performances of such instruments can be very good: flat background, high resolu-
tion (~0.5 cm–1), access to low wavenumber range (10–100cm–1) and high sensi-
tivity; the CCD detector is cooled to ~200 (Peltier effect) or to 80 K (N2) tomaximize
the detection; note that the efficiency of detectors is not constant over all the
spectral window, especially for nIR excitation that requires corrections or limits
the working range; a large palette of optics is available; some of these instruments
can be moved from place to place and adjustment/reliability is computer con-
trolled; the use of a microscope to focus the laser beam and to collect the scattered
light limits the exploration of the polarizability tensor (backscattering); 90d setting
between the laser beam and the collection of the scattering, with additional
polarization rotator, is needed to analyse all the Raman signature.

ii. Mobile Raman setups associating a laser source (532 or 785 nm, usually) con-
nected by optic fibres (up to 30m) to a remote head and to the spectrometer
(Figure 7.1); the CCD is cooled at 200K; generally, these instruments do not work
above 3,200 cm–1; resolution is medium (~5 cm–1); a large palette of optics is
available, and a laptop is sufficient to visualize and manage the instrument.

iii. Handheld instruments excited with 532, 785 or 1,024 nm laser; the low resolution
(~10 cm-1) and the uncertainness of the (computed) background hinders the
detection/measurement of broad bands; only (very) low magnification (fixed)
optic is possible. Visualization on a large screen and data treatments are often
not possible/easy.

As mentioned above, the intensity of the Raman signature is very variable as a
function of composition and bonding, and hence only high-sensitivity instruments
detect most of the phases. Some characteristic peaks being very close (e. g. sulphates,
nitrates and carbonates), a good resolution is needed to distinguish and compare the
different phases [25].
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7.2.3 Optics

Unfortunately, the proper attention to optics quality is often neglected. The high
efficiency of CCD leads to promote the closing of the so-called confocal hole – which is
placed symmetrically to the focus point with respect to the objective lens – to decrease
the size of the focused laser spot. However, optics are designed to optimize the spatial
resolution in the XY focus plan in all the visible range (300–600nm) at the expense of
the zdirection: the focus volume ranges froman ovoid in air, typically three to four times
longer than broader, to a half-diabolo in solids (Figure 7.2(a)). Squeezing the confocal
hole limits the volume anisotropy; nevertheless, using a high-magnification optics of
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Figure 7.2: Schematic of the volume of matter probed using a microscope objective: (a) usually the
laser focus ismade at the sample surface and the same optic is used for illumination and collection of
the scattered light (backscattering); slits or pinholes allow limiting the light pathway in the optics
and reduce the size of the spot, especially along z-direction (Δz) (Δz is strongly reduced, up to a few
tens nanometer for coloured materials); (b and c) decoupling laser focalization and collection of
scattered light is possible; (c) historically the 90d setting was the first to be used; microSORS setting
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Figure 7.1: Examples of on-site measurements: (a) outdoor analysis of pigments and over layers in a
Rock Art shelter (South Africa) and (b) study of soft-paste porcelain in the storage room of a museum:
1: laser; 2: remote head; 3: support; 4: optic fibres; 5: CCD detector and spectrometer; 6: laptop.
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high quality is much more preferable, though more expansive [13]. The 90-degree
configuration, besides requiring an accurate positioning and often a sample prepara-
tion, implies a higher heating risk – due to the longer optical path in the sample –
connected to the material absorption, especially if the laser colour corresponds to the
absorbed one (Figure 7.2(a) and Figure 7.2(c)). The use of optic fibres also controls
confocality. In order to overcome the depths reached with conventional confocal micro-
scopy in turbid media [26, 154], a new methodology (SORS: spatially offset Raman
spectroscopy) was conceived that consists in collecting the Raman scattering from
regions laterally offset away from the laser excitation (surface) spot (Figure 7.2(b)).
This configuration, combined with multivariate analysis, allows to retrieve Raman
spectra of subsurface layers. Another pathway to gain this result – though less efficient
– is the defocusing SORSmodality [27] displacing themicroscope objective along its axis
by a (negative) defocusing distance Δz. Defocusing was also employed in the develop-
ment of micro-SORS: it allowed the application to thinner layers, whereas in the con-
ventional SORS the collection area diameters and the spatial offsets are at least of the
order of a millimetres [28]. Standard microscope optics is often proposed by sellers of
Raman instruments. Their WD (i. e. the distance between the front lens and the sample
surface) is small, less thanmm for an x100 objective (total magnification by conjugation
with the spectrometer = 1,000, i. e. a spot waist of ~2–3µm); this requires a flat/polished
sample but maximizes the numerical aperture (NA), up to ~0.9 due to the wide angle of
collection of the scattered light. Actually, such objectives are not good to analyse objects
with complex shapes: objectives with a long WD up to ~15–20mm typically for x100
objective, up to 13mm for the highest magnification x200 (spot waist ~0.5 µm) [13] and
much longerWD for x50 or x10 objectives, allow analysingmany artefacts without risks
of contact. Obviously, NA value is lower,which actually is betterwhen themeasurement
cannot bemade inobscurity; a very goodperpendicularity between the analysed surface
and the optic is required. Measurements of the exact size of analysed spot generated by
thedifferent objectives at the sample surface are recommendedandeasy [29]. Estimation
of the in-depthpenetration ismuchmore complicate, especially for colouredmatter, and
the focused volume enlarges in relation with optical index; besides, the absorption can
be very high for coloured material, giving rise to resonance Raman scattering.
Penetration can be limited to a few tens of nanometres, which makes Raman scattering
a technique of surface analysis.

For UV and nIR excitation (<300nm, >900nm), specific optics is recommended or
even required.

7.2.4 Sample support and mapping

The use of high magnification objectives has different advantages (high spatial resolu-
tion that permits to record the Raman signature of each grain/phase individually, to
avoid/limit fluorescence by chosen place where its intensity is minimal, limiting the
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heating, etc.) but requires the absence of vibrations and/or a strong and vibration-free
coupling between the support of the object and that of the remote head (Figure 7.1). The
performance of computers allows collection and exploitation of a series of spectra, and
bench top instruments usually have a XYmotorized stage permitting to collect spectra
on large areas. Some instruments offer automatic z-control and z-profiling. Data
management is conducted with the software of the instrument, but specific ones able
to extract phase distribution, amount, crystallinity, and particle size have been devel-
oped [7, 30–34].

7.3 Information provided by Raman scattering

We will consider separately inorganic and organic phases because both recording
conditions and extracted information can be very different.

As said before, the first information present in a Raman spectrum concerns the
nature of the bond and the symmetry of the vibrational unit cell. A complete descrip-
tion of this approach is provided by [31] and more specifically for natural rocks and
minerals by [34]. Some empirical rules can be noted: the stronger peak between ~500
and 1,200 cm–1 is generally the symmetric stretching mode, protonated compounds
(hydrates and hydroxides) exhibit O-H stretching modes in the 3,100–3,800 cm–1

range, lamellar and heavy cation-containing compounds exhibit a strong peak below
200 cm–1, etc. As expected from the Group Theory [5] the peak number of high
symmetry cubic or hexagonal phases is small, whereas many peaks are observed
for a monoclinic structure. Note, the Raman spectroscopy is more sensitive to orien-
tational disorder and centres of symmetry than X-ray diffraction and the symmetry
viewed by each technique can be slightly different [35, 36]. If the laser spot is small
and does not include a large distribution of grain, the recorded spectra will be partly
polarized, and some bands will not appear or will display a different intensity from
that expected for a non-polarized spectrum. This implies that observed spectra could
be different from those listed in databases.

7.3.1 Rocks, minerals, gemstones, synthetic compounds and corrosion layers

The identification of minerals is easy, and good reference papers and databases
developed by mineralogists are available (see e. g. [34, 37–39]). Good identification is
obtained on gems, even with handheld or mobile instruments [40, 41], thanks to their
polished surface and the good knowledge of their Raman signature. Note that the
composition of minerals is often complex (many partial substitutions) and can vary at
the sub-millimetre scale from one side of a crystal to the other one. Raman scattering is
also very efficient to detect patinas and corrosion layers as they are made of covalently
bond compounds (sulphurs, sulphates, oxides, carbonates and nitrates) with a thick-
ness more than ~ 0.3–0.5 μm. [25].
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7.3.2 Glass, glazes and enamels

Usually, due to the large distribution of configuration for the vibrational unit-cell, the
spectrum of a glassy phase exhibits broad bands. The case of glassy silicates, the
matter of glass but also of glaze and enamels and of phases present in pottery body
(paste) is themost important in Cultural Heritage. The basic unit of silicates (glassy or
crystalline) is the SiO4 tetrahedron. Non-distorted symmetry is Td, and Ramanmodes
expected from Group Theory analyses are as follows: a single (A1 character) (strong)
symmetric mode, 3 (F2) (very weak) asymmetric stretching modes, 2 symmetric (E)
and 3 (F2) asymmetric medium modes plus medium librational (R’) and translational
(T’, lattice) modes [42–49]. Spectra of glassy phases are rather similar to that of the
crystalline ones, except for the strong broadening; in the low wavenumber range, R’
and T’ modes merge in a single asymmetric band, the so-called Boson peak [43, 49].
As shown in Figure 7.3, the ratio of the bending mode area versus the stretching one
varies and is very useful to measure the degree of connectivity – i. e. the polymeriza-
tion degree of SiO4 tetrahedron.

Furthermore, due to the dominant character of A1 stretching mode, the component
of the SiO4 stretching band, measured between 750 and 1,200 cm–1, typically can
be used as the fingerprint of the different types of SiO4 forming the silicate network:
isolated tetrahedron (Q0), tetrahedral connected by sharing 1 (Q1), 2 (Q2), 3(Q3) or
all 4 (Q4) oxygen atoms [46]. Consequently, with the decrease of O-Si-O bridge
number, the melting temperature decreases and the bending-to-stretching area
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Figure 7.3: Representative spectra of glass and glaze types (from 1, a lead-rich glaze, to 7, a porcelain
glaze) showing the evolution of the bending vs. stretching band area, i. e. the polymerization index. The
variation of the index is illustrated for a series of glass and glaze types [see [43, 45] for details].
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ratio (from ~6 for high-connected silicates to ~0.3 for fully depolymerized ones) is
thus directly related to the melting temperature of the glassy phase [43–45, 85]. A
very simple abacus built with the maximal (or band centre of gravity) wavenumber
of bending and stretching SiO4 bands allows classifying the different types of glass
as shown in Figure 7.4.

7.3.3 Organic phases, polymers and inorganic/organic composites

IR spectroscopy is largely used to characterize and identify synthetic and natural
polymers and organic derivative due to the easiness of getting a spectrum, espe-
cially by Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR) and diffuse FTIR [50–52]. The great
advantages of Raman scattering versus IR spectroscopy are the higher spatial
resolution and that no preparation is needed. However, advanced spectrometers
are needed: if the 785 nm excitation is convenient to get a good spectrum of
modern polymers and organic compounds, the degradation of the surface of
these materials leads to the choice of 1,064 nm excitation to get spectra of ancient
natural resins (amber, copal, gums, glues and shellac) and lacquer or varnishes
[53–57]. Thus, 785 and especially 1,064 nm Raman instruments are the most
efficient to analyse both inorganic and organic phases of ivory [21], bones [58]
and coral [59, 60].
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7.4 Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy

For a long time, chromatographic techniques have been preferred to identify dyes
after extraction from their support. The small amount of dye in the extracted mixture
makes their identification difficult by FTIR. SERS technique was mainly developed in
biochemistry because its specificity can be much better than fluorescence spectro-
scopy [61]. The use of SERS is advantageous in many ways: it is convenient for dilute
media and it can allow the quenching of fluorescence backgrounds. Another striking
point is that it may provide vibration fingerprints of individual molecules even in
mixtures. This could help the understanding of the related chemical reactions by
monitoring of spectral changes arising from the substrate.

The first application to the study of Cultural Heritage materials dates from 1987,
when Guineau and Guichard [62] identified alizarin in extract from an eighth-century
textile sample on a silver electrode, a procedure similar to that used for the first
observation of pyridine SERS signal 13 years before by Fleischmann et al. [16].
Actually, the SERS procedure really starts to be used after 2002 to study alizarin,
purpurin, lakes and indigo [63, 64]. Leona et al. [65] show how to use silver film
deposited on glass [Tollens mirrors) or colloids prepared following Lee and Meisel
[66]. From our experience using Creighton et al. silver colloids [18], themethod is also
good [61]. Murcia-Mascaros et al. [67] demonstrate that absorption on ormosil (also
called xerogel [68]) is an alternative method. Canamares et al. and Pozzi and Leona
[19, 69] reviewed the topics and preparation methods of the SERS promoter: films,
colloids dispersed in water or centrifugated paste and substrates prepared by physi-
cal techniques (laser ablation, photo-reduction, electron beam, etc.). In situ techni-
que (i. e. without extraction) with photo-reduced silver nanoparticles was also tested
positively [70]. A much simpler technique is the manual deposit of a drop of a few
microliters of colloids onto the sample with a micropipette [71–73]. Paste deposit was
also used [74]. The development of peelable gels retains attention in order to be non-
destructive [75–78]. Inkjet nanoparticle delivery was also tested [79]. Finally, tip-
enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) was also tested [80]. The Raman signature
obviously depends on the exciting wavelength and on interactions with the sub-
strate. Therefore spectral libraries and/or reference studies are most of the time very
helpful to identify the molecules [19]. Chemometric techniques are very useful.

7.5 Cultural Heritage applications

7.5.1 Answers to the archaeometric questions

Some of the principal questions arising from an interdisciplinary study in which
archaeometry – constituting an important interaction between liberal arts and
scientific disciplines – is called to answer are “How?”, “Who?”, “When?” and
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“Where?”. Raman microspectrometry very often can (partly) answer these ques-
tions, since it can give information concerning characterization, authenticity check,
relative dating and provenance.

Characterization can aim at the knowledge of the structure of natural compounds
such as gemstones and minerals or at the discovery of raw materials and technolo-
gical production used for artificial material manufacturing. The raw materials can in
some cases spread light on the provenance, but it must be considered that for certain
materials, the source, working and selling places do not necessarily coincide. The
evolution and diffusion of production technologies often allows individuating the
progresses of a culture or the exchanges of know-how between different human
groups; this is the case, for example, of the glazed pottery. Ramanmicrospectrometry
intervention in this field may concern the identification of significative minerals in
the pottery or porcelain body, in the glaze or at their interface [81–83] or in the
composition (and firing temperature) of glazes [83], glass [84] or enamels [85].

The chronological determination essentially answers the need of dating an
object. One of the most common applications is the authentication. This can be
carried out also in an indirect way, not giving an absolute date but a relative one: a
typical example is the Raman identification of pigments or glass compositions that
were synthesized or used only after a certain date (terminus post quem) [86] or of
compounds banished after a certain date (terminus ante quem). Attempts of attribu-
tions can also be based on the recognition of materials and expedients typical of
certain artists or workshops [87].

Concerning the provenance question, apart from the information that in some
cases can be given by the raw materials, another much-used approach, also applied
to Raman spectroscopy, is that of multivariate statistical analysis. It is useful for
distinguishing groups of objects characterized by differences or similarities that can
be attributed to provenance, especially in the cases of geological sources of natural
materials such as obsidian [88] or of natural resins [55, 89], or to firing process [90].

Apart from archaeometric problems, another important and always increasing
contribution of Raman spectroscopy to Cultural Heritage must be reminded, invol-
ving all the conservation issues, from the investigation of the causes of alteration and
degradation [91, 92] to the subsequent conservation and restoration recommenda-
tions [53].

All these issues will be discussed more in detail in Section 5.3, considering each
different material (Table 7.1).

7.5.2 Approaches

The more and more widespread in situ Raman measurement campaigns for cultural
heritage starting from the first years of the 2000 are mainly due to the increasing
availability of air-cooled lasers and the miniaturization of detectors and their
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electronics as well as the laptop computer, allowing the use of transportable and
then portable instrumentation (Figure 7.1); a review registers this evolution with its
drawbacks and advantages [9]. This approach is nowadays employed in all the
fields of the archaeometric research, involving both indoor and outdoor campaigns;
some examples will be described in the following paragraphs.

The as-acquired raw spectra can undergo a series of mathematic treatments to
support their interpretation and tomake them comparable to each other. The removal
of cosmic spikes and the background correction by means of baseline subtraction are
the first steps. If needed, the spectra can undergo further treatments, such as normal-
ization or decomposition of bands [49]. Band intensities (or those of the deconvoluted
signals) can be related to each other with the aim of calculating ratios that are specific
spectroscopic indicators of some characteristic of the materials (see for example
Section 3.2 and Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4 for glass polymerization degree, and
Section 5.3.5 for resinmaturation index). Furthermore, the spectroscopic parameters,
such as position, intensity and width (Full width at half height: FWHM), can act as
variables and be subjected to statistical treatments like cluster analysis or principal
component analysis with the aim of distinguishing groups of objects [91], which is a
much-used procedure in the provenance problems.

Table 7.1: The analysed materials in literature, divided by category, the questions asked
(a Characterization, b Conservation issues, c Relative dating, d Authenticity check, e Provenance),
the SERS usage, the best laser choice, and useful references.

Materials Questions SERS Best laser Useful references

Inorganic
Natural Minerals a b e Visible – Resonance [39, 114–116, 193]

Gemstones a d e Visible – Resonance [38, 39]
Rocks a b e Visible [112]
Corrosion a b Visible [25, 116, 125–131]

Natural/
Crafted

Pigments a b c d e X Visible – Resonance [34, 39, 114–116]

Crafted Pottery a b c d e Visible [2, 45, 47, 54, 144]
Mortars & Plasters a b Visible [152]
Glass a b c d UV-blue [110]
Patinas a b Visible [25, 135, 138]

Organic
Natural Human remains a b IR [186]
Natural/
Crafted

Dyes a b c d e X nIR-IR [156–160]
Binders, glues,
varnishes

a b d X nIR-IR [54, 114, 163]

Resins a b c d e X nIR-IR [55, 164, 194]
Crafted Parchment a b d IR [175, 176]

Textiles a b X IR [162]
Inks a b d X nIR-IR [180]
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Despite the possibility of gaining more knowledge from the combined use of
Raman spectroscopy and chemometrics, since cultural heritage objects are complex
and since the questions involved are being multiple, a multi-technique approach,
combining the vibrational spectroscopy with elemental analyses/microscopic obser-
vations, is almost always preferred for a thorough study of cultural heritage.

7.5.3 Materials

7.5.3.1 Minerals, gemstones, rocks
A recent review paper addresses the identification of minerals in the field of Cultural
Heritage studies [39]. In most cases, the Raman analysis of minerals is part of wider
studies involving pottery, glazes, glass, enamels and especially pigments. In some
cases, the general interest concerning one phase constituting a pigment or ceramic
bodies or decorating pottery is so widespread and specific that must be deepened.
This is the case, for example, of all that concerns blue pigments. The chromophores of
lazurite (the sodalite group blue feldspathoid-colouring lapis lazuli rock) [93–96],
ultramarine blue (the synthetic pigment) [97, 98] and haüyne (another mineral
belonging to the sodalite group) [99] consist of S2

- and S3
- ions trapped in the

feldspathoid (mineral) or zeolite (synthetic) host matrix. Since the Raman spectrum
of coloured minerals depends from the used exciting laser line, the spectra of Sn

-

chromophore recorded under UV, blue, green, red and IR excitation have variable
intensities (Figure 7.5). The plot of the normalized intensity shows that the resonance
is maximal between 514 and 785 nm; therefore, visible excitation should be used to
induce the resonance spectrum of the chromophore, whilst UV/IR excitation should
be chosen to identify the host matrix [99, 100]. Another group of minerals that, for its
usage covering all the times and all the planet, and for the implication in corrosion
mechanisms, deserves specific mention is that of iron oxides and hydroxides, for
which different works list and study the Raman spectra [101–103].

The Raman analyses of gemstones, now a routine investigation, is not only used
to identify fakes, but – thanks to its characteristics of non-destructivity and confo-
cality – it is a very suitable technique for the analysis of the inclusions, which can be
significative of provenance and genesis [39]. This is the case, for example, of the
information gained, together with the employment of X-ray maps, on deep mantle
diamond formation [104]. Concerning gemstones, a specific branch is that involving
cultural heritage-related objects [105]. The latter being usually very precious, such as
silver or golden ecclesiastic objects richly decorated with gemstones, in situ investi-
gations with portable instrumentation are recommended, which is today common
practice, also taking advantage of different excitation wavelengths [40, 106].

Lithic raw materials constituting archaeological prehistoric tools can be com-
pared with geological samples by Raman spectroscopy with the aim of identifying
their origin [107]. These are made of silica rocks in which recently moganite Raman
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signature has been revealed [108] and the ratio between quartz andmoganite peaks is
considered as spectroscopic parameter [109]. Also, Raman spectroscopy coupledwith
statistical multivariate analysis can be used to distinguish the major obsidian
sources [88, 110] .

It has been underlined that Raman microspectrometry is the best technique for
rapidly and non-destructively distinguishing the different varieties of jade: jadeite-
jade, nephrite jade and other counterfeiting materials [111, 112].

7.5.3.2 Pigments
One of the most widespread applications of Raman spectroscopy within conservation
science undoubtedly concerns pigments of different sorts, of all ages, dispersed in
different mediums and decorating various materials. It is by now established that,
when possible, portable Raman instrumentation can be successfully used for pigment
identification. Databases exist useful as references [2, 113–116]. Notwithstanding, it must
be taken into account that they are often not sufficient for the identification, due, for
example, to pigment degradation caused by the uprising of reactions in mixtures [92] or
by the high incident laser power and/or energy [117]; degradation can be simulated in
order to verify the spectral changes [118]. A recent review [39] considers the different
kinds of substrates, such as rock art; manuscripts; wall, panel and canvas paintings and
even gemstones. Concerning blue pigments, excluding all that is linkedwith lapis lazuli
(see Section 5.3.1), themost studied ones are azurite, cobalt-containing phases [119] and
indigo/maya blue (indigo in palygorskite structure [120]). In a very recent paper, the
effects of X-ray and ion irradiation on azurite were evaluated with a multi-analytical
approach [121]. Blue minerals very rarely used as pigments such as aerinite, veszelyite,
vivianite and glaucophane are also considered [39], whose reference Raman spectra
cannot be found in pigment database, but rather in mineral ones [193] or in specific
studies. Not considering copper-basedminerals (see Section 5.3.3), themost widespread
green mineral pigments are green earths. Their differentiation (glauconite, celadonite
and others) can be based on Raman spectral features; furthermore, the use of the
appropriate excitation wavelength can cause resonance effects [122]. Iron oxides and
hydroxides yellow and red minerals used as pigments are discussed in Section 5.3.1.
Lead- (lead white PbCO3 and red lead Pb3O4) and sulphur (realgar, pararealgar As4S4
and orpiment As2S3)-based yellow and red pigments are much studied due to their
strong tendency to photodegradation [39]. Black pigments include graphite and amor-
phous carbon black, which can be distinguished according to the source of carbon [123];
other dark pigments such as manganese oxides, cobalt oxides and magnetite must be
analysedwith high-sensitivity instrumentation and very low-power values, because the
easy heating of the strongly absorbing phases can hinder the identification of the
resultant spectra [117]. On the contrary, white pigments – mainly constituted of carbo-
nates – are usually easily identifiable.
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Pigments in painted multilayers can be non-invasively investigated by means of
micro-SORS application, which is suitable for the micrometric dimensions of layers
commonly encountered in cultural heritage [28]. A combined approach of micro-
SORS and mapping is recent, and it was applied for the first time on a real sample by
[124], for the study of an inhomogeneous painted stratigraphy on porcelain.

7.5.3.3 Alloys patinas and corrosion products
Whereas the metallic bonding cannot be studied by standard Raman spectroscopy,
the corrosion products are identifiable phases. The main aim of their study is under-
standing the degradation processes and evaluating the best conservation and
restoration procedures. Various collections of Raman spectra of different corrosion
products, especially of iron [30] [125] or copper-based alloys, can be found [25, 116,
126, 127], with bronze disease being one of themost urgent problems to be understood
and faced [126, 128–130] . Non-invasive in situ bronze and brass corrosion patinas
investigation has also been successfully tested, thanks to the combination of portable
Raman and X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) analyses [25]. Semi-quantitative Raman map-
ping on the cross-sections is very useful to visualize the distribution pattern of the
mixture of phases and to determine if the corrosion is active or not [30, 32, 125, 131].
Silver corrosion products were also considered studying the best Raman setup for
their identification [132].

So-called artistic (or artificial) patinas - as opposed to the natural ones - are also
studied. They are intentionally applied by the artist to finalize the aesthetic appear-
ance of the work [25]. They can be organic compounds such as drying oils and
waxes, more difficult to be identified especially if in situ [133], or inorganic coloured
layers. Few Raman-based studies were carried out on the latter, especially concern-
ing copper-based alloys, most of them involving preliminary phases of laboratory
patination and artificial weathering with the aim of differentiating intentional
application from natural patinas formation and of implementing the best strategies
of conservation and restoration [134–138]. In fact, the influence that the artificial
patina may have on the formation of the corrosion products is interestingly under-
lined [137].

7.5.3.4 Synthetic inorganic materials: pottery, glass, mortars
The Raman analysis application to pottery and glass is mainly aimed at the investiga-
tion of raw materials and production procedures, with the final objective of studying
technological and cultural models’ evolution within the same context and contamina-
tion and circulation among different cultural groups. The two production cycles can be
connected, especially for what concerns enamelling and glazing [139], which are the
most studied elements of these objects with Raman spectroscopy [82, 83, 85, 140, 141] .
Thanks to what is explained in Section 3.2, in fact, glass type differentiation – and thus
firing temperature hypothesis – can be attemptedwith this technique, especially when
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glass, glazes or enamels are coloured by means of an ionic chromophore, because on
the contrary, the scattering of a pigment, especially if resonant, can hide the glass
signature revelation [38, 60, 85, 99, 142]. A type of glass applicationmuch studied with
Raman is that of mosaics tesserae [143] and in general opaque glass-ceramics [84, 143],
where the attention is focussed on the pigments and on the opacifying phases. Opaque
red and yellow glass coloured with metal – copper and silver, respectively – has
deserved special in-depth analyses because of the huge absorption of the light by
metal nanoparticles. Main spectral features are observed at very lowwavenumber (10–
50 cm–1) [144, 145] . Furthermore, the Raman spectrumof the hostmatrix is perturbated
and limited to the near environment of the metal particle [146, 147]. Glass Raman
signature inform about the local silicate network conformation (controlled by the
Raman spectroscopic parameter “polymerization index”) with respect to the colourless
glass matrix [144]. These studies were carried out also on stained glass [146]; it was
demonstrated that stained glass windows can be analysed in situwith portable instru-
mentation, also differentiating original and restored pieces [91]. Concerning pottery,
glazes, interface between body and coating and – to a lesser extent – ceramic bodies
are studied for ceramic types ranging from soft paste to porcelain; since about the first
years of 2000, in situ investigations are commonly carried out, as for example for Iznik
pottery [148], Kuthaya fritwares [90], Meissen porcelain and stoneware [47, 149] as well
as Limoges enamels on metal [150]. Note that the identification of clays is difficult and
XRD or FTIR techniques are more efficient.

Apart from wall paintings studies [151], Raman spectroscopy is successfully
applied also to plasters and mortars, with the aim of gaining information about the
substrate preparation methodology [152] or of identifying degradation products such
as black crusts and efflorescence [153]. Micro-Raman mapping is also very useful to
test the penetration depth of treatments within plasters cross-sections [154, 155].

7.5.3.5 Natural and synthetic dyes, organic media and resins
Organic colorant identification by means of Raman spectroscopy can be challenging,
but thanks to red or, better, IR excitation wavelengths and the help of databases [156–
158] and specific flowcharts [159], it can be achieved. When fluorescence is too strong,
SERS can successfully be used to enhance the Raman scattering, requiring very little
material [160]. Actually, dye identification is one of the most common applications of
SERS to cultural heritage [19], ranging from the first experiments on madder-dyed
textiles [62] to the most recent attempts of quantitative measurements [161]. Ancient
dyes SERS and Raman study are often associated to the textile one, but very rarely the
fibre constituting the textile itself is analysed [162]. Even though binding media and
glues are more often studied by means of other techniques such as IR spectroscopy
(FTIR) or (pyrolysis)-gas chromatography-mass spectrometry ((Py)-GC-MS), it has been
demonstrated that the combined use of FT-Raman, SERS and IR micro-ATR can give
complementary information about objects with complex multi-layered decorations
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[73]. Databases of 785nm-acquired or 1,064nm (FT) Raman spectra of binding medias
and varnishes used in cultural heritage are available [114, 163]. Daher et al. [56]
proposed a flowchart useful for the discrimination of different classes of organic
media (resins, glues, gums and oils) by means of both Raman and IR spectroscopic
features. Specific studies on fossil resins such as copal and amber were conducted due
to the interest arising from their archaeological importance and therefore giving rise to
the study of geological samples of different provenances, such as the Baltic [164],
Romanian [53, 89], Mexican [165], Czech and Moravian [166]. Other Raman work in the
literature has concentrated on the determination of the extent of resin maturation,
hence the age of the resins, investigating the relative intensity of the two strong bands
in amber at about 1,646 and 1,450cm−1, respectively, arising from C = C conjugated
stretching and CH2 deformation [164, 167–169]. Edwards et al. [170] have investigated
the potential of Raman spectroscopy for the observation of insect inclusions in amber
resins in order to understand their state of preservation.

7.5.3.6 Other organic materials: paper, parchment, inks
Paper, parchment and ink studies are strictly connected with each other [171], even
though Raman-based works on paper are much rarer than those concerning parch-
ment, the latter being the constituting support of illuminated manuscripts; even when
Raman spectroscopy is used for pigments or ink identification, paper [172] or parch-
ment [173, 174]may be analysed bymeans of other techniques such asNMR or FTIR. On
the other hand, minimally invasive tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) was
successfully tested on nineteenth-century paper and ink [80]. FT-Raman can be used
for parchment characterization [175], also with the aim of detecting traces of prepara-
tion procedures [176] or of investigating the effects of biological or chemical deteriora-
tion [177]. Furthermore, it has been shown with 785nm laser excitation that Raman
spectroscopy is more efficient than ATR-FTIR in the parchment substrate analysis in
the presence of Ca salts, since the latter Raman signals are narrow, whereas ATR-FTIR
spectra result fully overwhelmed by CaCO3 ones [178]. Objects made of protein materi-
als exhibit a strong fluorescence under the laser and 785 or better 1,064nm excitations
are required. Alternatively, the use of very high magnification (x200) microscope
objective, close to the diffraction limit, allows minimizing the contribution of the
support and collecting the pigment signature [117].

Much wider is the Raman spectroscopy application to ink analysis, which is
reviewed and summarized in previous literature [179–181]. Iron gall inks often draw
the attention of analysts due both to their copious use for centuries and to their
characteristic corrosive effect: in situ portable Raman investigations and FT-Raman
ones were carried out on them [182–184]. The Vinland Map controversy is famous:
during the Raman investigation of the inks, TiO2 anatase, which is not a medieval
pigment but a common impurity of clay or kaolin, was found, hence the claimed
attribution to modern age (post 1923) [185].
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7.5.3.7 Human archaeological remains
Tissues and biomaterials analysed by Raman spectroscopy associated to forensic
archaeology are summarized by [186], showing that this technique may not only give
information about these material compositions, but also help distinguishing genuine
and fake/counterfeit ones. nIR (785 nm) or IR (1,064 nm) (FT)-Raman excitation
wavelengths are used due to the need of fluorescence overcoming. Both inorganic
and organic components can be detected, as for example in teeth, for which the
intensity ratio of the stretching modes of the organic and the inorganic components
can be correlated with the duration of the burial [187]. Apart from teeth [188], bones
and skin are the most studied, the former for the evaluation of their mineralization
during burial [189], even when they are decorated [190], the latter for the study of the
changes in molecular structure [191] also due to the microclimate [192].
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Ken Sutherland

8 Gas chromatography/mass spectrometry
techniques for the characterisation of organic
materials in works of art

Abstract: The power of GC/MS to resolve, characterise and quantify complex mix-
tures of organic compounds with high sensitivity has made it an indispensable
analytical tool to address detailed questions about the chemical constituents of
works of art. This paper provides an overview of the technique and its particular
suitability to material studies of art and historical artefacts, and reviews its diverse
research applications concerning the organic composition of artists’ and conserva-
tionmaterials. Options with regard to sample preparation by chemical derivatisation,
pyrolysis techniques, andmethods for the analysis of volatile organic compounds are
discussed, as well as various approaches to the treatment and interpretation of data.
The greatest value is gained from GC/MS when it is used as a complementary
technique, informed by and in synergy with other methods of analysis.

Keywords: gas chromatography/mass spectrometry, works of art, organic materials,
derivatisation, pyrolysis, solid phase microextraction, multivariate analysis, peak
deconvolution

8.1 Introduction

The organic constituents of works of art have been a source of fascination since
chemical tests were first applied to elucidate artists’ methods in the eighteenth
century, driven in part by an infatuation with the “lost” techniques and media of
ancient and Old Master painters [1]. It was not until recent decades, however, that
instrumental analytical techniques became sophisticated and accessible enough to
allow the diverse organic materials employed by artists – paint media, varnishes,
adhesives, etc. – to be characterised with any degree of reliability. Among these,
separation techniques such as gas chromatography (GC) showed early promise for
the resolution of complexmixtures of chemical species that are typically encountered
in samples from art objects, including terpenes in plant resins [2] and fatty acids
derived from oils and fats [3]. But it was particularly the combination of gas chroma-
tography with mass spectrometry (MS), with MS providing a means to identify the
compounds separated by GC, that emerged as a powerful and essential technique for

This article has previously been published in the journal Physical Sciences Reviews. Please cite as:
Sutherland, K. Gas chromatography/mass spectrometry techniques for the characterisation of organic
materials in works of art. Physical Sciences Reviews [Online] 2019, 4. DOI: 10.1515/psr-2018-0010
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organic analysis in art technical studies, and has remained a standard tool for
museum and cultural heritage laboratories to date. Figure 8.1 illustrates the expan-
sion in literature discussing GC/MS analyses of art materials: the first published
studies appeared in the 1970s-1980s [4–6], and following a lag of some years (attri-
butable to the limited number of specialised scientists and accessible instrumenta-
tion) there was a rapid increase of applications in the 1990s. By the first years of the
twenty-first century the technique had become a firmly established and indispensa-
ble component of art research.

This paper provides an overview of GC/MS and its value for material studies of
works of art, the diversity of analytical protocols available with regard to sample
preparation and introduction, the increasing variety of applications in the cultural
heritage field, strategies for the treatment and interpretation of large and complex
datasets, and its complementary nature with respect to other methods of instru-
mental analysis. The extensive body of literature on the closely related topic of GC/
MS analysis of archaeological organic residues will not be addressed here since it
has been the subject of previous reviews by several authors [7, 8]. Furthermore, this
is not intended as an exhaustive review of GC/MS-based studies of art materials, but
rather a selective and critical survey to illustrate key trends. A more comprehensive
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Figure 8.1: Graph showing growth in published GC/MS studies of works of art. Data derived from the
Art and Archaeology Technical Abstracts and Web of Science databases (with entries selected that
relate specifically to GC/MS and the study of art). The graph is intended to illustrate a trend only;
actual numbers are greatly underestimated due to the specificity of search terms used and the large
numbers of published studies that are not indexed in these sources.
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summary of recent published applications of GC/MS in art and archaeology was
provided by Bonaduce et al. [9], and detailed accounts that deal with analysis of
specific material classes (lipids, proteins, natural and synthetic resins) can be
found in Colombini and Modugno [10]. While now several decades old, and dated
in some technical aspects, the essential reference work of Mills and White [11],
remains a lucid and engaging introduction to the organic analysis, including GC
and GC/MS, of art materials.

8.2 Instrumentation and applicability to analysis of art materials

GC/MS is referred to as a hyphenated method, combining the benefits of two
distinct analytical techniques: GC to separate organic compounds in a complex
sample, and MS to facilitate their characterisation, identification and/or quantifi-
cation1 (Figure 8.2). As the name implies, separation by GC occurs in the gas phase:
for typical applications most samples from art objects are obtained in solid form,
and some kind of preparation is therefore required. This may involve chemical
digestion and modification (derivatisation) on a micro-scale in order to produce
volatile compounds that are amenable to analysis, following injection of a liquid
solution into the heated GC inlet. Alternatively, heating in an inert atmosphere
(pyrolysis) can effect a controlled decomposition into small molecules that are
transferred directly to the inlet. Sample derivatisation and pyrolysis are considered
in more detail in the following section.

gas
supply

sample introduction:
liquid injector/pyrolyser

column

inlet

GC oven

GC MS

ion
source

mass
analyser

lenses detector

vacuum
system

control
electronics

data
system

transfer
line

Figure 8.2: Schematic diagram of GC/MS instrument.

1 The acronyms GC and MS are used, here and generally, to refer both to the techniques (gas
chromatography, mass spectrometry) and instruments (gas chromatograph, mass spectrometer)
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Separation occurs on a capillary column, c. 15–60m in length, coated on the inside
with a thin film of viscous liquid, the stationary phase, which is typically a modified
polysiloxane or polyethylene glycol. The volatilised sample is passed through the
column in a stream of inert carrier gas such as helium, the mobile phase, and it is the
relative affinity of any given compound for the mobile and stationary phases – as well
as its boiling point – that determines the length of time it resides on the column before
being eluted. The column is housed inside a precisely temperature-controllable oven,
since increasing the temperature during the analytical run greatly improves the speed
of separation. Sample compounds are thus separated on the basis of their retention
time, which itself is a distinctive parameter that is useful for identification, in combina-
tion with the information subsequently derived from MS [12].

The compounds are eluted from the column directly into the ion source of the mass
spectrometer, operating under vacuum,where they are exposed to an energetic beamof
electrons that cause ionisation and fragmentation of the molecules. The resultant ionic
molecules and fragments can then be separated according to their mass-to-charge ratio
(m/z) by the mass analyser. The most common mass analysers for GC/MS are quadru-
pole and ion trap types, both of which use electromagnetic fields to filter or separate the
ions prior to detection by an electron multiplier. Each compound will produce a
characteristic and repeatable pattern of fragments under given ionisation conditions,
and itsmass spectrum – a plot of the abundance of ions recorded at eachm/z value – is
therefore a diagnostic fingerprint for that compound.2 It can be compared with mass
spectral databases of known compounds, or interpreted first-hand based on structural
information indicated by the patterns of ions and fragments [13]. Certain types of
instrument can perform multiple stages of fragmentation and analysis of selected ions
(a process called tandem MS or MS/MS) to give an enhanced level of structural
information [14].

GC/MS analyses aremost often performed in scanmode, i.e. measuring ionswithin
a predetermined range of m/z values, which are analysed sequentially by the MS
multiple times per second. The data generated are commonly presented as a total ion
chromatogram (TIC), a plot of the sum of all ions detected in each full scan. The TIC, in
common with other types of chromatogram, displays the separated compounds as
peaks and gives some indication of their relative abundance. From the TIC, a mass
spectrum can be viewed for any individual scan or for the sum of scans over a peak or
region (Figure 8.3). Because of the complex, multidimensional nature of GC/MS data –
combining axes of time (or scan number), abundance andm/z ratios – it can be treated
in amultitude of ways to extract an enormous amount of information about the sample
and its components. A common example is an extracted ion chromatogram (EIC) which

2 An alternative process to electron ionisation (EI) is chemical ionisation (CI), in which a reagent gas
such as isobutane or ammonia is present in the ion source during ionisation. This results in a “soft”
ionisation with less fragmentation, and can be useful for molecular weight determination of
unknown compounds. See for example [32].
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Figure 8.3: Top: total ion chromatogram from GC/MS analysis of a varnish sample from a painting by
William Merritt Chase, with inset mass spectrum (from peak in TIC marked *) for a derivative of a
cyclic terpene characteristic of shellac. Bottom: William Merritt Chase, Portrait of Anna Traquair
Lang, 1911, 151 × 121 cm, Philadelphia Museum of Art, 1928–63-4; photograph Joe Mikuliak. For
details see K. Sutherland, “Bleached shellac picture varnishes: characterization and case studies”,
Journal of the Institute of Conservation (2010) 33:129–145, copyright © Icon, The Institute of
Conservation, reprinted by permission of Taylor & Francis Ltd, www.tandfonline.com on behalf of
Icon, The Institute of Conservation.
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can be isolated from the total ion data to display the abundance of ions of a singlem/z
value during the analytical run. This can be valuable for enhancing the visibility of a
specific compound or class of compounds within a complex chromatogram, such as
hopanoid compounds in bituminous artists’ paints [15] or dye marker compounds in
textile samples [16] (Figure 8.4). Further strategies for data treatment are discussed
later in this chapter.

An alternative to the use of scan mode and EICs, if analysis is aimed at detecting
specific compounds at high sensitivity rather than providing a general characterisa-
tion, is selected ion monitoring (SIM). With SIM, theMS is programmed tomeasure only
a small group of ions that are characteristic of the compounds of interest, rather than a
full scan range: it has been used, for example, to enhance the detection of amino acid
derivatives in the analysis of proteinaceous paint binders [17, 18]. Due to the great
increase in signal-to-noise, SIM improves the sensitivity for the defined compounds,
but removes the possibility to detect and/or quantify other materials that may be
present in the sample.

The value of GC/MS for the study of art materials lies in its high sensitivity and
specificity, which are key factors because of the particular challenges associated with
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Figure 8.4: Left: total ion chromatogram from GC/MS analysis of a green textile thread from a 2500
year old Peruvian burial cloth with (inset) extracted ion chromatograms indicating the presence of
characteristic compounds derived from Tyrian purple (6,6ʹ-dibromoindigotin). Right: Paracas burial
cloth, ca. 2500 BP, Peru, Montreal Museum of Fine Arts 1947.ad.19; photograph Jacques Beardsell,
Centre de conservation du Québec. For details see J. Poulin, “A new methodology for the character-
isation of natural dyes on museum objects using gas chromatography-mass spectrometry”, Studies
in Conservation (2018) 63:36–61, reprinted by permission of the publisher (Taylor & Francis Ltd,
http://www.tandfonline.com).
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such analyses. Firstly, the possibility to remove samples from valuable works of art is
necessarily limited, and those taken are typically microscopic in size (often in the
order of micrograms or tens of micrograms). Secondly, the material is often complex:
a paint medium or adhesive, for example, may be formulated frommultiple materials
(such as egg/oil/plant resin) and its characterisation further complicated by the
presence of inorganic pigments or fillers. A further source of complexity is contam-
ination, which can be defined in this context as any accretions the object has
accumulated over time, as well as artefacts of sampling and analysis: these may
include organic materials from conservation treatments, storage or display environ-
ments, and handling, in addition to tools/containers and reagents used to extract and
prepare the sample. Finally, ageing must be taken into account when interpreting a
sample’s composition: many organic materials used by artists are prone to oxidation,
cross-linking or other forms of chemical alteration over time, and data from modern
reference materials may be misleading or entirely useless as a basis for assessing the
composition of samples hundreds of years old. This is a particular issue in the
analysis of terpenic plant resins, which are especially susceptible to these types of
alteration, especially when aged in a thin film such as a varnish or paint layer [19–21];
it can even be a problem for materials considered to be stable, notably beeswax,
which will show a depleted content of certain characteristic compounds in ancient
artefacts such as Roman Egyptian paintings [22].

8.3 Derivatisation and pyrolysis

Many of the chemical species that constitute art materials are too large or polar to be
volatilised and resolved using standard GC conditions. This necessitates some kind of
sample preparation, commonly involving chemical treatment on a micro-scale to
break down (hydrolyse) large molecules and polymers and to modify (derivatise)
active groups such as carboxyl, hydroxyl, or amines. Reagents that generate methyl
and silyl derivatives are most commonly used, although a great number of alterna-
tives are available for specific purposes. In addition to improving the chromato-
graphic properties of the analyte molecules, derivatisation may also produce
compounds with distinctive mass spectra that can facilitate their detection in com-
plex samples [23, 24].

The choice of sample preparation procedure will depend on the nature of the
material and the specific question to be addressed: there is no single “universal”
method, and the increasing variety of protocols described in the literature can be
bewildering to a novice analyst. Some pre-knowledge of the sample, derived from
complementary analysis techniques such as Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR), can be invaluable to guide the selection of an appropriate procedure, based
on a determination of the general class(es) of organic material present (protein,
carbohydrate, wax, etc.) Similarly important is a clear definition of the research
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question prior to analysis, based on consultation among the various collaborators
(scientists, conservators, curators): a thorough characterisation of a complex sample
may be informative in some instances, time-consuming and unhelpful in others.
Analytical protocols have been developed for GC/MS that address a broad range of
material types, involving multiple stages of sample extraction/derivatisation and
analysis [25–27] (Figure 8.5), and while these have the benefit of being comprehen-
sive they are also relatively laborious and require larger sample sizes (up to 1 mg). In
contrast, other methods use reagents, such as the quaternary ammonium methylat-
ing agent TMTFTH (trimethyl[α,α,α-trifluoro-m-tolyl] ammonium hydroxide or m-
[trifluoromethyl]phenyltrimethylammonium hydroxide), that will perform both
hydrolysis and derivatisation in a single solution [16, 23, 28–30], a great advantage
for microscopic samples from works of art as it avoids analyte loss that may result
from extraction or other pre-treatments. However, TMTFTH is suited for the charac-
terisation of a more limited range of material types (primarily oils, waxes, natural
resins and dyes).

sample

XII. saponification assisted by 
microwave 

XIV. extraction with 
n-hexane/ diethyl ether

XIII. acidification with 
trifluoroacetic acid

III. extraction with 
diethyl ether

extract

IX. acidic hydrolysis assisted 
by microwave

residue: ether 
removal

XI. GC-MS analysis of 
amino acids

X. derivatisation MTBSTFA

extract : lipid resinous 
fraction

XV. derivatisation with  
BSTFA

XVI. GC-MS analysis of acidic and 
neutral compounds

I. ammonia extraction

residue: lipid-
resinous fraction

extract: polysaccharide-
proteinaceous fraction

IV. OMIX C4 
purification

eluted solution: 
proteinaceous fraction

amino acid fraction

V. acidic hydrolysis assisted 
by microwave

VIII. GC-MS analysis of 
aldoses and uronic acids

VII. mercaptalation/silylation

residue: polysaccharide 
fraction

VI. clean -up step

saccharide fraction

II. reconstitution in 
trifluoroacetic acid

Figure 8.5: Multi-step analytical procedure for the characterisation of several classes of material
within a single sample. Reprinted with permission from Lluveras et al., “GC/MS analytical procedure
for the characterization of glycerolipids, natural waxes, terpenoid resins, proteinaceous and poly-
saccharide materials in the same paint microsample avoiding interferences from inorganic media”,
Analytical Chemistry (2010) 82:376–386, copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
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Using the appropriate sample preparation protocol, themajority of natural organic
materials that are encountered as constituents of works of art – oils, waxes, natural
resins, proteins, polysaccharides, organic dyes/pigments, etc. – can be characterised
with a high degree of specificity, based on detection of diagnostic marker compounds.
The major classes of organic materials, and their characteristic components, are
summarised in Table 8.1.

An alternative to chemical methods for breaking down macromolecules into
small, volatile species is pyrolysis, which is performed at 400–800°C in a small
furnace, purged with the inert carrier gas and connected directly to the GC inlet.
Pyrolysis-GC/MS (Py-GC/MS) initially found applications in the study of polymeric
materials that are resistant to chemical decomposition, including fossil or semi-fossil
resins such as amber and copal [19, 60, 61], Asian lacquers [62] and synthetic resins
[63, 64].3 Certain polymers will undergo pyrolysis in a controlled way to produce
molecules that are readily separated by GC, most notably the synthetic resins
(acrylics, styrenes, polyurethanes, etc.) in plastics and modern paint media, for
which this is a very effective and straightforward method of analysis [65–67], for
more details see [68, 69]. Plasticisers and other additives in polymer formulations are
also effectively released and separated by Py-GC/MS [66, 70–72], as well as some
classes of synthetic organic pigments [73, 74]. For other materials pyrolysis reactions
are far more complex and unpredictable, and may produce numerous compounds
that are either small and undiagnostic, or polar and not easily separated and
detected. This is particularly true for aged/oxidised natural materials such as plant
oils and resins [75]. The use of pyrolysis in combination with a derivatising reagent –
termed reactive pyrolysis or (with the use of certain types of methylating reagent)
thermally-assisted hydrolysis and methylation (THM) – overcomes this limitation,
combining the advantages of both analytical strategies, and allowing effective and
reproducible analysis of a wide range of material classes in a single sample with
minimal preparation [76]. The most commonly used reagent for this purpose is
tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) [19, 21, 32, 45, 50, 77], although pyrolysis
with the silylating reagent hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) has shown value for certain
applications [58, 78, 79]. Examples of studies using pyrolysis with methylation and
silylation are included in Table 8.1.

The application of Py-GC/MS techniques to the study of works of art has grown
considerably in recent years, in a large part because of their versatility and as a result of
a greater understanding of the pyrolysis reactions and products. Multi-stage or “dou-
ble-shot” techniques, using different temperatures to effect thermal desorption or
pyrolysis of specific sample components, have further enhanced the level of informa-
tion obtained from analyses [19, 80]. But another significant factor is improvements

3 Certain synthetic resins are amenable to chemical derivatisation, including alkyds, which have a
chemical similarity to drying oils. See [30].
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that have been made in the design of commercially available pyrolysers – with small
internal volumes and rapid, even heating – that greatly improve the sensitivity and
reproducibility of analyses. A new pyrolysis method has recently been reported that
employs a thermal separation probe (TSP) inserted directly into a special GC inlet that
can be heated rapidly to 450°C. The combination of controlled heating and the direct
transfer of pyrolysis products to the GC columnmakes it possible to analyse extremely
small samples (as little as a few micrograms) and provides structural information, for
example on the composition of ambers, that is not readily obtained using more
conventional pyrolysis techniques [42, 81].

8.4 Analysis of VOCs

An increasing number of GC/MS studies in the cultural heritage field are concerned
with themeasurement of volatile organic compounds (i.e. those that show high vapour
pressure at normal, ambient temperatures). This is due in a large part to the growing
availability of solid phase microextraction (SPME) techniques, which allow VOC ana-
lysis to be carried out easily, inexpensively, and with high sensitivity. SPME is carried
out using a small length (c. 1 cm) of fused silica fibre that is coatedwith an adsorbent or
absorbent material; a variety of coatings and coating thicknesses are available and are
selected based on the polarity and molecular weight range of the analytes. VOCs from
the material or environment to be tested are sorbed by the fibre coating, which is then
inserted into the heated GC inlet using a device similar to a syringe, and the com-
pounds are thus driven off the fibre for analysis in the usual way [82]. Derivatisation
can be performed in several ways, including the treatment of the SPME fibre with a
reagent prior to exposure to the sample material, to improve the stability and detection
of the absorbed compounds. SPME can be performed in the headspace above a solid
sample in a vial (HS-SPME), from direct immersion in a liquid solution (DI-SPME), or –
increasingly commonly for museum applications – in-situ to study VOCs in various
environments, such as a display case or storage area [83], or between the pages of a
book [24]. The technique has been applied for the assessment of building or art storage
environments [83–85], to monitor museum artefacts for pesticides [86] and fungal
growth [87], to measure degradation products of paper and other cellulose-based
materials [24, 88–91], or for the characterisation of materials such as waxes [92],
polymers and plastics [93–95]. While sampling (for HS- or DI-SPME) may be necessary
to achieve themost reproducible, quantitativemeasurements, SPMEhas the advantage
that it can be used to characterise museum objects andmaterials in a fully non-contact
and non-sampling way [92, 94].

Another technique that has been applied recently for VOC analysis is evolved gas
analysis (EGA). This is more commonly used as a complement to Py-GC/MS, to
provide a rapid characterisation of the composition and thermal degradation proper-
ties of materials such as plastics [96] or proteins [51]. However, Samide et al. [97],
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proposed a new approach in which the pyrolyser was operated at a low temperature
(115°C), allowing potentially harmful VOCs in museum construction and packing
materials to be analysed effectively by GC/MS, and providing a straightforward
alternative to SPME and other thermal desorption techniques for laboratories
equipped with a conventional pyrolyser.

8.5 Data treatment and interpretation

Although the essential technology of GC/MS has remained unchanged for decades,
incremental improvements (especially in the design of columns, and of MS compo-
nents to improve efficiency in the generation and detection of ions) have led to
progressive enhancements in the instruments’ resolution and sensitivity. Coupled
with advances in the speed of electronics and software, this means that a single
analytical run may now contain hundreds or even thousands of component peaks.
Such vast datasets are potentially rich sources of chemical information about the
sample, but present new challenges that necessitate different approaches to data
treatment and interpretation.

For some analytical questions qualitative data interpretation may still be suffi-
cient – that is, based on the detection of marker compounds that are diagnostic
for specific materials – and the enhanced sensitivity of modern instrumentation
has improved the ability to detect such markers at trace levels. Examples include
characteristic compounds that result from pyrolysis of the polymeric components of
sandarac and copals, to indicate the presence of these resins in artists’ paints and
varnishes [19]; and 12-hydroxy stearic acid as evidence for the use of castor wax
(hydrogenated castor oil) as an additive in modern oil paints [31]. Semi-quantitative
approaches to interpretation have traditionally included themeasurement of peak area
ratios, such as those of saturated (palmitic and stearic) fatty acids that are widely used
to infer the type of drying oil in a paint medium [3, 28, 33], and the ratios of oxidised
abietanemolecules as indicators of the state of oxidation of a paint or adhesive sample
containing Pinaceae resin [21]. For more fully quantitative interpretations, correlation
coefficients of the relative molar compositions (derived from peak area ratios) of a
group of compounds have been used, for example to interpret patterns of amino acids
diagnostic of certain types of protein or their mixtures in artists’ materials [49].

An alternative approach for datasets with large numbers of peaks is the use of
multivariate statistical techniques such as principal component analysis (PCA), which
are increasingly used to highlight patterns and relationships among samples analysed
by GC/MS. PCA is a method that reduces redundant or irrelevant information in a large
dataset and derives a small number of variables (principal components) that account
formost of the variance. These can be displayed in two-dimensional “scores plots” that
indicate groupings of related samples (Figure 8.6). Applications to the study of works
of art by GC/MS have included analysis of proteinaceous [25, 27] and gum-based paint
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media [56], shellac resins/varnishes [48], Asian papers [98] and modern oil paints [35].
Multivariate techniques such as PCA are effective tools to extract and visualise infor-
mation that may not be evident from more straightforward or empirical approaches to
data analysis, but they require considerable expertise to determine the most appro-
priate ways to input and process the GC/MS data, using specialised software pro-
grammes, and to interpret the results.
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Figure 8.6: Top: PCA score plot from GC/MS analysis of the amino acid fraction of proteinaceous
reference materials, along with data for paint samples from an eighteenth century painting (B) and a
fourth century sarcophagus (C). The position of the paint samples between the clusters for animal
glue and egg suggests a mixture of these materials. Bottom: Sarcofago delle Amazzoni (source of
sample C). Reprinted with permission from Andreotti et al., “Combined GC/MS analytical procedure
for the characterization of glycerolipid, waxy, resinous, and proteinaceous materials in a unique
paint microsample”, Analytical Chemistry (2006) 78:4490–4500, copyright 2006 American Chemical
Society; image of sarcophagus reproduced by permission of the Ministero per i beni e le attività
culturali – Polo Museale della Toscana – Firenze.
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Another powerful strategy in data interpretation is peak deconvolution, which
facilitates detection of marker compounds in complex GC/MS data, particularly those
present at trace levels. Peak deconvolution is a process that extracts “pure” mass
spectra (i.e. free of extraneous peaks from background or co-eluting compounds) for
single compounds, based on an automated analysis of the profiles of individual m/z
values in the TIC data. A widely used system is AMDIS (Automated Mass Spectral
Deconvolution and Identification System), a freeware programme developed by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology [99], in which peak deconvolution is
combined with automated searching of extracted spectra against a user-created
library to identify “target” compounds in a GC/MS analysis. This system has been
adapted notably by scientists at the Getty Conservation Institute, Los Angeles, and
the Cultural Heritage Agency of the Netherlands, Amsterdam, as an interpretation
tool that was initially developed for the study of Asian lacquers [77] but has since
been broadened to encompass a variety of natural and synthetic organic materials.

Another critical aspect of data interpretation is the exchange of information and
expertise among the growing community of specialists involved in the study of
cultural heritage materials. This is exemplified by the activities of MaSC (the Users’
Group for Mass Spectrometry and Chromatography) and in particular the series of
meetings and hands-on training workshops in GC/MS and related analytical methods
that the Group has organised since 2004 [18, 100]. Practical workshops with a focus
on GC/MS have also been held in conjunction with the above-mentioned RAdICAL
(Recent Advances in Characterizing Asian Lacquer) project [101].

8.6 Complementary analytical techniques

While GC/MS is clearly a powerful tool for the precise characterisation of organic
materials in works of art, it is most informative when used in combination with other
types of instrumental analysis. Since there is always some degree of selectivity in the
sample preparation procedure, with regard to its optimisation for certain compound
types, pre-knowledge of the sample is beneficial. As mentioned above, FTIR in
particular is widely used in the cultural heritage field and provides an effective
means of “screening” samples, to indicate the type(s) of organic material present
and to guide the selection of a suitable GC/MS protocol. FTIR can also supplement
information derived fromGC/MS, for example, by indicating in which form fatty acids
are present (as glyceride or wax esters, free acids, or metal carboxylates) in an oil- or
wax-based paint sample, a distinction that is not possible with some common GC/MS
procedures, and which may provide insights into the ageing or manufacture of the
paint [102].4 Knowledge of the inorganic components of a sample (obtained from FTIR

4 Several research groups have developed GC/MS protocols that allow discrimination of the different
forms of fatty acid: see [26, 32, 34, 39].
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or Raman spectroscopy, x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy, or scanning electronmicro-
scopy with energy dispersive spectroscopy) can be valuable, since pigments or other
inorganics may influence the chemical alteration of organic materials detected by
GC/MS [102], or may interfere with chemical derivatisation procedures [17, 55].

A variety of MS techniques other than GC/MS are finding applications in the study
of organic artists’ materials, as summarised in a recent review by Calvano et al. [103].
These include “soft” ionisation methods such as matrix-assisted laser desorption
ionisation (MALDI) and electrospray ionisation (ESI) MS that allow the analysis of
larger molecules than is generally possible with GC/MS, such as peptides, oligosac-
charides and triglycerides. Liquid chromatography with different types of detection,
including MS, has long been used for the precise characterisation of organic colorants
[104]. Several MS techniques allow the determination of both organic and inorganic
constituents in a sample, including time-of-flight secondary ion MS (TOF-SIMS), which
has been used to perform chemical imaging of discrete features and layers within
samples such as paint cross-sections. Direct temperature-resolved MS (DTMS) is a type
of in-source pyrolysis-MS technique that provides a rapid characterisation of organic
and certain inorganic components in a complex sample, with some resolution of
material fractions achieved by the heating profile, but without the separation of
discrete compounds that is possible with chromatography. More recently, direct ana-
lysis in real time (DART) MS, a technique that can be used directly on surfaces without
sampling, has been applied to the study of historic papers, and may have further
applications for non-invasive analysis of works of art and historic artefacts [103].

With regard to GC/MS, several specialised techniques are available that to date
have had little application in the study of art. Comprehensive two-dimensional gas
chromatography MS (GC×GC/MS) is a method in which the sample is subjected to two
independent chromatographic separations that, when used with a fast MS such as
TOF, provide high resolving power for trace compounds in complex mixtures.
Promising results have been obtained using GC×GC/MS to analyse natural resins
andwaxes [105] and Asian papers [98] (Figure 8.7). Laser pyrolysis GC/MS (La-Py-GC/
MS), a technique more commonly used for geological samples, allowed layer-specific
characterisation of resins and synthetic colorants in an exploratory study of cross-
sections made from paint mock-ups [106]. GC with combustion isotope ratio MS (GC-
C-IRMS) has shown great value in archaeological studies for the determination of
plant and animal sources of organic residues, based on the isotopic signatures of
individual organic compounds [107], and will likely find utility for questions regard-
ing the origins of organic materials in works of art.

8.7 Outlook and conclusions

While new analytical techniques continue to be developed and adapted for applica-
tions to study museum artefacts, GC/MS is likely to remain a standard and essential
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Figure 8.7: Py-GC×GC/MS data showing separation in two dimensions of chemical markers for
different types of Asian paper: kozo (A), mitsumata (B) and gampi (C). Reprinted from Han et al.,
“Analytical characterization of East Asian handmade papers: A combined approach using Py-GC×
GC/MS and multivariate analysis”, Journal of Analytical and Applied Pyrolysis (2017) 127:150–158,
copyright (2017), with permission from Elsevier.
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tool in the cultural heritage field. Its use has expanded with the development of an
increasing variety of accessories and sample preparation protocols that allow for
highly versatile analyses, along with the reduced cost and increased accessibility of
instrumentation. The value of GC/MS analysis has grown in synergy with the accom-
panying increased understanding of the organic constituents of works of art, their
interactions and degradation mechanisms. With an enhanced knowledge of the funda-
mental chemistry, it has been possible to address increasingly sophisticated questions,
besides the basic identification of materials, relating to issues with their stability and
conservation, manufacturing processes, adulteration, and authenticity. These avenues
of investigation have also been facilitated by a concurrent growth of research into the
historical technical literature and other documentary sources that provide information,
for example, on the processing and preparation of raw materials for artists’ paints and
varnishes. Collaboration among scientists of different specialties, and with experts in
other areas (conservators, artists, historians), will continue to be a key factor in
advancing the use of GC/MS and finding new applications in the art museum.

Acknowledgements: I am grateful to Jennifer Poulin, Canadian Conservation Institute,
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Ilaria Degano

9 Liquid chromatography: Current applications
in Heritage Science and recent developments

Abstract: Liquid chromatography has been widely employed in the analysis of materi-
als in Heritage Science, due to its ease of use and relatively low-cost, starting from thin
layer chromatography of organic binders in paintings, of archaeological waxes and
resins, and finally of natural dyes. High performance systems employing analytical
columns containing packed stationary phases gradually supplanted thin layer chro-
matography (TLC) in the field, since the separation, detection and quantitation of
specific species contained in a sample in the field of Cultural Heritage requires
selective, sensitive and reliable methods, allowing for analysing a wide range of
samples, in terms of analyte types and concentration range. Today, the main applica-
tions of High-Performance Liquid Chromatography in this field are related to the
separation and detection of dyestuffs in archaeological materials and paint samples
by reversed-phase liquid chromatography with suitable detectors. Proteomics and
lipidomics are also gaining momentum in the last decade, thanks to the increased
availability of instrumentation and procedures. In this chapter, principles and theory
of liquid chromatography will be presented. A short review of the instrumentation
needed to perform an analysis will be provided and some general principles of sample
preparation revised. More details on the detection systems, the chromatographic set-
ups and specific sample treatment strategies will be provided in the individual sections
dedicated to the applications to Heritage Science of the main types of liquid chromato-
graphic techniques. In particular, the applications of thin layer chromatography will
be shortly described in paragraph 4.1. The applications of Reverse Phase High
Performance Liquid Chromatography (RP-HPLC) will be discussed in detail in para-
graph 4.2, including the analysis of natural and synthetic dyes and pigments and the
profiling of lipid materials. The possibility to perform proteomic analysis will be
presented and a link to the relevant Chapter in this book provided. Themost important
and promising applications of ion exchange chromatography (IC) will be discussed in
paragraph 4.3. Finally, size exclusion and gel permeation chromatography (GPC) will
be presented in paragraph 4.4, including applications to the study of polymeric net-
work formation in paint binders, of the phenomena related to the depolymerisation of
cellulose in paper and of cellulose and lignin inwood samples. The possibility to study
synthetic polymers as artists’ materials and restorers’ tools by size exclusion (SEC) or
gel permeation (GPC) will also be introduced. In the conclusions, future perspectives of
liquid chromatography in Heritage Science will be briefly discussed.
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Degano, I. Liquid chromatography: current applications in Heritage Science and recent develop-
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9.1 Principles and theory

Liquid chromatography is a separation technique in which the mobile phase is a
liquid and the elution can be carried out in a column filled with stationary phase, a
capillary, or on a plane. As the sample is introduced, the components distribute
between the mobile and the stationary phase; the introduction of additional mobile
phase carries solute molecules in a continuous series of transfers between the two
phases. The separation can occur accordingly to one or more of the following inter-
actions: adsorption/partition, ionic exchange and size exclusion. Moreover, if the
stationary phase is functionalized with specific species or chemical groups (e. g.
chiral active sites), affinity interaction can occur.

Elution types can be isocratic, when the composition of the mobile phase does
not change during the separation, or gradient, when the composition of the mobile
phase changes during elution time.

Normal and reverse phase (RP) chromatography involve adsorption/partition
interactions and the typical analytes are organic compounds. In these cases, the
elution order and retention times mostly depend on the polarity of the mobile phase
with respect to that of the stationary phase. The solvents, which range from aliphatic
hydrocarbons to water, are ordered in “eluotropic series” that take into account the
intermolecular forces between eluents and stationary phases and report the so-called
“eluting power” for specific solvents, for specific stationary phases.

Direct phase chromatography entails the use of a stationary phase more polar
than the mobile phase. The most used polar stationary phases are composed by silica
or alumina gels and the eluents are mostly apolar organic solvents.

RP chromatography is performed when the mobile phase is more polar than
the stationary phase. The stationary phase is generally composed by silica particles
to which apolar groups are chemically bonded, such as octadecyl groups (C18).
Methanol, acetonitrile and water are the most used eluents. In RP-HPLC, the reten-
tion of the analytes is also strongly influenced by their hydrophobicity, which can be
modified by additives such as acids, bases or buffers (mobile phase modifiers).

Ion chromatography (IC) is a technique where ionic interactions are exploited to
separate ions in an aqueous mobile phase, according to type and strength of their
charge. The stationary phase is typically an ion exchange resin manufactured start-
ing from a macroporous polymer (such as cross-linked polystyrene) functionalized
with cation or anion exchanger groups, which can in turn be strong or weak exchan-
gers. The typical analytes are inorganic anions and cations, but IC can also be applied
to detect organic ions as carboxylic acids, carbohydrates and amino acids, as well as
proteins, peptides and nucleotides.
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Finally, size exclusion chromatography (SEC) is based on the separation of the
analytes according to their hydrodynamic volume (roughly equivalent to the size of a
molecule in solution) depending on their ability to perform preferential paths along
the chromatographic column. When size exclusion chromatography is performed
using aqueous solvents, it is also called gel permeation chromatography (GPC). The
typical analytes are natural and synthetic macromolecules. SEC and GPC are widely
used to purify or fraction samples in preparative chromatography, but can also be
applied as analytical techniques to estimate the average molecular weight of a
sample in polymer and materials science. For each column, it is possible to assess
a range where the molecular weight of the analytes and the elution volume are in a
logarithmic relationship. Thus, in the presence of a suitable set of standards, the
molecular weight of analytes in an unknown sample may be estimated.

9.2 Instrumentation

The instrumentation needed to perform analytical liquid chromatography differs
depending on the type of stationary phase used and the type of detector needed for
the identification, and possibly quantitation, of the analytes.

9.2.1 Paper and thin layer chromatography

To perform chromatographic analyses on a planar, or thin layer, stationary phase, an
elution chamber is needed. Whenever the stationary phase is paper, we refer to it as
paper chromatography. The application of this technique for analytical purposes is
today rather obsolete. In TLC, the stationary phase is a highly polar solid adsorbent
(alumina, silica or cellulose, typically) coated on a disposable aluminum foil, and the
elution occurs inside the elution chamber. Before inserting the plate in the elution
chamber, the liquid sample is deposed in a small spot on the bottom of the stationary
phase, and its components migrate at different characteristic rates; after the separa-
tion process, the analytes appear as vertically separated spots. The distance travelled
by each compound with respect to that of the solvent can be used to identify
components (retention factor, Rf) if suitable standards or reference materials are
available. The sample components are then detected by visual inspection if coloured,
or after spraying the TLC plate with a suitable visualizing agent. Paper and thin layer
chromatography are cheap and easy to use, but suffer from poor performances in
terms of analyte quantitation, with high detection limits and low reproducibility.

9.2.2 High-performance liquid chromatography

To perform the analysis on a column or a capillary, the typical set-up for analytical
purposes entails a mobile phase supplier, one or more pumps delivering the eluent,
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the solvent programmer, the sample injection valve, the column (or the capillary) and
one or more detectors. A system to acquire and process the data is needed, such as a
computer. Figure 9.1 depicts a general scheme for HPLC applications.

The solvent reservoir(s) contains the eluents to be used for the analysis. The pump
can be designed in different modes, but has stringent specifications, namely the
ability to operate continuously at high pressures, up to 6000 psi for high performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC), and up to 10,000 psi for ultra-high-performance
liquid chromatography (UPLC). Moreover, a precise and reproducible flow control
is required and in the specific range needed for the target application. For most
applications, 0.2–10 mL/min flow is used. For nano-LC applications, flow rates down
to the tenth of microliter per minute is required. The solvent programmer is necessary
to perform the analysis in a gradient mode. It is a crucial part of the equipment, since
accurate and reproducible solvent programmes ensure the reproducibility of the
analyses and allow high-throughput applications.

The column is the core of the chromatographic separation and several columns
are available on the market. Discussing the different types of stationary phases is
beyond the scope of the present chapter. Nonetheless, some general considerations
apply to all kind of chromatographic analytical columns. More than 80% of the
commercial columns are packed in stainless steel to support high pressures and
guarantee inertness towards the most common eluents. Tubing, fittings and frits
holding the packing in the column are made of materials resistant to solvents and
buffers, such as stainless steel or peek. The stationary phase is in most cases made
of spherical packings, which might or might not be functionalized, made of silica

solvent
reservoirs
(mobile
phase
supplier)

Pump and solvent
programer

waste

vent
tube

loop
Injection

valve

Column (and thermostat)
Detector(s)

Data acquisition
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Figure 9.1: General scheme of an HPLC instrument.
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particles or polymers. Both the pore size and the diameter of the particles influence
the back-pressure needed to elute the sample components. Most important, they
affect the superficial area of the stationary phase and the coefficient of diffusion of the
analytes into the stationary phase, and ultimately have a strong effect on the reten-
tion mechanisms and the overall efficiency of the separation. The influence of
different experimental parameters on the efficiency of a separation is considered by
the van Deemter equation, which relates the efficiency of a separation (in terms of
height equivalent to a theoretical plate) to the linear mobile phase velocity by
considering the physical, kinetic, and thermodynamic properties of the system [1].
Most columns are in the 10–30 cm length range, with 2-4.6mm internal diameter and
2–10 µm particle size diameter. UPLC (Ultra High-Pressure Liquid Chromatography)
allows the use of sub-2-µm particles for the stationary phase by exploiting more
effective solvent pumps and shorter connections, which can resist to relatively higher
back-pressures. UPLC allows obtaining a high chromatographic efficiency in shorter
runtimes, thus providing faster analyses with lower solvent consumption.

The sample is injected through an injection port, which includes a loop for
sample loading and an internal valve. Most recent instruments are equipped with
autosamplers, whose functioning is based on the same type of valves and loops as
manual injection. Autosamplers allowmultiple samples to be analysed in a sequence
that can run overnight, thus increasing the throughput of the analytical set up.

The range of detectors used in liquid chromatography is wide and their exhaustive
description goes beyond the scopes of the present Chapter. The most generally used
detector for organic compounds, which can be applied to most chromatographic set-
ups, is based onUV-Vis absorption.Different types of spectrophotometric detectors can
be coupled online to the chromatographic set up by employing conical flow cells to
host the eluent as exited from the column. Single wavelength or multi-wavelength
detectors can be used; Photodiode Array Detectors (PDA or also known as DAD) are
also employed and provide information on the entire UV-Vis absorption spectrum of
eluted species. The tridimensional information achieved by DAD allows obtaining
chromatograms over a range of wavelengths during a single run, thus providing
more information on the sample composition than a single wavelength detector. In
particular, the combination of retention time and spectrum allows for the positive
identification of the analytes, ruling out coelution of different compounds. Moreover,
the acquisition of the UV-Vis spectrum of each separated peak allows for selecting an
optimal wavelength for verifying peak purity and peak identity, and to quantify the
analytes with optimal detection limits. A scheme for DAD is reported in Figure 9.2.
Fluorescence detectors (FD) are also frequently used, providing higher selectivity and
sensitivity towards fluorescent analytes. The sensitivity of FD is typically 2 or 3 orders of
magnitude higher than that of absorption detectors; the outstanding selectivity is due
to the possibility to change both excitation and emission wavelengths during the
chromatographic run. In order to improve the absorption or the fluorescence of the
analytes, offline or online derivatization can be applied.
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None of these spectrophotometric techniques is the main choice for detection system
in IC applications, mostly employed to separate organic and inorganic ions, amino
acids, proteins or nucleic acids. IC applications mainly rely on conductometer
detectors.

For SEC applications, besides the spectrophotometric detectors, also molecular-
weight-sensitive detectors, such as refractive index, light scattering and viscometry
are used.

Finally, many set-ups of liquid chromatography can rely on mass spectrometry as
detection system, which has enriched and widened the possible applications in the
field of Cultural Heritage. Spray ionization techniques such as electrospray ionization
(ESI) and atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI) are the typical interfaces
used for coupling mass spectrometry with HPLC. ESI is produced by forcing a liquid to
pass through a capillary, then an electric field applied to the capillary tip causes the
ionization of the molecules. The desired effect is the formation of liquid-charged
droplets from which gas phase ions are formed. ESI mass spectra are characterized
by protonated/deprotonated molecules and adducts, i. e. [M + H]+, [M + Na]+, [M - H]-,
[M + HCOO]-; multiply charged ions are typically produced in ESI sources. APCI is
based on chemical ionization carried out at atmospheric pressure. The solution passes
through a pneumatic nebulizer and is desolvated in a heated quartz tube or heating
block, thus producing vaporization of solvent and analyte molecules, aided by a
nebulizing gas. An electric field applied to a corona discharge needle inside the ion
source allows the ionization of the gas forming the primary ions, which in turns ionize
the vaporized solvent molecules by proton transfer. These latter ions in turn ionize the
analyte molecules. Differently from ESI, APCI produces singly charged ions with
fragmentation to some extent [2]. As for the analyser of the spectrometer, the most
common are the ones based on quadrupole, ion trap or Time of Flight (ToF). The mass
spectra are acquired in sequence by scanning the selected mass interval repetitively in

Vis Lamp

UV Lamp

Lens

Detector
Flow cell

Slit

Grating
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Figure 9.2: Scheme of a Photodiode Array Detector (or Diode Array Detector) in the UV-Vis range.
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quadrupoles and ion traps, or by measuring the ToF of the ions through the flight tube
in ToF detectors. The ions abundance in each spectrum is summed and reported in the
Total Ion Current (TIC) chromatogram. Specific information on mass spectrometric
detection is available in other Chapters in this book, while more details on the most
common detectors are provided along with the specific applications described in the
following paragraphs.

9.3 Sample preparation

Sample treatments for liquid chromatography applications are generally aimed at
providing a solution free of interferences and enriched in the analytes under study. In
the field of Heritage Science, the amount of sample available for the analysis is often
limited; thus, research has dealt with different strategies to maximize the information
obtainable from one microsample by purifying and pre-concentrating the analytes, and
sample treatment has been the focus of several studies. To be specifically analysed by
liquid chromatography, a sample needs to be treated and solubilized in a solvent
compatible with the method and not harmful for the stationary phase or the detector.
In detail, the solvent shall be miscible with the mobile phase, and be characterized by a
similar strength with respect to the eluent used at the beginning of the elution, in order
not to competewith it (resulting in turn in not ideal peak shapes). Moreover, the solution
containing the analytes must be filtered, to remove any particulate that might harm or
clog the stationary phase. Standard filtration is performed on micro-syringe filters with
0.45 µm pore size. Whenever extremely small volumes are used to extract tiny samples,
centrifugation is a viable alternative strategy to purify the sample before injection.

Keeping these restrictions and best practices in mind, different protocols have
been optimized in the last decades, depending on the target analytes and sample
characteristics.

Some examples will be provided in the following sections.

9.4 Applications to heritage science

The first applications of liquid chromatography in Heritage Science were based on
Thin Layer Chromatography; however HPLC quickly supplanted TLC in diagnostic
applications. TLC has regained momentum recently, thanks to the possibility to
couple it with Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy.

Nonetheless, the great majority of applications of liquid chromatography in
Heritage Science are based on partition HPLC. HPLC reversed-phase chromatography
has been applied for the last 30 years to the characterization of organic dyes, which
are mixtures of polar, water-soluble compounds. The most common detection sys-
tems are based on DAD, but coupling mass spectrometry with RP-HPLC has led to
several publications highlighting the suitability of this detector, especially when
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dealing with unknown degradation/ageing pathways and products. RP-HPLC
coupled with mass spectrometry has not only been applied to the study of dyes and
pigments, but also to lipid materials and in proteomic applications.

In selected cases, Ion Chromatography (IC) is also used in the field of Cultural
Heritage, to obtain qualitative and quantitative information on particulates and
deposits containing salts. Also in this case, chromatography is the technique of
election, since sensitivity and selectivity are of paramount importance.

Size exclusion or GPC is not often applied in the field of Heritage Science for
diagnostic purposes, while it provided very interesting results in the characterization
of reference materials needed to mimic the actual behaviour of organic components
in works-of-art. A typical example is the evaluation of the physical-chemical proper-
ties of preservatives for stone, paintings, etc, which are polymeric in most cases, and
whose characteristics are easily observed by size exclusion or GPC. Other examples
entail the study of the behaviour in terms of ageing and interaction with different
organic and inorganic molecules of natural macromolecules present in archaeologi-
cal and historical works-of-art, such as wood and cellulosic or protein-based textiles;
binding media such as polysaccharides (natural gums), lipids (siccative oils) or
proteins (egg, casein, collagen); varnishes such as terpenoid resins.

9.4.1 Thin layer chromatography (TLC)

TLC has been applied in the field of Heritage Science in very early applications. Its use
is described by Mills and White [3] and reviewed by Striegel and Hill [4] for paint
materials, waxes and resins, and by Schweppe [5] for the analysis of natural dyes. The
diffusion of HPLC has much limited the application of TLC, since the former allows
more reproducible and most of all quantitative results to be obtained, while lowering
the detection limits thanks to sensitive detectors. In the last few years, the interest in
TLC has risen again thanks to its possible coupling with SERS detection for dyes and
pigments analyses, through the elution of the analytes on a suitable surface able to
produce plasmonic effects [6, 7]. On the one hand, the separation of the individual
components of the samples ease the interpretation of their Raman spectra; the
application of SERS hinders the fluorescence provided by most samples of natural
and synthetic dyes, avoiding interference in obtaining the Raman spectra; finally, the
extreme sensitivity of SERS detection overcomes the limitations of the TLC approach.

9.4.2 Reverse phase high performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC)

RP-HPLC is widely applied in the field of Heritage Science and in particular to the
analysis of natural and synthetic dyes [8–17]; in proteomics-related applications; in
the characterization of lipids in archaeological samples [18–23] or used as paint
binders [24–26]; in the analysis of biomolecular markers in archaeological residues.
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9.4.2.1 Analysis of natural and synthetic dyes and pigments
RP chromatography is particularly useful to analyse organic dyes and pigments, which
are complex mixtures of organic compounds most often aromatic and polar, charac-
terized by a strong absorption in the UV-Vis range. Generally, the characterization of
the dye source is based on the identification of molecular markers, followed by a
qualitative and semi-quantitative comparison of analytical results with the profiles of
known reference materials. The most commonly employed stationary phases are C8 or
C18, most often in the size of 150 × 4.6 or 150 × 2 mm, with 3 or 5 μm particle size, while
the elution is performed in gradient mode, with binary systems including water and
acetonitrile or methanol. Amongst the organic solvents, acetonitrile is often preferred
since it has lower absorbance in the 200–275 nm range, and lower back-pressure due to
lower viscosity with respect to methanol [27]. Mobile phase modifiers are used to
improve the chromatographic efficiency and peak shape. Being most dyes slightly
acidic due to phenolic or carboxylic functional groups, phosphate buffers are the most
used. Methanesulfonic acid (MSA) has been used to improve the resolution of indigoid
compounds in [28]. When synthetic dyes or pigments are concerned, counter ion
chromatography might be used to improve retention and peak symmetry, by using
for instance tetrabutylammonium hydroxide as a mobile phase modifier [17]. To
separate the most polar coloured compounds or degradation products, such as phe-
nolic acids contained in tannins, or phenols due to the degradation of aromatic dyes,
polar embedded reversed-phase columns such as RP-amide can also be applied [29].
As an alternative, or in all cases whenever mass spectrometry is proposed as detector,
organic modifiers are employed, such as formic acid or trifluoroacetic or acetic acids.
In most recent years, UHPLC was successfully applied, improving the efficiency of the
separations and lowering the detection limits [12, 13, 30].

The most used detectors for the analysis of dyestuffs are UV/Vis, Diode array
(DAD or PDA), fluorescence (FD), and mass spectrometric detectors, with ESI or APCI
interfaces (ESI-MS, APCI-MS). Notably, post-column derivatization might be applied,
especially for enhancing fluorescence [31].

To extract natural and synthetic organic dyes and pigments from paint samples
or textile fibres, several procedures have been tested in the last 20 years [32, 33].
Although several comparative investigations have been published [9, 14, 34, 35], the
method of election has not been identified yet, which is optimal for all the investi-
gated materials, since the range of chemical classes exploited as colouring materials
is extremely broad, and themolecular markers of each dye differ in terms of solubility
and stability in acidic or alkaline media. The most commonly employed methods rely
on the solubilization of the colouring molecules from the solid sample by solid-liquid
extraction in a heated bath, sometimes aided by ultrasounds or microwaves. The less
stable dyes and pigments, as carotenoids or glycosides, or the hydrophobic ones as
indigoids are commonly extracted in dimethylformamide (DMF) or dimethylsulfoxide
(DMSO). Organic lakes used as pigments, and mordant dyes are commonly extracted
in acidic media to hydrolyze the chemical bonds between the analytes and the
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substrate. Until very recently, the most widespread method entailed hydrolysis in an
acidic (for HCl) methanolic solution. In the last 10 years, mild extraction methods
were developed, entailing the use of acidic complexation agents such as hydrofluo-
ric, formic, oxalic, trifluoroacetic, or acetic acid, alone or combinedwith EDTA. These
mild methods were developed to overcome the issues caused by the application of
strong acidic conditions, such as cleavage of glycosidic bonds, dehydration or
decarboxylation of molecular markers, or esterification of phenolcarboxylic com-
pounds (see Figure 9.3). In some cases, the sample is further purified and the analytes
pre-concentrated by introducing a liquid/liquid extraction step with a suitable sol-
vent, such as ethylacetate.
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Figure 9.3: HPLC profiles of flavonoid compounds extracted from silk dyed with pagoda tree buds
(PT) or onionskins (O), using the formic acid, EDTA, and HCl extraction methods; DAD detection
with plot of absorbance at 350 nm. 1 = rutin; 2 = quercetin; 3 = kaempferol; 4 = kaempferol 3,
7-diglucoside; 5 = quercetin 4'-glucoside; 6 = isomer of peak 1 and 4 components (reprinted with
permission from [16], ©2005 American Chemical Society).
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9.4.2.2 Proteomic applications
Proteomics is the study of proteomes and their functions, being the proteome the
complete set of proteins encoded by the genome, accordingly to IUPAC. For proteo-
mic applications in Heritage Science, the researchers have relied on analytical pro-
tocols already developed for biological studies. The most used set-ups entail the use
of nano-LCs coupled with high-resolution mass spectrometry through electrospray
sources, applied to a tryptic digest of the proteins contained in the sample. The
columns are most often capillary columns with C18 stationary phase, and the eluents
are water and acetonitrile with formic acid as mobile phase modifier.

This extremely complex field of study is gaining momentum for the identification
of proteinaceous paint binders in paint samples, fossils or well-preserved archaeolo-
gical residues. Several examples in the field ofHeritage Science are reviewed in [36, 37].
Beyond protein detection, studies related to the biological species of the identified
proteins are present in the literature [38]. However, the approaches used in biomedical
research cannot be easily applied to historical and archaeological materials because of
the extensive protein degradation occurring in these samples and new specific proce-
dures need to be developed to address these analytical challenges [39].

9.4.2.3 Profiling of lipid materials
Lipids are widespread as paint binders and as residues in archaeological objects (as
food residues, illuminants, pharmaceuticals). They most often originally consisted in
triacylglycerides (TAGs) deriving from plant oils or animal fats. In some cases, lipids
found in archaeological residues also derive from vegetal or animal waxes. A relevant
lipid fraction is also contained in egg and milk and other dairy products. Finally, lipids
can be also found in semi-synthetic binders, such as modified modern oils and alkyd
resins.

Although gas chromatography-mass spectrometry has beenwidely applied to the
characterization of lipid materials in works-of-art, after saponification and derivati-
zation of the fatty acids deriving from the alkaline hydrolysis of triglycerides or
transesterification, RP-HPLC is used whenever the source of the lipid has to be
unambiguously identified based on its profile in terms of surviving and/or oxidized
TAGs, diglycerides and monoglycerides. In the analysis of lipids in the field of
Heritage Science, the most used stationary phase is C18. Different column sizes and
dimensions have been proposed, and good results were achieved by employing core-
shell stationary phases, which enable the analyst to obtain good separations in short
analytical runs (less than 30 min), using traditional HPLC pumps and providing
efficiencies comparable to those of UHPLC systems [18, 40]. The most common
eluents are methanol and isopropanol, but also acetonitrile and water are used [41].

Besides UV spectrophotometers and refractive index detectors, the most success-
ful detection system in these studies is mass spectrometry [21, 24, 40–42] since RP-
HPLC is generally unable to separate the several isomers in lipid samples. APCI-MS
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provides information on the nature of the triacylglycerides by yielding mass spectra
containing information on the protonated molecular ions [M + H]+ and diacylglycerol
ions [M - RCO2]

+. Moreover, the difference in the relative abundance of diacylglycerol
fragments [M - RCO2]

+ ion provided by the APCI ionization allows for distinguishing the
positional isomers of an individual triacylglycerol [43]. The application of ESI interface
produces the molecular ion relative to the analytes, which are often detected as [M +
Na]+. To gain structural information, tandem mass spectrometry is then applied, and
ESI-MS/MS has featured several applications in the field in recent years. Moreover,
high resolution mass spectrometry can provide the raw formula of the analytes and of
their tandem mass product ions, thus improving the selectivity of the method and the
possibility to ascertain the nature of unknown species. Methods based on HPLC-ESI-
MS/MS have been applied to interesting case studies recently, such as the character-
ization of oil based paint media in modern and contemporary artworks [44–46], to the
evaluation of the behaviour of plant oils used as binding media prepared in different
mockups and aged in different conditions [24, 47], to the identification of lipids not
related to food processing, such as ergot or whale oil, in archaeological findings [21,
23]. Figure 9.4 shows the chromatograms relative to the extracts of Winsor & Newton
alkyd paint mock-ups: one was naturally cured for 9 months while the other was
subjected to artificial ageing in the presence of acetic acid vapour. The TAGs profile
highlights the differences in composition of the paint binder resulting from ageing.

The extraction of TAGs, DAGs and MAGs from a paint or archaeological sample is
commonly performed by solid-liquid extraction in a suitable solvent, such as binary
mixtures of hexane with dichloromethane or chloroform, possibly aided by micro-
waves, followed by drying and reconstitution in a solvent miscible with the eluents.
The samples are filtered prior to injection.

A new procedure allowing for the simultaneous detection of free fatty acids,
MAGs, DAGs and TAGs has recently been published, entailing the derivatization of
the free fatty acids with hydoxyquinoline to increase their retention on a C18 column
with a water/methanol/isopropanol gradient elution [41].

9.4.3 Ion exchange chromatography

Ion chromatography has been used in the field of Heritage Science mostly as a routine
method to identify inorganic salts (mainly anions) and small organic acids (formic,
oxalic and acetic acids) in black crusts and generally damaged layers on stone buildings
or mortars [48–50]. It has also been exploited for the quantification of indoor pollutants
or ions leaching from glass objects [51–59]. In these cases, a conductometer detector is
employed, sometimes along with an UV–Vis spectrophotometer detector. Since the
eluent is usually a strong electrolyte, such as a strong base or acid, the contribution
to the background of any electrolyte thatmight interfere is usually removed using an ion
suppressor prior to detection. In the process, the solution passes through an ion
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exchange system (the “suppressor”) in which the cations are replaced by H+ to neu-
tralize the alkaline eluent to water in anion chromatography, while the anions are
replaced by OH- in cation chromatography to neutralize the acidic eluent to water.

Anion exchange IC has also been used in a completely different set-up to identify
plants gums used in paintings, after hydrolysis assisted by microwaves in the
corresponding sugars by trifluoroacetic acid and after purification of the sample
from its other components. The detector used by Colombini et al. in [60] was a pulsed
amperometry (PAD) using gold working electrodes.

9.4.4 Size exclusion (SEC) or gel permeation chromatography (GPC)

SEC has been applied in the field of Heritage Science to study the behaviour of
reference materials upon natural or accelerated ageing, and to the characterization
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Figure 9.4: (a) HPLC-ESI-Q-ToF chromatogram of Winsor & Newton alkyd paint (“Griffin Fast Drying Oil
Colour”) (PBk9) after 9 months of natural ageing; (b) FIA mass spectrum; (c) HPLC-MS chromatogram
after 6 months of artificial ageing. The chromatograms were obtained by overlapping the extract ion
chromatograms of the identified TAG species (reprinted from [46] with permission from Elsevier).
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of wood and paper depolymerisation upon degradation. Its application to historical or
archaeological samples is indeed limited by the relative high amount of sample needed
for the analysis, which is usually ten or hundred times higher than for RP-HPLC or IC
applications. The main applications of this technique are related to the study of the
degree of cross-linking or depolymerization a consequence of curing, ageing or
damage in natural and synthetic polymers, such as: polysaccharides (gums) or pro-
tein-based materials used as paint binders; cellulose in paper artefacts; cellulose,
hemicellulose and lignin in wood objects; synthetic polymers used as consolidants
in restoration or as part ofmulti-materialmodernworks-of-art. Natural resins have also
been studied by SEC. Depending on the stationary phase used, and the type of analyte,
different detectors were used, such as Refractive index detector (RID), UV (UV) or Diode
array detector (DAD), Fluorescence-multiangle laser light scattering detector (MALS) or
Cold Vapour Generation Atomic Fluorescence Spectrometry (CVGAFS).

9.4.4.1 Polymeric network in paint binders
The characterization of the filming properties of paint binders can be performed by
size exclusion chromatography, since they entail polymerization, cross-linking and
condensation, beside oxidative modifications and shortening of side-chains. The
evaluation of the degree of polymerization can help understanding the reactions
occurring upon curing of the paint layers or during ageing. Since the amount of
sample required for SEC or GPC is relatively high, this type of study can only be
performed on reference materials, possibly subjected to artificial ageing. SEC and
GPC have been used to gain information on the influence of different parameters on
the curing ofmaterials, since the presence of different types of pigments, additives, or
even the environmental conditions (temperature, light exposure, relative humidity)
can influence the polymerization-depolymerization rates of the paint binders. The
choice of column and detector strongly depends on the type of material under study.

Some examples include the evaluation of the effect on the curing of protein
binders (casein and ovalbumin) of the presence of azurite (Cu3(CO3)2(OH)2), calcium
carbonate (CaCO3), hematite (Fe2O3), and red lead (Pb3O4) [61], or of cinnabar (HgS)
[62], performed on a SEC system coupled to a diode array detector (DAD) or an UV and
cold vapour generation atomic fluorescence spectrometry detector (SEC-UV-
CVGAFS). The latter technique is based on the pre-column derivatization of protein
thiol groups with amercurial probe to detect mercury-protein complexes by CVGAFS.
In all these cases, the separation of the proteins was performed on a Biosep SEC
S2000 column in 50 mM Phosphate Buffered Saline pH 7.4.

The curing of oil binders has also been studied by SEC. In particular, the effects due
to preprocessing performed by heating, chemical bleaching or treatment with metallic
salts on linseed oil were studied by SEC with refractive index and DAD detectors. The
separation was performed on a PLGEL 5µm 1000 Å column and tetrahydrofuran was
used both to solubilize the sample and as eluent [63]. Recently, the same analytical set-
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up was applied to study the behaviour of historical linseed oil/colophony varnishes
formulations [47]. The results obtained by SEC quantitation showed that changing the
oil/colophony proportions in the varnish strongly affected the polymerization rate of
the oil, favoring hydrolysis in presence of higher amount of colophony, while linseed
oil inhibited the formation of diterpenic dimers and trimers. The different polymeric
fractions are clearly visible in the SEC chromatograms, reported in Figure 9.5.

Dammar andmastic resinswere also studied using a high-performance size exclusion
chromatography system (HP-SEC) coupled with RID and UV/Vis detectors, to model
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the polymerization and degradation of triterpenoid resins, which entails radical
polymerization, cross-linking and condensation, oxidative modifications and short-
ening of side-chains [64].

9.4.4.2 Depolymerisation of cellulose and lignin in paper and wood samples
The evaluation of the degree of polymerization in dependence on the conservation
parameters and in relation with other variables measured on the samples such as the
extent of oxidation or the increase in acidity, or even the crystallinity index, can
provide important results in the study of the factors affecting the degradation of
paper and wood objects.

The evaluation of the degree of depolymerization in historical paper as a con-
sequence of ageing in general, and conservation conditions in particular, is generally
evaluated by either viscosimetry or SEC [65]. Samples need to be solubilized prior to
injection; one of the most promising systems entail the dissolution in LiCl–N,N-
dimethylacetamide (DMAc). In this case, the use of proper standards and a thorough
interpretation of the results is needed to perform studies on the depolymerization of
cellulose in paper, since the formation of the strong interactions between the solvent
and cellulose influences its hydrodynamic volume and thus impede to rely on the
commonly applied calibration curves. Note that the eluent shall be a LiCl–DMAc
solution. The chromatographic set-up described in the literature comprises a 7.5 ×
300mm crosslinked polystyrene–divinylbenzene gel column and a differential
refractometer detector [66, 67]. Derivatization and subsequent dissolution in tetra-
hydrofuran is another option [68].

In the case of wood samples, solubilization is muchmore difficult due to the poor
solubility of both lignin, cellulose and hemicellulose in all solvents [69]. Samples are
thus generally subjected to a derivatization reaction prior analysis. GPC analysis
applied to lignin extracted from archaeological waterlogged wood has been used to
determine the molecular weight distribution of lignin [70–72]. In the most recent
among these studies [72], lignin was analysed after extraction and acetylation, while
wood as a whole was solubilized in ionic liquids and both cellulosic and lignin
fractions were analysed after acetylation and benzoylation. For lignin GPC, the
wood powder was refluxed under nitrogen in a 0.1 M HCl dioxane-water solution
(85:15%); the suspension was centrifuged, and the supernatant added dropwise into
a 0.01M HCl aqueous solution, then kept at + 4 °C overnight for complete lignin
precipitation. The precipitate was collected by centrifugation, washed with acidified
distilled water (pH 2), freeze-dried, and finally acetylated with acetic anhydride:
pyridine 1:1 v/v. Wood benzoylation and acetylation reactions were both performed
on the wood powder in 1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride, with benzoyl chloride
and acetyl chloride, respectively. A sequence of an Agilent PL gel 5 μm, 500Å and a
PL gel 5 μm, 104Å columns in series was used, and the solvent for sample dissolution
and elution was tetrahydrofuran. The detection was performed with an ultraviolet
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diode array (UV) detector set at 240 or 280 nm for benzoylated and acetylated
samples, respectively [72]. GPC provided data on the depolymerization of lignin
related to the conservation state of wood in archaeological context.

9.4.4.3 Synthetic polymers as artists’ materials and restorers’ tools
Synthetic materials have been exploited by artists and restorers since their appear-
ance on the market. The variety of formulations of synthetics resins in terms of
composition and rheologic properties has allowed on the one hand their extensive
use in paint tubes and sprays, plastic design materials and varnishing or coatings for
artistic purposes; on the other hand, their adhesive properties have made them
perfect as consolidants, adhesives and protective varnishes for conservation. Even
if SEC and GPC are very well-known analytical tools employed by synthetic chemists
to evaluate the behaviour of different polymeric resins upon ageing, their long term
stability and, as a consequence, suitability as conservation or restoration materials
have only been evaluated in few case studies [33].

9.5 Conclusions

In conclusion, liquid chromatography has been widely applied in Heritage Science to
analyse organic and inorganic materials, by performing qualitative and semi-quanti-
tative analyses.

For decades, the most used techniques where those based on reverse-phase
HPLC with UV-Vis detection for the study of organic dyes and pigments, and those
exploiting IC to detect inorganic salts or small organic acids in damage layers and
patinas, mostly on stone building.

As more efficient stationary phases were introduced on the market, and mass
spectrometry became a viable detector for liquid chromatography in terms of ease-of-
use, robustness and availability in research laboratories, new applications started to
be developed. These include for instance the analysis of lipid materials by RP-HPLC-
ESI-MS/MS and proteomic applications, in the field of both paint binders and archae-
ological amorphous residues characterisation.

Size exclusion chromatography has been used mostly on reference materials,
due to the relatively big sample size required; nonetheless, SEC and GPC applications
allowed for studying in detail peculiar cases such as the degradation of paper and
wood objects.

In the future, the applicability of liquid chromatography will increase for several
reasons.

First, since most of the analyses rely on the comparison with reference materials
prepared ad hoc, the number of applications of HPLC to lipid and protein analysis will
increase thanks to the creation of dedicated databases of acyl glycerol and protein/
peptides profiles (already available since a long time for the study of organic dyes and
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pigments), based on the analysis of reference mock-ups, also artificially aged, and of
actual paintings and archaeological samples.

By a technical point of view, novel methods will be developed thanks to the
continuous production of stationary phases useful for the simultaneous analysis of
different classes of analytes. The application of two-dimensional liquid chromatogra-
phy is also promising, as demonstrated by the paper by Pirok et al. [73] who developed
a LC × LC method for the separation of authentic aged synthetic dyes, with ion-
exchange chromatography in the first dimension and fast ion-pair liquid chromato-
graphy in the second.

Finally, the further development of different interfaces between liquid chroma-
tography and mass spectrometric detection will also allow for increasing the number
of detectable species, and thus the range of application of HPLC; this is particularly
interesting for SEC and GPC analyses, which would benefit from aMS detection of the
products.
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10 Characterization of proteins in cultural heritage
using MALDI–TOF and LC–MS/MS mass
spectrometric techniques

Abstract: Identification of proteinaceous materials in artworks is of high interest to
restorers-conservators, art historians and archaeologists, because it helps to shed
light on the used painting techniques, to attribute unknown artworks, to make
conclusions on prehistoric diets, etc. The chapter is devoted to themass spectrometry
instrumentation, evaluation of obtained data and it is showing several examples of
the application of matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization–time-of-flight and
liquid chromatography–electrospray ionization–quadrupole–time-of-flight mass
spectrometers on cultural heritage samples.

Keywords:MALDI-TOFMS, LC-MS/MS,mass spectrometry instrumentation, statistical
analysis, proteinaceous and non-proteinaceous materials, cultural objects

10.1 Introduction to mass spectrometry of proteins

Identification of proteinaceous materials in artworks is of high interest to restorers-
conservators, art historians and archaeologists, because it helps to shed light on the
used painting techniques, to attribute unknown artworks, to make conclusions on
prehistoric diets, etc. This chapter is devoted to usage of mass spectrometry (MS)
techniques and is based on our experience with proteins and analyses of natural
organic dyes of cultural heritage objects.

Mass spectrometric analyses are based on determination of molecular weights of
analysed compounds. These methods are very straightforward and unambiguous
because molecular weight is one of the basic and easily understandable characteristics
of a molecule. Basically, there are two ways of proteins analysis by MS. The first one,
very rare, is based on determination of molecular weights of intact proteins. A much
more common way of protein analysis is to digest a protein polypeptide chain specifi-
cally by proteolytic enzyme, typically by trypsin, which cleaves peptide bondswith high
specificity behind residues of arginine and lysine if they are not followed by proline.
Thus, each protein is cleaved into a set of specific peptide fragments with characteristic
molecular weights in the range of 700–4,000Da (typically). These weights can be
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determinedwith high accuracy. The set of specific peptide fragments characterizes each
protein similar to how a fingerprint does an individual person. A protein then can be
identified by comparing experimentally obtained molecular weights with theoretical
weights derived from protein sequence stored in sequence databases.

Nowadays, amore common, modern and effective way of protein identification is
based on determination of amino acid sequence of peptides by inducing their
fragmentation. The peptides are identified with the aid of sequence database and
used to produce a list of proteins present in the sample. In this way up to several
thousand proteins can be identified in one sample.

All the methods of proteins identification described above were developed for work
with liquid samples in early 1990s. However, in 2004, an innovative approach has been
proposed by Hynek and Kuckova [1]. This method led to a revolution in the analysis of
proteins contained in insoluble materials, and demonstrated its great potential for the
analysis of proteins in artworks. The technique is actually based on peptide mass
mapping. This does not require problematic and timely extraction of proteins from
artworks which, in some cases, can hardly be possible. Instead, a tiny sample, e. g. a
small piece of colour layer of artwork, is submersed into a drop of solution containing
trypsin. This enzymehas a relatively smallmolecule, which is able to penetrate insoluble
materials and cleave the entrapped polypeptide chains of proteins. The small specific
peptide fragments are released into the solutionunlike the large intact proteins. Then the
solution can be analysed by an appropriate MS method (Figure 10.1).

Identification of proteins in the cultural heritage objects was always considered to be
one of the most important, because revealing of the protein composition provides
information on painting techniques, explains unusual mortar properties, helps recog-
nizing animal species, etc. Nowadays, mass spectrometric techniques like MALDI
(matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization) and LC–MS/MS (liquid chromatography
coupled to tandemMS) are usedmost often for the protein identification. Several other
protein identification methods exist, however their use is somewhat limited [2, 3]. The
use of Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy is limited to samples with relatively
high-protein concentration [4]. Gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC–MS),

Samples
Extraction&
modification

Trypsin
cleavage

Protein identification
Number of peptides
Degradation products
Amino acid modifications
Animal species determinationLiquid chromatography

MS/MS

MS spectrum
MALDI-TOF MS

Figure 10.1: Proteomic approach applied on cultural heritage objects.
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based on observing characteristic ratio of amino acids released after hydrolysis, is
generally not reliable for identification of complexmixtures of proteins [4, 5]. Enzyme-
linked immunosorbent assay is very sensitive, but specific antibody usage is necessary
for each targeted protein [4, 6]. Other methods like GALDI (graphite-assisted laser
desorption/ionization mass spectrometry) [7, 8], immuno-surface-enhanced Raman
scattering [9, 10], time-of-flight (TOF)–secondary ion mass spectrometry [11] and
chemiluminescent imaging techniques are used in specific cases [12].

10.2 Mass spectrometry instrumentation

Basic working principle of aMS is to transform samplemolecules into the form of ions
in gas phase, separate them according to theirm/z and then detect andmeasure their
abundance by detector. Every MS consists of several parts: a sample inlet for intro-
duction of analysed compounds (capillary from GC/LC, a sample plate with solid
samples); an ion source, which converts the analysed molecules into the form of ions
(either positively or negatively charged); one or several analysers to separate ions
according to their m/z ratios; a detector producing a signal proportional to the
amount of ions falling on it; and a data processing system producing mass spectra
in the suitable form for further analysis. It is also possible to fragment the separated
ions andmeasurem/z ratio of fragments; so called tandemmass spectrum (MS/MS) is
obtained in such case, which allows for determining amino acid sequence of indivi-
dual peptides.

10.2.1 Ion sources

For ionization of non-volatile biomolecules (peptides, proteins, polysaccharides)
MALDI and electrospray ionization (ESI) are used. Introduction of these ionization
techniques in the 1980s started a new era of MS analysis culminating in the modern
proteomics. Both ESI and MALDI are considered to be soft ionization methods
producing mainly intact protonated pseudomolecular ions (M+H)n+.

Matrix plays a key role in the MALDI ionization process [13]. Commonly used
matrices are weak acids, e. g. α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (HCCA), 2,5-dihydrox-
ybenzoic acid (DHB) or 3,5-dimethoxy-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (sinapinic acid). DHB
is used in analysis of peptides, proteins and synthetic polymers but it is of particular
use for analysis of glycans and glycoproteins. HCCA is typically used for measure-
ment of peptides and small proteins (<20 kDa) whereas sinapinic acid is used for
larger proteins.

In any case, the matrix molecules must have a strong absorption at the wave-
length of the laser used for ionization. UV lasers have been usedwith pulse frequency
up to 10 kHz. Thanks to that, a spectrum of a sample can be obtained within few
seconds. During sample preparation, a microlitre of a sample is mixed with several
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microlitres of the matrix solution. The sample-matrix mixture is deposited on a target
(usually a steel plate). After air drying process, a spot containing crystals of matrix
and sample molecules remains on the target. Upon irradiation with laser beam (in
deep vacuum), matrix molecules absorb laser-emitted photons, the spot is warmed
up, and the irradiated matrix and sample molecules are desorbed. They create a
cloud containing neutral matrix molecules, photonically ionized matrix molecules
and the molecules of the sample. Great molar excess of matrix over sample protects
sample from any harm caused by laser. In the dense plume matrix and sample
molecules undergo multiple collisions. It is assumed that during collisions protons
are transferred from matrix molecules to sample molecules thus creating protonated
pseudomolecular ions which are subsequently accelerated in high-voltage direct
electric field for the mass measurement. MALDI typically provides monocharged
protonated ions (M+H)+.

Whereas MALDI produces ions from the solid state samples, ESI can be used for
liquids [14]. Compounds to be analysed are dissolved in amixture of solvents (usually
mixtures of water, acetonitrile, methanol or isopropanol). Also small amount of acid
(often 0.1% solution of formic acid) is added to promote ionization if the measure-
ment is performed in the positive mode; in the negative mode a base is added
(trimethylamine, piperidine). Non-volatile buffers should be avoided as they would
crystalize inside the ESI source. Sample solution is pumped through a capillary. A
several kilovolts potential difference between the capillary tip and counter-electrode
produces a very intense field which causes the solution to spray in the form of fine
charged droplets. The ESI source is heated to 150–200 °C so the liquid from droplets
evaporates, the droplets shrink and surface charge increases. When surface charge
limit is reached the droplets undergo fissions to create smaller droplets. As the
evaporation continues, the droplets undergo further fissions until there is only one
samplemolecule in the droplet. At this time the rest of the solution is evaporated, and
the charges carried by the droplet are transferred to the analyte. This, so called
charge-residue model of ionization, is valid for proteins [15]. Alternative theory,
called ion evaporation model, proposes that, as the droplet shrinks to a certain
limit and reaches high enough surface intensity of electric field, the solvated ions
can escape from the surface of the droplet and carry charges offwith them; this model
is probably involved in the ionization of small molecules (peptides) [15]. The char-
acteristic property of ESI is, in contrast with MALDI, creation of multiply charged
(protonated) ions. In ESI, peptides carry two to four protons, and proteins can carry
up to several tens of protons. ESI is a softer technique compared to MALDI, it allows
for direct measurement of noncovalent protein complexes (native ESI). The definite
advantage of ESI is the fact that its response is proportional to the concentration of
analytes in the solution; therefore, ESI is routinely used for quantitative analysis
unlike MALDI where the measured ion intensity depends on many variables which
are difficult to control.
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10.2.2 Mass analysers

When the analytes are ionized and transferred to gas phase, they can be separated
according to theirm/z ratio in an analyser. There are five types ofmass analysers used
in protein MS–TOF, quadrupole, quadrupole ion trap (QIT), orbitrap and Fourier
transform ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR). One of their most important character-
istics is resolution, i. e. the ability to separate ions with close m/z ratios. TOF
analyser, orbitrap and FTICR exhibit high resolution whereas quadrupole and quad-
rupole ion trap demonstrate low resolution.

Time-of-flight (TOF) analyser separates ions by their speeds. Ions are accelerated
by electric field outside the analyser, and then they drift in field-free region of the
flight tube (Figure 10.2) [16]. All ions of the same charge acquire same kinetic energy,
however they differ in their masses and consequently in their speeds. M/z ratios are
determined from the flight times of ions, i. e. how long the ion flies from ion source to
the detector. TOF analysers can operate in two modes – linear mode and reflector
mode. In linear mode electric field accelerates ions after ionization and directs them
to the flight tube through which they get to a detector. This mode is generally used for
the analysis of large molecules (proteins). Compared to the reflector mode it has
lower resolution, lower accuracy of measuredm/z ratios but virtually no upper mass
limit.

Pulsed laser

Detector

TOF
Sample plate

a)
Reflector

Pulsed laser

Collsion cell Detector Reflector

Sample plate
TOF 1

b)

TOF 2

Figure 10.2: Schematics of MALDI–TOF and MALDI–TOF/TOF instruments. (a) After ionization ions
obtain high-kinetic energies and are separated according to their speeds in the field-free region of
the flight tube. The reflector compensates for spread in kinetic energies of ions with the same m/z
ratio. (b) In TOF/TOF instruments, a collision cell is placed between two TOF analysers. Ions of
particular m/z ratio are selected by the first TOF analyser, fragmented in the collision cell and the
fragment ions separated by the second TOF analyser.
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In reflector mode the trajectory of ions in the flight tube is more complicated. The
ions are accelerated and directed to the flight tube similarly to linear mode. However,
at the far end of the flight tube a reflector (ion mirror) is placed. The reflector is an
assembly of circular electrodes with increasing electric potential. As the ions fly
through the reflector they are gradually slowed down, eventually stopped and then
accelerated at a slight angle back to the flight tube where they hit detector. The
purpose of the reflector is to equalize kinetic energies of the ions with the same m/z
ratio and thus increase resolution of acquiredmass spectra and accuracy ofmeasured
masses. MALDI–TOF represents an ideal match of two techniques which benefits
from both the pulse nature of MALDI source and the ability of TOF analyser to
separate incoming bundles of ions in time and to send them to the detector. It is
possible to connect two TOF analysers in a series thus enabling acquisition of tandem
mass spectra (Section 10.2.4) [17].

Quadrupole mass analyser [18] consists of four parallel metal rods (Figure 10.3(a)).
When an ion is introduced to the quadrupole it starts oscillating between the rods
under the influence of combined static and alternating electric fields. For particular
values of these electric parameters only ions of certainm/z ratio have stable trajectory
through the quadrupole. All other ions hit one of the rods, discharge and never reach
the detector. In order to obtain a mass spectrum, electric parameters are progressively
changed (scanned) while keeping their ratio constant, thus ions of different m/z ratio
can successively pass through the quadrupole. Quadrupoles are widely used in the
modern MSs despite their low resolution. When only alternating field is applied no
separation by m/z ratio occurs, and all ions can pass through the quadrupole being
focused in its centre. This is useful for ion passage through MS. Quadrupoles can also
serve as collision cells when filled with collision gas (nitrogen, argon). Ions passing
through the quadrupole with only alternating voltage on collide with molecules of the

a) b)

Figure 10.3: Schematics of quadrupole and orbitrap. (a) Quadrupole consists of metal rods. Ions
flying through the quadrupole oscillate under the influence of electric fields. Only ions of certainm/z
ratio have stable trajectory for a given value of electric fields. (b) Ions enter orbitrap through the
opening in outer electrode. Under the influence of an electric field they start to move around and
along the central electrode creating concentric rings. Motion of ions induce image current in the outer
electrode which is recorded and used for determination of m/z ratios of ions by Fourier transform.
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collision gas, which increases their inner energy until the bonds in the molecules start
to break creating fragments which are useful for structural studies.

Quadrupole ion trap (QIT) is another type of analyser with low resolution [19],
although analysers of this type are very useful for detailed structural studies. QIT
consists of a ring electrode and two caps electrodes. Ions can be trapped inside QIT by
a combination of alternating and direct electric fields. Helium gas present in QIT
takes away the excess energy from the trapped ions by collisions. In order to obtain a
mass spectrum, the trapped ions need to be expelled from the trap. This is achieved
by increasing amplitude of the alternating field voltage applied to the ring electrode
while keeping its frequency constant. The ions then leave the trap through the holes
in the cap electrodes and impinge on the external detector.

Orbitrap is the youngest member of mass analysers’ family being commercially
introduced in 2005 [19]. Since its introduction it has become widely used thanks to
its high resolution, high-mass accuracy, affordable price and low operational
costs. Orbitrap consists of an inner spindle-like electrode and an outer cylindrical
electrode which is cut in halves, which are electrically insulated from each other
(Figure 10.3(b)). Orbitrap is an electrostatic trap with electric potential of nearly −3
kV (for analysis of positive ions) applied to the central electrode. Ions are injected
into the orbitrap tangentially through a small opening in the outer electrode. The
applied electric field causes the ions to oscillate around and along the central
electrode. The frequency of oscillations along the central electrode depends onm/z
ratio. The oscillating ions create electric current in the outer electrode, and the
mass spectrum is obtained by Fourier transform of the recorded current. The
longer the current recording period the better is the resolution. For a given scan-
ning time the resolution is inversely proportional to

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m=z

p
thus decreasing when

mass of ions increases.
The best mass resolution is offered by FTICR [20] type of analyser. Although the

extreme resolution is tempting, its high-acquisition price, operational costs and
complicated operation procedures are primary reasons of why FT-ICR is not widely
used. The ICR cell itself consists of a pair of excitation electrodes and a pair of
detection electrodes. The cell is placed inside a superconducting magnet with the
magnetic field intensity of several Tesla. The magnetic field causes ions to move
inside the cell along circular trajectories near the centre of the cell with the unique
frequencies which depend onm/z ratio of ions. In order to carry out detection of ions
present in the cell the voltage on the excitation electrodes is set to oscillate at
various frequencies. The radius of the circular motion of excited ions increases,
and they fly in tight packets along the detecting electrodes creating current in them.
Fourier transform is then applied to deconvolve the resulting signal. Similar to
orbitrap, the longer is the measurement of the induced current the higher is the
resolution of obtained spectra. Compared to orbitrap, the decrease of resolution with
increasing m/z ratio is faster since the resolution is inversely proportional to the
increasing m/z ratio.
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10.2.3 Detectors

Finally, the separated ions have to be detected to provide a measurable signal [21].
Orbitrap and FT-ICR analysers function as detectors because they record image
current created by moving ions which is then converted into mass spectra by
Fourier transform. Other types of analysers require external detectors. The most
common detectors are electronmultipliers either with discrete or continuous dynodes.
Multipliers are made of material which can easily give off electrons. When the incom-
ing ion hits the conversion dynode several electrons are released and directed by
electric potential to another dynode where each electron knocks out a few electrons.
Finally, all electrons reach the anode. A special form of an electron multiplier is the
multichannel plate detector which is made of a flat plate with a dense array of tubes
(channels) that pass through the plate at a slight angle. Each channel represents a
small electron multiplier.

10.2.4 Peptide fragmentation

Asmentioned above, MS does not only provide molecular weights, but can also aid in
structural analysis when molecular ions are fragmented and the spectrum of frag-
ments is collected. Knowing how molecules dissociate provides clues to their struc-
ture [22]. The most common method for fragmenting ions is collision-induced
dissociation (CID). As the name suggests, the dissociation is caused by collisions of
ions with molecules of inert gas (nitrogen, argon). Multiple collisions increase the
inner energy of a molecule till the weakest bonds start breaking. The extent of the
molecule dissociation can be influenced by the energy of collisions.

From the MS/MS spectra of molecules with known structure it is possible to find
the rules for certain classes of molecules. These rules then help to interpret MS/MS
spectra of unknownmolecules. For example, it is known that CID induces fragmenta-
tion of peptides at their peptides bonds withminimal dissociation of amino acids side
chains. The fragmentation is fairly random and produces a series of ions from which
it is possible to “read” the peptide amino acid sequence. Usually a sequence is not
recognized directly from MS/MS spectrum (de novo sequencing). Instead, it is deter-
mined by matching measured spectrum to theoretical spectrum during protein
sequence database search [23].

Electron transfer/capture dissociation (ETD, ECD) [24] is a less common method
of ion fragmentation. The dissociation is caused by transfer of electron from the anion
radical (ETD) or by capture of electron from a heated cathode (ECD). In proteomics
these methods are especially useful for study of labile posttranslational modifica-
tions like phosphorylation.

Although it is possible to fragment all ions with various m/z ratios at once, it is
muchmore common to select precursor ions to be fragmented first, then to perform the
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actual fragmentation and finally to acquire the spectra of fragment (product) ions.
From the instrumental point of view these steps can all be performed in one analyser,
e. g. QIT. The sequence of the steps in acquiring MS/MS spectrum is as follows: first all
ions are expelled from the trap but the ions of interest which are fragmented by
collisions with helium gas molecules, and then the fragments are analysed as
described above. Alternatively it is possible to isolate and fragment one of the fragment
ions to obtain MS3 spectrum. In this way it is possible to carry out detailed structural
studies of molecules and to distinguishmolecules with similar structures. Another way
of performing MS/MS measurement is to connect several analysers in series where
every step of the MS/MS analysis is performed by a different analyser. A classical setup
represents triple quadrupole instruments where the first quadrupole separates pre-
cursors, the second one is filled with the collision gas and acts as collision cell and the
third one separates fragments according to their m/z ratio. More novel setup is based
on connection of two quadrupoles with TOF analyser in Q-TOF instruments.
Replacement of the third quadrupole with TOF analyser allows for acquiring both MS
and MS/MS spectra with high accuracy and resolution. Although orbitrap is similar to
QIT trapping device, the MS/MS fragmentation is not carried out inside it; the pre-
cursors are fragmented outside in a linear ion trap or a quadrupole, and then the
fragments are sent into orbitrap for acquisition of high-resolution MS/MS spectra.

10.3 Identification of proteins and statistical analysis of complex
samples

Depending on the type of acquired data there are two ways of identifying proteins [23],
and both approaches use databases of protein or nucleic acid sequences. There are
many regularly updated sequence databases available on the internet (e. g. Swissprot,
NCBInr). Since genomes of many species have been sequenced by now, complete
proteomes are available for download and can be used for protein identification.

When only masses of peptides are measured, peptide mass fingerprinting (PMF)
is employed. In PMF, it is assumed that the set of peptides obtained after protease
digestion is unique for each protein, thus it can be used for protein identification.
Before actual identification a few parameters are set such as the protease used for
digestion, possible modifications of amino acids (e. g. alkylation of cysteines, phos-
phorylation, oxidation of methionines), assumed uncertainties of peptide masses,
etc. It is also possible to select biological taxon if multispecies database is to be
searched. During the search, sequences of protein are digested in silico, masses of
resulting peptides calculated and compared to those collected in experiment. The
result is the list of proteins potentially present in the analysed sample. Each protein
found is given an identification reliability score, whichmust exceed certain threshold
for the identification to be trustworthy. PMF can identify pure proteins or mixtures
containing up to three proteins.
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For samples with tandem mass spectra acquired (MS/MS, see Section 10.2.4),
more sophisticated algorithms are required. As in the case of PMF, sequences in the
database are digested in silico, masses of peptides calculated and compared to
experimentally obtained precursor masses. When a match is found, a theoretical
fragmentation spectrum is created and compared to the measured MS/MS spectrum.
As well, the reliability score is calculated. It is important to note that MS/MS spectra
identify peptides only. Thus, at the last step the identified peptides are used to
produce a list of possible proteins present in the sample. In general, at least two
independent peptides are required for a reliable identification of a protein. When an
identified peptide is unique, particular protein recognition is straightforward; how-
ever, some peptides might be present in multiple proteins due to the fact that
homologous proteins from the same organism (or closely related organisms) have
similar sequences.

Statistical analysis is applied afterwards to identify sources of variance in
collected spectra and/or to find differences between tested sample groups. For
this purpose, the experiment conditions should be set to eliminate as much varia-
tion obtained from selected sample acquisition method as possible including any
differences in used extraction protocols, enzyme cleavage conditions, storage con-
ditions and suppressing any processing delays. In practice though, the samples are
often processed in identical replicates to identify the effect of variation for the same
group of samples and to focus on identification of variation among groups only.

Before further analysis, the whole preprocessed (smoothed) spectra or the lists of
peaks identified in spectra are standardized (normalized) in order to suppress differ-
ences caused by sample weight, volume, age and other factors. Normalization can be
performed in a number of ways. The most basic way is normalization of the spectrum
intensities in respect to integral spectrummass (integral of intensity over a givenm/z
interval). This approach is also known as normalization by total ion count, and is
used as a common standard.

Most variation of the data is usually determined by several distinct peaks spread
over awidem/z range. In various spectra, intensities of these peaksmay vary fromhigh
to very low. To identify these peaks, high-dimensional exploratory data analysis like
principal components analysis (PCA) or factor analysis is employed. Such techniques
transform original spectrum samples into points in multidimensional space, where
each dimension is associated to a different source of variance. The so called component
loadings or factor loadings then identify sensitive m/z positions associated with
particular dimension. When samples are properly treated, mass spectra of replicated
samples are visualized as points located close together, while the spectra of samples
treated under different conditions which change their protein composition would
generally form a separate group. In the field of cultural heritage, the technique is
used for example for distinguishing of animal glues [25] or to study changes due to
ageing and the influence of organic/inorganic components on protein identification
[26]. When the samples are not separated into distinct groups according to the main
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sources of variance, other statistical techniques can be utilized for identification and
confirmation of changes among particular sample groups. These techniques include
two-sample statistical t-tests, analysis of variance or discriminant analysis.

10.4 Protein binders identification

Identification of protein composition is required in many fields of cultural heritage
like archaeology, art restoration, polychrome sculptures and historical mortars.
Protein analyses can be performed with fragments, powders and cross-sections
taken from cultural objects. Particularly important is the possibility to analyse
cross-sections of multi-layered samples, although this is still quite rare in the field
of organic materials analyses of cultural heritage objects. Cross-sections often con-
tain valuable samples that are impossible to re-acquire again, and the only possibility
to do the analyses is by using archived samples. Moreover, in combination with
application of fluorescent dyes specific for proteins (e. g. Sypro Ruby), direct analysis
of cross-sections allows for simultaneous identification and localization of protein
binders in particular layer [27].

Both mass spectrometric methods (MALDI–TOF and LC–MS/MS) can help solving
the basic problem of analytical methods (e. g. GC and LC [28, 29]) used for protein
binders identification that are based on observing of typical ratios of amino acids
characteristic for pure proteinaceous binders – they allow for identifying binders but
not their mixtures which are common among artwork samples. MALDI–TOF can
determine the mixtures only in some cases while the more sophisticated LC–MS/MS
allows for this unambiguously (including their rich mixtures).

Nowadays, we can find a lot of different ways of sample pretreatments and clean-
up strategies. One of the most popular samples pretreatment is the extraction of
proteins before enzymatic digestion by agents that differ according to the analysed
samples. For example in palaeontology there are many demineralizing and extrac-
tion protocols. Schroeter et al. [30] compared 22 unique sub-extractions (after using
different extraction solutions) of chicken bone as well as and compare their total
protein yield, diversity and coverage of bone proteins. After the extraction (using,
e. g. NH3, NH4HCO3) the proteins can be denatured (e. g. by 6M guanidine, 6M urea),
the disulphide bonds in protein can be reduced by dithiothreitol and then to prevent
the re-creating of the disulphide bonds the alkylation reaction is carried out with
iodoacetamide [31]. The final extract is subjected to enzymatic digestion that can be
accelerated usingmicrowave oven (15min digestion at 700W instead of several hours
for the classic procedure) similar to how it is done for analyses of paintings or wall
paints [31, 32]. The newest sample pretreatment is removing of post-translation
modification (e. g. glycosylation). This deglycosylation step by a specific enzyme,
N-glycosidase F, preceding the proteolytic digestion is used for improving the quality
and reliability of identification of egg proteins [33, 34]. Finally, it is possible tomodify
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surface of standard stainless steel MALDI target e. g. by coating of colloidal graphite
(GALDI) that increases (up to five times) the MS signal [35].

Our experience shows that high quality results can be obtained using following
simple procedure. Before the analysis the samples should be immersed in 50mM
NH4HCO3 solution containing 10 µg/mL of trypsin: sample powders and fragments
are to be immersed in trypsin solution in Eppendorf microtubes, and cross-sections
samples are to be covered by a drop of this solution (Figure 10.4). Immersed samples
should be left for 2 h at room temperature for cleaving. After the trypsin digestion, the
solution is purified on reverse phase ZipTip (C18): after equilibrating, binding and
washing steps the resulting peptides are desorbed from the stationary phase. The
final solution is used for mass spectrometry analyses.

MALDI–TOF mass spectrometry has first been applied in the field of cultural heritage
in 2004, when trypsin was applied for protein digestion to fragments of artworks for
identifying proteinaceous binders [1]. At this time it was possible to only identify
protein binders by using libraries of reference materials (egg, milk, animal glues,
blood, etc.). Today, another type of mass spectrometry, LC–MS/MS, is more popular
for the protein analyses. Publicly available PCA software for MALDI–TOF was also
developed providing an easy and efficient way for mass spectrum analyses [26]
making the MALDI–TOF a powerful analysis tool.

Evaluation of MALDI–TOF spectra by PCA allows for detecting small differences in
spectra that are usually hard to be seen with the naked eye. Although it is was possible
to distinguish individual protein binders before, in some cases this type of evaluation
allows one to distinguishmaterials containingmilk proteins (e. g.milk, curd, whey and
casein; Figure 10.5) and from different but very similar animal species (e. g. hen, duck,
goose and quail eggs) which helps gettingmore detailed information on localmaterials
usage by different artistic workshops in the past and verify the hypothesis that different
types of eggs could be used in Old Masters’ recipes of materials [36].

10.4.1 Analyses of historical mortars

Analysis of historical mortars and plasters is important for revealing old technologi-
cal approaches, understanding their unusual properties and, as the result, choosing

A

B

CC

Figure 10.4: Scheme of a cross-section covered with a drop of trypsin solution in a Petri dish.
(A) Cross-section of sample, (B) trypsin solution and (C) wet papers [27].
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a proper technological process for restoration. Since ancient times, highly proteinac-
eous materials were added to mortars and plasters in order to enhance their physical
properties – e. g. air entrainment, compressibility, hardness, water resistance, etc.
[37, 38]. The analyses are complicated and time consuming due to extremely low
amounts of protein additives, aggressive processes during hardening of freshmortar,
and unpredictable changes of the materials caused by their ageing.

The analysis of Gothic mortar taken from remains of a bridge pier in Roudnice
nad Labem, the third oldest stone bridge in Bohemia (1333), is an example of
successful identification of protein additive by MALDI–TOF–MS [39]. The presence
of milk proteins was confirmed by LC–ESI–Q-TOF, where beta-casein was identified
by two peptides (Table 10.1).

The measured MS/MS spectra were searched for through entire database of bony
vertebrates. According to the search engine, the best match was found with beta-
casein coming from Asian water buffalo (Bubalus bubalis, BUBBU), however, the
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Figure 10.5: Results of PCA analysis of milk products used as additives into historical mortars: red
pellets – casein, green – milk, blue – whey and yellow – curd.

Table 10.1: Results from LC–ESI–Q-TOF analysis of the bridge mortar where themilk
protein was identified by two peptides from beta-casein. The peptides were not
oxidized or deamidated.

Accession Protein Sequence Range

CASB_BUBBU Beta-casein K.AVPYPQR.D 192–198
CASB_BUBBU Beta-casein R.GPFPIIV.- 218–224
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same sequences can be found in bovine beta-casein (but not in goat or sheep). The
presence of bovine beta-casein would be more probable with regard to the central
European location of the bridge.

10.4.2 Identification of starch plant origin by proteins connected with
its metabolism

Starch, a plant storage polysaccharide, is one of relatively rare organic material in
artworks. Starches have been used as binders or components of binders, fillers of
pigments in colour layers, and backing. It is possible to recognize the starch origin
with the aid of opticalmicroscopy by the shape of starch granules which is specific for
each plant. However, it is possible to detect and identify them in very low amounts
simultaneously with protein materials contained in samples using LC–MS/MS,
because although starch is a polysaccharide, its grains contain proteins that are
connected to the production or degradation of polysaccharide chains. In bachelor
thesis of Svajcrova the most abundant proteins are described that were found by LC–
MS/MS in starches from wheat, corn, rice and potatoes [40]. Although the biological
functions of the detected proteins are very similar, they differ in their amino acid
sequences and can be attributed to the plant of the starch origin.

Sometimes it is possible to find starch in unexpected places (in the field of
cultural heritage), like in samples from paintings in Swedish church in Härnevi
created by “Albertus Pictor” workshop around 1480. The paintings contain caseins
(milk proteins) and have never been overpainted/limewashed. They have suffered
from dirt, soot and mould. Surprisingly, there is no archive information on its
treatments/cleaning etc., although cleaning is an essential procedure because of
old heating systems used in old churches. Cleaning was often performed by using
soft bread as a sponge to remove the dirt, and this process resulted in leaving starch
traces on the surface.

The result of LC–MS/MS analyses is shown in Table 10.2. The unusual finding can
be explained by the cleaning procedure performed by restorers in 80s of last century.
At that time wall frescoes were cleaned using bread. Since the whole Viridiplantae
part of Swissprot database was searched, proteins from other plants (soybean, corn)
have also been identified –most likely because homologous wheat proteins were not
present in the database. Another explanation could be that bread contains mostly
wheat, barley and, possibly, traces of other plant grains (e. g. soybean, corn).

10.4.3 Distinguishing between whole egg and egg yolk tempera

Until today, no analytical method could distinguish between different egg binders
(egg yolk and whole egg binder) in artwork samples, especially in cross-sections.
However, using LC–MS/MS the binders can be unambiguously distinguished. The
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determination of presence of egg yolk and whole egg is based on analysis of the ratio
between peptides coming from proteins contained in egg white and egg yolk. It is
important to focus on the ratio because in real situations the egg white is impossible
to be completely separated from egg yolk.

Distinguishing of egg yolk from whole egg binder is demonstrated on two paint-
ings of Czech painter Antonin Calkovský (1933–2005) – Rectangle and night land-
scape (1982) and Desert landscape (1981) (Figure 10.6). The results of LC–MS/MS are
shown in Tables 10.3 and 10.4. The presence of collagens from animal species like
mammoth (MAMAE) or dog (CANFA) is highly doubtful, but because collagens of
many animal species are very similar (they have almost the same amino acid
sequences) they were automatically assigned by software to these animals as it was
described in part 3 of this chapter. Although, this does not imply that the artworks
contain animal glue were prepared from these animals. The animal species recogni-
tion procedure using proteomics is discussed in Section 10.4.4, but it has not been
applied in this case. In a sample from “Rectangle and night landscape” 3 peptides
were attributed to egg white and 5 to egg yolk proteins (Table 10.3). The ratio between
these peptides is 3:5 = 0.60. This, according to our results (whole egg: 0.5–0.8 and
egg yolk: 0.0–0.3) obtained from a 23-year-old model samples, confirms the presence
of whole egg [41]. A sample from “Desert landscape” contains 2 peptides from egg
white and 9 from egg yolk proteins (Table 10.4). The ratio is 2:9 = 0.22, which

Table 10.2: The result of proteomic analysis of sample from Swedish church in Härnevi from
fourteenth century. The proteins were identified by searching Viridiplantae part of Swissprot
database.

Plant Protein # Peptides

Wheat Serpin-Z1A 5
Corn Heat shock 70 kDa protein 5
Soybean Heat shock 70 kDa protein 5
Barley Sucrose synthase 2 4
Wheat Alpha-amylase/trypsin inhibitor CM3 3
Corn Luminal-binding protein 2 3
Wheat Beta-amylase 2
Wheat Glutenin, high-molecular weight subunit DY10 2
Barley Protein synthesis inhibitor II 2
Barley Elongation factor 1-alpha 2
Wheat Avenin-like b8 2
Wheat Glutenin, high-molecular weight subunit PW212 2
Wheat Gamma-gliadin B 2
Barley Beta-amylase 2
Wheat Alpha-amylase inhibitor 0.28 2
Wheat Glucose-1-phosphate adenylyltransferase small

sub., chloroplastic
2

Wheat Serpin-Z2B 2
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indicates whole egg binder. The presence of collagens in both samples is the result of
contamination of both samples with animal glue from the ground layer. The correct
recognition of both used binders was confirmed by the painter’s notices on reverse
side of paintings where the used techniques were described.

10.4.4 Animal species identification

Alternatively to DNAmethods, proteomics coupled withMS techniques can be used for
species identification, studies of evolutionary history, phylogenetic relationships as
well as tracing of biological origins of proteinaceous materials used in culture heritage

(a) (b)

Figure 10.6: Paintings of Antonin Calkovský: Rectangle and night landscape (1982) and Desert
landscape (1981) on right.

Table 10.3: LC–MS/MS results of sample from Rectangle and night landscape (1982).
The sample contains predominantly collagens (italic), egg yolk (bold-italic) and egg white
(bold).

Accession Protein # Peptides

CO1A1_BOVIN Collagen alpha-1(I) chain 53
CO1A1_MAMAE Collagen alpha-1(I) chain 42
CO1A1_RAT Collagen alpha-1(I) chain 38
CO1A2_BOVIN Collagen alpha-2(I) chain 23
CO1A2_CANFA Collagen alpha-2(I) chain 16
CO1A2_MAMAE Collagen alpha-2(I) chain 13
CO3A1_BOVIN Collagen alpha-1(III) chain 11
CO1A2_MOUSE Collagen alpha-2(I) chain 9
CO3A1_RAT Collagen alpha-1(III) chain 7
OVAL_CHICK Ovalbumin 3
VIT2_CHICK Vitellogenin-2 3
APOV1_CHICK Apovitellenin-1 1
VIT1_CHICK Vitellogenin-1 1
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[42–46]. The animal species are recognized by a method to discriminate unidentifiable
bone fragments, using a new technology called ZooMS (ZooArchaeology by MS). It is
based on the persistence and slow evolution of collagen that is used as a molecular
fingerprint for bones identification. Bones are identified by differences in the mass of
the peptides which arise as a result of sequence differences between species [42].

The animal species source of animal glues can be determined based on the
detection patterns of 12 type I collagen-derived marker peptides [44]. By this method,
a painting (The Harvest by Camille Pissarro, 1882) was analysed. It was found that
that glues used in the ground and size layers of the canvas originate from cattle
(similar to 65%) and sheep (similar to 35%).

Not only collagens but also milk proteins can be assigned to particular animal
species. Ancient food remains from Subeixi Cemeteries (500–300 years BC) of the
Turpan Basin in Xinjiang, China, were analysed by an improved method based on
LC coupled with MALDI–TOF/TOF–MS to further identify protein origin. The specific
sequence of bovine casein and the homology sequence of goat/sheep casein were
identified [46].

10.5 Organic dyes, lipids, plant gums and resins identification

MALDI–TOF–MS can not only be used for identification of large molecules like pep-
tides (900–4,000m/z) but also for small molecules like organic dyes with masses
within 200–500m/z (e. g. red anthraquinoid dyes, flavones, indigo and some synthetic
dyes such as phthalocyanines), lipids, plant gums and natural and synthetic resins.

10.5.1 Natural and synthetic organic dyes and pigments

Determination of dyes in samples can be performed either directly (e. g. on threads;
Figure 10.7) or after extraction with hydrofluoric acid [47] (fragments from paintings/

Table 10.4: LC–MS/MS results of sample taken from Desert landscape (1981).
The sample contains collagens (italic), egg yolk (bold-italic) and egg
white (bold).

Accession Protein # Peptides

VIT2_CHICK Vitellogenin-2 5
CO1A2_BOVIN Collagen alpha-2(I) chain 3
CO1A1_BOVIN Collagen alpha-1(I) chain 3
VIT1_CHICK Vitellogenin-1 2
APOV1_CHICK Apovitellenin-1 2
OVAL_CHICK Ovalbumin 1
LYSC_TRASA Lysozyme C 1
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sculptures)– both in positive and negative acquisitionmodes byMALDI or ESI MS [48].
Dyes can be analysed without the presence of an organic matrix, which is a major
advantage of analysis of small molecules. Since no matrix is used, the technique is
called laser desorption/ionization–time-of-flight MS (LDI–TOF). LDI was applied on
the analysis of synthetic pigments in L. Fontana [49] and J. Pollock [50] paintings, and
in other modern works of art by artists like M. Rothko, B. Newman and J. de Rivera [51].

10.5.2 Lipids

MALDI-FTICR MS has successfully been used for characterization of lipids in egg
tempera [52] and for studying the effects of the traditional processing methods (heat-
ing, addition of siccative) of drying oils [53] by detection of triacylglycerols, their
oligomers and phosphatidylcholines. The method can unambiguously discriminate
between egg- and drying oil-based binders [54] and also allow a simultaneous identi-
fication of lipids and proteins in microsamples using an extraction process described
in reference [55]. In another study, colloidal graphite (GALDI) was used for a develop-
ment of a rapid identification of all marker lipids of egg-based binder and for simulta-
neous identification of protein binders [8]. An LC–ESI–MS method provides reliable
separation of non-polar triglycerides in drying oil as well as in polar oxidized and
hydrolysed tri-, di- and monoglycerides and free fatty acids. The applicability of the
method was shown on 62-year-old paints from Winsor and Newton [56].
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Figure 10.7: Laser desorption/ionization–time-of-flight MS analysis of a red thread from twentieth
century red-coloured shoes. The spectrum indicates presence of two anthraquinone dyes alizarin
and purpurin.
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10.5.3 Plant gums

RecentlyMALDI–TOFwas used for identification of arabic, cherry and locust-bean gums
by their mass fingerprints in cultural heritage samples for the first time [57]. Granzotto
et al. [57] successfully identified a wide range of oligosaccharidic combinations of
pentose, hexose, deoxyhexose and hexuronic acid in arabic gum whereas cherry and
locust-bean gums showed, respectively, PentxHexy and Hexn profiles [57]. In another
work, Granzotto and Sutherland [58] extracted unambiguous MS profile of Acacia gum
(gum Arabic, sp. A. senegal) characterized by specific and recognized oligosaccharides,
from as little as 0.1μg of material (naturally aged gum and gummixed with lead white).
The same authors also distinguished A. senegal from A. seyal by their mass patterns of
specific oligosaccharides produced by enzymatic digestion [59].

10.5.4 Natural and synthetic resins

FTICR–MS using MALDI ion source was used for analyses of aged natural dammar
resin [60]. The collected mass spectra revealed the clusters corresponding to oxyge-
nated derivatives of terpenoids which differ by the number of oxygen atoms in their
molecules MALDI–TOF directly used on cellulose-coated thin layer chromatography
plates detected highly oxidized terpenoids, which are hard to detect by other tech-
niques [61]. The validity of the method was proved on natural di- and triterpenoid
resins used as paint varnishes by Old Masters. Also MALDI and nano-ESI–MS were
also employed for the characterization of synthetic resins using poly(ethylene gly-
col)-based additives present in water extracts of acrylic emulsion paints [62]. ESI–Q-
TOF was used for molecular characterization of three low-molecular-weight resins
(ketone resin MS2A, the aldehyde resin Laropal A81, and the hydrocarbon resin
Regalrez 1094) which are now commonly used in restoration [63].

10.6 Concluding remarks

In comparison to other analytical methods, the analyses by mass spectrometric
techniques are very sensitive and allow for identifying proteins, including unex-
pected kinds. They are capable of identifying complex mixtures of proteins, study-
ing of protein post-translation modifications and amino acid modifications caused
by ageing or environmental conditions. Obtaining of accurate sequence of peptides
provides the possibility to determine animal and plant species origins of proteinac-
eous materials.

Like no other method in use, MS is capable of direct determination of proteins,
lipids, resins, plant gums and dyes, by employing the analysis of molecular weight.
Among well distinguishable artistic materials are egg temperas, starches and milk
materials. Other advantages of the mass spectrometric techniques are the affordability
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of the methodology for many different materials and also the possibility to analyse
cross-sections of microsamples.

The main drawback of the described MS techniques is their relatively high cost,
particular demand of maintenance and necessity of skilled operators. Nowadays, it is
possible to analyse proteins in extremely small and old samples. However, the protein
sequence databases are not complete, because not all animal species and animal
breeds’ proteomes have been sequenced yet and identified proteins sequences entered
in the databases. Therefore, some proteins present in samples might not be identified.

The MS techniques require a minimum amount of sample (e. g. a fragment from
painting), however it must be taken from the cultural heritage object itself. The
sampling protocol often does not leave any visible traces on the analysed material
and thus the MS analyses are considered to be semi-destructive.

The MS techniques are utilized for analyses of any type of materials that contain
proteins – e. g. proteinaceous binders in artworks, protein additives in historical mor-
tars, archaeological findings of prehistoric food, leathers, parchments, bones and teeth.
Applications of these methods reveal painting techniques, recipes of Old Master
builders, composition of prehistoric diets, animal species origin of cultural heritage
objects, evolutionary history and phylogenetic relationships of animals (including
extinct species). Besides proteins, othermaterials such as lipids, resins, polysaccharides
in plant gums, organic and synthetic dyes and pigments, can also be identified.
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Susanna Bracci and Giovanni Bartolozzi

11 Wall paintings – diagnostic and archaeometric
studies

Abstract: The paper deals with the techniques and protocols used for studying wall
paintings. A brief introduction about the more recent literature dealing with archaeo-
metric and diagnostic analyses of wall paintings is reported. After that, the illustra-
tion of three case studies, spanning from Roman to contemporary wall painting are
described.

Keywords: wall paintings, archeometry, non-invasive analyses, conservation

11.1 Introduction

Wall paintings were made in all ages, from many centuries B.C.E. to the present day.
Wall painting techniques are many and only summarily divisible into three cate-
gories: fresco, mezzo-fresco, secco paint [1]. Actually, most of the time, conservators
and scientists are faced with mixed techniques, used by individual artists or entire
workshops, according to the customer, the period of execution, the environmental
characteristics and other variables.

The study and the knowledge of the original materials, the techniques and the
executive procedures are essential prerequisites for the evaluation of the type of
artwork, for its geochronological collocation, the possible attribution, and, not less
important, for the identification of the ongoing degradation phenomena. The knowl-
edge of the materials of the artwork and its state of conservation is also at the basis of
a correct and conscious restoration intervention.

In the past, the studies of wall paintings were exclusively based on stylistic
analyses and on the personal evaluation of scholars, although some analyses were
conducted onRomanwall paintings already in the XIX century by a famous chemist [2].

To date, several analytical techniques are employed, albeit, in practice those
applied depend largely on specific fields of interest and circumstances.

The first analytical approaches were based on the analyses of samples taken from
the work of art, to be conducted in the laboratory by means of benchtop devices. If the
samples were big enough to be further sampled, techniques such as X-ray Diffraction
(XRD), X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) or Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR) could be also applied.
Usually, cross sections were obtained from the samples, subsequently observed with
Optical Microscope (OM) and analyzed with Scanning Electron Microscope equipped
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with elemental analysis (SEM-EDS). Other benchtop techniques such as infrared spectro-
scopy in different configurations (ATR, micro-ATR, micro-imaging), and Raman spectro-
scopy were used [3–8]. For the identification of organic materials such as binders, in a
secco painting, laboratory techniques based on Pyrolisis-Gas Chromatography-Mass
Spectroscopy (PY-GC-MS) and Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectroscopy (GC-MS) [9]
were used.

All the techniques quoted before, along with other laboratory techniques nowa-
days available, are still widely used and they are very important especially when a
detailed stratigraphic analysis or the identification of organic materials is required.
These techniques have proven their significant value and have contributed to break-
throughs in archaeometric research [10–24].

In spite of this, the microinvasive approach had some drawbacks. First, these
rather complex techniques require highly skilled analysts and high-tech instruments,
which basically means that the measurements have to be performed in specialized
laboratories. A second drawback is, for some of them, their time-consuming and
expensive nature. This makes it difficult to analyze a high number of samples. Third,
these techniques required a sample, even if micro, and some of them destroy the
whole or part of the sample analyzed.

Starting from thefirst pioneering approachwith spectroscopic techniques [25, 26] the
use of noninvasive analyses was exploited in the last fifteen/twenty years. This increas-
ing attention to the use of noninvasive techniques was fostered by the arising awareness
to preserve as much as possible the integrity of the work of art and, in parallel, by the
effort of the industries to develop portable devices with good performances.

In general, noninvasive analyses can be divided into two main groups on the
basis of the data collected: imaging and single spot techniques.

Among imaging techniques [27] the most used are: RGB imaging that is com-
monly applied for documenting the surfaces under analysis [21, 28]; raking light (RL)
for the evaluation of detachments or surface defects [29]; UV fluorescence (UVf),
which is commonly used formapping of the organicmaterials such as lakes [30, 31] or
binders in secco paintings [21, 32]; infrared reflectance (IR) [33, 34] for unveiling the
original drawing; Visible Induced Luminescence (VIL), a very powerful tool for
mapping the presence of a specific pigment, the Egyptian Blue [35–38].

Among single spot techniques the main role today is played by portable X-ray
fluorescence (XRF) [39] and reflectance spectroscopy [40]. pXRF is a relatively fast,
easy-to-use and nondestructive analytical tool [41, 42] able to yield information about
key chemical elements.

Reflectance spectroscopies include several tools depending on the wavelength
range chosen: UV-VIS-NIR (range 350–400 nm, 400–780 nm, 780–2500 nm) or
NIR and mid-infrared (such as Total Reflectance Fourier Transform Infrared spectro-
scopy – TR FT-IR) or Raman spectroscopy.

Fiber-optic reflectance spectroscopy (FORS) is a technique that makes it possi-
ble both to identify pigments, colorants and alteration products, and to acquire
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parameters that are useful for monitoring colorimetric or compositional variations
of artefacts [30, 43].

Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy is an analytical technique cap-
able of providing a molecular characterization of the various materials of artistic
interest. Portable instruments in total-reflectance configuration make it possible to
obtain measurements in a noninvasive way and without any contact with the surface
of the work [30, 44].

Raman spectrometry reveals information about composition of pigments and
preparation layers [45]. It determines the nature and the arrangement of the chemical
bonds in the material. Sometimes it suffers from the presence of fluorescent materi-
als. In such cases, the fluorescence signal may saturate the Raman spectrum but this
problem may be overcome by using different lasers sources.

References to many other noninvasive techniques can be found in literature,
such as XRD coupled to XRF [46], Laser induced fluorescence (LIF) [47], portable
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance-pNMR [48–50], Terahertz spectroscopy (THz) [30], or
analyses conducted on the synchrotron lines of big facilities [51].

In between a completely noninvasive approach and one based only on the ana-
lyses of samples, a very efficient diagnostic protocol is based on the combination of a
first noninvasive step followed by a limited, but very focused, sampling campaign. This
latter relies on the data acquired during the first step and is devoted to those questions
that still remain unsolved. A multidisciplinary approach is now therefore currently
privileged as the drawbacks of a single diagnostic technique can be overcome by
integrating and implementing the data set acquired [29, 49, 52–59].

The above synthetic overview clearly demonstrates that a single completely
exhaustive technique does not exist. Scholars will always have to select certain techni-
ques, being aware that each one of them is characterized by specific pros and cons. The
choice has to be based on different aspects such as the type of research question
(composition/fabrication condition), the type of material (extensive or limited collec-
tion of samples) and the available resources (time, in-situ/ex-situ availability, budget).

Any extension to the list of possible techniques will lead to improved archaeo-
metric research.

11.2 Case studies

11.2.1 Domitilla’s catacombs – dei fornai cubicle

The catacomb of Domitilla is one of the most extensive of underground burial net-
works in Rome and the cubicle called “dei fornai” (“of the bakers”) is one of the most
important environments in this catacomb. This latter was excavated during the
fourth century in a peripheral area of the catacomb close to the end of the exploita-
tion of the burial area [60].
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The cubicle consists of a passage leading to a room with two large polygonal
apses divided by a sort of central corridor ending in a quadrangular niche; four
arcosolia open alternately along themajor sides of the polygon. It represents a unique
pictorial decoration due to the painted subjects and topics. These latter include on
one side, various scenes of workers unloading sacks of wheat from ships anchored in
the Tiber River, in order to transport them by hand-barrow to windmills and ovens.
On the opposite apse, Christ, enthroned between two groups of apostles with the
Princes of the Apostles, Peter and Paul sitting in the foreground, is represented.

In the cubicle a diagnostic campaign [61] was carried out, exclusively by means
of in situ non-invasive methods and techniques following the request of the curator of
the catacomb. The question was to identify as much as possible the pigments used
and to compare areas that appeared different on a stylistic base. The measurements
were conducted after the cleaning by means of laser ablation [62] to remove the
carbonatic concretions from the surface.

The set of the techniques used included Colorimetry (Minolta CR600), Digital
Microscopy (DM) (Scalar 2000), Fiber Optics Reflectance Spectroscopy (FORS,
Ocean Optics Mod. HR2000, VIS 380–850 nm), X-ray Fluorescence Spectrometry
(XRF, Innov-X ALPHA 4000), Infrared Spectroscopy in total reflection mode (TR
FT-IR, Bruker Optics Alpha) and Visible Induced Luminescence (VIL, Sony Cyber
Shot DSC F-828 and two Radium Spectralux halogen tubes, model NL T8 58W/
840) (Figure 11.1). During the diagnostic campaign a monitoring of the environ-
mental conditions was performed, too. The recorded data showed that the room
was in a constant state of humidity saturation (100% R.H.), and the temperature
underwent very little fluctuations during the day even in presence of working
people (15°C +/− 0.3°C). The harsh environmental conditions, especially the very
high relative humidity, made the acquisitions quite challenging with respect to
the instrumentation safety.

As a first approach, color measurements and digital microscopy were performed
on 95 selected areas, in order to have a preliminary rough screening suitable for
splitting the examined areas in few big groups, corresponding to green, blue, yellow,
red, orange, black and white colors.

In the green areas, the combined use of FORS and XRF revealed the presence of
two different pigments. The typical fluorescence signals of iron (Fe) and calcium (Ca)
in the XRF measurements and the absorption bands in FORS spectra unequivocally
ascertained the use of green earth in most of the investigated areas. In few cases the
shape of FORS spectra and the high counts of copper (Cu) recorded by XRF were in
agreement with the use of a copper based pigment.

The XRFmeasurements carried out on the blue areas lead to infer the presence of a
copper based pigment and FORS spectra, recorded on the same areas, validated the
identification of Egyptian blue as the unique blue pigment on the mural paintings.
Furthermore, the VIL images of the blue areas showed the characteristic white lumi-
nescence in the NIR region, attributable to the use of Egyptian blue (Figure 11.2). FORS
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spectra of all investigated yellow areas presented the typical absorption bands of an
iron-based pigment, such as yellow ochre. The XRF analyses confirm the presence of
iron (Fe) as the principal element in all areas. In red areas, FORS spectra presented the
characteristic signals attributable to an iron oxide based pigment and XRF analyses
confirmed the presence of iron (Fe).

TR FT-IR spectra (Figure 11.3) showed the absorption bands of Fe2O3, namely
hematite (573 cm−1, 479 cm−1). Additionally, in some of the investigated areas, lead
(Pb) was also detected suggesting that red ochre had been used in mixture with a
white pigment (possibly lead white) to obtain different hues.

The presence of lead (Pb) was also detected by XRF in orange areas but, in
this case, the FORS spectrum showed the typical S-shape of minium with
the inflection point at 564 nm calculated from the first derivative spectrum
(Figure 11.3).

a b

c

Figure 11.1: Some examples of data acquisition with portable instruments in the Domitilla’s
Catacombs. (a) and (c) FT-IR TR; (b) XRF.
Photos by Giovanni Bartolozzi.
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Notwithstanding the very uncomfortable and harsh experimental conditions,
due to narrow and low-ceilinged spaces and, most of all, to the very high humidity
in the cubicle, the small dimensions and the manageability of the instruments
allowed to obtain almost all the requested information.

According to historical and stylistic studies the cubicle, through its history, had
two decorative programs with two different pictorial styles: a first and simple linear
decoration, and a secondwith amore elaborated iconographic program and a richer
palette, arising from mixing few pigments in order to obtain different hues (a rare
characteristic in painted catacombs). The quality of the latter painted decoration,
the presence of some peculiar colors involved (orange lead, copper green), the high
cost of some of the identified pigments (Egyptian blue) and the few tombs projected
in the last phase (only four arcosolia) corroborates the hypothesis that this decora-
tion was a commission promoted by a high-ranking customer with considerable
economic capacity.

An important aspect highlighted by this work was the efficacy of the use of a
multidisciplinary approach, where scientific competences worked in very close
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Figure 11.2: (a) XRF spectrum with inserted MD image (b) of one of blue areas painted with
Egyptian Blue. (c) FORS spectrum of the same area (black line) compared with a reference spectrum
of Egyptian Blue (red line). RGB (d) and VIL (e) images.
Photos by Susanna Bracci.
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contact with historic-artistic ones. Such a collaboration assumed particular impor-
tance, since the scientific information resulted very significant when associated to
iconographic and historical studies.

11.2.2 Archeological site of Hierapolis

This work was conducted in the framework of the Marmora Phrygiae Project [63],
during which many different scientific activities were foreseen both in situ during the
Italian Archeological Mission [64] in the archeological site of Hierapolis of Phrygiae
(Pamukkale, Denizli) [65] and, afterwards, in laboratory.

Here the focus was devoted to the results of the analyses and study of the
fragments of painted plaster discovered during the recent archeological excavations
inside the byzantine Church of St. Philip in Hierapolis. The site of St. Philip Church,
mostly obliterated during the fourteenth century after the Seljuk occupation, yielded
many fragments of painted plaster together with a few non-figurative pieces pre-
served in situ. All these fragments constitute a rare document of the early and middle
Byzantine painting [66–68]
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In this case, most of the fragments collected, were stored in the deposits of the
Archeological Mission grouped according to the stratigraphic unit of excavation. Since
it was impossible to move the fragments from The Archeological mission in Turkey to
the laboratories in Italy and, moreover, due to their high number (hundreds), taking a
sample from all would have been too engaging in terms of time and costs. Therefore,
the sampling campaign was planned after the first noninvasive in-situ approach. This
latter was conducted in order to group the fragments also on the basis of the pigments
used and the similarities in the decoration pattern, and to identify the more represen-
tative fragments of each group. The set of the techniques used comprised imaging
techniques such as UVf (Canon EOS 7D, lens EFS 18–135mm, Flash Quantum T5D) and
VIL (Canon EOS 400D, no built-in filter for IR, lens EFS 18–135 mm, Flash Quantum
T5D). Single spot techniques used were Digital Microscopy (DM) (Scalar DG-2A), Fiber
Optics Reflectance Spectroscopy (FORS, Ocean Opticsmod.HR2000, VIS 380–850 nm).

For each box containing the fragments, a survey with UVf was conducted to have
a general view about the possible presence and distribution of fluorescent materials
such as waxes, oils, and organic treatments. This technique, useful also to recognize
red lakes, due to their characteristic pink-orange fluorescence, did not give signifi-
cant results. With VIL images it was possible to identify and map Egyptian blue
(Figure 11.4). After this first wide survey, FORS spectra on each fragment according to
the different color present were acquired, following the results obtained by imaging
techniques. All fragments were documented with RGB photography and, on the
colored surfaces, detailed images at high magnification were acquired.

During the three campaigns in Hierapolis, it was possible to analyze hundreds of
fragments from 11 stratigraphic units of excavation, being the fragments from each
unit stored inmore than one box. By crossing the information obtainedwith this wide
screening it was possible to isolate, from each stratigraphic unit, the most represen-
tative fragments in terms of color, stratigraphy, mortars and plaster layers.
This selection permitted to reduce the number of samples from hundreds to 36 that
were further analyzed in the laboratories. Portable XRF spectroscopy (Bruker, Tracer
III-SD) was employed to obtain elemental composition of the pigments. Then, the
samples were further sampled under the optical microscope and the pictorial layers,
plasters and mortars were analyzed by using microinvasive techniques: infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR, Perkin Elmer, System 2000 and Agilent Technologies Cary 660
Series Spectrometer coupled with a microscope) and XRD (PANalytical, X’ Pert PRO).
The remaining fraction of the samples was used to prepare both cross and thin
sections to be studied under the optical microscope (for cross sections in reflectance
with Nikon Eclipse E600 and for thin sections in transmission in polarized with a
Zeiss, Axioscope A.1). Cross sections were also analyzed by using Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM-EDS, FEI/Philips Electron Optics, ESEM Quanta200 equipped with
an X-ray spectrometer) and with µ-Raman (Bruker, Senterra).

Interesting data were acquired on the painted plasters and mortars of the two
main phases of the church: the early and middle Byzantine ones. The fragments
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belonging to the early Byzantine phase were characterized by a single layer of
painted plaster while those referring to the middle Byzantine phase were character-
ized by different superimposed layers.

The blue areas analyzed on fragments belonging to both early and middle
Byzantine phases were made with lapislazuli (sodium aluminum silicate). The char-
acteristic minimum of reflectance (R%) at around 600 nm, related to the presence of
this pigments, was evident (Figure 11.5).

Egyptian blue was present in light blue/green painted layers. Red-orange pig-
ment, used in few fragments, was identified asminium (Pb3O4), as inferable fromXRF

a b

c d

e f

Figure 11.4: (a) RGB and (b) VIL images of one of the boxes containing part of fragments of the
stratigrafic unit (US578). (c) RGB and (d) VIL images of one fragment with Egyptian blue on the
external layer; (e) RGB and (f) VIL images of one fragment with Egyptian blue in the internal layer
below the plaster and yellow painted layers.
Photos by Susanna Bracci.
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spectra, detecting the presence of the lead (Pb) lines, and from the FORS spectra in
which this pigment showed the characteristic “S” shape.

On the other hand, XRF and FORS spectra of the red pigments on the samples
from the middle Byzantine phase showed only the spectral features related to iron
oxide based pigments (Fe2O3), such as red ochre. For the yellow hues the pigments
used are iron hydroxides (FeO(OH)). In some samples, under the painted and the
plaster layers, another layer of the light blue color is recognized. This inner layer was
obtained using Egyptian blue as evidenced in the VIL images, thus suggesting a
successive decorative phase (Figure 11.4 (e) and (f)).

As already mentioned, the case study here reported is quite complex, the number
of fragments analyzed in-situ and of the data collected both in-situ and in the labora-
tory were very huge. For this reason, in this contribution only part of them was
presented.What it is worth to highlight is that by combining noninvasive and portable
techniques in-situ with laboratory analyses it was possible to get information about
almost all the fragments in the deposits (hundreds of fragments). In this complex
system, painting materials, plaster and mortars were definitely identified with a
focused and limited sampling campaign. The results obtained were useful to arche-
ologists to define the different phases to which the Church was submitted in Byzantine
period.

11.2.3 Keith haring’s mural painting in Paris

Modern and contemporary wall paintings present a variety of new challenges. Artists
nowadays can choose from among a huge variety of products made up of polymeric
binders, colorants and inorganic fillers. This entails a different approach with respect
to the characterization of a “classical”wall painting. Contemporary artists choose the
materials available on the market not on the based on their chemical composition,
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Figure 11.5: (a) Macrophotograph of a blue sample painted with lapislazuli and (b) the corresponding
FORS spectrum (light blue line) compared with a lapislazuli reference one (dark blue line).
Photo by Susanna Bracci.
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but only on the final coloring effect not taking into account the possible incompat-
ibilities of materials. Conservation scientists are thus faced with the challenge of
identifying the composition of the materials used.

Keith Haring (born in 1958–died in 1990) was a pop American artist. Between
1980 and 1989, he achieved international recognition and participated in numerous
group and solo exhibitions. Throughout his career, he devoted much of his time to
public works, many of them commissioned, which often carried social messages. He
produced more than 50 public artworks between 1982 and 1989, in dozens of cities
around the world, many of which were created for charities, hospitals, children’s day
care centers and orphanages [69].

In the last years, two conservators, Antonio Rava and Will Shank, were entitled
for the conservation of some of the Keith Haring’s murals. The murals included the
CollingwoodMural (1984) in Melbourne (Australia) and the Tuttomondo (1989) in Pisa
(Italy). The latter was studied in the framework of the CoPAC Project (Conservazione
Preventiva dell’Arte Contemporanea) funded by Tuscany Region (2011–2013) [70, 71].
Another one was the contemporary mural painting of Keith Haring at the Necker
Children Hospital in Paris [69] which is the case study here reported. The mural
painting was created in 1987, in typical Haring style, with large areas painted with
primary colors and characters outlined with the hallmark black. This monumental
work of art was painted on the outer walls of a gray concrete fire exit but, due to the
weather and the passage of time, the painting was deteriorating. The concrete on
which the paint was applied was crumbling and cracking, endangering the work’s
long-term survival. A number of black lines have degraded and some have detached
from the concrete. In this case the conservators had to face the deterioration phe-
nomena of the wall painting and therefore, fragments were collected from the ground
below the mural painting assuming these samples to be representative of the whole
works of art. The samples were sufficiently large to enable noninvasive and micro-
invasive analyses to be performed in laboratory in order to characterize the materials
and verify the state of conservation. Samples were studied by a multi-analytical
protocol. XRF (Bruker Tracer III-SD) and X-ray diffraction (XRD, PANalytical, X’Pert
PRO), were applied directly on the samples. After cross sections were obtained and
observed under the optical microscope in reflectance both under VIS and UV light
(Nikon Eclipse E600), scanning electron microscope (SEM-EDS, FEI/Philips Electron
Optics, ESEM Quanta200 equipped with an X-ray spectrometer), infrared spectro-
scopy (μ-FT-IR Agilent Technologies Cary 660 Series Spectrometer coupled with a
microscope) and μ-Raman spectroscopy (Bruker, Senterra), were applied on them [72]
(Figure 11.6).

Observing the stratigraphy from the cross sections, starting from the innermost
layer, the concrete contains a matrix where several crystals were embedded. They
have various sizes ranging from 10 μm to 300 μm. This concrete layer showed a
standard composition based on the presence of calcite (CaCO3), quartz (SiO2),
gypsum (CaSO4·2H2O) and calcium silicates, as highlighted by XRD. Traces of
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iron and aluminum were due to the presence of the corresponding oxides. On the
top of this layer, a white ground was visible. It had a nonhomogeneous thickness
ranging from 30 μm to 400 μm. XRD analyses identified alcite (CaCO3) and gypsum
(CaSO4 · 2H2O). Titanium was also present in the crystalline form of rutile mineral
(TiO2).

This layer might be a kind of plaster used as a “priming” layer. It covers the
substrate thus obtaining a flat and homogeneous surface, which would have pro-
vided protection, preventing the support from decaying. The upper coating layer of
the support was a white matrix with some gray and white grains. XRF measurements
showed high amounts of both calcium (Ca) and iron (Fe). XRD and FT-IR revealed the
presence of calcite (CaCO3), gypsum (CaSO4 · 2H2O) with some traces of magnetite
(Fe3O4) and aluminous silicates. Preliminary FTIR analysis of the binder of the
painting layers, showed the presence of a vinyl resin. In order to confirm and to
obtain a more reliable identification of the molecular composition of the paint
samples, pyrolysis-GC/MS analysis was performed. This latter confirmed the use of
a vinyl resin as binder along with the identification of two plasticizers, the vinyl ester
of Versatic acid, the main constituent of VeoVa™, and butyl phthalate, commonly
added during the synthesis of vinyl resins and paints [73].

Elemental techniques were not effective in identifying pigments, since no marker
elements, (e.g. cadmium, chrome, cobalt) were found. These results however, enabled
to exclude some inorganic metal-based pigments. The colored layers were painted
directly on the coating with a thickness in between 100 μm and 200 μm, the paint
sometimes penetrating into the cracks and porosity of the coating layer (Figure 11.7).
The pigments were applied individually, as single layers, though in some fragments a
black layer, above the colored one, was present. This latter corresponds to the bound-
ary of the painted figures. The black pigment was identified as bone black by means of
μ-FTIR spectra (signals due to PO4

3− and OH– groups). SEM-EDS analysis confirmed the
presence of a high quantity of phosphorus (P) and iron (Fe) while the XRD technique

a b
500 µm

Figure 11.6: (a) Red sample KH_02 showing the black and red layers rolled up on themselves. (b) RGB
stratigraphic image under the microscope of the cross section obtained from KH_02 sample.
Photos by Susanna Bracci.
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revealed the presence of magnetite (Fe3O4) and hydroxyapatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2), the
main component of bone black.

µ-Raman spectra acquired on the red layers revealed the presence of a Naphtol
AS pigment belonging to the monoazo pigment group. Naphtol AS pigments repre-
sent the most important group as regards artistic use and PR112 is one of the most
common ones in artists’ palettes.

The Naphtol AS subclass pigments are identified by several characteristic and
intense bands [74], even if an unequivocal identification is hard to achieve due the high
similarity among the Naphtol AS Raman patterns. Within the numerous compounds
belonging toNaphtol AS class, PR112 pigment (C24H16Cl3N3O2) could have been used by
Haring, since its characteristic twin peaks at 1392 cm−1 and 1375 cm−1 are visible in the
Raman spectrum. Indeed, the co-presence of other monoazo Naphtol AS pigments is
highly plausible, considering that some strong bands in the Raman spectrum cannot
be ascribed to PR112 only. One possible hypothesis involves the use of a mixture of
PR112 (the main colorant) and two yellow colorants [75], PY74 and PY73, which were
detected in the yellow layers. Green and blue areas were painted with phthalocyanine
pigments, as observed from the μ-Raman spectra. Phthalocyanines are a large group of
pigmentswhich share the commonbase structure of porphyrin. The blue varieties were

a

b c
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Figure 11.7: Stratigraphic RGB images of cross sections of blue (a), yellow (b) and green (c) samples
under the optical microscope.
Photos by Susanna Bracci.
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discovered between 1907 and 1929, while the green varieties were discovered during
the 1930s but have been available on the art market in the 1950s. In their structures
some of the hydrogen atoms are replaced by chlorine or bromine in a variable number
to obtain different colors and hues. The green colorant used for this artwork was PG7,
as deduced from a comparative analysis with the literature [76], while PB15 is the
phthalocyanine used for the blue areas. However, an unambiguous identification of
the blue phthalocyanine polymorphs may be difficult and would require more specific
methods such as chemometric analysis.

From the data obtained, apart from the extensive knowledge of the structure and
materials used, the reasons for the diffuse detachments of fragments were identified.
The combined use of a black pigment (carbon black) and the vinyl binder, with
VeoVa™ and butyl phthalate as plasticizers, made the surface to be very sensitive
to weather conditions. When irradiated by sun the surface temperature increases
overcoming the glass transition temperature (Tg) of the polymer. This latter expands
and becomes flexible. Then, when the temperature gets colder, the polymer shrinks
and pulls out from the concrete. The phenomena are stronger for black pigment
because all the energy it receives from the sun is converted into heat. Thus, the black
areas are more prone to rolling up of the layer on itself with the consequence of
detachment from the cement.

This project was developed in order to support the conservation campaign
performed by conservators and therefore the detailed knowledge of the materials
and of the ongoing degradation phenomena was a solid base for planning a focused
and effective conservation project.

Acknowledgements: The authors gratefully acknowledge the all the colleagues work-
ing on the case studies here reported.
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Márcia Vilarigues, Inês Coutinho, Teresa Medici, Luís C. Alves,
Bernard Gratuze and Andreia Machado

12 From beams to glass: determining compositions
to study provenance and production techniques

Abstract: Combining a stylistic approach with chemical analyses and focusing not
only on composition but also on production technology, this research aims to identify
possible centres of post-medieval production of glass as well as decorative produc-
tion techniques used in stained glass, in particular the grisaille.

The use of several combined analytical techniques allowed for the unveiling of
the composition of glass and the structure of grisailles. Sorting out the grisaille
structure sheds light on the processes employed to produce paints, while composi-
tions of glass objects are used to propose production provenances. Both contribute to
the study and critical analysis of how glass heritage has developed over time,
including materials and technical practices, uncovering the transfer of technology
and movement of people and goods.

Keywords: glass, grisaille, PIXE, LA-ICP-MS

12.1 Sources and provenience of glass raw materials: some
general considerations

12.1.1 Silica sources

The glass structural component or vitrifying agent is silica, which can be obtained from
sand or crushed quartz pebbles. Concerning the use of sand, despite its possible degree
of purity, in addition to silica, several other components, considered impurities, will
enter the glass batch. Calcium carbonate, magnesium oxide and alumina are the sand
impurities known for giving glass a chemical stability, and iron oxide is responsible for
the natural (and sometimes unwanted) green, blue or yellow hues. In addition, the
rare-earth elements (REEs) will become part of the glass composition [1, 2]. All these
elements present in the sand structure are the main trace elements and trackers for the
sand silica source, giving us the possibility to discuss the raw materials provenance
and consequently to consider, in a more informed way, the glass provenance through
its main component [3–7].

This article has previously been published in the journal Physical Sciences Reviews. Please cite as:
Vilarigues, M., Coutinho, I., Medici, T., Alves, L., Gratuze, B., Machado, A. From beams to glass:
determining compositions to study provenance and production techniques. Physical Sciences
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12.1.2 Fluxing agents

Flux agents are added to the batch with the intent of lowering the melting point of the
mixture, since pure silica melts at c. 1,700 °C. These oxides, usually alkalis, can be
denominated as networkmodifiers, since their introductionwill alter the glass network
[2, 8, 9]. The most common fluxing agents used in the past were natron, and soda-rich
and potassium-rich ash, being the last ones of vegetal origin. Natron was widely used
as a flux in glass production since the first millennium BC until the ninth century from
the present era, when it started to be gradually replaced by plant ash [10–14]. In the
Mediterranean area, the use of natron was replaced with ashes obtained from plants
located near coastlines like the Chenopodiaceae family (comprehending many genera
like Suaeda, Salsola and Salicornia), which were rich in soda [15, 16]. This was the
technology used by the prominent Venetian production [11, 13].

In central Europe natron was replaced with ashes from forest plants (for instance
fern) and wood, richer in potassium oxide (potash-rich ashes) and with the contents of
calcium and magnesium oxides also higher in comparison with soda-rich ashes [17, 18].

During the sixteenth century, this regional division started to blur due to the
emigration of Italian glassmakers bringing the soda-rich glass tradition North of the
Alps [6, 18–21].

When the produced glass wasmeant to be very pure and colourless, it was common
to import ashes with a higher quality (having fewer impurities) comparing to the ones
harvested locally. In Murano, Venice, Levantine ashes were the preferred ones. They
arrived in Murano from Egypt, Israel, Syria and Lebanon [15, 22, 23]. Barilla ashes are
also rich in sodium and these were imported into Venice from Spain [11, 22], Table 12.1.

From the fifteenth century onwards, Venetians glassmakers started to treat the
ashes in order to obtain a special glass known as cristallo. This glass that was meant
to imitate the precious stone rock crystal wasmadewith purified ashes that needed to
be boiled in water, filtered and the remaining residue treated to extract sodium
carbonate [22, 25].

At the end of the seventeenth century/beginning of the eighteenth century, raw
materials like saltpetre (potassium nitrate), chalk and limestone were being intro-
duced into the batch as sources of potassium and calcium [26, 27]. About the same
time in England, lead was being introduced into the batch to act as a stabilizer and to
lower the glass melting temperature. In both situations, the main purpose was to
achieve a perfectly discoloured glass formulation even when the glass walls had a
higher thickness [28–30].

12.1.3 Stabilizers

To chemically and structurally stabilize the glass, some of the alkaline ions that were
introduced as flux agents will be replaced with alkaline earth ions (with less
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mobility). These elements will create a bridge between two or more oxygen ions, re-
establishing this way the glass matrix and enhancing its thermal, chemical and
mechanical resistances [8, 9, 22].

The alkaline earth oxides (Ca, Mg) acting as natural glass stabilizers were intro-
duced into the batch together with silica and flux raw materials (e. g. sand and plant
ashes) as their impurities; alumina was introduced through sand rich in feldspars and
in less quantities through non-purified vegetable ashes and contamination from cru-
cibles [31–33].

It is generally accepted that, until the nineteenth century, alkaline earth oxides
and alumina were added to the batch without the glassmakers knowing their role on
the glass matrix stability [31, 32]. Nevertheless, the possibility that skilled glass-
makers might have realized that adding some lime to the batch, in the form of shells
for instance (a fact mentioned already by Pliny in the first century), improved the
glass resistance when in contact with water should be considered [1, 33, 34].

Concerning lead oxide, it was primarily used as a glass stabilizer and it was
commonly introduced into the batch as litharge or minium; however, it was later used
as a flux agent. Depending on its concentration, lead oxide can be a glass stabilizer,
fluxing or vitrifying agent [9, 32].

12.1.4 Fining agents, opacifiers and colouring agents

A fining agent is used to reduce or eliminate bubbles from the glass. The first inten-
tionally used fining agent was arsenic, during the seventeenth century [9, 22].

Colourants are metallic oxides that, depending on the firing conditions (atmo-
sphere and temperature), will determine the final colour of the glass. Some of these
elements were intentionally added to the batch and others were naturally present in
the rawmaterials, as is the case of iron present in the sand. Iron can give colours from
bluish-green to yellowish-green depending on whether the firing conditions are
reductive or oxidizing. Cobalt was used to attain a deep blue, while copper was
introduced in the glass batch on purpose to give the glass a turquoise, green or red
colours. Manganese oxide was employed in order to obtain a purple colour; however,
it was also used with the purpose of decolourizing the glass, counteracting the
colouring effect of the iron. This element also acts as a fining agent [31, 32].

Looking finally to the opacifying agents, these are not many and remain almost
unchanged throughout history. The glass opacity is the result of the precipitation of
crystalline or colloidal compounds during the glass cooling phase. These precipitates
will block the transmission of light [35]. One of the first opacifying agents was anti-
mony, and later compounds based on tin were preferred [36–38]. The white opaque
colour can be the result of two different techniques: the precipitation of calcium
antimonate, used since the fifteenth century BC and throughout all the roman period,
being later reintroduced during the second half of the sixteenth century in Venice, or
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the tin dioxide (also known as cassiterite), which was preferred in Venice in the
renaissance period [1, 39, 40]. Opaque white glass was known in Venice as lattimo
and was used in decorative elements as the filigree canes but also for blowing objects
[35]. Opaque yellow glass was obtained by lead stannate or lead antimonate [31, 35, 38,
41]. Opaque red glass was obtained by addition of copper oxide to a base glass in
reducing conditions [40, 42, 43].

Still considering the opacifying agents, it is worth mentioning calcium phos-
phate obtained by bone ash, in use from the fifth century onwards [38, 41, 44, 45], and
arsenic oxide, employed in Venice from the sixteenth century onwards to opacify
lead glass white enamels and girasole glass: [11, 22].

12.1.5 Raw materials used for the production of grisailles

Grisaille paint is the oldest and one of the most significant painting materials used in
stained glass. Grisailles are made of a lead–silica glass and a colorant agent (usually
Fe2O3, CuO mixed or isolated).

Different recipes for lead–silica glass can be found in the written sources. The
main difference between them is the proportion of lead oxide to silica, which varied
from 1.5 to 3, as well as the change of the source of lead in the nineteenth century,
when the calcined lead was replaced by minium, normally found in nature and used
as pigment in illuminations and paintings [46]. Jewish glass, Pasta and Fondant A are
just some of the expressions used for the lead–silica glass. The most common one is
Rocaille mentioned for the first time in the seventeenth-century Pierre Lebrun’s
manuscript, Recueuil des essaies des merveilles de la peinture [Merrifield, vol. II,
[47], but its first recipe appeared in the André Felibien’s work [48], 40 years later.
This lead–silica glass has been used until the nineteenth century not only in grisailles
but also in sanguine paint [49].

Iron and copper oxides were obtained from the burned beaten pieces of iron and/
or copper as described in the historical written sources, such as Theophilus, Antonio
da Pisa or Johannes Kunckel. The colouring agents were the same along the centuries
up to the nineteenth century, when the recipes started to refer to the use of pigments
such as hematite or umber. Manganese also appears as a colouring agent in two
recipes from the Kunckel’s treatise (seventeenth century). These recipes, similar to
black enamel ones, could be an experience from the author to substitute the iron and
copper grains by manganese oxides.

12.2 Analytical technique for glass characterization

The research methodology was designed on the basis of an interdisciplinary approach,
relating archaeometry, history and conservation science. These different but comple-
mentary approaches allowed for the characterization of the chemical composition of the
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glass in terms of major, minor and trace elements, and the discussion of the raw
materials employed for the different glass composition types. This will also allow for a
better definition of a possible provenance for the glass, and for the disclosure of the
technology involved in the making of the grisaille paintings. Finally, a study of the
historical materials and techniques used for the production of objects and grisailles and
hypothesis on commercial routes of the rawmaterials and objects will also be proposed.

The technique of laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
(LA-ICP–MS) has been widely employed in the study of cultural heritage objects such
as glass [3, 7, 50] and metals [51], and also in the study of the natural glass obsidian
[52–54], because of its capability to analyse solid samples. This technique has the
great advantage of its very high detection limits that can go to ng/g levels. The
disadvantage of LA-ICP–MS is the hole that the laser ablation leaves behind, and
the size of this crater can range between 20 and 200 μm. The ablatedmaterial (ca. 80–
90% of it) is then deposited around the craters and can be easily removed [55].
However, it is important to point out that in the specific case of glass analysis with the
aim of studying provenances, the advantages of this method, that allows one to
quantify not only the major, minor but also trace and REE elements, overwhelm the
disadvantage of its being a destructive technique, in a micrometer scale.

Ion-beam analytical techniques such as the particle-induced X-ray emission (µ-
PIXE) are increasingly being employed in the study and characterization of cultural
heritage. One of the great advantages of these techniques, and probably what
makes them so attractive for use with historical objects, is the practically negligible
damage caused by the ion beam bombardment [56]. This technique allows for the
quantification of major, minor and some trace elements. It also allows for elemental
mapping of selected areas, being possible to study and quantify the elements
present in corrosion layers, to observe and study the elemental diffusion among
different layers, among others.

PIXE
Being an X-ray spectroscopy analytical technique, the physical fundamental differences and proper-
ties of PIXE from the more widely used XRF (X-ray fluorescence) or SEM–EDS (scanning electron
microscopy with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) are consequence of the fact that the ioniza-
tion of the atomic inner shell electrons that is followed by the emission of elemental characteristic X-
rays is due to the interaction of MeV charged particles instead of keV photons or electrons. Using
solid-state detectors (Si(Li), silicon drift detectors [SDD], High Purity Ge) for the X-ray detection
provides the technique with multielemental analytical capabilities.

The sensitivity of the technique depends on several radiative contributions to the obtained
spectra starting with the characteristics elemental X-ray yield. This yield is dependent on the
bombarding particle X-ray production cross-section which is higher for protons than for any other
heavier ion with the same energy. This is the main reason why protons are usually used in PIXE and
also why the acronym is most of the time referred to as proton-induced X-ray emission. Apart from
the characteristic elemental X-rays, the radiative contributions to a PIXE spectrum derive from
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bremsstrahlung radiation due both to the projectile and the kicked out electrons (continuum
radiation on the low-energy part of the spectrum with higher contribution from the electrons) and
to the interaction of gamma rays resulting from nuclear reactions with light elements (continuum
background due to Compton scattering in the detector). Although X-ray production cross-section
increases with energy, the bremsstrahlung and nuclear reaction contribution to the spectrum
background (both increasing with bombarding particle energy) make that best sensitivity can be
attained with protons of energy up to 3MeV, thus enabling the use of small accelerators. The X-ray
production cross-section is also found to decrease quite fast with the atomic number of the
excited element what should favour the detection of light elements. However, the final elemental
sensitivity depends on the physical characteristics of the detector used such as the active
material, its width and the detector window thickness. Common PIXE experimental set-ups
allow to detect Na and heavier elements with a sensitivity reaching the µg/g level. Detector energy
resolution is also an important factor for the technique sensitivity when the X-ray energy from
several elements is similar.

One of the most important characteristics of the technique is its non-destructive character which
is essential for the analysis of some CH materials or allows the subsequent analysis by some other
complementary techniques. Notice however that this non-destructive characteristic may be ham-
pered by its surface analysis performance that may require special sample preparation for removing
the surface altered layer in order to obtain confident bulk sample analysis.

Quantitative analysis
Quantitative determination is performed on the basis that the registered elemental X-ray yield is a
function of the number of atoms or mass of the corresponding element present in the sample and of
the number of particles that impinge on the target. That function can be written as [57, 58]

Yzi =K Ω=4πð ÞσZi E0ð Þ εZiQ
ZE0

E

CZiσZi Eð Þ=σZi E0ð Þ Tzi Eð Þ dx=dEð ÞdE (12:1)

where TZi(E) is given by

Tzi Eð Þ=EXP –
cosα
cosθ

� �
μTZi

ZE0

E

S Eð Þ– 1dE

 !" #( )
(12:2)

where the index Zi refers to the element with atomic number Z and characteristic X-ray line i (Kα, Kβ,
Lα, Lβ, etc.), σZi(E) being the X-ray production cross-section at proton energy E, S(E) the stopping-
power of the sample matrix (translates the proton energy loss inside the sample), CZi is the elemental
concentration, εZi is the detector efficiency combined with the absorption between sample and
detector front window (e. g. experimental vacuum chamber window, air, extra X-ray filter), Ω/4π is
the solid angle fraction subtended between sample and detector and TZi is the depth dependent
sample absorption of the i radiation. This TZi depends on geometric parameters such as the angles
with the normal to the sample surface of the incoming beam (α) and of the outgoing X-ray (θ) and also
on μZi the sample X-ray absorption coefficient for the i radiation. Finally, K is a constant involving only
physical constants (such as the Avogadro number and elemental charge).

From these two equations, the following conclusions can be drawn: the reverse problem of finding
concentration values once knowing the X-ray yield can only be properly solved if CZi is considered to
be a constant and taken out of the integral (there is no sample depth information and then the sample
should be uniform and homogeneous); the results are geometry dependent (α and θ angles) meaning
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that the sample surface should be as flat as possible (higher influence for low energy X-rays); Q, the
accumulated proton charge, proportional to the number of protons impinging the sample, is the
spectra normalization factor and should be well measured. Else, we must be confident that the
detected elements and the associated chemical compound or bonding are all there is in the sample
(sample only contains oxides of elements heavier than Na, for instance) and perform a concentration
normalization to 100%.

All other equation parameters are tabulated, can be found by calibration or obtained through an
iterative procedure. Calculations can then be made using a fundamental parameters approach
without the need of standard reference materials. Also notice that the limit E of the integral can be
extended from E0 (initial proton beam energy, then allowing to simplify the equation and using the
so-called thin sample approximation) to 0 (zero) where the sample is sufficiently thick to stop the
beam (thick target procedure). For a 2-MeV proton beam, although dependent on sample composi-
tion, this thickness is around 20–30µm which makes PIXE a surface analytical technique.

Several software packages are available for performing both PIXE X-ray spectra deconvolution and
quantitative analysis such as GeoPIXE [59], GUPIXWIN [60], PIXEKLM [61] and OMDAQ2007 [62].

Nuclear Microprobe
Complementary to the so-called macroPIXE set-up were the lateral dimensions of the used beam
that are defined by a set of collimators, the possibility of focusing charge particles by means of
electro or electromagnetic lenses as well as performing beam scanning adds beam spatial resolu-
tion down to the µm level as well as imaging capabilities. This allows µ-PIXE to become a micro-
scopy technique with quantitative capabilities. Typical in-vacuum chamber nuclear microprobe
analysis allows a 2MeV proton beam to probe a sample surface area up to 2.6 × 2.6 mm2 while
obtaining PIXE elemental distribution maps with at least 256 × 256 pixels image resolution [63, 64].
In-vacuum experimental chamber, however, limits the size of the samples that can be analysed. On
account of its size or delicacy, samples can still be analysed using an external beam set-up
maintaining the technique capabilities and sensitivity when flooding the proton beam path from
the exit nozzle to the sample and the incoming path of X-rays from sample to the detector with
helium then reducing beam energy loss and X-ray attenuation.

Comparison with XRF and SEM–EDS
Advantages and drawbacks can always be taken into account when comparing with similar or
competitive techniques.

Comparison with SEM–EDS is quite unfavourable for µ-PIXE in what accounts to beam spatial
resolution, but quite favourable if elemental sensitivity is considered. Even though 20 or 30 keV
electrons have a higher X-ray production cross-section than 2 or 3MeV protons [65], the much higher
bremsstrahlung radiation spectrum contribution of a SEM–EDS renders the technique quite less
sensitive than PIXE (~0.1% against µg/g level). Both techniques allow beam scanning and 2D
elemental distribution maps. SEM–EDS also probes a sample depth much shallower (up to 2 µm)
than MeV proton beams (up to ~50 µm).

In what concerns, the comparison to XRF traditional systems, the X-ray production cross-section
increaseswith Z (atomic number) while for protons strongly decreases with Z, which combinedwith the
typical background radiation from both techniques makes PIXE more sensitive to light elements and
XRF typicallymore sensitive to heavy elements. Notice however that the increment in Z of the XRF cross-
section is dependent on the kV accelerating voltage and secondary target used once no fluorescence
can be observed for transitions with energies greater than the excitation source. Still being a surface
analysis, XRF beams can probe sample depths over 100µm. Although X-ray beams can be focused by
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using polycapillary lens (typically down to 50µm), beam scanning cannot be performed. However,
elemental mapping is still possible but only by using sample or X-ray system scanning. On the other
hand, the whole capabilities of an XRF energy dispersive spectrometer can be arranged in small and
portable systems that may then be crucial when museum or other in-situ analyses are mandatory.

PIXE analysis of glass samples
According to the PIXE technique characteristics, some care should be taken when analysing histor-
ical glass samples. As previously mentioned, PIXE is a surface analysis and then quantitative results
are too much dependent on the samples surface corrosion carried by the strong leaching of some
elements and in particular of Na. If an accurate glass bulk composition is required, the corroded glass
surface should be removed. Whenever possible, this should be achieved by polishing either a small
zone of the entire object or small glass samples embedded in resin that were previously cut from
selected glass fragments. Confident glass bulk composition can also be obtained if analysing the
cross-section of freshly broken fragments.

Glasses are insulating samples and when analysed in vacuum both impinging charged particles
and kicked off electrons frequently promote a large charge build up that degrades the collected X-ray
spectrum. The most common solution is to apply a thin conductive carbon coating layer (by thermal
evaporation, sputtering or spray means) for samples analysed in vacuum or their analysis in an
external beam set-up.

In what accounts to data spectra collection, a single spectrum could be obtained containing
information for all possible elements. However, using a 2MeV or higher proton beam energy would
imply that protons would enter a common 8-µm-thick Be windowed detector and degrade the
detector crystal. On the other hand, as PIXE yield is high for low Z elements (that including Si the
major element in glass), the beam current should be kept low (in order to keep a reasonable total X-
ray count rate inferior to 3,000 counts/s) that would account for long irradiation time if heavy
element trace amounts are to be determined. The ideal solution would be to have two detectors
simultaneously: a low solid angle detector with magnetic backscattered protons deflection and an
high solid angle detector with an X-ray filter in front of it for providing efficient detection of heavy
elements X-rays and at the same time reducing the large light elements contribution also preventing
backscattered protons from entering into the detector. As an alternative, information can be obtained
with one detector in two steps: the first one using low proton beam energy (0.7–1.0MeV) for
preventing backscattered proton to cross the common 8-µm-thick Be detector window and at the
same time providing good sensitivity for light elements; the second step is to use a filter in front of
the detector (Mylar filter with 50–350 µm thickness) and increase the beam energy and current for
detecting heavy elements in trace amounts.

Using themicroprobe elemental distribution capabilities also allows to ascertain the homogeneity
of the analysed sample or define analysis of representative areas.

Summary
PIXE analysis using MeV proton beams is a powerful technique for the study of different type of
samples in several science fields such as Material Science, biology/biomedicine and Cultural
Heritage due to its fine sensitivity (down to the µg/g level), versatility, non-destructive characteristics
as well as for its multi-elemental analytical capabilities. The possibility of beam focusing and beam
scanning adds spatial resolution down to the µm level and imaging capabilities then allowing PIXE to
become a microscopy technique. The needed sample preparation is usually simple and quantitative
results are precise and accurate for uniform and homogeneous samples. PIXE is also versatile in what
accounts to the size and type of samples that can be analysed due to the combination of in-vacuum and
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external beam set-up possibilities. However, PIXE does not provide chemical compounds data (only
detects elements) neither delivers sample depth dependent information, at least in a straightforward
way. In spite of its low availability, once it requires the use of small accelerators, PIXE is still a very cost-
effective and competitive or complementary analytical technique.

UV–vis reflectance spectroscopy was used to study the natural hues present in the glass
in order to understand what was affecting the colour of the glass. This technique is very
useful for in situ analysis, for being easily transportable, non-invasive and quick.

Optical microscopy is a useful tool for a first assessment of the overall morphol-
ogy of the paint layers, in particular the dark field allows the perception of surface
details which are not visible with a bright field, since the illumination is oblique in
relation with the surface.

Scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM) is a valuable resource to analyse glass samples
with a greater detail when compared to optical microscopy. SEM equipped with an
energy dispersive spectroscopy detector (EDS) produces higher resolution images,
which enables the morphological characteristics of the samples to be highlighted [66].
X-ray elemental maps are also very useful especially for heterogeneous surfaces such as
glass paintings. Backscattered imaging backscattered electrons (BSE) allows visualizing
the main differences on the composition of the surface to be analysed.

12.2.1 Experimental methods and conditions

12.2.1.1 μ-PIXE
Quantitative results were achieved with μ-PIXE technique using an Oxford
Microbeams OM150 type scanning nuclear microprobe set-up, either with the in-
vacuum or with the external beam configuration. To allow efficient detection of low
energy X-rays such as the ones of Na, all the glass fragments were irradiated in
vacuum with a focused 1MeV proton beam. The X-rays were collected by an 8-μm-
thick Be windowed SDD detector with 145 eV resolution. In order to avoid or detect
possible local glass heterogeneities, X-ray imaging (2D elemental distribution) and
spectra were obtained from an irradiated sample area of 750 × 750 μm2. For trace
element quantification (typically elements with atomic number above the one of Fe),
a higher energy was needed and a 2-MeV proton beam was used. In this case, the
external beam set-up was chosen in order to prevent sample beam-charging and
consequently X-ray spectra degradation. X-rays were collected with a SDD detector
with 145 eV resolution from a sample area of 800 × 800 μm2. Operation and basic
data manipulation, including elemental distribution mapping, were achieved
through the OMDAQ software code and quantitative analysis with GUPIX program.
The results are expressed in weight percentage of oxides and were normalized to
100%. In order to validate the obtained concentration results, a glass reference
standard, Corning B, was also analysed. Those values are presented in Table 12.1.
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12.2.1.2 LA-ICP–MS
A selection of fragments being part of a larger research project were also analysed by
means of LA-ICP–MS. The LA-ICP–MS analysis was carried out on the resin embedded
glass cross-section. The ablation system used here is located at the National Centre of
Scientific Research in Orleans, France. It consists of a Nd:YAG laser working at 266nm
(quadrupled frequency) operating at a maximum energy of 2mJ and at a maximum
pulse frequency of 15Hz. The beam diameter can be adjusted from 20 to 100μm. The
glass analysis was performed at 8Hz with a beam diameter of 80μm. A pre-ablation
time of 20 s is set in order to eliminate the transient part of the signal which is then
acquired for 55 s corresponding to 20mass scans from lithium to uranium (the signal in
count/s is measured in low resolution mode for 58 different isotopes). Calibration for
glass was undertaken by employing NIST610, and Corning B, C and D glass reference
material [55]. The detection limits range from 0.1% to 0.01% for major element and
from 20 to 500ng/g for other. The composition is calculated from the average of two
ablations carried out in different areas of the sample.

To validate the obtained results, glass reference standard Corning A is also ana-
lysed as an unknown sample and results are presented in Table 12.1. The results for the
trace elements and REE obtained for the analysed samples from the SCV assemblage
are reported inRef. [67], for the façon-de-Venise samples, and inRef. [68], for the gourd-
shaped vessels.

12.2.1.3 UV–vis reflectance spectroscopy
A MAYA 200 PRO from Ocean Optics spectrophotometer with a single beam dis-
persive optic fibre was used, together with a 2048 CCD Si detector that allows
operating in the 200–1,050 nm range. The light source is a HL-200-HP 20W halogen
from Ocean Optics, with a single optical path between 360 and 2,500 nm. The
spectra were acquired directly on the glass surface of the objects, in reflectance
(R) mode, with a 45°/45° configuration (illumination angle/acquisition) and ca. 2
mm of diameter of analysed area. Spectra were obtained between 360 and 1,050 nm,
with integration time of 8ms/scan and 15 scans. A Spectralon® surface was used as
a reference. The obtained data were converted and presented as an absorbance A′ =
log10(1/R).

12.2.1.4 Optical microscopy and SEM
The particle morphology of the grisaille powders was observed by transmitted light
opticalmicroscopy under plane and cross-polarized light. Themicroscope, Axioplan 2ie
Zeiss, was equipped with a halogen light HAL100 and a digital camera (Nikon
DMX1200F), and by SEM at the MicroLab Electron Microscopy Laboratory, Instituto
Superior Técnico, Lisbon. The SEM system complies a Hitachi S2400 model equipped
with a Rontec standard EDS detector, operating at a beam acceleration voltage of 20kV,
also using a backscattered electron detector for imaging. The powder samples analysed
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by optical microscopy were prepared in dispersion, on a Cargille Meltmount™ resin
with a refractive indexof 1.662 and anAbbeVdispersion of 26, between two glass slides.

12.2.2 Sampling

The studied glass has an archaeological provenance, apart from the stained glass
samples that belong to private collection. In order to avoid erroneous results by
analysing and quantifying corrosion layers instead of the uncorroded bulk glass, it
was decided to sample all selected objects. Small glass samples of 2–4mm2 were dry
cut from the selected glass fragments with a steel wire with diamond powder. Samples
were embedded in an epoxy resin (Araldite 2020) from Huntsman™ and polished with
SiC sandpapers down to 4,000mesh. This sampling procedure was performed only in
broken objects and on individual fragments without possible connections.

The glass samples painted with grisailles were cut and mounted in epoxy resin
using the methodology descibed above, for analysis of cross-sections by µ-PIXE and
SEM–EDS.

12.3 Case studies

The case studies were selected to demonstrate the complementarity of the developed
research methodology both for the study of the glass objects and for the grisailles
paintings.

12.3.1 Seventeenth-century archaeological glass found in Portugal: façon-de-Venise
and gourd-shaped vessels

In this section, the raw materials used to produce glass, and the trace elements that
enter the glass matrix with them, are explored. For the past few years, trace elements
have been pointed out as potential tracers for the different sources of employed raw
materials. To illustrate this potential, an important case study in the Portuguese
panorama concerning archaeological glass dated to the seventeenth century
unearthed in the Portuguese territory is addressed. Two well-defined categories of
artefacts are considered: façon-de-Venise objects and the gourd-shaped vessels. The
interest in studying these two specific types of finds relies on the fact that on one hand
façon-de-Venise glass, being a very well-studied type of glass, offers the possibility to
compare our results with published data on glass with known provenances, while, on
the other hand, for the gourd-shaped vessels, a different scenario is faced, since, as far
as the authors know, this object has rarely been found outside Portugal, thus being a
potential candidate for a national glass production. The compositional characteristics
of these glasses found in Portugal are discussed and the interconnection between them
is explored, uncovering the transfer of technology andmovement of people and goods.
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12.3.1.1 Archaeological contexts
The 29 fragments considered here came from 4 different archaeological contexts
(Figure 12.1) that will be presented in a brief way. To have more information about
the archaeological contexts and its history, please see Refs. [69] and [70].

Santa Clara-a-Velha Monastery (SCV) – This monastery belonged to the Poor Clares
(Order of Saint Clare), a contemplative order of nuns in the Roman Catholic Church.
The fragments here studied are all from the seventeenth century, which corresponds
to the final period of occupation of the monastery. From the thousands of glass
fragments found at SCV Monastery [70, 71], a set of six façon-de-Venise was selected
for the study. Three of them show a perfectly discoloured glass, with different key
features: one presents filigree, another shows engraved decoration and the third one
has an applied prunt in raspberry shape. A set of fragments, probably belonging to a
drinking tazza with gilded decoration and a lion’s head on the stem, were also
chosen. The body glass of this object presents a dark grey hue (SCV-V194). The
other two objects are the folded base of a vessel and the mouth of a small flask
with mould blown decoration. Both present a high degree of corrosion where original
colour of the glass is not perceptible at a naked eye. Also from this assemblage, nine
gourd-shaped vessels were selected.

SJT0128 SCV-V115 SCV-V177

SCV-V191 SJT0112 PMF0568 SCV-V194

SJT00014

SCV-V022

Vegetable Gourds

SCV-V365
SCV-V210

PMF

30 Km

SCV

CPU

SJT

Figure 12.1: Portugal’s map, showing the geographical locations of the archaeological sites of the
four façon-de-Venise glass sets and of the two gourd-shaped vessel’s sets (SJT: São João de Tarouca
Monastery; CPU: Courtyard of the Coimbra University; SCV: Santa Clara-a-Velha Monastery; PMF:
PraçaMiguel Fernandes in Beja). On the left, some examples of fragments under study are presented.
Pictures taken by I. Coutinho and archaological drawing by T. Medici.
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University Courtyard, Coimbra (CPU) – Archaeological excavations were under-
taken in the CPU (Coimbra, Portugal), exposing structures with material dated to the
seventeenth century From the glass fragments, only one object (the one with façon-
de-Venise characteristics) was selected from this assemblage to be included in this
study. This fragment is possibly the neck of a small flask and is decorated with white
filigree canes.

Miguel Fernandes Square, Beja (PMF) – Archaeological excavations at Miguel
Fernandes Square in Beja exposed a set of 137 underground silos, used as storage
containers for food, mainly cereals, during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.
Based on more than 1,400 glass fragments retrieved, it was possible to infer the
presence of an estimated 366 objects. From these, 13 façon-de-Venise fragments dated
between the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries were selected. Most of the
fragments are part of beakers and goblets made with colourless glass with natural
bluish and greyish hues.

São João de Tarouca Monastery (SJT) – Tarouca is located in northern Portugal,
and the monastery was founded between 1,152 and 1,154. It is believed to be the
earliest Cistercian monastery in the country [72]. The fragments are dated to the
seventeenth century. They comprise glass with filigree and mould blown decoration
patterns, one gilded fragment also with engraved decoration, and two objects with
the application of strings. The body glass from all fragments shows a greyish or bluish
natural hue.

12.3.1.2 Façon-de-Venise glass
From the sixteenth century onwards, façon-de-Venise glass was the manifestation of
the Venetian taste, spreading in Europe throughout several production centres,
mainly as a consequence of theVenetian glassmakers’ emigration. A number of papers
devoted to the analysis of Venetian and façon-de Venise glass objects discussed the
raw materials employed in the manufacture of these items, and their probable origin
[6, 11, 19, 21, 32, 73]. Chemical analysis and research on ancient treatises lead to the
understanding that the rawmaterials employed in Venetian and façon-de Venise glass
production were carefully selected, in order to accomplish the high-quality glass that
made it one of the most wanted luxury items throughout Europe [11]. For example,
during the fourteenth century, Venetian glassmakers started to use quartz pebbles
from the Ticino River as a silica source, avoiding the use of impure sands.

Considering glass production in Portugal, documentary sources report that glass-
makers from Italy (Venice and Altare) and from Antwerp were settled in the
Portuguese territory from the seventeenth century onwards [74–76].

The study conducted on façon-de-Venise objects from different Portuguese
archaeological excavations – SCV, SJT, PMF and CPU – was expected to bring new
information on the commercial relationships with other European centres and on
glass from possible national provenance.
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Twenty-nine fragments were selected and analysed for this study, major and
minor composition are presented in Table 12.1. For the great majority of them, glass
colour and the way some decorations were applied prevented from considering the
glass to have a genuine Venetian origin. For a more exhaustive description of the
fragments, see Refs. [67, 69, 70].

Having in consideration what was stated above about rawmaterials and how it is
possible to take advantage of the impurities that enter the glass matrix and use them
as important provenance trackers, the silica trace components were the firsts to be
explored. Analysing the relation between aluminium and titanium oxides, both
entering the glass through silica, makes it possible to formulate some considerations
on the employed silica sources. Regarding the division of alumina contents as
defined by Ref. [40], the samples can be divided in four groups with low, medium,
high and very high alumina contents (Figure 12.2(a)). Venetian and façon-de-Venise
glass are characterized by their choice of pure raw materials with low contents of
impurities [11]. The results (Figure 12.2(a)) show that some of these objects have a
chemical composition that is unusual for façon-de-Venise glass that do not match
with any of the known European façon-de-Venise production centres and prevents
from attributing them to a genuine Venetian provenance (for typical Venetians
compositions see Ref. [13], for values of glass in several façon-de-Venise production
centres see Ref. [40], Table 4).

It is known that the choice of raw materials was a primary phase of glass
manufacture, since these influenced the quality of the final result, particularly in
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Figure 12.2: Binary charts of (a) Al2O3 versus TiO2 with boundaries for general Venetian glass and
cristallo glass following published compositions in Ref. [13], and with marked zones for the low
alumina (LA), medium alumina (MA), high alumina (HA) and very high alumina (VHA) contents based
on Ref. [40], and (b) Zr versus Hf concentrations in μg/g determined by means of LA-ICP–MS for the
SCV objects. The dashed lines are general Antwerp façon-de-Venise and general Venetian regions
taken from the literature [19].
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terms of transparency and of the possibility of obtaining colourless glass. The purest
material was quartz pebbles and was used by the Venetian glassmakers who
imported it from other Italian regions, namely Ticino River [11]. However, the most
commonly employed raw material was sand and it is generally accepted that it came
from places near the glass production locations [9]. For this reason, it is considered a
possibility that the high alumina levels derive from the use of local sands found in the
Portuguese territory and rich in feldspar.

According to values published in literature, Venetian glass (both cristallo and
vitrum blanchum) is characterized by low contents of TiO2 (around 0.05wt.%), as
represented in Figure 12.2(a) by the two marked regions [13]. Three SCV objects, with
alumina contents below 2.0wt.% and titanium dioxide content below 0.1wt.%, are
compatible with genuine Venetian compositions; from these, two are within the
cristallo boundaries. Comparing the obtained results with coeval genuine Venetian
and façon-de-Venise glass [11] confirms that these fragments from SCV are probably
genuine Venetian objects. To validate the Venetian provenance of the selected SCV
fragments, these were analysed by LA-ICP–MS. This allowed quantifying the trace
and the REE that are considered the fingerprint of the employed raw materials. In
order to compare with values and boundaries present and defined in the literature,
the contents of zirconium and hafnium (Figure 12.2(b)) were studied. Both these
elements derive from the silica source, and looking to the values of these elements
in the samples being studied, four of the SCV fragments are within the Venetian
boundaries [19]. This confirms that these objects are genuine imports from Venice.

The fragments from the remaining assemblages do not fall within the Venetian
boundaries and are considered to originate from different production centres. The
PMF fragments form one group and a majority of samples from SJT form another one.

Regarding the flux properties, the study of these allowed one to confirm that the
fragments previously identified as Venetian are also compatible in terms of flux with
being made out in this region [67].

Another particularity of the group was the natural hue of the glass featuring
shades of grey and blue. Only the SCV fragments imported fromVenice do not present
such visible hues. UV–vis reflectance spectroscopy allows one to determine that this
grey/blue hue is caused by the simultaneous presence of iron and cobalt oxides
(Fe(III) – 380, 420 and 440nm; Co(II) – 530, 590 and 640nm) as shown in Figure 12.3.
As far as it is known, the presence of cobalt in colourless façon-de-Venise glass is not
usual and has rarely been reported in the literature.

12.3.1.3 Gourd-shaped vessels
This peculiar shape is characterized by a neck that can be globular, pear-shaped or
truncated conical, while the body is usually globular [77], often decorated with
vertical ribs made by using a dip mould, starting from the bottom of the neck [70,
77]. Many of the gourds discovered to date are of brownish red, green (several shades
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can be observed) or blue glass. Less often, colourless glass gourds have been found,
some of them with a greenish or yellowish tinge.

Considering the number of gourd-shaped vessels unearthed in Portugal, these
bottleswere probably very common inPortugal from the seventeenth century onwards.
Glass bottles of this form have been found in archaeological assemblages at SJT, Porto,
Coimbra, Santarém, Lisbon, Almada and Moura, all of them dated to the seventeenth
century, demonstrating that this formwaswidely disseminated throughout the country
[70]. A painting by the famous seventeenth -century Portuguese painter Josefa deAyala
e Cabrera (also known as Josefa de Óbidos, 1630–1684) depicts a gourd-shaped bottle
of colourless glass, with an outline that matches the gourds with a truncated conical
neck (picture of the painting in Ref. [78]).

Elsewhere in the Iberian Peninsula, gourd-shaped glass vessels are found in
Spain, especially in the territories that belonged to the Kingdom of Aragon. They are
mentioned in several inventories in Catalonia (fifteenth century) and Majorca (six-
teenth century) [79, 80]. However, none of the examples of gourds mentioned above
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Figure 12.3: Absorbance spectra of several façon-de-Venise objects from SCV, PMF and SJT
assemblages.
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matches the forms of the gourds discovered in Portugal. When comparing gourds
found in Portugal with those discovered elsewhere in Europe, certain morphological
differences can be detected. The Portuguese gourds have a pear-shaped or truncated
conical neck, as was described above and is illustrated in Figure 12.1. These neck
shapes contrast with the most common globular necks in the gourds found in Spain
and other European countries.

Because of the complexity of the form, the techniques by which the gourds were
manufactured were not fully understood until replicas were made. The master glass
artist Robert Wiley conducted some experiments at the research unit Vidro e
Cerâmica para as Artes at the Universidade NOVA de Lisboa in Caparica, Portugal.
The experiment suggested that the original glassmakers exercised considerable con-
trol over temperature while employing the Venetian technique of mezza-stampatura
(half-moulding). For a complete description of the remake of this shape, see Ref. [68].

Following the same line of thought that was used to approach the façon-de-
Venise data, the impurities that came alongwith the rawmaterials were explored (see
Table 12.1). The alumina and titanium oxide contents of the gourds were plotted
(Figure 12.4(a)), using the division in alumina content employed before. At least three
different silica sources can be identified. The two gourds in the left corner of the chart
(SCV-V115 and SCV-V210) have the lowest amounts of alumina, which implies the use
of a purer source, or sources, of silica. The remaining gourds, which have an alumina
content higher than 5wt.%, were produced using silica sources much higher in
impurities. As we saw before, analysing the reported compositions of contempora-
neous glass objects from such European centres, such as Antwerp, Amsterdam,
London and Spain (alumina values equal to or less than 2.0wt.%), we observe that
alumina contents this high are unusual [19, 73, 82].

These results were compared with those from the study of façon-de-Venise glass
found in Portugal discussed above and reported by Coutinho et al. [67], and also with
data obtained for six samples of production remains recovered from a coeval glass
furnace in Majorca, Spain. The alumina values of the Majorcan samples vary between
3.5 and 5.3wt.% [81].

The composition of the body glass of a small gourdwithmillefiori decoration from
the Monastery of SCV, analysed by Ref. [40], was also considered for comparison.

In Figure 12.4(b), the alumina and iron oxides were normalized to the silica
content to characterize the composition of the silica source, irrespective of any
added flux, and plotted against each other. Again, the two gourds with lower
quantities of alumina (SCV-V115 and SCV-V210) are close to each other.

Four of the SCV samples (SCV-V079, SCV-V082, SCV-V352 and SCV-V365)
appear to be very similar, presenting a positive correlation between the alumina
and iron oxides normalized to the silica contents. The closeness of the SJT gourd to
the four gourds from the SCV set suggests that the same source of silica was
employed to produce these glasses. The SCV-V177 gourd is outside this correlation,
indicating that it was made using a different source of silica. Finally, gourds SCV-
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V390 and SCV-V423 were probably made from the same silica source, one very high
in impurities.

The gourds with high and very high alumina values are unrelated to any of the
other objects. Based on their contents of oxides, the glasses from Majorca (in Figure
12.4(b), indicated as Majorca glass) are unrelated to any of the analysed gourds, and
this demonstrates that the silica from which they were made came from a different
source. Most of the analysed façon-de-Venise fragments from the Portuguese archae-
ological sites of Beja (PMF) and the Monastery of SJT (indicated as fdV-PMF** and
fdV-SJT** in Figure 12.4), as well as the fragment of the small gourd SCV-V74 with
millefiori decoration from the Monastery of SCV (shown in Figure 12.4(b)), do not
show any similarity to the other gourds in our study, so their production, too,
involved a different source of silica.

Looking at the gourds with low levels of alumina allows us to find some simila-
rities. SCV-V210 is closely related to the three façon-de-Venise fragments from the SCV
assemblage that have been identified as genuine Venetian imports. SCV-V115 also
seems to be similar to the façon-de-Venise fragments with low alumina contents.

Zr and Hf have been used in the distinction of glass produced in Venice as seen
above [19, 67, 73]. However, the ratio of Zr/Hf changes very little in zircon that have a
granitic origin, resulting in similar (sometimes even coincident) ratios of these
elements for glass made with different silica sources [4]. For this reason, the relation
of Zr versus La was observed. The area marked in the binary chart for Venetian glass
was based on the Zr values for this glass reported in the literature. Analysing these
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Figure 12.4: (a) Binary plot of Al2O3 versus TiO2 with marked zones for the low alumina (LA), medium
alumina (MA), high alumina (HA) and very high alumina (VHA) contents based on Ref. [40], and (b)
alumina versus iron oxide, both normalized to the silica content and compared with another gourd
from the SCV assemblage (SCV-V74*, reported in Ref. [40]), with results from contemporaneous
façon-de-Venise objects found in Portugal and reported above, and production remains from a
Majorcan furnace (Majorca glass***, reported in Ref. [81]). Results were obtained by μ-PIXE analysis.
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values (Figure 12.5), one can infer that SCV-V115 was made outside Venice. However,
the silica source employed in the manufacture of this object was carefully chosen, as
can be attested by the low levels of impurities in its composition. In contrast, the
same figure shows that SCV-V210 is strongly compatible with Venetian glass. Because
bottles of this shape are, so far, unknown among Venetian glasses, we can offer two
hypotheses: (1) this object was ordered from a Venetian glass workshop in a form
specified by the customer, or (2) it wasmade elsewhere, employing recycled Venetian
glass. The second hypothesis seemsmore plausible, consideringwhat was said above
about the presence of lead and tin oxides in the composition of this gourd.

Analysing the oxides that come from the flux source (Na2O, K2O, MgO, P2O5 and CaO),
these were further studied and examined in Ref. [68], where it was possible to reach the
conclusion that for the gourds under study, two different manufacturing techniques
could be identified, one with purified ashes and the other with unpurified ashes (SCV-
V115, SCV-V210, SCV-V352 and SCV-V365 relate with the use of purified ashes and the
remaining gourds relate with the employment of unpurified ashes in the batch). This
reinforces the idea that gourds were produced inmore than one location by glassmakers
who employed different ways of preparing the raw materials introduced into the batch.
However, this distinction could also be explained by the use of imported or recycled
Venetian glass.

What is immediately striking about the gourd-shaped bottles found in Portugal is
the palette used in making these objects. There are some instances in which the
coloration is considered intentional, and this is the case for cobalt blue. The cobalt in
the glass matrix is considered to have been added deliberately, as was also true for

0
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0.2

0.4
Venetian

0.6

0.8

1.0

10 20 30 40

SCV-V115
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Figure 12.5: Binary plot of Zr versus La in μg/g, determined by LA-ICP–MS, for the SCV gourds. The area
marked as “Venetian” refers to the Zr values reported in literature for genuine Venetian glass [73].
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the purple glass, rich inmanganese oxide. Considering the intense coloration of most
of the recovered vessels, we can suggest that the glassmakers purposely used glass
that they knew would result in bright, colourful objects. The most common colour
among the sampled objects (in 5 of the 10 gourds) is green, and this is also reflected
among the total number of gourds found to date (67 out of 133) [70].

The presence of iron is generally considered to be an impurity typically attributed
to the silica source. Looking at the green tints in the SCV set, we can debate the
intentionality of the presence of iron. It is important to clarify what is meant here by
intentional: (a) iron can be added on purpose to obtain the green colour, (b) glass-
makers purposely used sands rich in iron to obtain green glass and (c) sands rich in
iron were used on purpose, to which manganese was added, not to decolorize but to
enhance the green colour in the glass. The concentration of MnO in the glass seems to
suggest that this componentwas introduced into the batch deliberately, pointing to the
hypothesis described in (c). It is then proposed that manganese was not added to
discolour the batch; instead, it may have been introduced as recycled cullet. The other
suggestion is that, because MnO2 (the form in whichmanganese is added to the batch)
has an oxidizing effect, it was probably introduced into the batch to counteract the
strong blue coloration provided by the reduced iron. In this way, manganese would
oxidize the iron to a green colour.

12.3.2 Shadows and contours: grisaille painting

Many wrote about stained glass, but one must witness its splendour to understand
themeaning of the words. Stories were told through a game of light and shadow, with
coloured and colourless glass decorated with painted motifs. The glass-painter
played a significant role to tell these stories. Stained glass painting was, from the
beginning of the craft, one of the processes which experienced many changes and
developments. The grisaille painting was the first painted decoration ever to be used
on stained glass. The production of this paint involves the mixing of metal oxides,
normally iron and/or copper, with ground lead glass. This mixture is applied on the
glass panel with an agent such as gum Arabic and fired. It is used to depict on
coloured and clear glass figures motives and other details as a thick opaque line,
known as grisaille à contourner, or as a thin line, known as grisaille à modeler [83, 84].
Examples of sixteenth and seventeenth-century stained glass reveal the high-quality
compositions that could be obtained using only the grisaille (Figure 12.6).

The treatise De coloribus et artibus romanorum, written by Eraclius between the
tenth and the thirteenth centuries, indicates the mixture of a lead-rich glass with iron
filings. Brass, a Cu–Zn alloy, could also be added to the base glass. At the present
moment, there is knowledge of only two stained glass collections that present
grisaille painting with a significant amount of zinc, one of them is the sixteenth-
century stained-glass collection located at Batalha Monastery and the other belongs
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to the stained glasses from the Salvatorkirche in Munique and dated to the sixteenth
century [85, 86]. The twelfth-century treatise De diversibus artibus by Theophilus
prescribes a mixture of a lead-rich glass with copper fillings. To apply the grisaille,
wine, urine, or gum arabic were used as binders. The paint is heated at temperatures
between 600 and 750 °C, allowing the attachment of the paint layer to the base glass,
with a complete fusion of lead and the decomposition of some of the oxides, with the
releasing of the metals which remain in its solid state dispersed in the glassy matrix
(Figure 12.7) [87, 88]. This melting process results in a proper fusion of the paint,
creating a diffuse interface between the grisaille and the base glass [89, 90]. The
result is an opaque layer with an uneven surface. The quality of the grisaille will,
thus, depend on the thickness of the paint, the correct amount of binder and the firing
temperature [83].

12.3.2.1 Historic grisailles from Europe – morphology and compositions
This investigation focuses on the study of historical grisaille samples, with differ-
ent provenances and production dates, aiming the creation of a spatiotemporal
map of the grisaille compositions. This work constitutes the first steps for the
creation of a database of grisailles compositions and morphology from which we

(b)(a)

Figure 12.6: The grisaille painting followed the development of the painting on stained glass, allowing
the creation of very detailed compositions with the use of grisaille. A portrait, dated to the sixteenth
century (Portugal) (a), and Zabulon, dated to the seventeenth century (Low Countries) (b), are two
examples which can be found in the collections from Convento de Cristo, Tomar, and Pena National
Palace, Sintra, respectively. © Joana Delgado, © Luis Pavão, Parques de Sintra, Monte da Lua S.A.
Convento de Cristo, Tomar, and Pena National Palace, Sintra, respectively. © Joana Delgado, © Luis
Pavão, Parques de Sintra, Monte da Lua S.A.
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will be able to study if and how the composition of grisaille changed over the
centuries and countries, due to thematerials available and the different artists that
produced it.

Twenty-three samples fromLowCountries, Switzerland, France andPortugal, dated
between the thirteenth and twentieth centuries, were analysed. These were obtained
from the private collection of Joost Caen (Belgium),Monastery of Batalha (Portugal), and
Convent of Christ (Portugal). Some examples are presented in Figure 12.8.

Themorphological analysis of the grisailles was carried out in a cross-section in order
to allow the observation and study of the layers. With this analysis, it was intended to
see the thickness of the layers, the amount of pigment grains present in it, the
interface between the paint and the glass and still perceive its structure. Figure 12.8
presents some examples of grisailles analysed.

The morphological analysis of the samples showed different thicknesses in the
grisailles, going from around 10 to 70 μm. The interface of the paint with the glass is
generally well defined, with some exceptions found in the seventeenth and nine-
teenth centuries. All grisailles have metallic grains in the composition, with diverse

Low Countries

1 cm

1 cm

1 cm

Low Countries
13th-14th c. 17th-18th c.

France
15th c.

Figure 12.8: Examples of the analysed samples. Pictures by Márcia Vilarigues.

Annealing

Metal oxides
(Ex. Fe2O3; CuO) (SiO2-PbO)

Base glass Vitreous matrix
Rough surface

Glass Substrate Glass Substrate

650 °C ‒ 700 °C 

Figure 12.7: Schematic representation of a cross-section of grisaille before and after firing.
(c) Andreia Machado after Olivier Schalm
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sizes and shapes, indicating the irregular milling of the metallic compounds and
resulting in a heterogeneous layer. The only exception foundwas a sample of the Low
Countries, dated to the sixteenth century (Figure 12.9), differing not only by its
thickness but also by its distinct structure.

The grisailles, as mentioned above, are constituted by a flux and a pigment, these
corresponding to lead glass and iron or copper filings, elements that proved to be the
main constituents through the X-ray maps shown in Figure 12.9.

Fe

13th/14th c. 16th c.

17th c. 20th c.

Pb Fe Pb Max.

Min.

Max.

Min.

Fe Pb Fe Pb

10μm 10μm

10μm 10μm

Figure 12.9: SEM–BSE images and elemental X-ray distribution maps of grisailles layers in historical
samples.
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Through the elementary analysis performed on the grisailles by μ-PIXE, the
composition of the grisailles was determined and it was possible to follow differences
in materials and technology according to region and period (see Table 12.2). The
obtained results show also the presence of the main components of the glass sub-
strate, although the PIXE quantification analysis was performed only on the grisaille
region. This may result from the heterogeneities of the grisailles and consequent
different penetration depths of the ion beam or to the diffusion (or lixiviation) of these
elements to the grisaille due the corrosion of the glass.

The results obtained from the analysis show that in the Low Countries and
France, iron is themain colouring agent used for the production of the grisaille. Iron
was found as solo colourant until the fourteenth century, after which small
amounts of copper were introduced. All samples dated from after this century
have small amounts of copper, the iron being present in percentages ranging
from about 85% to 95% of the colouring agents. Samples dated from the end of
the seventeenth century start to show an increase in the percentage of copper to
about 20%, and it is therefore possible to conclude that the percentage of copper
used in these countries has increased over time. In Portugal, iron concentrations
are close to those found in the Low Countries, ranging from 85% to 99%. Samples
from Switzerland have a very different composition, with a higher amount of copper
than iron, with copper being present in percentages ranging from 25% to 70%,
making this the colorant of choice for the production of these pictorial layers,
probably due to an easier access to copper in these regions.

These analyses allowed us to learn that for the samples from the Low Countries,
France and Portugal, iron was used as the preferential colorant agent, while in
Switzerland, a lower percentage of iron was used with copper being an element of
growing predilection.

The proportion of flux and colorant agents also varied between regions and
time periods. It was ascertained that the percentage of flux varied between 40%
and 70%, with the fifteenth and seventeenth centuries’ grisailles having the
highest percentage. Switzerland was the region that used the highest percentage
of flux, in a percentage of around 80%, followed by Portugal (c.f. Table 12.2). The
remaining countries have significantly less flux, with this material going from 25%
to 50%.

12.4 Conclusions

Over the last years, archaeometric studies and the constant evolving of the analytical
techniques and the possibility of treatments one can apply to the results (e.g.
chemometrics), together with the studies of manufacturing techniques, reproduction
of recipes and so on, can bring valuable information on the transfer of technology
between different people and locations.
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The growing knowledge on this field has also been useful to identify knowledge
gaps as was the case of the glass unearthed in Portugal. Until a few years ago, little
was known about the glass that circulated in the national territory and this informa-
tion is needed in order to keep putting the puzzle together about the glass circulation
routes in Europe and beyond.

The investigation about façon-de-Venise glass discovered in Portugal allowed for
the identification of four genuine Venetian fragments, but what was striking was the
impossibility (due to the glass composition) of attributing the majority of the frag-
ments to known façon-de-Venise production centres in Europe. It proposed the
existence of two more unknown façon-de-Venise production centres that could
have been located in Portugal.

Concerning the gourd-shaped vessels, because this is a rare shape to find
outside Portugal, these are considered good candidates to have been made in
national territory. This assumption suggests that skilled glassmakers were work-
ing in Portugal in the early modern period. This calls into question the commonly
accepted notion that glass made in Portugal at that time was of poor quality,
crafted by less capable artisans. On the contrary, the results of our study reinforce
the impression that local production should have attained some significance, at
least from the sixteenth century onwards. This seems to be implied in an existing
royal charter from King Dom Sebastian I (1554–1578), dated 1563, which appears to
have forbidden the importation of Venetian glass because local production was
judged to be of comparable quality. Once more, the composition allied to the
shape and production methodology prevented us from finding comparable objects
or fragments from any of the other known coeval European glass production
centre.

Analytical investigation proved to be effective also on grisailles.With this work, it
was possible to verify thatmost of the samples have a heterogeneous paint layer, with
some granularity and differences of thickness. It was also proven that the preferred
colourant agent is iron, being the countries of central and western Europe the ones
with the highest proportion of this material. Countries from east Europe presented a
higher content of copper than the others, being this material used with iron in a 1:1 or
1:2 ratio of iron/copper.

The proportion of flux in grisailles over the course of time is around 40–50%,
with the exception of the fifteenth and seventeenth centuries, where flux made up
about 80% of the grisaille on average. The country that had the highest concentra-
tion of flux in grisailles was Switzerland, around 80%.

The results obtained in the presented case studies demonstrate the effectiveness
of the used methodology. Combining stylistic, chemical and technological
approaches, it has been possible to trace the provenience of the glass arriving in
Portugal during the seventeenth century and to make hypothesis on local produc-
tion, as well as to discuss and comprehend the technological differences along the
centuries and on different locations for the production of the grisailles paintings.
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13 Physicochemical approaches to gold and silver
work, an overview: Searching for technologies,
tracing routes, attempting to preserve

Abstract: Gold alloys and silver alloys have always been widely employed in the
production of significant objects. With high reflectivity, precious metals are perceived
as both materials and colours, and can be skilfully combined to produce metallic
polychrome effects. Because their structure and composition contain information on
their manufacture, use, disclaim and degradation, items in gold and in silver enclose
major information on the technologies employed by past societies and on exchange
networks. This information can be acquired using appropriate analytical protocols,
established according to the nature of the query and the characteristics of the objects.

By using physicochemical techniques, it is possible to identify the technologies,
materials and tools used by the artisan and, in particular cases, to situate the sources
of raw materials and the workshops producing the objects, as well as to follow the
trade routes. The aim of this work is to outline major achievements in the study of
goldwork and silverwork based on the different physicochemical methods that are
available, and to refer the analytical difficulties that have to be faced when studying
objects made from precious metals. Based on several examples, three topics are
addressed. The first concerns the major role of the techniques of exam when describ-
ing shaping, decorating, assembling and finishing; the second considers the search
for metallic polychrome effects in some cultural areas; and the third discusses the
challenging question of fingerprinting. A fourth section is dedicated to a short
reflection on the difficulties related to the identification of the atmospheric corrosion
mechanisms of precious metals.

Keywords: preciousmetal, gold, goldwork, silver, silverwork, alloy, jewellery, colour,
polychrome effect, corrosion, provenancing, fingerprinting

13.1 Introduction

Expressions of social (political and economic) and religious power, prestigious
objects are manufactured in specific materials. Among them metals, in particular
gold and silver, because they have properties that result in perceived specific visual
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aspects [1] that can be enriched by illumination [2]. Transmission, refraction, absorp-
tion, scattering and reflection of light in gold and silver surfaces modify the appear-
ance of the shapes. Perceived as both materials and colours [3], precious metals have
a lustrous appearance [4] and are thus among the most appropriate for the produc-
tion of significant objects.

More than their mechanical properties (ductility, malleability, strength, etc.) that
make precious metals and particularly gold to be easily shaped by plastic deforma-
tion, their major asset is based on their optical properties, because metals have high
reflectivity. In the past, silver was commonly alloyed with copper, which results in a
whitish shining material (for example in Sumerian the same word is employed to
designate silver, white, and bright, [5]), as silver is whitish over almost all the light
spectrum [6]. Gold, silver and copper were alloyed to produce gold alloys with
colours that go from yellow to red, green and white, depending on the amounts of
alloying elements [7], and a reflectivity that increases with growing silver amounts
[8]. It is also possible to employ thin gold foils to obtain polychrome effects, because
the reflectivity of gold at the high extreme of the light spectrummakes it look yellow,
whilst a gold leaf of 100 nm thick transmits a bluish-green light [9, 10].

It is consequently possible to obtain multiple colour effects in jewellery and ware
with gold and silver alloys, even when these metals are employed alone (with no
other materials, but with possible addition of metallic elements such as wires and
granules), or when they are applied as thin layers on a substrate (platting, gilding,
silvering, etc.). Precious metals can also be combined with more or less precious and
colourful materials, such as gems and enamels, providing to the final object colour,
lightness, volume, transparency, etc. Therefore, the use by the goldsmith and the
silversmith of a wide-range of materials and techniques finely enhances the object by
changing its visual perception. The artisan can also entrust it with a “role” or a
“value” when certain colours are used (“colour-code”), when certain elements are
added, or when certain motifs are applied by chasing, engraving, punching, etc. at
the surface of a precise shape. Coins and liturgical cups are common examples of the
roles assumed by objects with precise shapes, made from precious metals.

The technologies and materials employed in an object construction depend on
the artisan’s skill, on the workshop traditions, and on chronological and territorial
knowledge diffusion at a specific time, as well as on access to materials [11]. There is
indeed great reliance on access to sources of raw materials, and thus to opened trade
routes and to the savoir-faire andworkshop practices that voyaged along those routes
and that had over time influenced creation. Nonetheless, the technologies and
materials employed in a certain period are also related to fashion (indirectly con-
nected to exchange). By the end of the nineteenth century, archaeological jewellery
was produced employing the finest techniques of the art of working gold [12, 13]. In
the early twentieth century, Art Nouveau creators, who reinvented antique jewellery,
produced colourful items constructed with many materials that were combined with
gold and silver [14], sometimes enhanced by patination [15].
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Goldwork and silverwork enclose major information on a society, because their
structure and composition contain information on their manufacture, use, disclaim
and degradation. This information can be acquired by the detailed study of themany
aspects of the objects, which includes their description (dimension, morphology,
iconography, typology, etc.) and the data collected by employing physicochemical
methods. With an appropriate analytical protocol, it is possible to finely describe the
construction details of an object (including identification of the technologies and
tools used by the goldsmith and the silversmith). It is also possible to identify the
materials employed, and occasionally to situate the origin of the raw materials and
of the items production, and follow their trade routes [16–21]. In the sections below
are outlined major achievements in the study of goldwork and silverwork, based on
the many physicochemical methods that are offered today. Because it has recently
been observed an increase of the atmospheric corrosion of precious metals, a short
section on this question was also included above.

13.2 Considerations on analytical protocols

A large number of physicochemical techniques, often developed in other areas of
science and for other research goals, have been applied to the study of cultural
heritage. Based on these techniques, efficient analytical protocols can be established
after a good definition of the query and after considering the specificities of the objects
under study. In our case, among the specificities of gold and silver objects are those
that exclude sampling: their small size, their scarcity, their value, and their mounting
by joining multiple parts. Consequently, and contrary to many other cases, the study
of items made from precious metals is widely based on exam and non-destructive
analysis.

The observation of the morphology and structure of an item, at several depths
and scales, by using different lights and radiations, makes available information on
quite a few technological steps related to mounting, decorating and finishing [11, 14,
22–24]. It is important to register detailed macrophotography images of those tech-
nological steps. Despite the difficulties caused by the high reflectivity of precious
metals [25], attempts have been made to replace 2D by 3D imaging [26, 27].

The accurate description of an object’s construction is one of the main phases
of study, because understanding an object is essential to establish an analytical proto-
col. In fact, in a general way, the analytical techniques can be divided into three types –
elemental, isotopic and structural – each of them providing specific information on the
object. For example, if elemental analysis can be applied in evidencing wide-ranging
questions, isotopic analysis typically gives information on the origin of the metals and
on the circulation of metals and items. Because requiring a sample, isotopic analysis is
occasionally applied to the analysis of silver alloys [28–30], but barely to the analysis of
gold alloys [31].
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Therefore, the development of an analytical protocol has to consider the choice
of the most appropriate physicochemical techniques to solve one question, taking
into account the object manufacture, and after considering the analytical limitations.
After selection of the type of information that has to be searched – elemental, isotopic
or structural – it is necessary to choose the most appropriate techniques that can
provide this information, considering the nature of the query, the type of object under
study, and the technical characteristics essential to achieve the objective. The tech-
nical performance parameters that play an important role when studying gold and
silver work are typically: spatial resolution, depth of analysis, limits of detection, and
portability.

Spatial resolution is a quite important parameter when analysing small objects
consisting on several joined small parts. To give an example, Figure 13.1 shows a
detail of an earring decorated with several elements in gold under the stereomicro-
scope and under the scanning electron microscope (SEM) combined with energy
dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). The EDS analysis of the earring provides the elemen-
tal composition of the base-sheets and of the added parts (in this case granules), as
well as the composition of the filler used to obtain the joints (Table 13.1). The filler
metal, of lower melting point than the parts to be soldered [32, 33], contains, in the
case of the earring, higher Ag and Cu contents than the base-sheets and the granules.
The use of particle induced X-Ray emission (PIXE) with an incident micro beam of
protons [12, 34, 35] or of X-ray fluorescence spectrometry (XRF) with polycapillary
focusing optics [36] would have also been a possible analytical solution in this case.
EDS, µPIXE and µXRF can be used to construct elemental maps, which are very useful
in several situations, for example when estimating the composition of solders
employed to join the object’s parts [37, 38]. However, SEM-EDS has the unique
advantage of providing together with elemental analysis high-resolution imaging of
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Figure 13.1: Details of an earring decorated with granulation under the stereomicroscope and under
the SEM (FEI Philips XL 30 CP operated at 20 kV). The image obtained with the SE detector shows
three soldered granules to the base-sheet.
(images by M.F. Guerra).
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the surfaces, which is essential when studying objects made from gold and silver. By
using an equipment with a field emission gun (FEG), the images obtained can be
improved for particular studies [19].

Depth of analysis has to be considered when either the surface or the bulk offer
incomplete information on the object, for example when the surface was naturally
or artificially modified. In this case, it is necessary to obtain information from both
the first layers and the bulk by using specific techniques, or by combining techni-
ques of surface and bulk analysis based on their effective penetration depths [39–
42]. For example, in the case of gold alloys, the effective penetration depth of EDS is
inferior to 1 µm, and that of XRF is between 8 and 60 µm [38]. In addition to
elemental analysis, structural analysis (for example XRD, X-ray diffraction) can
be employed in this case to identify the compounds present at the object surface
and SEM to provide their morphology. These compounds give information either on
the chemical surface treatments artificially applied, for example by patination [43],
or on the natural corrosion products that grow on the surfaces [19, 44–46].

When searching for the origin and trade routes of silver and gold, the analytical
techniques selected have to be either isotopic or elemental. In general, structural
analysis provides no information on this point. Elemental analysis has to be carried
out with good detection limits, because trace elements that may link the object to a
source of metal have to be determined. In this case, PIXE can be used for the study
of silverwork [47, 48], but more hardly of goldwork [49, 50]. A powerful technique in
the area of provenancing, with high spatial resolution and providing elemental
maps, is XRF with synchrotron radiation (SR), either with energy-dispersive [51] or
with wavelength-dispersive [19, 52] spectroscopy. Another technique frequently
used for provenancing that combines low detection limits with high spatial resolu-
tion, is LA-ICP-MS [53–56]. With the disadvantage of collecting small samples by

Table 13.1: EDS data obtained for each region of interest in
the earring decorated with granulation of Figure 13.1 (FEI
Philips XL 30 CP with an integrated Link Isis 300 EDS system
operated at 20 kV; analysis in spot mode with 300 s acqui-
sition time; calculation with ZAF matrix correction model).

Regionof
analysis

Au wt% Ag wt% Cu wt%

1 95 3 1
2 96 3 1
3 95 4 2
4 95 4 1
5 87 8 4
6 85 12 3
7 85 11 4
8 83 13 4
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laser ablation [57] and thus not appropriate when elemental maps are necessary or
when the objects are made by joining multiple small parts, it has the advantage of
when combined with a Multi-Collector (LA-MC-ICP-MS) to also provide the isotopic
ratios [30, 31]. The small sampling might be a gain when sampling and analysis are
carried out in separated phases [58].

At last, portability is widely searched when analysing silver and gold items. On
one hand, the institutions where the objects are conserved or exhibited increasingly
impose not tomove them for analysis, and on another hand, as above-mentioned, the
objects can barely be sampled. Therefore, the use of portable equipment has been
growing for the study of precious metals, even if only a few techniques are available
in portable configuration. Equipment that can easily be moved for in-situ analysis are
mobile and handheld XRF, whose application in the study of gold and silver objects
has beenwidely increasing [59–63]. Portable equipment has, however, lower levels of
performance than large facilities hosted in laboratories. It would have been impos-
sible to carry out the study of the earring shown in Figure 13.1 using handheld XRF. A
spot beam of several millimetres (typically 3 mm) would have only provided an
average composition of all the alloys employed in the earring construction, instead
of the elemental composition of each of the joined parts and the solders.

13.3 Searching for technologies

Thermomechanical processes transform gold and silver into objects. The creative
process of making silverwork and goldwork includes the use of sophisticated making
techniques of shaping, decorating, assembling and finishing. These techniques that
require strong skill, follow alloying and melting, used to obtain the base alloys to be
worked.

The initial question regards whether the object is made by shaping one piece
and how that piece was shaped. Otherwise, it has to be defined how the several
pieces that constitute the object were shaped (casting, hammering, rolling, etc.) and
how they were assembled (mechanical or thermal joining). Composite objects that
are more complex require more consideration, because their shaping and mounting
may employ several techniques. Much of the information on the creative process of
silverwork and goldwork can be searched by using techniques of exam. Figure 13.2
shows the mechanical mounting of a comb in gold, horn and enamel, made by René
Lalique in 1901–1902, under a stereomicroscope (white light) and using a portable
digital X-ray radiography system. The head of the two gold screws are visible on the
reverse of the comb, but the entire screws are only visible under X-rays. In spite of
the high attenuation of X-rays in gold and silver alloys, X-radiography provides
information on the invisible parts of the objects [65–67] and on their structure,
which, in addition to manufacturing details, may reveal previous restorations and
corrosion processes [68–70].
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When the mounting technology is identified, observation under the stereomicro-
scope is frequently sufficient to verify whether the suggested techniques are employed.
In spite of their many types and heights (3–25 cm), the traditional anthropomorphic
and zoomorphic metallic figurines [61] produced for ritual offerings by the Incas are
frequently made using standardised technologies, and are thus a good example of this
situation. These figurines, made of gold, silver or spondylus shell, were used in the
Capacocha ceremony [71], because several of them, often with their miniature gar-
ments in textile, feather, etc., were found with the sacrificed children in mountaintop
shrines [72]. Traditional figurines are hollow, made by joining several hammered parts
[73–75]. A female hollow figurine is regularly made by soldering five gold or silver
sheets, as shown in Figure 13.3. Under the stereomicroscope, the seams corresponding
to the expected assemblage by hard soldering can be searched. It is also possible to
define under the stereomicroscope how the anatomical motifs were obtained (Figure
13.4), usually by using in repoussé and chasing.

The resolution limitations and the highly reflective gold and silver surfaces
under white light make, however, difficult to observe very small details under a
stereomicroscope. It is in certain cases more convenient to use SEM, because with
an incident electron beam it is possible to obtain high-resolution images and, for
metals, to overcome the problem of surface reflectivity. As already mentioned,
another advantage of SEM is that it can be combined with EDS to provide elemental
information with high spatial resolution. To understand the soldering technology
employed in the construction of the ritual Incan figurines, it is necessary to observe
and analyse the joints, as shown in Figure 13.5 for amale gold figurine studied using
SEM-EDS. In addition to the surface morphology, the composition of the parts to be
soldered and the solders could be determined, showing that the solder alloys
contain high Cu contents to lower the melting point.

(a) (b)

Figure 13.2: Details of comb “Bumblebees and umbels” in gold, horn and enamel, created by René
Lalique in 1901–1902 [Calouste GulbenkianMuseum, Acc. n. 1160, [64]. (a) The head of the gold screws
used in the mounting; and (b) the X-radiography showing the mounting systemwith screws (Smart 225
Andrex with Fuji and Dürr storage image plates and a Dürr digitizer; operating conditions: voltage
tension 130 kV with 3 mA current, 90 s acquisition time, and 93cm focus to detector distance).
(photography byM.F. Guerra and radiography by project on Lalique’s jewellery in Calouste Gulbenkian
Museum headed by M.F.Guerra).
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13.4 Silver and gold as colours

Silver whitish and gold yellowish, reddish, greenish and whitish alloys can be com-
bined to produce polychrome objects. From the analytical point of view, the search for
the use ofmetallic polychrome effects is one of the easiest questions to be solved, when
are excluded objects with surface treatments. In fact, it is sufficient to determine the
elemental composition of the alloys employed in the production of the metallic parts,
or the nature of the applied compounds in the case of, for example, niello inlays [76].

The combination of silver whitish and gold yellowish alloys produce bicolour
objects, a very widespread practice for example in the Andean area, such as in the

Figure 13.3: Details under the stereomicroscope of the mounting of an hollow female figurine
produced in Incan times for ritual offerings by joining one element that reproduces the body, legs
and head to the other elements that represent the hair, the crotch and the feet.
(photography by M.F. Guerra).
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Vicús’ workshops. Many bicolour metallic objects are attributed to that pre-
Columbian culture that developed around 400 BC in the Piura area, north of Peru,
in particular remarkable nose rings of several types [77]. The bicolour part of one of
those nose rings is shown in Figure 13.6, with a detail of the mounting by hard-

Figure 13.4: Under the stereomicroscope it can be seen for the female figurine of Figure 13.3 the
solder in the joints and the tool marks that show the use of chasing to represent the hair.
(photography by M.F. Guerra).
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Figure 13.5: Details under the stereomicroscope and the SEM of one Incan male figurine in gold.
The rectangular in section wire bent to form the ear was hard soldered to the head. EDS data show
that the solder contains high Cu contents: (1) head sheet 1 wt% Cu, 28 wt% Ag, 71 wt% Au; (2)
solder 6 wt% Cu, 14 wt% Ag, 80 wt% Au; (3) solder 5 wt% Cu, 20 wt% Ag, 75 wt% Au; (4) ear wire
2 wt% Cu, 23 wt% Ag, 75 wt% Au. (images by M.F. Guerra).
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soldering the whitish and the yellowish parts. The gold alloys employed are quite
common, containing about 10 wt% Ag. The only analytical difficulty in this case is
the analysis of the smallest parts, which means the wires and joints. They are,
however, in this case large enough to be analysed in-situ, using a mobile XRF
equipment with a spot beam of 1 mm.

The Andean area also gives one of the major examples of the skilful work of
combining the alloying metals to obtain gold alloys of particular colours and
reflectivity. The symbolic Incan figurines above mentioned (Figure 13.3) are made
using standardised technologies and by employing artificial alloys that accomplish
precise requirements [61]. Their analytical study was carried out in-situ, in Peruvian
and European institutions [78], because their size allows employing handheld XRF
with a 3mm spot beam. It was shown that the alloys employed in the manufacture of
the silver figurines are of very high quality (the copper content in the alloy is often
below 1 wt%) and those employed in the production of the gold ones contain low
copper contents and high silver amounts. Silver frequently reaches 30–50 wt% in
the gold alloys, which keeps the yellow colour of gold, but significantly increases the
reflectivity of the surface. The searched effect could be an interpretation based on
visual perception, connecting the object and the shining sun, as there is a relation
between the sun and gold [79] and between the sun and shiny objects [80].

The skilful combination of gold with the alloying metals to obtain sophisti-
cated polychrome effects can be found in Ancient Egypt, where the art of the
goldsmith includes the combination of alloys of different colours and shades to
produce composite objects. One example comes from tomb 72 excavated in
Cemetery A at Harageh [81], an intact burial of a young girl, dating to the mid-
late 12th Dynasty (c. 1875–1795 BC), where were found five fish pendant amulets [82]
today in the collection of the National Museums Scotland. The analysis using XRF,
with a spot beam of about 1 mm, of the body and tail of one of the fishes (Acc. n.
A1914.1081) has shown that it was produced with gold alloys of different colours. A

1 cm

Figure 13.6: Bicolour area of an unprovenanced nose ring attributed to the Vicús culture with a detail
under the stereomicroscope of the region where the whitish and yellowish wires are assembled
using hard-soldering.
(photographies by M.F. Guerra).
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yellowish alloy (containing 17 wt% Ag) was used for the body, and a whitish one
(containing 56 wt% Ag) was used for the tail [83].

The use of gold alloys only to produce jewellery with different colours is a
traditional practice in the Egyptian workshops, well represented by the more or less
elaborate beads in the shape of cowrie shells, which in the Middle Kingdom
(c. 2050–1710 BC) were regularly strung in girdles found in female burials [82].
Beads of this type were also found in burials from other periods [38]. The simplest
ones are those dated to the First Intermediate Period (c. 2181–2055 BC). Pierced at
each end, they were made by embossing gold sheets, where the shell’s aperture was
represented by a groove. In the collection of the Petrie Museum of Egyptian
Archaeology (University College London) are one string of twelve gold cowrie
shell beads (UC18092) enhanced with small whitish ring beads (Figure 13.7),
found in the undisturbed tomb 7923 at Qau [84], p. 45, pl. 46], and a group of four
specimens (UC42397). Using a portable XRF spectrometer with a spot beam of 1mm
(the same used in [62]), the cowrie shell beads could be analysed in-situ. The small
ring beads over and on each side of the cowrie shell beads, were also analysed, but
data obtained represent average compositions.

Data plotted in the diagram of Figure 13.8 for the two groups of cowrie shell beads
show that despite the use of gold alloys only, two different polychrome effects were
searched. String UC18092 is a metallic bicolour item, as it contains elements in two
colours of gold: the yellow-green cowrie shell beads are strung with whitish ring
beads. The four cowrie shell beads UC42397 were made to produce another colour
effect, a kind of colour gradient. In fact, their alloys have similar Ag/Au ratios, but
increasing Cu contents, which produces gold alloys in shades of yellow, yellowish
and reddish.

Figure 13.7:One of the yellowish beads in the shape of cowrie shells threadedwith small whitish gold
ring beads from string UC18092 found in undisturbed tomb 7923 at Qau, under the stereomicro-
scope.
(image by M.F. Guerra).
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13.5 Tracing trade routes and marking the dates

The movements of people have contributed to the spread and transmission of ideas,
beliefs, savoir-faire, technologies, and of goods and materials. Extended distance
pathways resulted in trade routes and exchange networks that much influenced past
economy, but which are challenging to reconstruct, in particular when documentary
sources and historical evidence are missing. Attempts to trace trade routes are
consequently carried out based on finds of objects.

Among the goods that travelled along the pathways, were rare materials and items
that needed specific skill for their manufacture. Consequently, prestigious objects
made from gold and silver contain information that should contribute to the definition
of networks, when the exploited sources of metals or the workshops that produced the
objects can be localised, or when a change of supply can be identified. Nonetheless, it
is difficult to relate an object to a metal or to a workshop. Gold and silver processing is
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Figure 13.8: Ternary diagram representing the Au, Ag and Cu contents (in wt%) obtained by XRF for
the gold cowrie shell beads and ring beads UC18092 and UC42397.
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thermomechanical, resulting in loss of information between the first and the last steps
of production. Indeed, gold and silver objects are usually made from alloys produced
by mixing different metals, in general previously refined. These processes cause a loss
of information on the original metals. Besides the alloy production, other actions
contribute to the loss of information on the initial metals. After use, the object is
disclaimed and usually reused (gold and silver are too expensive to be thrown away),
which means melted (possibly refined) to produce other objects. During periods of
weak economy, precious metals are constantly mixed and recycled.

It is, however, possible for certain items – in particular coinages, because
their issue is controlled by an authority and information is often cited in
documentary sources – and for specific periods, situations, and areas of influ-
ence, to obtain through the analysis of goldwork and silverwork evidence on
exchange networks. The information obtained very much depends on the analy-
tical technique(s) that is(are) used. It is of course very difficult to search for
hints on the metal provenance when the object cannot be moved for analysis, or
when it cannot be sampled. As referred above, provenancing involves the use of
either isotopic analysis or elemental analysis with good detection limits.

Even though, in the particular case of gold, it is possible using exam to determine
whether its origin is alluvial. In fact, the presence of PGE inclusions (naturally
occurring platinum group elements) at the object’s surface is an indicator of this
type of gold deposits. However, their absence simply indicates the use of a different
gold, which can also be alluvial, but from a geological region deprived of PGE
deposits. It is interesting to refer that the few published work on the analysis
of Egyptian gold jewellery often refers the presence of variable quantities of PGE
inclusions in the items, indicating the exploitation of alluvial sources [38, 85, 86].
Figure 13.9 shows one PGE inclusion at the surface of a hollow Egyptian penannular

500 µm
30 µm

Figure 13.9: PGE inclusion at the surface of an hollow Egyptian penannular earring under the
stereomicroscope and under the SEM. EDS analysis shows that the base sheet contains high silver
contents (55 wt% Au, 42 wt% Ag and 3 wt% Cu) and that the PGE inclusion is a rutheniridosmine (24
wt% Ru, 32 wt% Os and 44 wt% Rh).
(images by M.F. Guerra).
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earring made from an alloy containing high Ag contents. Almost invisible under the
stereomicroscope using grazing white light, the inclusion clearly appears under the
SEM. The EDS analysis has shown that it is, as expected, a rutheniridosmine.

The use of techniques that determine a few minor and trace elements might not
provide information on the localisation of the sources of metals, but might allow
identifying a change of supplies that occurs at a certain period, and provide a
terminus post quem for certain productions. It is representative of this situation the
Mapuche female ritual and daily use silver jewellery. Because of migration and of
local political problems, the use codes and the technologies employed in the jew-
ellery manufacture were regrettably nearly lost.

Said to be connected to the women’s social status, the earrings, brooches, finger
rings, etc. in silver significantly flourished in the nineteenth century in Chile and
Argentina, in particular in Araucania and Patagonia. The ritual items, among them
earring (of several types) and brooches (tupos), may reach very large dimensions [87,
88]. Like the tupos, the earrings have served as support for codified messages, and
the ritual ones could have been transmitted through several generations. The daily
use earrings were presumably constructed in different phases, related to the several
life stages of women. Symbolic motifs and elements in silver were added to the
earrings to represent life events like puberty, pregnancy, etc.

The exam using optical microscopy, SEM, and X-radiography of ritual and daily
use earrings of different types revealed that the first ones were made by skilled silver-
smiths contrary to many of the second ones [89, 90]. µPIXE analysis of the different
parts of the earrings [90] has shown that the silver alloys are of very variable quality,
with silver contents within the range of 60–90 wt%. Nevertheless, the most interesting
result is related to the alloying elements. In addition to Cu, the alloys of several pieces
also contained Zn and Ni. The amounts of those three elements in the silver alloys used
in the production of the earrings are shown in Figure 13.10, together with those found
for a few ceremonial tupos and daily use finger rings analysed using the same protocol.

The intensification during the eighteenth century of the commercial relations in
Araucania and Patagonia, resulted in the use of silver coins to produce silver jewellery
either (as shown in Figure 13.11) by directly joining them (mechanically or thermally) to
base plates and other supports [87, 88], or by reuse, which includes reshape and
melting as described and photographed by Claude Joseph [91, 92]. From 1871 onwards
in the Chilean mints and from 1896 onwards in the Argentinean mints, a new whitish
alloy, the cupronickel, replaced silver [93]. The recycling of coins and jewellery
certainly integrated the new alloy, justifying the presence of these elements in the
composition of the jewellery produced after introduction of the cupronickel in the area.
The presence of Zn and Ni in the alloys is thus a chronological indicator, because these
elements point out a terminus post quem for the jewellery production. Interestingly, the
objects dedicated to ceremonies are those that, in general, do not contain Zn and Ni,
which could indicate a former production and thus reinforcing the suggestion of
transmission through several generations.
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Several silver supplies could have been used for the manufacture of the (sug-
gested) oldest objects, but constant recycling of items to produce new jewellery
makes more difficult to search for the origin of the silver. Despite the determination
by PIXE of several trace elements in the silver alloys, such as Au, As, Sn and Sb,
which can be used for silver fingerprinting, it is difficult to relate the Mapuche silver
to South American sources. Silver from one of the main Andean sources, the mines at
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Figure 13.10: Diagram representing the Cu, Zn and Ni contents (in wt%) in the silver alloys obtained by
µPIXE for the ritual and daily use silver Mapuche feminine jewellery.

Figure 13.11: Mapuche finger ring consisting of a silver strip to which was soldered one 10 cents
Argentinean silver coin, struck by the Buenos Aires mint in 1881–1883.
(images by M. F. Guerra).
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Potosi, in Bolivia, is characterised by high Au and low In contents [20, 94]. If high Au
contents are, in the case of silver alloys, easy to determine using PIXE, this technique
has inadequate detection limits for the determination of low In contents. It should be
emphasized, however, that gold and silver from several sources situated in the
American continent could be characterized using precise trace elements, determined
using nuclear reactions, such as Pt in Colombian gold, Pd in Brazilian gold, In in
Bolivian silver, and Sn and Sb in Mexican silver [20, 94].

Fingerprinting gold and silver could be successfully achieved in other areas of
influence, even in the case of complex societies, during difficult periods, and when
long-distance trade networks were used. By using ICP-MS, SR-XRF, and nuclear
reaction analysis, it was possible to address questions related to, for example, the
Islamic expansion [56, 95], the Byzantine Empire [96, 97], the Roman Empire [30], the
Asiatic nomadic confederations [51], etc. Based on the analysis of appropriate items it
is sometimes even possible to search for the evolution of the gold and silver supplies
used in the manufacture of coins and jewellery during long periods [53, 98, 99]

13.6 Attempting to preserve

Because atmospheric corrosion threats several collections, the aim of this section is to
offer a brief introduction to the challenging analytical questions associated to the study
of the corrosion mechanisms of objects made from alloys of precious metals. In indoor
conditions, gold alloys and silver alloys corrode mainly in the presence of sulphur
(sulphidation), through the formation of sulphide salts [17, 100, 101]. The grown corro-
sion products result inmultihued spots and stains at the surface of the tarnished objects,
modifying their aspect, as shown in Figure 13.12, and thus their perception, leading to
their restoration.

Figure 13.12: Evolution of the corroded surface colour of a gold Iron Age torc in a showcase at the
National Museum of Archaeology (Lisbon, Portugal) between 2009 (on the left) and 2012 (on the right).
(Photography M. F. Guerra).
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When not properly carried out, restoration interventions are operations that
might have serious consequences in the objects preservation as well as on the
information related to their production, like tool marks, that might also be removed.
Not to cause damage, neither to the object nor to the information contained in it,
only the corrosion layer should be removed. Its efficient removal depends on the
understanding of the corrosion processes, which requires the previous full descrip-
tion of the involved corrosion mechanisms. To achieve this goal, both the corrosion
layer and the substrate have to be characterised and the environmental conditions
described.

As stated, jewellery, ware, coins and other objects are made not from pure metals
but from alloys. The role of the alloying elements in the corrosion processes has to be
searched, at different stages of corrosion, because the corrosion mechanisms of an
alloy and of the pure alloying elements are not the same. Using XRD, ultraviolet
visible (UV-vis) spectrophotometry, contact angle goniometry, ellipsometry and
SEM-EDS, recent studies on the corrosion mechanisms of pure Cu, pure Ag, and
sterling silver (an alloy containing 7.5 wt% Cu and 92.5 wt% Ag, widely used in the
production of silverwork), submitted to artificial sulphidation at the same environ-
mental conditions, demonstrated that the corroded layers grow in different struc-
tures. Contrary to those of pure Ag and Cu [102], the corroded layers of sterling silver
grow in layer-by-layer structures [103].

The colours attained at different stages of corrosion by the corroded surfaces of
sterling silver are related not only to the thickness of the corrosion layer, but also to
the formed layer-by-layer corrosion structure, where are contained corrosion pro-
ducts which composition is variable over time. In fact, at the early stages of
corrosion of sterling silver, Cu compounds prevail over the Ag compounds, but
the latter become dominant for longer periods [102, 103]. There are no publications
focusing on the use of the same type of described protocol to determine the
corrosion mechanisms of gold alloys submitted to sulphidation, but as these alloys
consist of a mixture of silver, copper and gold, comparable corrosion processes are
expected.

The layer-by-layer corrosion mechanism observed for sulphidated silver-copper
alloys makes the removal of the corrosion layer grown at the surface of objects made
from precious metals difficult to carry out without the analytical identification of the
corrosion products whose composition, as referred, depend on the stage of corrosion.
Another difficulty comes from the corrosion layer thickness that for sterling silver and
alloying elements only reaches a few hundreds of nanometres [102]. Despite the
availability of successful removal techniques based on mechanical, chemical, elec-
trochemical, and laser ablation cleaning methods [104–108], the thinness of the
corrosion layers, grown at the surface of precious metals submitted to sulphidation,
limits their effectiveness. Difficulties encountered by several researchers when using
such cleaning techniques [104, 106, 109] might be explained by the thinness of the
corrosion layers.
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Therefore, cleaning operations are risky when both the composition of the corro-
sion products and the thickness of the corroded layer are unknown. The removal of the
corrosion layer is far more difficult to achieve when the alloys are patinated, a
decoration technique often employed to create polychrome effects in jewellery and
ware [14, 110], that consists of a controlled corrosion process in specific areas to form
themotif. Corroded patinated silver surfaces become dull and present spots and stains
in shades of grey, caused by a two-phase corrosion mechanism that consists on the
dissolution of the artificial patina followed by the natural formation of Ag and Cu
sulphur compounds [103] [15]. The artificially grown compounds that constitute the
original patina and the naturally grown compounds that constitute the corroded layer
are chemically similar and can hardly be distinguished before cleaning.

13.7 Conclusion

Used in the production of prestigious objects, precious metals are perceived as both
materials and colours. Their skilful combination can either entrust the object with a
role or a value, or enhance it with polychrome effects. From the elaboration of the
alloy until the finished object, the production of jewellery, coins, ware, etc. in gold
and in silver includes several steps that require specific expertise. Information on
those different steps can be acquired using physicochemical methods, which are of
exam or analysis. According to the query, the latter are elemental, isotopic, or
structural. In some cases, the objects – as well as the raw materials – circulated in
exchange networks, sometimes to be used far from the workshops where they were
produced. Information on their circulation, use, disclaim and degradation can also
be searched using precise analytical protocols.

If, in general, the techniques employed in shaping, decorating, assembling
and finishing an object can be detected with rather common physicochemical
methods, provenancing gold and silver was only successfully achieved for some
particular cases. In fact, it remains difficult to carry out provenancing, because
physicochemical techniques with particular technical characteristics are neces-
sary, and because gold and silver are reused by melting. Re-melting operations
involve the mixing of metals and alloys from different origins with consequent loss
of information.

In spite of the large number of physicochemical methods nowadays available
for the construction of analytical protocols, the analysis of objects in gold and in
silver has certain constraints. In addition to non-destructivity, which makes exam a
major part of those protocols, when studying gold and silver work, spatial resolu-
tion, depth of analysis and limits of detection are technical characteristics that play
an important role. In addition, in-situ analysis using portable equipment has been
widely increasing, because the objects do not have to be moved for analysis. Many
questions on gold and silver work were solved using in-situ analysis; however, the
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information obtained on the objects is, in general, more limited, because not
covering queries on exchange and circulation.

Even if provenancing remains a difficult analytical question, the atmospheric
corrosion mechanisms of gold and silver alloys provides presently the most challen-
ging analytical queries. Made from alloys, the objects are submitted to corrosion
processes where the alloying elements play important roles. The corrosion mechan-
isms of silver alloys (Ag-Cu) were recently studied showing that the very thin (a few
hundreds of nanometres) corrosion layer contains compounds that change with time.
The corrosion mechanisms of ternary gold alloys, certainly of the same type, are
today not yet fully identified.
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14 Archaeometry of ceramic materials

Abstract: Ceramics are among the most studied findings, one of the best markers for
providing technological and functional information in archaeological contexts. Their
chemical-mineralogical characterization allows to answer a large number of histor-
ical-archaeological questions about classification, provenance, production technolo-
gies, trade routes, economic exchange, etc. The best methodological approach not
only integrates morphological-stylistic studies to the archaeometric ones, but also
includes a synergic instrumental strategy aimed both to take advantage of each
different analytical technique to the best of its potentiality and to over step the
problems connected to the preciousness and uniqueness of the objects. As far as the
mineralogical and petrographical composition of preindustrial ceramics is concerned,
its determination is crucial to answer provenance and technological issues like raw
materials procurement and the production processes in this respect, equivalent firing
temperature, redox atmosphere during firing are important factors that help in under-
standing the relevant mineralogical and micro-structural transformations. In this
paper, we illustrate how an integrated approach of analytical techniques, tested on
different classes of ceramics – pottery with spathic calcite, Apulian red figure pottery
and technical ceramics – can provide answers to archaeological questions.

Keywords: pottery fabric, pertrography, ICPMS, XRPD, multivariate statistics

14.1 Introduction

14.1.1 Methodology of ceramic analysis

The issue of sharing a common ground to choose the most appropriate analytical
methods to achieve results useful in interpreting cultural behaviour was (and still is)
a key point since the first analyses of archaeological materials with methods used in
earth sciences, chemistry, physics, biology, etc. (i. e. archaeometry). This should be
kept in mind in all case studies, from the formulation of archaeological questions to
address to archaeometry, to the sampling up to the interpretation of the data.

As concern the archaeometric study of ceramics, the best methodological
approach not only integrates morphological-stylistic studies to the archaeometric
ones, but also includes a synergic instrumental strategy aimed both to take advantage
of each different analytical technique to the best of its potentiality and to overstep the
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problems connected to the preciousness and uniqueness of the objects [1, 2]. An
organic archaeometric approach can provide diversified information on the body and
the coatings (composition, microstructure, microstructural profile at various depths,
different phases, inclusions and segregations), to identify the procedures of production
of the artefacts and to spot their dissimilarities and origin [3–7]. This is vital in order to
draw a complete map of the production centres of the objects and of their transfer, and
to answering the question concerning the provenance of rawmaterials. Despite the fact
that this premise is widely accepted, the above-mentioned plan of action is scarcely
adopted in archaeometric investigations. In detail, the recognition of the geological
sources of the ceramic raw materials provides data concerning the artefacts’ prove-
nance [8, 9] and the trade and economic routes. However, to trace the used clay
location, it is compulsory to consider the possible clays mixture with specific minero-
chemical features, the deliberate addition of different tempers (grog, sand, etc.), and
thus the unavoidablemodifications of the final pasteminero-petrographic composition
due to all the phases of the manufacturing process (firing, painting, glazing, etc.). To
determine the provenance of the raw materials, the average elemental composition of
the ceramic bodies must be obtained, even though this can display the same value for
differentmixes because, even for the simplestmanufacture, using basic untreated clay,
pelitic sedimentary deposits are involved. For instance, a deposit richer in coarse silt-
sand than in clay and one much richer in clay than in coarse silt-sand could exhibit
analogous average chemical compositions, because they are characterized by the same
minerals in the same ratio; notwithstanding, their fabric would be totally different and
their final paste would have different technological features. Accessory minerals –
whose presence does not condition the average chemical composition – can suggest
different clayey sedimentary basins [10]. Only a concurrence of all the results obtained
with different analytical techniques could guarantee the assessment of the rawmateri-
als provenance. Furthermore, the mineralogical composition of the artefacts pastes is
also necessary to answer technological questions, like the pottery manufacturing
processes or modifications in the production techniques. For example, important
information concerning these transformations are the maximum firing temperatures,
the firing duration and the redox atmosphere of the kiln: neo-formation phases are
highly informative because they are related to heating temperatures and – due to their
low quantity and tiny size, often below 1 µm – can be identified only with peculiar
analytical techniques. As well as the ceramic bodies’, also the coatings’ characteriza-
tion by a multi-technique approach is supported by the same motivations.

14.1.2 Analytical methods commonly employed in ceramic investigation

1. Ceramic paste
The most used elemental analysis techniques for ceramic bodies are neutron activa-
tion analysis (NAA), X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF) and inductively coupled
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plasma mass spectrometry (ICPMS). The latter, while being the most popular due to
its excellent detection limit for all the elements and to the instrumentation avail-
ability [11–14] needs the decomposition of a small part of the object into its elements,
which can be done with the help of a hydrofluoric, nitric and hydrochloric acids
mixture, in order to measure the abundance of a number of elements by mass
spectrometry [15]. It can be associated to various instrumental facilities, of which
laser ablation (LA) seems to be the most successful [16–18]. LA-ICPMS constitutes an
important alternative to solids sampling: even though less sensitive than wet ICPMS,
it has remarkable advantages, such as its practical implementation and its speed of
analysis, besides it does not require sample preparation and it is almost non-destruc-
tive (only a few nanograms of material are ablated with each laser pulse). The last
years these attractive features have interested many researchers including archae-
ologists, art historians and conservators. When employing LA-ICPMS, various multi-
ple samples (lines or points) must be analysed and appropriately averaged on the
same item, because the ceramic fabric is heterogeneous (mixture of clay, mineral
inclusions and fillers), and this can greatly affect the chemical composition data. The
most employed techniques for the technological investigation of pottery are: polar-
ized-light optical microscopy (POM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with
energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS) and X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD). POM
gives knowledge about the mineralogy, the structure and the texture of the ceramic
body. Together with bulk chemical methods, POM and XRPD were the earliest
methods to analyse archaeological ceramics [19]. Although they are sometimes
used separately, they provide complementary data of fabric that cannot substitute
each other. Petrographic characterization provides the most accurate “map” of the
ceramic body as “territory,” since it allows to identify the components and their
reciprocal distribution (i. e. fabric). Whilst two ceramics with the same chemical
composition may have sensible mineralogical and petrographical differences (e. g.
different mineral assemblages and/or texture), two ceramics with the same fabric are
chemicallymore akin to each other. This inner variability of petrographic groupswith
respect to chemical groups should be taken into account when an archaeometric
study is envisaged, unless bulk chemical determining the concentrations of dozens of
elements. As well as the bulk mineralogical composition (XRPD) lacks information
about the shape, the structural arrangement of phases, the presence of polycrystal-
line and/or polymineralic grains – grain size may be inferred from spectrum features
[20] – the bulk elemental composition lacks information about the way elements are
combined in order to form the phases occurring in the ceramic body [21].

The petrographic analysis of ceramic body, thus represents a key analytical
approach that can be preliminarily carried out to orient further bulk and/or in situ
analyses [22]. The preparation of this section out of small ceramic fragments allows to
a trained petrographer in few minutes to have first insight of the petrofacies, texture
and alteration state. Although the optical resolution limits (about 0.3 μm) and the
masking effect of the claymatrix do not allow to observe grains smaller than 5 µm, the
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potentialities of optical microscopy are nowadays improved by the modern techno-
logical developments in computing and photonics.

Scanning electron microscopy represents a common analytical extension of
optical microscopy – often on the same thin sections – to identify the particles of
the matrix, the reaction domains and the microstructures [23–28], using the higher
magnifications (>500,000×) and the greater depth of field available compared to light
microscopes (<2,000×). Moreover, several detectors may be available to expand
analytical capability of SEM (e. g. EDS, EMPA, CL, EBSD, etc.) to obtain point chemi-
cal data and enhance microstructures documentation.

Consequently, optical and electron microscopes have different areas of applica-
tion and they complement each other. The specialized skills required to operate
electron microscopes compared to those needed for light microscopes do not neces-
sarily mean lower amount of information that can be obtained by an experienced
microscopist. If the very high costs to buy and maintain electron microscopes are
considered, the capacity of cheaper light microscopes integrated with video/photo
cameras and accessories to provide effective data should not be overlooked.

2. Ceramic coatings
In regard to the analysis of coatings (gloss, glazes and engobes) information on the
chemical composition can be provided by NAA, XRF, LA-ICPMS, on the structure and
thickness by POM and SEM-EDS and on pigments by spectroscopic techniques, such
as FT-IR, Raman, XPS. Analyses can be performed on the surface of sample in the
case of a single coating layer, whereas in case of overlapped coatings, analyses
should be carried out on cross section.

Since the chemical method of analysis have been thoroughly illustrated and
discussed in the previous chapters, it will be given here a brief description of POM
technique and information it can provide for the study of ceramic materials.

14.1.2.1 Petrography on thin section
The petrographical analysis of ceramics has more than a century of history and
originated from the necessity to understand the specific compositional and micro-
structural features of an artificial material that signed the life and cultural evolution
of humans from the Mesolithic to current times. Since the end of nineteenth century,
ceramic petrography developed in the field of archaeology [29] and industry [30, 31].
Petrographical methods applied to ceramics analysis were essential to identify the
mineral constituents and/or to understand the changes which take place during
firing. Regardless of the type of ceramics involved, the scientist is fundamentally
interested in the chemical (mineralogical) and physical changes occurring during
firing and the way they affect the behaviour of the ceramic body in usage. Since no
essential changes in chemical composition may occur during firing, bulk chemical
analysis is frequently useless in determining the mineralogical phases and the
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microstructures that constitutes the body after firing. In one way or another, micro-
structure is one of the fundamental characteristics of ceramics able to affect the
physical and chemical properties and this is why petrography became more and
more important. In principle, ceramics may be considered as an artificial analogue of
metapelites, but the temperature, pressure and kinetics involved are significantly
different. This is considered as the inverse of the weathering of rocks that yielded
clayey sediments by a man-made shortcut compared to what diagenesis and/or
metamorphism would have made [32].

Since in most of the preindustrial ceramics, the use of natural clayey raw
materials and the partial mineralogical transformation of them made recognizable
petrofacies [33, 34], there wasmethodological and vocabulary transfer from sedimen-
tary petrology and soil micromorphology. The former contributed to the study of the
non-plastic inclusions (NPIs) and the latter to a better characterization of the matrix
and voids [35]. However, these are not sufficient to describe and interpret the “human
side” of ceramics, which is indeed artificial, consisting of technological choices and
modes of use. The mechanical (i. e. kneading, forming), compositional/textural (i. e.
levigation, tempering, clay mixing) and thermal (i. e. firing, use) processing of the
clayey raw materials yield typical man-made microstructures that escape from the
framework of sedimentary petrology and soil micromorphology, and requires specific
descriptive strategies. The combination of all these information constitutes a network
that involve mineralogy, petrology, chemistry, physics, archaeology and anthropol-
ogy. Other than the ability to observe and record this complexity, the ceramic
petrographer must also act as an interpreter [36]. She/he must act as a node in the
knowledge network to aim at a true interpretation of the artefacts, as a repository of
technological, use-wear and post-depositional information.

The term used to identify and express the combination of natural (i. e. original
mineralogical composition, etc.) and artificial features of the ceramic body is fabric.
This should be preferred to the locution petrographic group because it highlights the
“human nature” of ceramics (fabrica = product of art → fabric). However, there are
several interpretations of ceramic fabric. For example, Peacock [37], Maggetti [38] and
Capelli [39] support an interpretation that only considers the mineralogical and
petrographical composition of the ceramic body, whereas the writers share with
Whitbread [35], Orton [40], Santacreu [41] and several others an interpretation that
includes also the textural and structural features. The petrofacies – i. e. the original
mineralogical and petrographical content of the raw material(s) – conveyed by the
ceramic body is a deliberate selection of a raw material(s) and then it is intended even
so an artificial trait, as clay levigation, tempering and mixing are. Differently to what
proposed by Stoltman [42], the term paste is intended here as the final result of the
compositional/textural processing, not the body [43], as well as clay is intended as the
staring clayey rawmaterial, named paste by the same author. Bearing inmind that the
petrofacies identified in the ceramic body can be or not an unmodified portion of a
clayey source, it represents in any case, at least in part, a distinct clay (sand)
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composition zone [42] that can be related to a depositional environment or,
more generally, to a sedimentary basin. Aware of that, Capelli [39] proposed a descrip-
tion protocol of pottery fabric that put in evidence the geological fingerprint of the
fabric (i. e. gruppi minero-petrografici) and that was applied to thousands of pottery
thin sections of different age and provenance in theMediterranean area. Santacreu [41]
uses the term petrofabric for fabric and petrogroup to intend the petrofacies [34]. If an
unprocessed clay was used as paste, it brings important features of depositional
environment in which formed, providing both technological information and insights
on paleoenvironment existing at time the ceramics were made [44, 45].

Several scholars [35, 38, 46–49] agree in distinguish three main components in
the ceramic body: a non-plastic (or aplastic) fraction; a matrix (or groundmass)
fraction; and voids (Figure 14.1). The thresholds to separate the non-plastic domain
from the matrix one is matter of debate. Since the coarse and fine fractions of the
fabric are identified in ceramic petrography according to their plastic (or not) beha-
viour when mixed with water, the separation between the NPIs and the matrix is a
grain-size threshold that is placed differently by several authors: 10 µm [35, 49], 15 µm
[38], 20 µm [40], 60 µm [46], and 63 µm [42, 50]. Unfortunately, plasticity is not strictly
related to grain size of particles, but is also influenced by the amount of clay
minerals, solid/water ratio, presence of organic matter, etc. This implies that an
unambiguous limit between NPIs and matrix is not available.
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pore
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microfossil

macrofossil
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Figure 14.1: Schematic view of a potsherd. The physical components of a coated ceramic fabric.
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However, this technological motivation interferes with the analytical methods
used to characterize the fabric. One of the problems associated to the study of ceramics
in thin section resides in its matrix-rich nature. A recent paper by Aprile [51] shows the
limits of POM in qualitative and quantitative analysis of matrix-rich samples as
traditional ceramics are. Certainly, on the one hand, a lower threshold (e. g. 10 µm)
risks to be a theoretical than practical choice if a petrographical microscope is
considered, because of the masking effect of matrix in thin section. On the other
hand, a higher threshold (e. g. 63 µm) ismore practical and accurate from an analytical
point of view, but distorts the plastic/non-plastic sense of the separation related to the
hydrated state of the paste. The use scanning electron microscopy (SEM) may be
resolutive to improve the accuracy of determination of silt grade inclusions [51, 52].
Furthermore, to work on the surface of the thin section, not only reduces the masking
effect of the matrix on the smaller inclusions and pores, but also allow to better
estimate the amount of porosity and its morphological and dimensional features
(see below).

NPIs are the most reliable evidence of the original petrofacies, since they are the
coarsest fraction of the ceramic body, less subject to mineralogical transformation
during firing and use. The use of qualitative and quantitative methods applied in
sedimentary petrology is a solid basis to record the compositional and textural
features of the NPIs.

The maximum size of the NPIs determines whether or not the thin section is
representative of the fabric. Especially for quantitative analyses, the ratio between
the maximum grain area and the thin section area should be below 0.05 [44, 52].
Taking into account an average thin section area of 3 cm2 the maximum diameter of
NPIs to obtain accurate data should not exceed 4mm.

The term temper is used for wittingly added NPI non-plastic inclusions [35, 42, 53]
and thus implies a technological meaning (Figure 14.2). The interpretation of a given
fraction of NPIs as temper must not be separated from its relative amount in the
fabric. For example, if few fragments of pottery (i. e. grog) occur as NPIs in a new
pottery fabric, they should be considered as accidental, otherwise it should be
inferred that the potter was aware of the physical mechanical changes on the firing
and use of the ceramic body, caused by such few quantities of inclusions. However, if
technological reasons for an intentional addition of few fragments of grog can be
excluded, a possible accidental presence or immaterial cultural reasons cannot. A
correct interpretation of the fabric should take into account the etic and emic aspects
of the artefacts [54, 55] to avoid spurious speculations.

The matrix is generally not considered in the optical petrography as the NPIs are.
Although its particle is too small to be accurately described in their optical properties,
a series of important features can be documented. Firstly, the main compositional
characteristics, relevant for technological analysis of the ceramic, can be identified.
The presence or not of microcrystalline calcite (i. e. micrite) dispersed in the clay
matrix, the abundance of iron oxi-hydroxides, or micas, may orient the research of
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the clay source. The occurrence of clay pellets in the matrix should be also recorded,
since it may help to identify the depositional environment (or facies) of the clay.

An important feature to describe is the oxidation structure of the body through
the colour/birefringence pattern, essentially provided by the matrix phases (i. e.
aggregate polarization).

Preindustrial ceramics were generally fired using biomass as fuel (e. g. wood,
straw, dung, etc.). Such fuel use implies an array of thermal/redox effects on the
paste that were more easily recorded by thematrix, due to its finer grain size and the
presence of free iron phases (i. e. iron oxi-hydroxides). An attempt to document
these feature was made by Rye [53] and Orton et al. [40] using graphical schemes
and by Santacreu [41] with acronym indicating an oxidation pattern (e. g. “O-R-o:
oxidised external margin, reduced core and thinly oxidized internal margin”). The
presence of carbonaceous matter (i. e. partially burned organic matter) dispersed in
the matrix may mask birefringence and appear optically inactive [35]. The persis-
tence of carbonaceous matter in the paste demonstrates non-oxidizing atmosphere
episodes during firing. In Figure 14.3, a visual scheme to classify such structures,
very important for the technological characterization is proposed. The acronyms
refer to the sequence of reduced (R) or oxidized (O) domains of the fabric from the
core outward. The combination of reduced and oxidized domains may assume
different arrangements. As an example, when a reduced domain is followed by
two symmetrical oxidized domains the acronym is “RO” (RO2 = double RO
sequence). Asymmetric zoning is indicated adding “I” (internal) or “E” (external)
at the end of the acronym (ORI = oxidized and then reduced on the inner surface).
The “marbled” (M) structure is characterized by patched reduced and oxidized
domains.

Clay Clay

Paste Paste

clay

Mixing with 
water

Temper Different
(natural/artificial)

Mixing with 
water

Levigation “Sand”

Finer clay

b)a)

Figure 14.2: Modes of paste preparation. (a) Three possible cases are considered: the use of
unprocessed clay; the addition of temper; the mixing of two (or more) clays. The levigation of clay is
reported on (b).
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Argillaceous inclusions [56] are special components of the body that deserve
particular attention. Theymay be considered as part of the NPIs or matrix according
to their solidity and origin. Other than the very accurate classification proposed by
Whitbread [56] to distinguish natural from artificial origin of argillaceous inclu-
sions, a further class of artificial inclusions should be considered: chamotte.
Despite the quite common use of this term as synonym of grog [57], it has specific
features and technological meaning that should not be overlooked by a ceramic
petrographer. In Figure 14.4, two flow charts that explain the technological differ-
ences underling these two terms are shown. Although grog and chamotte are both
thermally altered clays, in the first case a recycled existing ceramic is meant;
whereas, in the second case, a calcinated clay deliberately produced to be crushed
and added to (generally the same) clay for paste preparation is intended [58].
Chamotte is a term used in modern ceramics (its origin was probably in Germany
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RORRO2
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Figure 14.3: Oxidation structures of the fabric. Abbreviations key: O = oxidized domains; R = reduced
domains; M =marbled structure; E = external; I = internal. From left to right, acronyms report the
oxidation sequence from the core to the surfaces. See text for details.
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Figure 14.4: Technological differences in preparation: (a) chamotte and (b) grog-tempered ceramics.
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in eighteenth century: Schamott = fired clay) that was erroneously applied to
ancient ceramic production. Chamotte and grog are not only different in their origin
but also in the way they interact with the matrix of the ceramic body (see below).
Although are still defined in various ways in ceramic glossaries, sometimes as
synonyms, some others not, it is advised to clearly distinguish them in archaeo-
metry and archaeology. The former was obtained by calcination of clay at tempera-
tures lower than those reached by the ceramic body during firing, so chamotte tend
to better sinter with the matrix. Moreover, the calcinated clay is usually the same to
which is added to obtain the paste and reduce shrinkage. The latter, being a
recycled ceramic, was originally fired in a temperature range comparable to that
of the ceramic body in which was added as temper, so grog generally tends to be
partially sintered with the matrix, unless firing temperatures higher than those
reached to fire the grog were attained. It is worth to note that the risk to confuse
chamotte with grog arises only in modern ceramics, whereas in prehistory and
antiquity only grog was attested.

Unless frequent elongated NPIs occur in the fabric, voids are the best indicators of
microstructures [35, 59]. The description and classification of voids take into account
their size and shape, as well as the orientation in relation to the outer surfaces of the
artefacts and to the grain boundary of sand-sized NPIs. The kneading and preparation
of paste for forming incorporate air, which becomes primary porosity. Successively, the
loss of plasticity and adsorbed water during drying and early stages of firing originate
the secondary pores that closes at higher degrees of sintering. Differences between
primary and secondary pores are generally marked by differences in size and shape,
other than reciprocal relations. Low primary porosity indicates good paste preparation,
while scarce presence of secondary porosity and rounded shape of residual pores point
to higher degree of sintering. In Figure 14.1, elongated fissure-like pores cut the
primary. Such more or less oriented porosity with the outer surfaces of the ceramic
body improves the tenacity [27, 60] and the thermal shock resistance of ceramic.
Shrinkage porosity, which forms during drying and firing, is more sensitive than
NPIs to the iso-orientation produced by forming and finishing actions on the plastic
paste. As a rule, compression stress results in particles being aligned and pores
flattened perpendicularly to the stress direction, whereas shear stress results in align-
ment of particles and pores stretched along the direction of shear [59]. Experimental
works on microstructures produced by different forming techniques show the applica-
tion of image analysis on POMphotomicrographs tomeasure the disorientation of NPIs
and voids in thin section. Ceramics formed with coiling show higher disorientation
compared to those formedwith pinching or wheel throwing [59]. As is the case of NPIs,
the clay matrix causes some masking of the smaller pores.

If finishing(s) are applied on the surface of the ceramic, they should be described
as further ceramic materials, with their own NPIs, matrix and porosity. It is also
important to annotate the stratigraphic relation(s) existing between the ceramic body
and layer(s) of finishing (Figure 14.1).
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In order to already convey petrofacies information in the name of the fabric, it is
suggested to use as prefix the abbreviation(s) of the more abundant NPI(s), followed
by a suffix that includes the abbreviation(s) of the characteristic components of the
matrix. As an example, if a given fabric has NPIs dominated by quartz (Q) and grog
(G) and a matrix relatively rich in iron oxi-hydroxides (i) and carbonaceous matter
(o), the resulting acronym will be: QG_io. However, the suffix could be omitted if
acronym is too long and/or the other fabrics eventually distinguished among the
studied potsherds are very similar. Such terminology focus on the basic composition
of the fabric, to highlight the similarity (compatibility) between the matrix and NPIs,
as well as the details useful to identify sedimentary facies. Since the scale of archae-
ological problems is not necessarily the same of that of the geological maps, the
answer to the provenance question should be found in the field, at the human scale. It
is not excluded the possibility to group the fabrics according their geological finger-
print [39, 41].

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), together with polarized optical micro-
scopy (POM) is typically used for ceramic petrography purposes. POM provides
some advantages with respect to SEM. Firstly, for specimens that show structures
in the scale size of 0.1–10mm, optical microscopy is better suited, since the field of
view is quite large at low magnification. Secondly, it may provide a wider array of
discriminant features about mineralogical phases of interest (e. g. identify poly-
morphs, distinguish crystals in monomineralic rock fragments, etc.). Conversely,
SEM analyses are preferred to probe the internal structure of optically opaque
phases, to achieve higher spatial resolutions, to avoid the masking effect of trans-
mitted light, to have a 3-D impression of the specimen surface, to determine chemi-
cal-physical parameters (e. g. chemical composition), which cannot be measured by
electromagnetic radiation.

Point-counter and visual estimation charts have been usually used in ceramic
petrography to perform quantitative investigations via thin section that is to pro-
vide modal estimation and identification of mineralogical phases as well as semi-
quantification of their morphometry and texture [34, 35, 51, 61, 62]. Since these
practices may be subjective and time-consuming, digital image analysis techniques
were proposed to automatize the work. In this way a set of parameters (like grain-
size and shape descriptors) can be easily measured by using multisource digital
images (e. g. POM, SEM) of the interested sample as acquired by thin sections [44,
51, 52, 63, 64].

14.1.2.2 X-ray diffraction
X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) is a typical method to investigate the fine grained
mineral fraction of the ceramic body, difficult to study under the petrographic
microscope. The indirect mineralogical information deriving from the powdered
ceramic samples provides rapid identification of crystalline phases, commonly
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constituted by relic phases (i. e. raw materials), firing/use phases (e. g. anorthite,
maghemite, mullite, etc.) and post-depositional phases (e. g. calcite, gypsum, smec-
tite, etc.). Other than crystalline phases identification, XRPDdata are used to quantify
them with different strategies (e. g. Rietveld, RIR, etc.) and, even though difficult to
perform on a polycrystalline mixture, to determine crystal sizes and structure [22].
The use of synchrotron radiation (SR) as X-ray source make available higher beam
energy and diffraction resolution, allowing more precise qualitative and quantitative
mineralogical characterization of the ceramic body (e. g. [65–67]).

As discussed before, the use of a single analytical method is not resolutive and
the XRPD is not an exception. The bulk mineralogical composition provided by
XRPD does not distinguish the origin of a given phase (e. g. original calcite or post-
depositional mineralization) and a combined use with optic microscopy and/or
SEM/EDS is advised.

XRPD typically provides information about the mineral assemblage of the
ceramic body. Thermally induced transformations inmineralogy andmicrostructure
are useful to estimate the firing temperature ranges of the archaeological ceramics.
It must be kept inmind that the temperatures estimated are fictive, since they are the
result of a combination of temperature-time-atmosphere-composition, and that the
maximum temperature range of firing is not an indicator in itself of the degree of
sintering of the ceramic body [32]. Moreover, ceramics are metastable polyphasic
systems characterized by microchemical domains [24, 27, 68] that never attain
thermodynamic equilibrium. Such compositional/textural differences yield differ-
ence of sintering in the same ceramic body, especially if short firing durations
occurred. If coatings applied on the surface are considered, the difference in sinter-
ing is even more clear (e. g. red figure pottery, glazed pottery, etc.). More generally,
the same sintering degree of the ceramic body can be obtained by firing either with
longer time/lower temperature combination or with shorter time/higher tempera-
ture [32, 38, 69]. Experimental firing evidences show how temperatures measured
within the same object [70] or in the firing structure [71–74] may vary in a range of
few hundreds of Celsius degrees. For this reason, to talk about estimated punctual
firing temperatures is meaningless. Given this variability of recorded temperature
within the same ceramic artefact and its magnitude as a result of a T/t evolution
during firing, it is more appropriate to consider a temperature range, inferred by
different methods (e. g. XRPD, FTIR, microstructure evolution by SEM, etc.) that
provide equivalent firing temperatures [69], that is a set of temperatures correspond-
ing to their equivalent obtained in standardized laboratory conditions (i. e. soaking
time = 1 h in a controlled atmosphere). Even if this definition is related to an
experimental firing under known conditions able to replicate the characteristics of
the archaeological ceramic body, the concept involved stays for itself.

If the sintering degree of a given ceramic body may be obtained by different T/t
curves, its variability by changing composition and texture of the components is even
higher. As a rule, a first difference can be observed between carbonate-rich and
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carbonate-poor matrices [24, 32, 68, 75, 76]. Experimental evidences show that the
presence of fine calcite dispersed in the clay matrix yields an equivalent sintering
degree to that of the same clay without calcite at temperature even lower of 200 °C
[77]. If carbonate-poor clays are considered, a difference exists between the kaolini-
tic-rich and the illite-rich clays. Even though kaolinite yields a partially dehydroxy-
lated metastable phase, and consequent densification, at lower temperature than
illite, the sintering degree may be significantly influenced by the amount of quartz
present in the clay (e. g. [78–80]. Smectite-rich clays are not suitable for ceramic
production because are responsible for strong shrinkage, however they sinter at
relatively lower temperatures compared to kaolinitic clays [81, 82]. Such temperature
differences to densificate between the various clay pastes have played a role in the
technological evolution of ceramics and pyrotechnology [68]. The determination of
firing temperatures is thus important for at least two archaeological aspects: to
understand (i) the pyrotechnology and (ii) the ceramic technology. The estimation
of both temperature range and maximum temperatures reached for a series
of potsherds can give information about the level of control over the firing process
(i. e. standardization) and type of pyrotechnology (i. e. firing structure, combustible,
etc.) involved.

It should not be overlooked that the thermal exposition of ceramics could have
been of the same intensity of that occurred during firing, as is the case of technical
ceramics used for glassmaking [28, 58] or metallurgy [83].

14.2 Case studies

The case studies reported hereafter exemplify the role of POM to identify the temper
in the ceramic body, as well as the finishing coatings as well as the combined use of
SEM on thin section and bulk mineralogical (XRPD) and chemical (ICPMS and XRF)
analyses to solve archaeological problems about provenance, technology and func-
tion. The proposed selection took into account ceramics from Late Neolithic to
Antiquity and Modern times, in order to provide a compositional, techno-functional
and age array of artefacts.

14.2.1 Pottery with spathic calcite

The presence of carbonates (mainly calcite) in the ceramic body may have different
forms, which implies different type of reactivity with the clay matrix. In Mediterranean
area, several examples of calcite tempered pottery are reported [84–86]. The presence
of calcite in the pastemay have very different effects on sintering degree of the ceramic
body [24, 27, 55, 87]. If microcrystalline calcite dispersed in the clay matrix has a
positive effect on sintering new phases formation [68], the presence of coarse calcite
inclusions may be potentially destructive if they are not stabilized with prevalent
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reducing atmosphere during firing, fast heating rates and/or short soaking time in the
range between 600 °C and 800 °C [55, 86].

Spathic calcite deliberately added to the clay paste in Late Neolithic and Bronze
age pottery from Apulia (southern Italy), represents an interesting case study [85].
Most of the Apulian territory is characterized by the presence of Cretaceous lime-
stones belonging to the Apulian microplate [88–90] and of transgressive and
regressive calcarenite deposits of Neogene and Quaternary age [91, 92]. Such
calcareous substrate is interested by karst phenomena that yielded residual clays
(i. e. terra rossa) and calcite mineralizations in speleothems and veins. Although
residual clays and continental calcite are products of the same process, the natural
presence of spathic calcite in terra rossa is not so common. In karst environment,
surface water flow is scarce, so the erosion/deposition mechanism associated. The
natural presence of spathic calcite is generally associated to faulted limestone
zones, where the karst forms are more concentrated, and where the occurrence of
clastic calcite is higher [93]. Away from the fractured zones, sand-sized clasts of
limestone and/or spathic calcite are less frequent.

In Figure 14.5, a coarse ware from Masseria Fragennaro (Laterza) shows the
presence of angular spathic calcite added as temper [85]. The coarse size of clasts
and the prevalent reducing conditions during firing (RO, see above) stabilized calcite
in the EFT range of 800–900 °C. The presence of secondary porosity (i. e. shrinkage)
accounts for a medium-low sintering of the body.

500 μm

Qz

Cal
Fe agg.

cp

Figure 14.5: Crushed spathic calcite (Cal) added as temper in Late Neolithic pottery from Masseria
Fragennaro (Laterza). The clay pellet (cp) in the centre of the photomicrograph does not contain
spathic calcite, thus demonstrating its intentional addition to the clay (Qz = quartz; Fe agg. = iron
aggregate). Figure modified from Muntoni [85].
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14.2.2 Apulian red figure pottery: provenance and production technology
assessment from ceramic body analyses

Apulian red figure pottery (3rd quarter of the fifth-end of the fourth century BCE) is a
local variant of Attic red figure pottery [94–96]. It is based on the figural depictions
in red colour – saved from the ceramic paste – on a black glossy background painted
on the ceramic body. Its noteworthy features being a very high quality both in
manufacturing and in drawing, it became, throughout the fourth century, inside
the figured pottery produced inMagna Grecia, the most numerous, widespread and
marketed handicrafts – within and outside the Apulia. The production started in
Taranto and spread in the other Apulian sites thanks to a temporary transfer of
skilled workers and artists from Taranto. These sites became soon branch centres of
production outside the main polis, added to the activity of the workshops of the
Magna Grecia colony.

Many questions are still unresolved for this production, especially during the
phase of increasing production (fourth century BCE), in which vessels of very different
both size and formal/iconographic quality are found together [94–96]. Among them,
the identification of workshops and production technology (equal to the Attic?
Diversified depending on the final use of the item, e. g. for daily use, for a burial,
etc.) and/or on the customer target?

A major contribution to the solution of these questions can come from the results
of the archaeometric studies that can shed light on the production technology
employed for the manufacturing of this ceramic class on the basis of objective data;
furthermore, they can recognize dissimilarities between objects, which can lead to a
differentiation of production processes and workshops.

Studied samples come from sites among the most relevant in Apulia – Monte
Sannace (Gioia del Colle), Altamura, Conversano, Botromagno (Gravina), Taranto,
Egnazia, Canosa and Arpi.

They were analysed by a multi-technique approach – optical and scanning
electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction and atomic spectroscopy – that allowed a
complete physical-chemical, mineralogical and morphological characterization of
finds.

14.2.2.1 Provenance imports and local productions from compositional analysis
Themultivariate statistical analyses of compositional data of ceramic bodies [97–101]
clearly distinguish samples coming from the three different areas in in which the
ancient Apulia was divided (Peucetia, Messapia and Daunia) (Figure 14.6), allowing
us to hypothesize a polycentric production.

The same figure shows a great compositional diversity of the T38 sample from the
Apulia ones. It was discovered in Taranto, but considered an Attic find, on the basis of
archaeological studies. The import hypothesis is confirmed by the greater compositional
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similarity of its ceramic body to that of coeval Greek red figure samples (Figure 14.7)
compared to the Apulian ones.

As concern samples from Taranto, stylistically datable to the fourth century BCE,
since we could analyse a fragment definitely made in Taranto – a probable firing tester
[104] – and two vitrified clay samples both coming from a pottery workshop located in
Taranto [105], it is possible to prove a local production for them (Figure 14.8).

In Figure 14.9, the differences of texture and microstructure between the Attic
(T38) and the Apulian (T64A) pottery fabric are observed. The carbonate-rich matrix
of Apulian red figures pottery is more sintered than the Attic one.

On the base of results of XRPD and SEM-EDX analyses, revealing the presence of
newly formed pyroxenes and gehlenite [101], we can affirm that all vases were fired
betwwen 900 and 1,000 °C. Such high temperatures were kept for a shorter time for
cluster B samples with respect to cluster A ones, as indicated by the lower sintering
degree and the presence of calcite clusts in their ceramic bodies.

However the low amount of pyroxenes and the scarce sintering, revealed by SEM-
EDX analysis for FT38 sample suggests an insufficient firing time [101].
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Figure 14.6: Scores and loadings diagram for the first three principal components related to the
examined objects. Three clusters, gathering finds from Peucetia (blue glyphs), Messapia (red glyphs)
and Daunia (green glyphs), respectively, and an outlier (T38), are displayed. The accounted variance
is 67% of the total variance.
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In particular, the diversity of T38 compared to the Apulian samples is due to the
lower quantity of calcium oxide, the greater quantity of micas (mostlymuscovite) and
to the presence of clino-pyroxenes in its ceramic body.

14.2.2.2 Production technology: tradition and innovation from morphological and
compositional analyses

For each Apulian sites, the results of multivariate statistical treatment of composi-
tional data of the ceramic bodies of the fourth century samples highlights the
separation of samples into two clusters. On the base on morpho-mineralogical
analysis it is possible to justify this separation and attribute it to the use of two
different production technologies (Figure 14.10 and Figure 14.11). Certain vases were
produced using the “classic” Attic technology and others with a different technique,
never reported before in the literature and not highlighted in Attic items, which
involved the application of a red engobe layer on the clay paste, before the black
gloss painting, in order to imitate the red/black contrast of Attic pottery, otherwise
unavailable with the local carbonate-rich clay.
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Figure 14.7: Scores and loadings diagram for the first three principal components related to Apulian
(blue circles) and Attic (red circles) red figure pottery. The accounted variance is 78% of the total
variance [97–103].
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Though the ceramic body and the engobe layer share an analogous assemblage
of minerals, they are present in different ratios: the body is richer in calcite, quartz
and feldspars, whereas the engobe shows a higher abundance of micas (biotites and
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Figure 14.8: Scores and loadings diagram for the first three principal components related to finds
from Taranto. The accounted variance is 78% of the total variance. Glyphs: red squares and
diamonds: finds stylistically datable to the fourth century BCE, black star: probable firing tester [104],
black points: vitrified clay samples, both coming from a pottery workshop located in Taranto [105].

Figure 14.9: Scanning electron microscopy-back scattered electrons (SEM-BSE) photomicrographs of
ceramic bodies of samples T38 (on the left) and T64A (on the right).
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muscovites), clayey minerals and Fe-oxides. As a consequence, being richer in clay
than in silt, the engobe appears more compact than the body. These results lead to
the hypothesis of the use of the same rawmaterials for both, but refined in the case of
the engobe.
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Figure 14.10: Scores and loadings diagram for the first three principal components related to
samples from Taranto, stylistically datable to the fourth century BCE. Two clusters are evident. The
blue circles are related to samples with engobe layer on the ceramic body. The accounted
variance is 81% of the total variance.

Figure 14.11: Optical microscopy images highlighting fabric differences between shards T10 (left)
and T41 (right). In T10, the black gloss was directly applied on the ceramic body, whereas a Fe-rich
engobe was applied on the carbonate-rich body of T41, before the black gloss.
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The finding of fragments with the same technological characteristics in all the
Apulian sites allow us to hypothesize that the use of this technology was not an
isolated expedient, limited to a single area of the region, but a peculiar characteristic
of the Apulian pottery, representing a distinctive attribute of Late Apulian manufac-
ture, since we are aware of similar experimental evidences from other geographical
areas.

14.2.3 Technical ceramics for glassmaking

The locution technical ceramics comprehend a series of artefacts used as tools in other
production cycles. They are classified as transformation ceramics by Rice [106] andmay
include structural ceramics other than vessels. The examples here reported are refrac-
tory bricks sampled from the protoindustrial glassworks of Roches (Moutier, CH),
where the use of different recipes for the ceramic body was justified by the different
thermal exposition and chemical alteration of bricks [107]. In this case study is clear the
difference between grog and chamotte (see above). In Figure 14.12, chamotte inclusions
are easily recognizable after their higher optical density, angular shape and very fine
texture. The characteristics of crushed crucibles recycled as grog in the refractory are
visible in Figure 14.13. In the first case, the refractory bricks used to line the melting
chamber of the furnace were tempered with chamotte tominimize shrinkage and glass
corrosion. In the second case, the refractory panels used outside the furnace to cover
the glory holes were tempered with recycled bricks and/or crucibles since they were
less exposed to heat and wearing. The shrinkage fissures around the larger chamotte
fragments highlight the difference in clay content between them. Grog can be identified
for its grey tones compare to the yellowish original clay, the higher degree of thermal
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Figure 14.12: Chamotte fragments in a refractory brick of the glassworks of Roches (Moutier, CH).
Abbreviation: Qz = quartz.
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alteration of quartz grains and the presence of glass fragments, originally stick to the
surface of the crucibles. In both cases the grain size distribution is seriate as conse-
quence of crushing. As concern refractoriness and resistance to chemical alteration,
the use of grog introduces more fluxes into the ceramic body and locally lowering the
eutectic with consequent formation of glass and beginning of ceramic corrosion [28,
58]. Whilst the sum of K2O, CaO and Fe2O3 concentrations is below one weight percent
in refractory bricks, it ranges between three and five weight percent in refractory
panels. Such different paste recipe and function can be also inferred by mineral
assemblages determined by XRPD. Refractory components show equivalent maximum
temperatures between 1,200 °C (mullite in) and 1,500 °C (co-occurrence of tridymite/
cristobalite), though bricks show quartz grains almost completely substituted by
cristobalite and tridymite.
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15 Multi technique and multiscale approaches
to the study of ancient and modern art objects
on wooden and canvas support

Abstract: The present chapter will illustrate few examples of multi-technique and
multi-scale approaches for objects belonging to past or modern periods in the history
of art chronology. Thus, four studies on four different topics are brought to the
attention: multi disciplinary and multi-techniques characterization of gilded altar-
pieces and sculptures in Portugal between 1500 and 1800 (3 years research project);
an interdisciplinary approach to easel paintings from fifteenth and sixteenth century in
Portugal (3 years research project); characterization of ketone resins varnishes (2 years
research project) and of salts developed on canvas paintings from the Munch Museum
collection (past investigation to be continuedwith an ongong 3 years research project).
These studies show how important is to make use of different analytical tools when
investigating a specific material, artistic technique or degradation phenomenon. The
objects studied in the above mentioned research projects were created on wooden or
canvas supports and they present paint, polichromy or gilded layers, and varnish
coatings, therefore their structure and composition is complex and requires a complex,
interdisciplinary approach. In many cases to the surface materials from a polychrome
or painted object, degradation products are present and their identification as well the
understanding of their mechanism of formation is possible only we have a complete
overview of the materials present in the layered structure of the object.

Keywords:multiscale multitechnqiue investigation, ancient and modern art objects,
polychrome and gilding layer

15.1 Introduction

Scientific approaches in cultural heritage studies are in most of the cases focused on
case studies, meaning individual or series of art-objects with specific questions around
their materials composition, artistic techniques, authenticity and conservative issues,
including the elucidation of degradation and deterioration mechanisms and effects of
restoration treatments on their long-term preservation.
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Objects and/or material-based scientific research are thus required to make use
of different analytical tecniques in amultiscale and as much as possible noninvasive,
nondestructive approach. Neverthless, micro-destructive techniques are still widely
used and useful for giving in depth information on multilayered structure of an
artifact or sample, execution techniques, conservation condition, past treatments
and interventions, aging and degradation/deterioration phenomena etc.

There are cases when conventional technique, noninvasive or microdistruc-
tive (optical microscopy [OM], FTIR or Raman spectroscopy, SEM-EDS, XRF
spectroscopy, XRD, GC-MS/PyGC-MS, DTMS) need to be complemented by
more specific and sophisticated techniques (synchrotron based-techniques; sur-
face analyses such as SIMS, XPS, AFM; SEM-FIB or TEM; SERS imaging and
antibody assays; MALDI-TOF-MS, nanoLC-MS etc.) able to amplify our observa-
tion and analytical capability up to nano and atomic scale. One sample can thus
unveil many misteries hidden in the sequence of layers and materials, imaged or
analyzed from a macro until a nano-scale level. One sample might not always be
representative of the entire object, but if the objects are previously screened
with noninvasive imaging or spectroscopic techniques (such as macroXRF or
multi and hyperspectral imaging) it is easier to decide on the relevant sampling
areas in order to extract the maximum amount of data from the less amount/
number of samples.

The present chapter will illustrate few examples of such multitechnique and
multiscale approaches for objects belonging to past or modern periods in the history
of art chronology. Thus 4 studies on four different topics are brought to the attention:
multidisciplinary and multitechnique characterization of gilded altarpieces and
sculpures in Portugal between 1500 and 1800 (3 years research project); an inter-
disciplinary approach to easel paintings from fifteenth and sixteenth century in
Portugal (3 years research project); characterization of ketone resins varnishes (2
years research project) and of salts developed on canvas paintings from the Munch
Museum collection (past investigation to be continued with an ongoing 3 years
research project). These studies show how important is to combine different analy-
tical tools when investigating a specific material, artistic technique or degradation
phenomenon.

The objects studied in the above mentioned research projects were created on
wooden or canvas supports and they present paint, polichromy or gilded layers, and
varnish coatings, therefore their structure and composition is complex and requires a
complex, interdisciplinary approach. In many cases to the surface materials from a
polychrome or painted object, degradation products are present and their identifica-
tion as well the understanding of their mechanism of formation is possible only we
have a complete overview of the materials present in the layered structure of the
object.

Even when a specific type of materials is characterized (such as synthetic
varnishes, surface efflorescences or gilded layers made of precious metal alloys),
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the study has to take into account the whole underlaying structure and its behavior
in relationship with it. To this respect, interfaces between layers and different
materials represent an important source of information on the behavior of specific
materials in complex structures. The discontinuities in these interfaces can reveal
characteristic markers and parameters for the study of degradation and deteriora-
tion phenomena.

15.2 Materials, techniques and imitation of gilding in polychrome
decorations from Portugal

Irina Sandu

Between 2012 and 2015 an inter- and multidisciplinary research project was devel-
oped in Portugal under the title “Gilt-Teller: an interdisciplinary multi-scale study of
gilding techniques and materials in Portugal, 1500–1800” (http://www.gilt-teller.
uevora.pt) and funded by the Portuguese Foundation for Science and Technology
(FCT) [1].

It was the first time that “talha dourada” (gilded carved wood) decorations all
over the Portuguese territory, from churches and museums, retables and other
wooden and gilded decorations, were systematically investigated from the material
and technical points of view. Due to the limited amount of time versus the huge
amount of altarpieces and other woodcarving typologies of artefacts (ecclesiastic
furniture, sculptures etc.) found all over Portugal, the project focused on some
geographic areas (Algarve, Portalegre, Santarém, Viseu, Evora, Guarda, Lisbon and
surroundings, Miranda de Douro, Aveiro, Coimbra, and Funchal in Madeira island)
and on three typologies of objects: main, lateral and collateral altarpieces from
churches and chapels, gilded choir stalls and polychrome sculptures with gilded
decoration (“estofado”/“esgrafito” techniques) [2].

The criteria of selection of the case studies were: aesthetical, historical and
cultural relevance of the case studies in close relationship with: presence or not –
better if not, of past interventions; presence of documents, either of legal contracting
or the creation moment and authorship; prediction of future treatments – sampling
campaign to be organized, where possible, before the restoration intervention or
during work campaign. Examples of the three typologies of artefacts chosen are given
in the Figure 15.1.

In most of the cases, sampling was performed in the front part of the altarpieces
(known as “predela” in Portuguese), from columns and decorative motives present-
ing also polychromy. Besides the gilding layers, the sampling areas considered also
flesh tones and garments from figurative motives or sculptures integrated into the
altarpiece structure (including the religious scenes from the tabernacle’s door),
imitation of precious stone (such as “marmoreado” technique) and zoomorphic or
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vegetal decorations. The sampling criteria took also into account the lack of previous
interventions of restoration (where possible) and possible presence of historical
documents attesting the data and authorship of the carving and gilding work [2–5].

Around 604 samples were collected from 84 objects with gilding decorations (67
gilded altarpieces, sculptures, wooden choir stalls, and two pulpits in Portugal and
16 altarpieces, polychrome sculptures, icons and other decorations with gilding
layers from abroad: Spain, Czech Republic, Romania, Belgium, Germany and Italia-
Bulgaria).

An integrated protocol of investigation of gilded composites [2], following
different steps aimed to describe a multi-scale (from macro- to nano-scale) and
multi-technique approach: sampling documented by digital photography in situ;
registration of the samples in a database according the chosen ACRONYM of the
sampled altarpiece/object and documentation of each sample under stereomicro-
scope (SM); basic stratigraphic analysis on cross-sections using OM under visible
and fluorescent light; surface characterization of selected samples using AFM and
eventually SEM-EDS for elemental mapping; micro-structural and phase-character-
ization using micro-computerized Tomography (microCT) and X-ray Diffractometry
(XRD); characterization of organic and inorganic phases on micro-fragments using
microFTIR, FTIR, SEM-EDS, immuno-enzymatic assays (ELISA), MALDI-TOF-MS, Py-
GC/MS and LC-MS; other analyses on cross-sections (staining tests, microRaman,
microFTIR imaging, XRF, MALDI-TOF-MS) for identification and mapping of organic
and inorganic materials.

Talha dourada -  main altarpiece and side walls
Vale de Figueira Church 

Main altarpiece of 
Miranda do Douro Cathedral

Polychrome gilded
sculpture of St. Joseph

Museum of Aveiro

Figure 15.1: Examples for the main typologies of gilded artifacts involved into study.
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Thus the main questions to be answered by the integrated protocol were:
– which are the sequence and characteristics of the layers in the stratigraphy of

gilded and polychrome samples from the sampled objects;
– is it possible to correlate the structure and characteristics of the inner architec-

ture of the polychrome samples to the surface characterization/assessment;
– what kind of ground and paint materials and if mixtures are present (for mineral/

inorganic phases);
– what kind of leaf/gilding material or layer, if it is original or later applied;
– what is the distribution of proteinaceous materials in the paint layers (binders

mainly);
– if a tempera technique was used for polychromy what kind (“tempera grassa” or

just egg tempera or casein tempera) and in which samples;
– are there any other organic components as coating materials (varnishes, glazes);
– which are the original layers/materials and which the later added?

Within the research activities a special attention was paid to the creation and
application of a noninvasive multi-scale and multi-technique methodology for ima-
ging and analyzing surfaces and interfaces in gilded artifacts, mainly using AFM,
microCT, SEM-EDX and OM [6–9].

The stereomicroscopy (SM), the optical microscopy (OM, Vis & UV) and the scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM) allowed to image the different gilded areas and
interfaces between layers from macro to micro scale, both in visible (Vis) and UV
light (OM) and as grayscale images taken under bse (SEM). The combined use of these
techniques on surfaces give a whole range of parameters (color, fluorescence answer,
surface morphology, granulometry, roughness profile, patterns of degradation/dete-
rioration such as cracks, lacunae,fissures, discontinuity in the varnish layers etc.) to be
measured and eventually evaluated before, during and after aging ing of materials.

The Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) in particular is a surface technique used to
perform 3D imaging of the nano/micro areas of the sample while measuring the
roughness values (RMS - Root Mean Square). Advantages of the use of AFM consists
of measurements executed in nondestructive (non contact) scanning mode and
directly on sample, not being limited to conductive sample such as the traditional
SEM [8, 9]. Topography and frequency modulation scans allowed to retrieve the
elastic modules of the surface material. The elastic modulus was then resolved into
the phase diagram. Phase diagram allowed qualitative analysis of the surface. This
method is close, but yet not accurate, to the EDS analysis. The AFM allows statistical
studies of the sample surface contamination, topological structure and material
distribution. The phase diagram is an unique mark to that material and also to the
material phase. AFM data interpretation had to be done in correlation with the
observation of the sample and the results of other analytical techniques.

The use of AFM on few samples taken from altarpieces and sculptures demon-
strated how important is to analyze and compare features of a given surface at
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submicron scale as additional investigation to other surface techniques. Thus, the
understanding of certain technical aspects was possible, such as: application technique
and finishing of the metal leaf (matte or burnished gold); conservation state – presence
of dirt, protection layer, losses and lack of adherence, biological contamination.

The AFM results showed that roughness value changes are related to mechanical
damage and/or to the chemical etching or abrasion of the surface. For example, in the
case of the gold leaf, it was possible to understand the application procedure and the
composition of the gold (e. g. pure or mixed with other elements) just comparing the
roughness profiles for different treatments. In other words it was possible to retrieve
surface information about the sample and also subsurface information. For a sample
taken from the eighteenth century St Francis sculpture from St Domingos church in
Lisbon the following values were retrieved: the phase angle for the Au leaf to be ~130°
and the phase angle for the bole and the ink ~58° (Figure 15.2).

Using the µCT and SEM techniques it was possible to study and visualize in a dynamic
stratigraphy (video) the microstructure/architecture of the gilded/polychrome sam-
ples: presence and shape of the pores in the ground, granulometry and discontinu-
ities between layers [6, 7]. The conservation state of the polychrome gilded layers
(cracks, transversal fissures, chromatic alterations, etc) can also be evaluated on
micro-fragments and on cross-sections obtained from samples. Correlating the XRD
results from ground layers with the µCT data it was possible to characterize and
distinguish between layers of “gesso grosso” and “gesso fino” (Figure 15.3).

Gold leaf
Peak: 115º - 140º

Topography scans (5×5um) of 3 different areas of the same sample (PT-PS-SDBLx_6)
showing: gold, bole and ink

Bole

Black ink (esgraffito)

small peak around 130º,
probably gold leaf traces

Peak: of 50º - 70º, and a

Peak: 50º - 70º

Figure 15.2: AFM results on a sample taken from a “estofado” punched decoration (PT-PS-SDBLx_6).
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The shape/size/orientation of pores (spherical or irregular) or mineral grains, and
other physical parameters can be also correlated to the degree of craftsmanship and the
nature of the applied materials. The simple analysis of the X-ray radiographs can
provide very useful information concerning the distinct elements composing the
samples, including the wooden support. Unfortunately, in the reconstructed slices,
of combined wood/polychromy composition, the wood became “transparent” due the
extreme contrast of phases (Ca andmetal rich layers, such asAu, Cu, Fe, Pb, vs. organic
materials). On other hand, the separated tomographic study of the wood supports
constitutes a powerful tool for the recognition of the species and for the characteriza-
tion of conservation pathologies and eventually effects of restoration interventions.

Another innovative trend proposed by the project was the development and
testing of a methodology for identifying and mapping organic binders (mainly
proteinaceous) directly on cross-sections, using OM, staining tests (visible and
fluorescent), antibody-assays, MALDI-TOF-MS and nanoLC-ESI-Q-TOF mass spec-
trometry [10–12]. Thus, several samples from sculptures and altarpieces were
analyzed using complementary protocols for proteinaceous binders characteriza-
tion (ELISA, Sypro Ruby, MALDI-TOF-MS and nanoLC-ESI-Q-TOF-MS) [10]. This
was the first testing of four analytical methods used together for simultaneous
identification and mapping of proteinaceous binders in real samples (fragments
and also cross-sections, Figure 15.4).

From the point of view of stratigraphic components, the analyzed altarpieces
generally display common characteristics to water gilding composites, with excep-
tion of interventions using mordant gilding technique or imitations of gold leaf with
silver leaf or “purpurins”.

The stratigraphic structure of the gilding layers is quite similar: thick ground
with “gesso grosso” and “gesso matte (fino)” differentiation, yellow/reddish layers of
bole, metallic alloy leaf, varnish or particulate deposits or residues of the wax-resin
treatments or varnishes [3–5].

Figure 15.3:microCT investigation of a sample from themain altarpiece of Bucelas church, eighteenth
century.
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The overall composition of ground and bole layers is based on mineral materials:
gypsum and anhydrite for gesso grounds with inclusions of silicates and quartz; in few
cases calcite was identified in mixture with the gesso; clay minerals (kaolinite, illite,
muscovite) and (Fe, Ti)-oxides (hematite and goethite) in the bole. Celestite was also
detected (Sr identified by SEM-EDS) in grounds from different altarpieces and this
points toward a Portuguese provenance of inert materials used in the ground layers. In
two cases (main altarpiece fromBucelas andMourning sculpture fromCzech Republic)
fossils remnants (coccoliths) were found in the ground layers of the upper composite
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Figure 15.4: Identification of proteinaceous binders on samples/cross-sections from: (a) Miranda de
Douro Main altarpiece (PT-AM-MD_24) and (b) a sculpture by Machado de Castro (PT-SSJE-MC_6).
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(Figure 15.5). For the first case, the higher concentration of Ca in the upper layer of
gesso would possibly indicate a mixture of Ca-based materials (calcite and Ca sul-
phate). The bole layers were of yellow or red/orange color and sometimes two different
layers of different color (yellow and red) could be observed.

As far as the composition of the leaf is concerned, themajor part of elemental SEM-EDS
analyses detected the presence of a leaf made of ternary or binary alloys: Au/Ag/Cu or
Au/Cu/Ag; Au /Ag. The purity of the leaf is very variable, but inmost of the cases a high
quality (between 22 and 23.75 carat) can be detected (just few cases of lower % of Au
were encountered, such as for the lateral altarpiece in the Tancos church, PT-AL-Ta
and for the gilded carved wood of the chapel of Albertas, MNAA: leaf of 20–21 carat).
The thickness of the leaf is an important issue to be discussed but the tools used to
measure it (OM and SEM) did not make possible an accurate evaluation of it.
Nevertheless, in some comparative studies, such as the one between the gilded carved
wood in the Church of Albertas (MNAA) and the Vale de Figueira (VF) altarpiece, the
thickness of the leaf is slightly variable (5 μm for MNAA and 10 μm for VF, respectively)
and this can point on a different quality of the gilding layer application between the
church in Lisbon and the rural one or better skills to laminate the gold leaf (in this
respect economic issues can be considered as reason for the use of a thicker leaf for the
second case against the thinner leaf in the first case). The leaf is made of an alloy (Au/
Ag/Cu) of 23 carat for VF samples and of 20÷22 carats for MNAA samples, confirming
data already reported in the literature about “gilding” materials on the territory of
Portugal (Figure 15.6). Usually the average value obtained with measurements made
on cross-sections by OM is around 1–3 μm but this can be due to the folding of the leaf
leading to errors in the evaluation of its thickness.

1000 µm

Fossils in the ground
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Figure 15.5: Coccoliths in the ground of two samples.
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The use of highly gold-content alloys (more than 87% Au) and of alloys made of
Au/Ag/Cu was already reported from an extensive and comparative SEM-EDX
research performed on several Portuguese polychrome reliquaries from Alcobaça,
Açores, Coimbra, Aveiro, Tibães (sixteenth century) and in other studies on retables
from Coimbra (Cathedral’s main altarpiece, dated from 1502 to 1685) and Porto, dated
from seventeenth-eighteenth centuries [13, 14]. In these cases, 22–23 carat gold was
reported (applied as water or mordant based techniques, the stratigraphy being
characterized by the presence of ground, red bole layer and gold leaf). Our results
confirm the extensive use of such alloys during seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
up to nineteenth century in Portugal.

As substitute of the gold leaf the presence of Cu/Zn alloys (regilding areas) was
identified in several cases. Silver (Ag) leaf covered with shellac varnish of yellow-
orange fluorescence was used also in some cases as an imitation of the gold leaf and
as regilding (silvering) layers over original ones (Figure 15.7).

Polychromy of different color (white for flesh tones, blue or green for garments,
red for decorations alternating gold leaf and pigments or dyes/lake) can be found
on Tabernacle’s doors, flesh tones or garments of biblical figures and sculptures, on
columns and imitation of precious stones (marble-like decorations).

Themain pigments identified in garments, fleshes and decorative elements (fruits,
birds, vegetal motives) were: lead white (cerussite /hydrocerussite) sometimes mixed
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Figure 15.6: SEM-EDS compositional analyses on cross-sections of samples from MNAA and VF
altarpieces for the identification of the leaf.
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with calcite, anglesite and in few cases barite (the later could indicate a posterior
intervention of polychromy), red and yellow ochres, cinnabar and red lead (minium)
grains inside the white layers; goethite for yellow layers; azurite, copper resinate and
sodalite for blue and green tones; carbon black etc.

More recent pigments, indicating repainting interventions, are: barite and chro-
mium green found in the altarpieces of St Domingos in Benfica, Baraçal, Pinhel,
Tancos, Prussian blue as substitute for lapislazuli in the “marmoreado” decoration of
the columns in the case of St Francis altarpiece in Viseu. For the altarpiece of Cidadela
Palace in Cascais, residues of an waxy protective material (with approximately 50 µm
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Figure 15.7: Two phases of gilding identified in two samples, the later being made with Ag leaf and
varnish.
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thickness and with no specific fluorescence answer to the protein staining with Sypro
Ruby) with fissures and cracks along its thickness were observed in cross-section and
the SEM mapping in this layer detected the presence of Zn, probably a zinc oxide
contamination from a posterior intervention on the altarpiece. Polychrome layers
belonging to more recent overpainting (containing barite and zinc white) were also
found in one lateral altarpiece in Santárem.

The organic materials mainly identified and mapped in the stratigraphy are the
animal glues in the ground and bole layers, wax and shellac as coating layers, egg
tempera for “estofado”/“esgrafito” decorations. Interventions with wax-resin as
surface consolidation material were detected in few cases such as the gilding in
the Church of Albertas from the National Museum of Ancient Art. Oil was identified
in few cases, in the silicate layers below the leaf (Tancos main altarpiece) and in the
polychromy of green and red areas (“regraxos”) in the two altarpieces from Evora.
For these later cases (altarpieces from churches of Misericórdia and Cartuxa in
Evora) cochineal lake of Mexican provenance and wax were identified in red areas
(Figure 15.8).

The absence of organic materials as protective or aesthetic coatings over the leaf
indicates that cleaning or other restoration interventions were performed. In some
cases, such as the three altarpieces in Santarem area, these interventions were
documented while for others (e. g. Bucelas altarpiece) the visual assessment of
conservation state of the altarpiece decoration and the interview with the parish of
the church confirmed them.
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Figure 15.8: Cochineal lake and wax identified in two samples from eighteenth century altarpieces in
Evora.
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15.3 Panel paintings from fifteenth and sixteenth centuries
in Portugal

Antonio Candeias

Since 2009, the Portuguese Laboratory for Conservation and Restoraton (Laboratorio
Jose de Figueiredo) of the General Directorate for Cultural Heritage established
strategic partnerships with different universities, in special with HERCULES Lab
from Evora University, to develop integrated studies on easel paintings of the
Portuguese arts golden period: the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries [15–22]. Thus,
two major projects were funded by the Portuguese FCT: the project ON-FINARTS – On
the Flemish Importance for the National Arts in the sixteenth century (PTDC/EAT-HAT/
115692/2009) and the project The invisible preparation layer and its influence on
Portuguese painting of the XV and XVI centuries: an issue to be solved (PTDC/EAT-
HAT/100868/2008).

At the beginning of the sixteenth century, the styles and techniques of
painting in vogue in Portugal were strongly influenced by the new artistic
movements from Flanders, conveyed through the intense commercial relations
established between the two countries. The materials were essentially imported
from Bruges and Antwerp, while Portuguese and Flemish masters alternated
between the two countries, introducing Flemish style and technique in
Portugal [20]. The study of the work of these painters is a fundamental aspect
for the understanding of the profound artistic changes that took place in
Portugal during the reigns of D. Manuel and D. João III. The perception of the
contours of these changes required that what is specifically Flemish was kept in
the activity of these masters, while working in Portugal, and what is due to the
Portuguese way of painting, and to what extent was its contribution to the
subsequent transformation of the national artistic milieu.

The integrative approach of the ONFINARTS project combined existing knowl-
edge of historical documental sources with the results of a wide and comprehensive
set of imaging and surface analysis and material characterization techniques [16, 17,
23].The analytical and surface characterization of the works of these masters are
particularly important in view of the scarce existing documental information on the
Flemish Primitives, to which must be added the systematic absence of signed or
dated pieces, leading to the attribution of a work to a painter and his dating usually
based on stylistic issues. Thus, the (re)definition of the corpus of works by Luso-
Flemish masters and their workshops, as well as the relations between these work-
shops and other art production centers in Portugal and in Europe, was a major
objective of this project together with the later project that allowed to develop and
apply a methodology for the thorough analysis and semi-quantification of the com-
ponents of painting preparations from the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
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The study of the panel paintings started in most cases by the visual examination
of the paintings and screening by imaging techniques, which are non-destructive and
noninvasive in nature, and consist on the differential response of the painting
materials and supports when subjected to radiations with different energy, from
infrared to X-rays. These encompass standard light photography, U.V. fluorescence
photography (UVF), infrared reflectography (IRR) and X-ray radiography. Figure 15.9
depicts the use of these techniques in two paintings from the Funchal altarpiece. UVF
photography was particularly relevant to study discontinuities in the paintings
surfaces including repaints, cleaned areas, dirt, layers of varnish and some pigments
while IRR allowed the visualization of the underdrawing which is characteristic
of each Master and Workshop and a fundamental piece of information for the art
historians. On the other hand, radiography takes advantage of the penetrating power
of X-rays, revealing the internal structure of the paintings including assemblies and
information about its state of conservation (eg insect galleries), study of the poly-
chrome layers with identification of areas denser to X-rays, effects of previous treat-
ments and discovery of dissimulated details or underpaintings.

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(d)

(d)

(c)

(c)

Figure 15.9: Details of the images obtained by the different imaging techniques on two paintings of
the Funchal altarpiece (top) Last Supper (bottom) Saint Gregory’s Mass: (a) visible photography,
(b) UV fluorescence photography (c) IR reflectography and d) X-ray radiography.
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After identification of the wood of the different boards of the panels it was
possible in the case of oak wood, and whenever relevant, to date the supports by
dendrochronology.

In addition to the area examinations (imaging techniques), noninvasive spot
analyzes were performed in different areas of the paintings and aimed at a first
approximation to the material composition of the paintings (Figure 15.10). In the
methodology adopted in the study of fifteenth and sixteenth centruy Portuguese
paintings the techniques for in situ analysis were:
– energy dispersion X-ray fluorescence spectrometry (EDXRF) that allowed ele-

mental analysis of chromatic layers;
– the colorimetry / visible absorption spectroscopy that allowed to obtain color

parameters and the reflection / absorption spectra of the paintings areas in the
visible region;

– Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) in total reflection mode, which
allowed to obtain information about superficial organic layers.

– portable Raman spectrometry (p-Raman), which allowed the identification of
some pigments of the chromatic layers.

Regarding EDXRF, it is necessary to take into account that, given the penetrating
power of X radiation, the elemental composition obtained is not only the surface
layer but also the underlying layers [24, 25].

With the aim to develop a detailed material and technical study of the paintings,
microsampling was considered taking into account the objectives of the study, the
minimum sample size for analysis purposes and the fact that the samples should only
be removed if the type of information that was intended was only possible by study of
micro-samples. The rationalization and definition of the sampling strategy was
defined by the combined interpretation of the information obtained by the area
examinations and point analyzes with that of the on-site examinations. This micro-

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 15.10: Snapshots of in-situ analyses performed during the Funchal altarpiece study.
(a) colorimetry, (b) EDRXF, (c) p-FTIR.
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sampling was always carried out under the supervision of conservators. Figure 15.11
shows the micro-sampling record for one of the paintings and the details of a cross-
section, where the sample size can be observed.

In general, the micro-samples collected, using a sampling pin or stylus, were divided
into two subsamples. One of the subsamples was embeded in epoxy resin in trans-
versal position and later polished to allow the stratigraphic analysis of the various
layers by OM (with visible light and UV) including number and thickness of the
chromatic layers, optical properties, morphology and color of the particles, and the
subsequent analysis by different techniques of microanalysis, namely:
– scanning electron microscopy coupled to energy dispersion X-ray spectrometry

(SEM-EDS) for microstructural analysis and semi-quantitative, punctual and bi-
dimensional elemental analysis which allowed the identification of pigments
and fillers and their distribution in the various layers

– Raman microspectrometry for confirmation of the identification of inorganic
phases (pigments and fillers).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 15.11: (a) Registration of micro-sampling of one painting; (b) indication of the sampling points;
(c) cross-section of the microsample under optical microscopy.
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Figure 15.12 shows the results by OM, SEM-EDS and micro-Raman of green
layers in one painting by Flemish-portuguese painter Frei Carlos. The combined
analysis of the data allowed the identification of the unusual pigment brochantite
which was found to be characteristic of the palette of this Master and has not been
found in other painters active in Portugal during the same period [26, 27].

The results obtained from the mounted cross-sections by these microanalytical
techniques were complemented by those obtained by other techniques of microana-
lysis and high resolution chemical analysis in the various layers of the unassembled
sub-sample, after separation of the several layers, namely:
– micro-FTIR, which allowed qualitative analysis of organic compounds (binders,

varnishes) and some inorganic compounds (including some pigments and fillers),
– micro-X-ray diffraction to confirm the identification of crystalline compounds

(pigments and fillers),
– gas chromatography with mass spectrometry preceded by pyrolysis to confirm

the identification of varnishes and binders,
– liquid chromatography with mass spectrometry for the identification of dyes

from the layers of varnish and lake pigments in chromatic layers.

The multianalytical methodology used in the study of these Masters allowed a
deep material and technical characterization of the paintings and painting materials
of the different workshops active in that period and allowed a new insight on the way
these artists worked and collaborated.

(a) (b) (e)

(d)(c)

Figure 15.12: (a) Frei Carlos painting “Good Shepherd” by light photography showing the sampling
areas for BP8 and BP26; (b) cross-sections under optical microscope for both samples; (c) SEM
micrograph of sample BP8 and EDS combined map; (d) EDS analysis of a green particle; (e) Raman
spectrum of a green particle showing presence of brochantite. Adapted from [26].
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As an example, Figure 15.13 depicts the results by Py-GC/MS that allowed to
distinguish, among the works initially attributed to Flemish-portuguese painter Frei
Carlos, the work of a follower. The Py-GC/MS showed the used of a different binder
from the ones used by Frei Carlos, while the other techniques showed the use of
different pigments and also technique of colour modelling. These were fundamental
to revise the paintings attributions [16].

Particularly significant in the characterization of the technical options of the different
workshops were the preparation (ground) layers of the paintings [18, 27–40].

In a first approach to the study of preparation layers, amethodology was adopted
combining elemental analysis by SEM-EDS with micro-FTIR and micro-XRD analysis
(Figures 15.14, 15.15). By SEM-EDS it was possible to obtain the elemental composition
and morphology of the particles and their distribution, differentiating the various
constituents, such as calcium sulphates, calcium carbonates, silicates, etc. The X-ray
micro-diffraction, although it did not have the spatial resolution of SEM-EDS, allowed
to identify the types of crystalline compounds and thus to distinguish the constitu-
ents in gypsum, anhydrite, calcite, quartz, complementing the analysis obtained by
the first one.

The micro-FTIR analysis allowed to obtain molecular information on the binders
and to confirm the information of the previous techniques on the inorganic
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light areas vs shadow areas

Annunciation (dated 1523)
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Virigin with infant and angel
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Figure 15.13: (a) Cross-sections of blue areas by optical microscopy from two paintings initially
attributed to Frei Carlos workshop; (b) Py-GC/MS results. Adapted from [16].
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components. However, from an analytical point of view, micro-FTIR has limitations
in terms of the distinction between gypsum and mixed anhydrite because the hydro-
xyl bands of the hydrated compound hide its low intensity or possibly nonexistence
in the anhydrous compound. Throughout this investigation [22, 41], it was found that,
in addition to the hydroxyl bands, a deviation in the S-O stretching and bending
bands of standards and original samples appeared to be a strong indication of the
presence of anhydrite and thus be linked to the degree of hydration of the material.
To further investigate this issue that is not mentioned in the scientific literature on
artistic goods, it was decided to investigate the relevance of these bands in relation to
the degree of hydration of the material based on investigations on the structure and
behavior of water molecules in calcium sulfate. Reconstitutions of formulations with
calcium sulfate with varying degrees of hydration, were agglutinated in a solution of
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Figure 15.14: (a) Micromorphology and elemental composition of ground layers by SEM-EDS – left:
gypsum ground (Ca, S) and right: chalk ground (Mg, Ca, Fe); (b) Micro-X-ray diffraction patterns of
different paintings analysed. gypsum (G), anhydrite (A), and calcite (C); Adapted from [29].
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animal glue. Their analysis by micro-FTIR and XRD and their comparison with the
analytical results of the original preparations allowed to highlight in micro-FTIR
spectra the importance of δS-O bands in determining the degree of hydration of
this material. It has been found that the deviation of the S-O bending bands from
the original samples to wave numbers greater than or equal to 673 cm−1 should be
taken as indicative of a high proportion of anhydrite in the preparations irrespective
of the intensity of the hydroxyl bands. The results obtained thus contributed to
overcome some of the analytical limitations of μ-FTIR in the differentiation between
mixtures of calcium sulfate with various degrees of hydration, which is particularly
useful in routine analyzes when it is difficult to access XRD.

It was thus possible to identify and contextualize the paintings preparation
layers of the different paintings and to study their specificities and technique of
production. Accelerated aging tests of preparation layers test samples applied with
materials of regional origin, contributed to a new insight at the relationship between
the artists, their criteria and the material resources used in the creation of works,
trying to define the existence of identities between workshops.

Relating the type of substrates to the preparations of the paintings studied, it was
verified that both the Lisbon workshop and the Évora workshop mainly use calcium
sulphate preparations on oak wood support, preferably imported from the Baltic
region, and the workshops in Coimbra and Viseu, when using this preparation, they
do it mainly on chestnut wood support, a local resource. The analysis of the relation-
ship between the dimension of the boards and the thickness of the preparations
highlighted the increase of the thickness of the preparations with the increase of the
area to be painted in the case of the paintings with chestnut support, with the inverse
relation in the case of the paintings on oak support. The comparison between the
types of support and the types of preparation allowed to verify that both the use of
gesso matte (thinner calcium sulphate, more gypsum than anhydrite) and that of

(a)

20.0kV 33.1mm ×1.30k SE10.0kV 19.4mm ×2.30k SE 40.0um20.0um

(b)

Figure 15.15: (a) Secondary electrons image of a laboratory test sample showing the sizing layer;
(b) secondary electrons image of the sizing layer of a sixteenth century Triptych.
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gesso grosso (coarse calcium sulphate, more anhydrite than gypsum) in the paintings
of this period is variable, corresponding to the selection of this material also to a
workshop tradition. The use of gesso grosso, typically occurs in the Lisbon workshop,
from the end of the fifteenth century to the end of the sixteenth century, is also
verifiable in the Coimbra workshop, being applied on boards of different types of
support, encompassing variable dimensions. The use of gesso matte is mostly found
in the Viseu and Coimbra workshops, and rarely in the Lisbon workshop, and is
usually applied on smaller supports, both chestnut and oak. Considering the above
aspects, the use of calcium sulphate, both on oak pannels (predominantly from the
center to the south of the country) and on chestnut supports (mainly from the center
to the north of the country), can be considered as a typical national formulation.
Thus, the use of calcium carbonate on chestnut support can also be considered as a
national, rather than a regional specificity of the Viseu workshop.

The study showed also that a glue sizing appears in most of the paintings and
workshops studied. The stability of the animal glue, besides an insulating function,
offers adhesion between themovements of the support and the preparation. The layers
of glue are of thin thickness, almost invisible to the optical microscope, characterized
by a transparent and bright film. The morphological characterization of this layer was
carried out by SEM (Figure 15), directly in samples without previous manipulation and
inclined to about 45° [34, 37]. Further analysis by μ-FTIR of the layers observed by SEM-
EDS showed the absorption bands characteristic of the animal glue. This protein
material is readily identified by μ-FTIR taking into account the position of its absorp-
tion bands in the infrared. Several bands were identified: 2930 and 2875 cm−1 (symme-
trical and asymmetric elongation bands CH2), 1650 cm−1 (amide I, vibration C=O), 1540
cm−1 (amide II, CN and CH vibrations) and 1450 cm−1 (amide III, CH2 deformation). The
proposed methodology contributed to the characterization of the sizing, bringing a
new challenge for future research in technical art studies.

15.4 Characterization of ketone resin varnishes on modern canvas
paintings

Irina Sandu, Eva Tveit, Klaas Jan van den Berg, Henk van Keulen

Among the synthetic resins adopted in the field of conservation as coating or
varnish materials, cyclohexanone resins (ketone resins) are still in use nowadays
both in private and institutional practice [42–45] They are oligomeric compounds of
6–10 monomeric units of cyclic structure and an average molecular weight of 600–
800 (low molecular weight resins) [45], products of a condensation reaction of
cyclohexanones and methyl cyclohexanone (AW2, MS2) or of cyclohexanones only
(Ketone Resin N®/ Laropal K80) [42]. The photosensitive carbonyl groups in cyclo-
hexanones are prone to oxidation [46]. Therefore, since the first production of AW2
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by Farben (1921) and after the Second World War by BASF, the carbonyl functional
groups were reduced to hydroxyls (MS2A, MS2B) and thus more stable materials
were obtained [47–51].

A recent survey on the paintings collection of Munch Museum showed that a
number of 23 canvases from the period 1882–1940 are reported as being varnished
with ketone resins varnishes between the 1950s and 80s. The documentation on the
conservation treatment reports and files in the archives of the Museum showed that
15 paintings have been varnished with AW2 between the years 1957 and 1970 [52].

Multi-technique analytical investigation using FTIR-ATR, microFTIR, Py-GC/MS
and DTMS was carried out in collaboration with laboratories from Los Angeles (GCI)
and RCE (Amsterdam). From the 15 paintings reported to be varnishedwith AW2, only
for 7 paintings the presence of a ketone resin was confirmed (Figure 15.16).

The Archlab access provided through the Iperion platform, funded by the European
Commission, H2020-INFRAIA-2014–2015 and pursued between May and September
2017 allowed to extend the survey to other collections and institutions in Europe
[52]. The Access visits to three European institutions – OPD (Italy), CATS (Denmark)
and RCE (Netherlands) also made possible to gather small quantities of ketone

MM.M00639 MM.M00292

MM.M00628MM.M00127

Figure 15.16: 4 of the 15 paintings reported as being varnished with AW2 in 1957 (Photo credits:
Munch Museet).
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resins in beads and as varnishes which together with the ones already present in the
collection of the Conservation Department at Munch Museum constitute now a
database of reference materials for this project and also for further studies.

It is possible to identify chemical differences in the ATR-FTIR spectra between the
reduced ketone resins (e. g. MS2A) and two unreduced ketone resins (AW2 among
them). AW2 is the first synthesized - cyclohexanone- methyl-cyclohexanone conden-
sation compound, Ketonharz (also known as Ketone resin N) is a poly-condensation
product derived from cyclohexanone alone, highly susceptible to light-induced
oxidation. In the MS2A the carbonyl groups of the cyclohexanone resins were
reduced to hydroxyl groups (the chemical reduction product is made of a complex
mixture of methylation and condensation products formed by reactions involving
methyl cyclohexanone, methanol and their derivatives). Therefore, -C=O band
absorption is present in Ketonharz and AW2 spectra but is lacking in the MS2A.
Infrared spectra of AW2 andMS2 show a band at around 1380 cm−1 (1374–1375 cm−1 in
Figure 15.17) where methyl groups absorb, whereas this band is much diminished in
intensity in the spectra of Ketone Resin N and Laropal K 80 [53]. Laropal K 80,
currently available from BASF, is identical to Ketone Resin N according to its man-
ufacturer; the only difference appears to be that the latter product was manufactured
in a discontinuous process, while Laropal K 80 appears to be produced in a contin-
uous one [48]. De la Rie and Shedrinsky showed that Ketone Resin N® and
Laropal®K80 have identical characteristics when analyzed spectroscopically [48].
Gas chromatography of the fraction of these resins also yields an identical fingerprint
of the two resins.

Laropal K80 is still in use, for example, in Italian and Danish laboratories (OPD and
SMK) as final varnish covering a coating of natural resin (Dammar or Mastic) [54, 55].

When comparing natural resins as Dammar and Mastic with ketone resins there
are some similitudes in the spectral features (Figure 15.18). The regions were the
absorption peaks have similar values are: CH stretching (3100–2860 cm−1) and CO

Figure 15.17: MID-ATR FTIR spectra of 3 types of ketone resins: AW2, Ketonharz N and MS2A.
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(carbonyl) bands (around 1700–1730 cm−1 and 1440–1470 cm−1) [56]. It is difficult to
discriminate if mixtures of vegetal (Dammar, Mastic) and ketone resins are present,
as the peaks would overlap and create slightly different values than the absorption
for the pure material. The interval specific for ketone resins containing -CO groups is
1700–1720 cm−1, while the natural resins have the interval between 1695 and 1715
cm−1 (if oxidation products are present this band can be larger). Bands between 1200
and 1300 cm−1 (C-O) can also help in identified a natural vegetal resin if it is not
mixed with other materials [57].

If wax is added to the ketone resin some new features are observed, such as: a
shoulder at 1736–1741 cm−1 for -COO bond (in 1800–1700 region), around 1171–1184
cm−1 (esters groups) and also in 700–600 cm−1 (C-C str) region (Figure 15.18a).

(a)

(b)

Figure 15.18:MID-ATR-FTIR spectra of 2 natural resins and wax (a) compared with ketone resins: AW2,
Ketonharz N and MS2A (b).
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Figure 15.19 shows examples of FTIR spectra of varnish samples taken from
paintings at Munch Museum, where ketone resins are identified together with other
components from paint or varnish layers (e. g. starch in sample MM.M513_A1; drying
oil, egg and lead white in sample MM.M927_A4P1).

FTIR spectroscopy is an useful tool to screen the presence of a resin (natural or
synthetic, or both) as varnish material, but will never be conclusive regarding the
identification of the exact type in an unknown real sample. Additional method of
analysis, such as Py-GC/MS and DTMS can be used for discriminating, each of them
with specific advantages and disadvantages.

Among the chromatographic techniques, Pyrolysis Gas-Chromatography Mass
Spectrometry (Py-GC/MS) is one of the analytical tools for accurate characterization

MM.M127_A5 varnish sample and a reference of ketone resin spectra

(a)

MMI.M513 A1 - MID-ATR FTIR spectra
Comparison between varnish sample and 2 references

(b)

Figure 15.19: MID-ATR-FTIR spectra of several varnish samples: (a) Ketone N/AW2 identified in MM.
M127 varnish; (b) AW2 identified in mixture with starch and proteinaceous material in MM.M513
painting; c) MS2A probably identified in MM.M927b-A2A3 sample and drying oil in mixture with lead
white and egg in sample A4P1.
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of ketone resins and other synthetic polymers [57]. Pyrolysis is defined as thermo-
chemical decomposition of organic material at elevated temperatures in the absence
of oxygen; large polymeric molecules are converted into smaller ones, suitable for
analysis and identification with GC/MS. Every polymer has its own optimum pyro-
lysis temperature, a temperature which will produce enough and diagnostic mole-
cular fragments to characterize the polymer.

Figure 15.20 shows the Py-GC/MS analysis of MS2A at pyrolysis temperatures of
500 °C, 600 °C and 700 °C. Small fragments of resin are transferred to a steel
pyrolysis cup then placed in the pyrolyzer. The chromatograms show monomers
(0–7 min), dimers (10–15 min) and trimers (17 min and more) of the ketone resin.
Noticeable is a reduction of the trimers and dimers of the resin at higher pyrolysis
temperature resulting in abundant monomers. An optimum pyrolysis temperature
for the MS2A resin is around 650 °C. The analysis will show a balance between
typical, diagnostic monomer fractions without losing the information from the
dimer fraction of the polymer.

As real samples from paintings varnishes often are a mixture of natural and
synthetic materials, the standard analytical approach is applying a Py-GC/MS
method dedicated for natural materials. It might not be optimal for synthetic resins,
but good enough for an unambiguous identification of those resins.

Pyrolysis-Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry using tetramethylammo-
nium hydroxide for thermally-assisted hydrolysis and methylation (THM-Py-GC/
MS) is presently the best analytical technique for characterizing (natural) organic
materials in samples obtained from works of art [57]. Samples are ground with 20 µl
of TMAH (5% in methanol; diluted 25% TMAH in methanol, Sigma Aldrich 334901)
in a small glass mortar, 5 µl of the suspension is transferred to a steel pyrolysis cup

  MM.M927 - 2 varnish Sample: 
A2A3 (blue) and A4P1 (red)

(c)

Figure 15.19: (continued).
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then placed in the pyrolyzer. The pyrolizer unit used was a Frontier Lab 3030D
pyrolizer on a Thermo Scientific Focus GC/ISQ mass spectrometer. The pyrolizer is
used in the program temperature mode, and after the sample introduction the
pyrolyzer is heated from 360 °C to 660 °C at 500 °C/min, total time of 1 min. Both
pyrolyzer interface and GC inlet were at 290 °C. The split flow was set at 1:30.
Column: Supelco SLB5 MS (20M × 0.18mm × 0.18μm); helium at 0.9 ml/min. GC
oven program: 35 °C (1 min), 60 °C /min to 110 °C, 14 °C/min to 240 °C, 5 °C/min to
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Figure 15.20: Py-GC/MS analysis of MS2A resin at different pyrolysis temperatures.
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315 °C (2 min). MS interface 250 °C; ion source 220 °C; scan range 29 to 600 amu at
7scans per sec.

Figure 15.21 shows the chromatograms of the ketone resins Laropal K80, MS2A,
AW2 and Ketone N 200. The THM-Py-GC/MS runs show that, although the pyrolysis
temperature is not optimal, a THM-Py-GC/MSmethod for natural materials can be used
to characterize synthetic resins. All the resins show abundant compound peaks in the
dimer section of the GC/MS run (around a retention time of 10min). Themass spectra of
the ketone resin dimers, those of the monomers, and the retention times of the
compounds, except those of Laropal K80 and Ketone N 200, are specific enough for
an unambiguous identification of the synthetics resins, also in the presence of natural
materials and other synthetics. Laropal K80 and Ketone N 200 are both based on
cyclohexanone and will produce more or less the same result when analysed with
Py-GC/MS or with THM-Py-GC/MS.

DTMS (Direct Temperature resolved Mass Spectrometric analysis) is a very ver-
satile technique used to chemically identify varnishes in minute paint samples
because it gives information about the chemical composition of a broad range of
materials including some indication of the degree of oxidation and polymerisation.
The temperature resolution allows the separation into mobile “free” fractions and
chemically bound fractions, which require a higher temperature [28–60].

Figure 15.22 shows comparative spectra generated with DTMS of three ketone
resins (two from the Collection of Munch Museum and one from the Conservation
laboratory of paintings at OPD in Florence).

DTMS is able to easily distinguish between synthetic and natural resins (such as
gum dammar and mastic – Figure 15.23). The distinction with different types of
ketone resins is straightforward since these resins show clusters with mass incre-
ments of 90–120 Da. Distinction between those resins, such as AW2 and MS2A or
Ketone N and Laropal K80 is less straightforward, but is done by comparing the mass
distribution in e. g. the dimer clusters, with e. g. m/z/ 192 and 204 as the main peaks
for Laropal, 202 and 220 for MS2A and 206 and 218 for AW2 (Figure 15.22).

The DTMS analysis made on some samples of varnish from these paintings
corroborated the presence of AW2 as hypothesized initially according the survey on
the collection and preliminary screening with ATR-FTIR spectroscopy (e. g. in sample
MM.M127 (1888) where the presence of the ketone resin was indicated by FTIR). Py-
GC/MS also confirmed the preliminary screening of a ketone resins in several samples
(e. g. Laropal was identified in sample MM.M927b-A1 (1882)). The painting was
varnished in 1957, and Keton N arrived onmarket in 1960 and its production changed
to Laropal in 1979, therefore the varnish is likely AW2.

Figure 15.23 shows that the DTMS spectrum for MM.M628 (1882–1883) sample
points toward the presence of Keton N, but could also be attributed to a mixture of
this resinwith AW2/MS2A. In fact, m/z 125, present inMM.M628, is not found in Keton
N but is found in AW2/MS2A. This painting, as M927b was also varnished in 1957,
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Figure 15.21: THM-Py-GC/MS chromatograms of 4 ketone resins: Laropal K80, MS2A, AW2 and Ketone N.
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Figure 15.22: DTMS mass spectra for Laropal K80, MS2A, AW2 and Ketone N.

RCE_m927B a2a3 77 (1.284) Cm (18:101)

RCE_m628 again 44 (0.734) Cm (18:102)

RCE_m1108 opnieuw 88 (1.467) Cm (18:101)

MM.M628-A3

MM.M927b-A2A3 − MS2A (less likely AW2)

MM.M1108 − Dammar or mastic (+ pine resin?)

− Ketone N / Laropal K80

Figure 15.23: Examples of DTMS results on 3 samples from paintings.
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before Laropal entered the market. We speculate that here a Keton N varnish layer
was applied on top of a layer of AW2.

DTMS spectrum of MM.M927b varnish sample matches MS2A closest, but AW2 is
also similar, as the resins are apparently too similar chemically to be distinguished
reliably with this technique.

For MM.M1108 (1883) sample the spectrum shows the presence of Dammar
(mastic) and pine resin: if a ketone is present it would be AW2/MS2A, but due to
the presence of the natural resins this is less clear. To elucidate this we would need
GC-MS and a larger sample.

In conclusion, while DTMS of pure synthetic resin varnish samples allows for clear
identification of these varnishes, this may be less straightforward in real aged samples
from paintings, especially if samples are small and may contain more than one resin.

In this study, much of the evidence from analysis with FTIR, DTMS and/or GCMS
methods could be corroborated with each other and supported with evidence from
conservation records. However, when samples are small and conservation records
are incomplete, this remains a challenge.

15.5 Materials characterization and sulphate crystals formation
on Edvard Munch’s aula sketches

Erika Gohde Sandbakken

The Munch Museum beholds 131 Aula sketches painted by Edvard Munch between
1909 and 1916. Of his earliest sketches (1909 and 1910), 15 of them, all on cotton
fabrics, have proved to have extensive areas with white surface crystals of
Magnesium, Zinc and Zinc-magnesium sulphate. The mechanism of formation of
the crystals on these sketches is still unclear. These salts are not very often found
on canvas paintings, but are more common on porous building structures and fresco
paintings. Seven of the 15 sketches have been studied using a multianalytical and
multiscale approach. Different analytical techniques, such as X-ray fluorescence
(XRF), scanning electron microscope (SEM-EDX), X-ray Diffraction (XRD), Fourier
Transform Infrared (FTIR) and Raman spectroscopy (Raman), Gas Chromatography
Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS), and Direct Temperature resolved Mass Spectrometry
(DTMS) have been used. In addition, light microscopy, Hirox 3D microscopy, a UV-
radiation source, simple lab tests, thorough ocular examinations, different archival
material, such as diary notes and letters have supplemented the research.

15.5.1 The general condition of the sketches today

Some of Munch’s Aula sketches were painted and stored up to four years in his
outdoor studio (Figure 15.24) [61]. Outdoor storage and in general poor storage during
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Munch’s lifetime suggests that the sketches have been exposed to extreme unstable
climates including sub-zero temperatures.

All layers in the sketches appear matte and dry, whether they are crayons or painted
media. Gloss meter measurements from several sketches revealed values of 0.6–0.1
Gloss Units (GU), were 70–100 is high gloss and below 10 low gloss (measurements
made with a SADT GTS 60N advice). These points to porous paint films with low
binding media content. In a porous paint film the pigment grain will have less
protection as they can lay open on the surface, as opposed to a well-bound oil paint
where the pigment grains will be embedded in oil and create a smooth surface [62].
Porous materials applied to thin cotton fabrics would rapidly deteriorate in an
outdoor environment and become more porous. This would in particular affect
water-based paint media which is known to be more prone to mechanical and
physical damage than changes related to chemical activity between pigment and
binder [63]. The deteriorated materials are however, not only a consequence of
unstable environments and storage, but also of Munch’s choice of materials and
painting techniques as he expressed that he wanted to achieve matte fresco-like
surfaces [64].

Figure 15.24: Munch standing next to the “Researchers” in his outdoor studio. The studio had
woodenwalls and a canopy of 1.5m. Skrubben, 1910–1911. The red square indicates what is left of the
motif today. (Photo: A.F. Johansen).
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15.5.2 Analytical approach

Hitachi S-3600N SEM with a BSE and Thermo Noran system Six EDS detectors, FEI
ESEM Quanta Fei 200, coupled with micro analyser EDS and a Jeol JSM-84 EDX
Oxford Instruments model 6506 X-ray scanning electron energy dispersive X-ray
microscopes were used for elemental analyses andmaps (4 samples of crystals and 2
paint samples were analysed). A Philips-FEI XL-30 FSEM coupled to an EDAX energy
dispersive analyser was used for 3 paint samples. Four paint samples and 2 samples
of crayon were analysed using a 6890N Network GC System (Agilent Technologies)
coupled with a 5973 MS detector with quadruple analyser (4) [65]. Nine samples of
crystals were analysed with a X’pert Pro Pan analytical X-ray diffractometer. A
handheld Thermo Scientific Niton XL3 XRF (pXRF) was used to detect elements in
the bare canvas areas of which results were compared to those from new cotton
canvases. EIS P/N 9910 XRF-generator XRF was used to detect pigments and canvas
areas in 2 sketches. Two paint samples were analysed with a Direct temperature
resolved mass spectrometer (DTMS) at 16 eV electron ionisation on a JEOL – SX102-
102 4 sector instrument. A Hirox KH-8700 3D Digital Camera was used for direct
imaging (Hirox-europe.com), mounted on a MOPAS stand (wwwjaap-enterprise.
com). Two paint samples were analysed with an imaging FTIR type Bruker
Hyperion 3000 microscope equipped with focal-plane-array (FPA) detection using
an attenuated total reflection (ATR) crystal.

15.5.3 The original materials and techniques of the sketches

Most likely the same type of thin cotton fabric was used for all of the 15 sketches
according to visual similarity and thread counts (20 × 22 cm2). None of the 15 sketches
have ground layers or any visible remnants of preparatory layers. All of them have
smaller or larger areas of bear canvas as a result of not having been covered with any
coloured layer. Consequently the canvases thus form parts of the motifs, either as
background or as detail elements.

Among the 15, 10 sketches were executed mainly with crayons and three with
diluted paint. The crayons are forming lines and zigzag patterns with large areas of
bare canvas (Figure 15.25a & b). The liquid paint has to some degree soaked into the
bare canvases. Munch gave the impression that he sought after absorbent materials,
as he also had expressed that he wanted the paint to soak into the supports [66].

Sampling from a blue and a yellow layer of crayon (Figure 15.25a) proved to be
so small in amount and was thereby soaked up with cotton swabs wetted with a
mixture of acetone, methanol and hexane. The GC-MS analyses proved the two
samples to have a similar quantitative composition. The complex mixture of lipid
molecules was attributed to ruminant fats and the acid profile the presence of
lanolin [67, 68] (Figure 15.26). Lanolin is a yellow waxy substance secreted of the
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sebaceous glands from wool bearing animals, like sheep (wikipedia). In addition a
vegetable oil was present. The crayon technique was thus identified and labeled as
a wax crayon [69].

(a) (b)

A1
A2

Figure 15.25: (a) “Old men in sunlight”, sampling areas of the crayons are indicated upper right.
(b) Detail from “People in sunshine (I)”. Zig zag patterns of Prussian blue and lines of chrome
yellow and vermillion crayons. Large areas of the sketch have extensive crystal distribution,
particularly in the lighter chrome yellow area.
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Figure 15.26: GC-MS chromatogram of the acidic fraction of a sample of crayon from “Old Men in
Sunlight” (Table 15.1) indicating Lanolin (Time range 10–20min. IS1: injection internal standard
hexadecane; IS2: derivatization internal standard tridecanoic acid. *= phthalate contamination
[Graph: 61].
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Many of the 13 sketches have additional small strokes of what resembles thicker
oil paint. This is indicated by visible brush marks and the, so-called, halo-effect (oil
stains) seen in the canvas areas surrounding these layers. This has been connected to
other artists using unprepared canvases [70]. The halo effect is seen encircling lines
of crayons as well in some of Munch’s sketches; these have in literature been
described to deteriorated crayons or crayons exposed to heat [71].

The 2 sketches “The Researchers (I)” (Figure 15.27) and “Nude Figures (II)” have
more covering painted layers, as opposed to the ones mainly executed in crayons that
have more resemblance of drawings. Friends of Munch wrote that he bought jars of
pigments and that he mixed his own paint with the help from his assistant [72]. In 1915
Ludvig Ravensberg (1871–1958) (Munch’s cousin) wrote that the monumental three-
part sketch of “The Researchers”was painted on a common fabric with glue-paints [73].

In 3 samples taken from the vast green grass area large and uneven pigment grainswas
seen under the light microscope (Figure 15.28a). In another red paint sample air
bubbles and swirl-like paint can be seen in a SEM-BSEimage (Figure 15.28c) [74].
These samples support that Munch used self-made paint.

One of the green samples was divided into four. One micro-fragment was studied
in DTMS and revealed a proteinaceous media, but not animal glue [74]. Another

Figure 15.27:Mid part and right end part of the 3-part sketch seen in Figure 15.24, “The Researchers (I)”.
The red areas are documented as being affected by white crystals.
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fragment was prepared into a cross-section and studied in SEM and FTIR. The ATR-
FTIR amide vibrations (1644 and 1550 cm−1) also indicated proteins. Transmission
FTIR measurements were compared to a database for casein and strengthened the
identification of casein [74].

In 1910 the painter Erik Werenskiold (1855–1938) recommended Munch of
getting casein elsewhere than in Oslo, because it was of bad quality and tended
to crack heavily [75]. In a large area of the sky, a thick semi translucent heavily
cracked layer visually resembled characteristics of casein as casein paint is well
known to crack heavily under unstable environments (Figure 15.29a). A sample
from this area was analysed with GC-MS. The results point to values of a palmitic
and stearic acid ratio that ascribe to the presence of linseed oil with traces of
pinaceae resin [76].

Other three samples (one from the vast area of the green grass, one from a thin
media rich pink layer, Figure 15.29b - and the third from a dry darker pink brush
stroke) were taken for their different visual appearance. A proteinaceous material
was identified as animal glue (hydroxyproline (Hyp) was identified as the specific

50um

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 15.28: (a) SEM-BSE image of the green paint sample, large pigments grains in a porous paint
film, a fluorescent glue layer is seen between the two green layers (Photo credits: J.J. Boon) (b) UV-
fluorescent detail-image from a purple paint sample (light microscope). Elemental analyses and
mapping with SEM-EDX indicated use of an organic red (C, O), vermillion (Hg, S) a red lake pigment (Al,
Na, S, K ) and ultramarine (Na, Al, Si, O, S) to create the purple colour (Photo: Erika Gohde Sandbakken).
(c) SEM-BSE image showing a red paint sample with swirl-like paint (Photo credits: J.J. Boon).

(a) (b)

Figure 15.29: Two details of paint layers from “The Researchers (I)”: (a) A heavily cracked layer analysed
as linseed oil. (b) Thin unstable medium rich pink layer, analysed as animal glue, pinaceae resin and
linseed oil, suggesting the use of an emulsion paint (Photo credits: Erika Gohde Sandbakken).
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marker by GC-MS in all three samples) [76]. Principal Components Analysis (PCA)
confirmed the results. In addition, these three samples also contained a presence of
glycerolypidic material identified as drying oil. The latter results point to the use of a
possible glue in oil emulsion paint. Animal glue would make a good emulsion,
compared to using vegetable glue [77]. It would have made more easily workable
paint, and despite the oil content, have the advantage of drying relatively fast [77].

XRF-measurements have pointed toward the presence of certain pigments, and
in some samples pigments were further identified with FTIR and SEM-EDX [74, 78,
79] (Table 15.1). It is difficult to detect trends in the appearance of the crystals, as
they seem to grow on all types of areas, also on the bare cotton fabrics. In several
areas however, the crystals follow some of the drawn lines of crayons or the painted
layers, with nearly clear borders where there are no crystals on the adjacent bare
canvas areas (Figure 15.32b). It has been observed that some colours are more
affected than others: Emerald green and the lighter of the two chrome yellows
and the lighter of the two Prussian blues.

Particularly the lighter hue of the chrome yellow have a more intense amount of
crystals present, than the darker hues (Figure 15.32b). Chrome yellow contains lead
sulphate and chromate. Traditionally, more sulphate, often potassium sulphate,
sulphuric acid or barium sulphate was added to the lighter hues [80]. The XRF
analyses from “People in Sunshine (I)” does not show S or Ba, but in addition to Cr,
contain Ca, Pb and Zn (some of the elements could belong to the support). After the
industrial revolution zinc replaced previous fillings like magnesium and potassium
sulphates in pastels [81]. It is difficult, however, to know what could have been used
as a lightening agent in the lighter chrome yellow in Munch’s sketches, particularly
as Mg and S can be difficult to detect with XRF.

The Emerald green crayon used in the sketch “People in sunshine (I)” is severely
affected compared to the lines of ultramarine and Prussian blues, which only have
minor areas affected.

These observations point to the fact that the different qualities of the pigments to
some degree affect, or at least exacerbate the crystal formation. Pigment mixtures
containing chalk and silicates [82], and hygroscopic pigments such as green earth,
ochre, smalt have in other studies been connected with white surface phenomena
called blanching [83].

15.5.4 Characterization of crystals and discussion around their formation process

Preliminary tests of crystal material proved solubility in water and only partly in
ethanol. Examination under a UV-radiation source (Rescolux UV 365 LED set.
Willard) showed the crystals to have no characteristic fluorescence.

Under the light microscope the crystal form resembled a bacteroid particle form.
Bacteroid particle forms belong to crystal forms too small to be more specifically
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identified under the light microscope. They however have a similar round capsular-
shaped form [84].

The nine samples of crystals analyzed by XRD revealed their hydration states, with
four, six and seven water molecules of hydration. Zinc (ZnSO4 · 6H2O and ZnSO4 ·
7H2O) and zinc-magnesium sulphates (ZnMgSO4 · 4H2O) were ascribed (identified as
Boylite, Hexahydrite and Epsomite) [78].

Four samples of efflorescent material that were analyzed with SEM-EDX proved
to be magnesium sulphates (Figure 15.30). Zinc-magnesium sulphate was also iden-
tified, but not zinc sulphate [85]. SEM-EDX does not allow recognizing their hydration
states, but the magnesium sulphate which exists naturally on earth is either, anhy-
drase, mono, hexa- or heptahydrite [86].

These crystals are hygroscopic. Hexahydrate hydrates at 41–51% RH, but in its
mono hydrated form, kieserite, already at 21% [87]. The physical migration of the
crystals to the surface is worrying with respect to the disruption of the crayons and
paint layers. When these salts hydrate, their physical size and weight increases.
This is also recognised as one of the detrimental factors in porous building
structures [88]. In Hirox microscope photos it becomes evident how the crystals
have created disruption and stress in paint layers from Munch’s sketches as well
(Figure 15.31).

Crystals are in a large extent also found on the bare canvas areas. These crystals
are known to exhibit the ability to spread as they influence nucleation and crystal-
propagation in adjacent areas [89]. It was therefore first thought that the crystals could

20
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Figure 15.30: SEM-EDX quantitative graph and spectrum of a crystal sample showing the presence of
magnesium sulphate (Graph and spectrum: Hartmuth Kutzke).
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have spread from areas with paint and layers of crayons. During visual examination,
however, the distance of surface salts and coloured layers could in some areas be up to
40cm and does not indicate this. In several areas of the supports the crystals seem
randomly spread, but in other areas they seem to follow the weave of the canvas, as
they appear in either weft or warp threads (Figure 15.32a).

Portable XRF-analyses were executed on the bare canvas; both in areas where
crystals were present and absent (Table 15.1). The results were compared to pXRF-
analyses made on new cotton canvases that had gone through different treatment
stages, as well as surgical cotton wool (Mediq Norway AS). The analyses suggested
a consistent presence of sulphur in relatively larger amounts in Munch’s sketches
as opposed to the new fabrics. In the new cottons several of the three readings of
each of the fabrics, revealed that sulphur was within the limit of detection (LOD)
and could suggest that there is an absence or very small amounts of sulphur
present. Sulphur was however detected in the cotton wool and on the new fabric
that was not bleached, but exposed to anti-crease and anti-shrinking treatments.

Two fibres obtained from the reverse of one sketch, “The researchers (II)”, were
analyzed in SEM-EDX and K, Ca, Mg and a consistent presence of S was detected

Figure 15.31: Hirox microscope photo from “Nude Figures (II)”. Pigment grains are seen on top of the
crystals (particularly upper right and left) as the crystals have protruded and disrupted the paint
(Photo credits: Emilien Leonhardt).
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[30]. These elements coincide with the pXRF measurements of the canvas surfaces
(Table 15.1). XRD analyses of the two fibres could provide more specific information
of the sulphur identified as it matched with elemental sulphur, S8 (Table 15.1).

Elemental sulphur is today widely used in agriculture as a pH-control or to lower
the pH in fertilizers or alkaline soil [90]. Cotton plants with a sulphur deficiency have
shown to have slower growth rate and lower crops levels than cotton receiving high
rates of sulphur from fertilizers [91].

Earlier theories about the origin of the consistent presence of sulphur were
rejected with the XRD findings of elemental sulphur. A theory on the source of
sulphur from external pollution in the environment (from industries generating
sulphur) was thus rejected. So was also the lack of Al (SEM-EDX) as a possible
indication of canvas treatments with alum, aluminium potassium sulphate (KAl
(SO4)2 · 12H2O). Alum-sulphate has been used in the art paper production [92] and
alum-water is recorded within the common use for cotton tents (with the intent to
make them water resistant) [93].

Most probably, the elemental sulphur could correspond to molten sulphur
(Colombini & Cantisani, 2015b). Molten sulphur-treated textiles were patented in
1929, but already in use since the 1890s with granular sulphur applied with a solvent
vehicle [94].The molten sulphur treatment made the textiles stiff so they could be
formed into odd shapes. Sulphur treated strips of cotton textiles were also used as
undelays for wall papers to prevent damp and mould [94]. This could provide an
answer as to why only small areas on four of Munch’s canvases have spear mould
occurrence (Cladosporium sp.). There are other factors however, that does not match
well with a molten sulphur treatment: Munch’s cotton supports are not stiff and
measured pH levels of cotton fibres from two sketches proved to contain surprisingly
low acidity (pH 6.98–7.1: ISO standard and 3071 method) [78].

(a) (b)

Figure 15.32: (a) Close up photo from the cotton canvas (“The Researchers (II)”) showing a white
crystal distribution probably related with preparation before weaving of the fabric; (b) Crystals
following the lighter of the chrome yellow zig zag line on “People in sunshine (I)”, the adjacent lines
are darker chrome yellow (Photos: Erika Gohde Sandbakken).
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15.6 Conclusions

The formation of the sulphate salts does not seem to have a correlation with any
types of analyzed paint media, which have confirmed the use of wax crayons,
linseed oil, animal glue-oil emulsion and suggested casein. Ravensberg largely
seem to have been right about Munch using glue for some of his paint for the
“Researchers (I)”. It is also evident however, that Munch experimented with
different combinations of binding media and different visual expressions using
the same binding media.

The crystals seem to bemore dependent on the paint’s ability to degrade and to form
porous structures. In that sense the materials of the sketches are interacting with the
sulphatemineral salts as they contribute and ease and exacerbate themigration onto the
surfaces. Strokes ofmorewell-bound oil paint has so farwithstood protrusion of crystals.

Aspects like air pollution, RH, light and temperature are important factors,
particularly in the early drying phase of a painting [95]. It is believed that it was in
the early years of these sketches that the process of the formation of salts occurred
and that they have crystallised, migrated and become visible on these surfaces
decades later. As the crystals in most areas seem only to be loosely attached or are
easily smeared into the fabrics, it is likely that the migration has taken place after the
1960s when five of these sketches were lined. It is believed that a lining treatment
would have disturbed the crystals, which is not evident on the sketches. On the other
hand the lining treatment would have involved another cycle of high humidity.

Some questions have been answered in this study, but others, such as where the
detected zinc comes from and how some of the possible pigment content is exacer-
bating the efflorescence are pending. Munch’s 15 sketches are over one hundred years
old. During more than half of these years they have undergone alternating cycles of
humid, freezing and dry environments which have deteriorated the paint materials
and at the same time been favourable for crystal formation. But were Munch bought
his cotton fabrics and how he or the manufacture might have treated them is
unknown and might include many numbers of possibilities. The detection of ele-
mental sulphur is however a fact, more sample analyses are needed to study the
implications of this finding. The chemical and physical reactions which have taken
place continue to be the subject of ongoing research.
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Maria J. Melo, Paula Nabais, Rita Araújo and Tatiana Vitorino

16 The conservation of medieval manuscript
illuminations: A chemical perspective

Abstract: Illuminated manuscripts are the most abundant and well-preserved surviv-
ing medieval cultural artefacts. Created to contain sacred texts, their visual structure
allows the reader to identify divisions and delight in their beautiful ornamentation
and iconography. Western European manuscripts were written on parchment, which
was the main writing support in the Middle Ages prior to the rise of paper production
in the fourteenth–fifteenth centuries. Highly functional, durable animal skins were
also used inmedieval bookbinding (covers) and have been crucial in the preservation
of the illuminations. These illuminations make wonderful use of form and colour.
This chapter focuses on recent advances in the molecular characterization of these
colours, used in medieval manuscripts produced by Western Europeans, and the
challenges inherent in analysing materials that are intrinsically heterogeneous. We
then discuss howmolecular characterizationmay reveal conservation conditions and
extend our analysis to parchment and iron gall inks. Finally, we address the chal-
lenges and possibilities for this flourishing field of research.

In short, we show in this chapter how analytical methods are used:
– To understand how medieval illumination colours were made and what palette

defines them;
– To predict original colours and to understand why certain colours have remained

in excellent condition, preserving both adherence and luminosity, while others
have changed over the centuries;

– To assess deterioration (paints, parchment, writing inks) with the goal of determin-
ing what potential restoration measures could be taken, after careful consideration.

Keywords:manuscript illumination, medieval pigments & dyes, iron gall ink, parch-
ment, molecular characterization

16.1 Medieval Illuminations materials and techniques

16.1.1 An interdisciplinary approach in the study of manuscript illuminations [1–3]

We start this chapter by introducing the scholars who pioneered a systematic inter-
disciplinary research on the colourants used in medieval manuscript collections at
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the molecular level, from a global, holistic perspective: Mark Clarke, Claude Coupry,
Robert Fuchs, Doris Oltrogge, Mary Virginia Orna, Salvador Muñoz-Viñas and
Eugene F. Farrell [4–10]. Historically, one of the primary obstacles to analyzing
illuminated manuscripts has been the restriction on sampling [5]. Until recently,
that meant it was only possible to identify a certain proportion of inorganic pigments
using Raman microscopy and Energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence (EDXRF) [11] and
obtaining vague indications of organic pigments, usually by UV-VIS spectroscopy,
without any analysis of the binding media. To understand the strengths and limita-
tions of the various physical methods used at the time to characterize paints in
medieval illuminated manuscripts, please see Clarke’s review [5].

On the one hand, over the past decade, advanced analytical techniques and new
approaches have enabled these obstacles to be overcome. Surface Enhanced Raman
Spectroscopy (SERS) combined with microspectrofluorimetry in the visible (VIS) has
proved to be a powerful technique for in-depth characterization of dye-based paints
[12–14]. Fiber Optic Reflectance Spectroscopy, FORS, in the VIS-NIR is a promising
tool for both colourants and binder identification [15–18]. On the other, our research
on medieval illuminations and interdisciplinary approach has proven that micro-
samplingminimizes handling of the manuscript, and in situ techniques minimize the
number of micro-samples collected, enabling quality information and a complete
description of the paint to be obtained [3, 19–23]. Given the fragility of the manu-
scripts and the illuminations, this damage to knowledge-obtained ratio is considered
highly favourable by conservators [24, 25]. Micro-sampling combined with in situ
analysis allows us to understand the complex degradation mechanisms that cause
the collapse of certain paints. This knowledge establishes the groundwork for the
development of crucially needed sustainable conservation treatments.

16.1.2 A modus operandi that combines in situ analysis and micro-sampling

After examining the illuminations with the naked eye and under the microscope, we
began to explore the molecular universe of the manuscripts. Our analysis combines
elemental with spectroscopic techniques. Raman microscopy (microRaman), Fourier
Transform Infrared spectroscopy (microFTIR), emission fluorescence spectroscopy
(microspectrofluorimetry), and Fiber Optic Reflectance Spectroscopy in the UV‒VIS
region are powerful complementary spectroscopic techniques for the characteriza-
tion of colourants in medieval manuscripts. Raman and infrared spectroscopy reveal
a “molecular fingerprint”: if a single compound is present, it is possible to unequi-
vocally characterize it. Complexity arises because we are usually faced with aged,
superimposed mixtures of compounds. Another layer of difficulty is added when a
compound is not present in our reference database.

The creation of a database of colourants, binders, and colour paints was critical
to our studies of illuminations, Figure 16.1 and Figure 16.2. These standards were
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determined by our own analyses of medieval paints and were produced by following
and adapting the procedures described in written sources, such as recipe books and
medieval technical treatises.
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Figure 16.1: Production and characterization of brazilwood lake pigments following the four recipes
to produce rose colours from brazilwood in Livro de como se fazem as cores [26–28]. The acid or basic
extraction determines the hue of the pigment and the additives added during “work up” influence its
opacity. Filtration over a chalk or gypsum stone (piah feitah de gis o de pedra kri) improves the
process and introduces chalk or gypsum into the final formulation. HPLC-DAD confirms the presence
of brazilein in the pigments produced. Microspectrofluorimetry and FORS are used for the in situ
identification of the chromophore. SERS and microFTIR provide a molecular fingerprint of brazilein
and the additives, respectively.
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During an on-site investigation, the first screening involves FORS andmicroEDXRF,
the latter of which indicates the possible colourants and extenders present and allowed
for the initial quantification of these elements. Moreover, the 70 µm offered by the
microEDXRF enabled us to obtain data on the distribution of a certain paint colour
throughout the manuscript, Figure 16.3.

MicroRaman and microspectrofluorimetry allow for high spatial resolution (1–5
µm spot), so that diverse paint components can be analyzed separately. In addition,
paints were also analyzed by optical microscopy to understand how the final colour is
built up, to detect possible degradation phenomena, and to sample the colour paints
that will be subjected to a more detailed characterization. In the laboratory, a sample
typically will first be analyzed using microFTIR to characterize binders and gain
insight into the full paint formulation. If a dye is present, microspectrofluorimetry
may be carried out first, as it requires no contact with the colour paint and employs
low-intensity radiation. SERS will be utilized on at least one micro-sample to deter-
mine the molecular fingerprint of the dye. Depending on degradation phenomena or
other challenging aspects, other analytical techniques may also be used.

16.2 The making of medieval pigments and paints: The quest
for a reference database

In situ techniques, such as microfluorimetry and FORS, can only be used for an in-
depth analysis if supported by a made-to-measure reference database. Likewise,
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Figure 16.2: The main colourants characterized in medieval manuscripts (eleventh to the fifteenth
century).
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when considering the inherent heterogeneity of the materials studied, the develop-
ment of model references has been critically important for molecular fingerprint
techniques such as Raman and infrared spectroscopy, Figure 16.1. They are also
useful in assessing the strengths and limitations of the various physical methods
used to characterize paints in medieval illuminated manuscripts.

For this reason, over the past 15 years, we have been studying and reconstruct-
ing medieval processes for making pigments and paints that were used to create
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Figure 16.3: The carmine/pink colour used in this Romanesque initial was made admixing vermilion
with lac dye in a proteinaceous binding medium. Vermilion was identified through Raman micro-
scopy by its characteristic bands at 252 cm–1 and 282 cm–1. Infrared spectroscopy (bottom left)
clearly shows the proteinaceous binder fingerprint. Microspectrofluorimetry (bottom right) and
surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy identified lac dye by comparison with references. Spatial
resolution indicated for each technique (R). Santa Cruz 20 manuscript, 12th c., in the collection of
Biblioteca Pública Municipal do Porto.
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medieval manuscript illuminations [26, 29, 30]. Our primary approach has
involved the establishment of a dialogue between the medieval written sources
and the multi-analytical molecular characterization of the original colours.
Reproductions are made with as much historical accuracy as possible, using short-
cuts offered by modern chemistry, and validated as a reference through compar-
ison with the molecular analysis of the original colours found in the illuminations
[Appendix 1 in 26]. The success of the validation depends on the depth of the
molecular characterization, since the paints found in medieval illuminations are
heterogeneous formulations which include pigments, binders, additives and
varnishes. If from a molecular and morphology perspective, the reproduced colour
paint matches the original, it is considered a reconstruction and is included in a
database.

In this approach, the processes for making pigments and paints for manuscript
illuminations, presented in the remarkable Portuguese Hebrew text, copied in the
15th c. [31, 32], have been reconstructed and the knowledge obtained has now been
published [26, 29, 30]. Ten years of systematic experimentation, now available in the
electronic appendix of [26], allowed us to conclude that the descriptions for making
colours and paints are brief and accurate, and inmany cases, they include additional
information on the most critical steps, which can be crucial to the practitioner. Other
important medieval technical texts have been recently edited and studied, adding to
the number of written sources that can be used to reconstruct the medieval processes
to make pigments and paints [33–36]. Colourants described therein are included in
our reference material [26, 29, 30], Figure 16.1.

16.3 Medieval colours: Challenges to analysis and recent
advances

16.3.1 The colourants in medieval manuscript illuminations: Towards a chronology

Our investigations of colour materials in Portuguese monastic manuscripts, French
and Flemish books of hours have led us to argue that organic colourants are one of
themost important materials for establishing a chronology, in particular the red hues
[1, 19, 21, 28]: carmine,1 pink, and purple.2 Therefore, based upon studies that have
characterized the red dyes used in medieval European manuscripts [14, 27, 28, 37],
and also upon a critical analysis of medieval technical treatises, we find the following
chronology for the use of red/carmine/purple colours;3 lac dye red was used in

1 Carmine is used thorough the text as “hue”, the attribute of colour perception denoted by carmine,
and is not related with the molecule carminic acid.
2 Purple hues, the colourant typically absorbs between 500–550/600 nm.
3 Orcein purple is not considered in this study.
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monastic scriptoria during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries [14, 38], while brazil-
wood-based carmine and pink colours were used from the fourteenth century on,
both in monastic scriptoria and lay workshops [21, 27, 28, 37, 39].4

With respect to inorganic pigments, Figure 16.2, the chronology of the use of
yellow is perhaps the most revealing [19]. The synthetic pigment known as mosaic
goldmay have been introduced in the thirteenth century. Variations in its production
can provide important clues as towhen andwhere a colour paint was prepared. Based
on the results of studies of European manuscripts, we can draw the following
conclusions about the use of inorganic yellows: orpiment was used in monastic
scriptoria from the eleventh to thirteenth centuries; mosaic gold was used possibly
from the end of the thirteenth century or beginning of the fourteenth century; and
lead tin yellow began to be used in the fifteenth century.

16.3.2 Dyes: disclosing a paint’s formulation

Dye characterization in works of art is a challenging endeavour [19, 27, 28, 37, 39–
41]. We need to address the fundamental chromophore as well as the full “formula-
tion” to get in-depth knowledge about the culture that produced these precious and
beautiful colours - which are centuries or even millennia - old. High-performance
liquid chromatography with a diode-array detector (UV-VIS) and electrospray ioni-
sation-mass spectrometry (HPLC-DAD-MS) combines high separation power with
an almost perfect dye characterization (only the binder will remain invisible), but it
is very difficult to have a micro-sample from an illumination with enough material
to be extracted for HPLC. So, we devised other approaches that combine high
spatial resolution, the highest sensitivity (microfluorimetry) and a molecular fin-
gerprint (SERS). We needed to combine at least two analytical techniques to achieve
our goal (dye identification), but to know more about lake pigment formulations,
we also needed to include FORS and microFTIR. Finally, it is critical to have a
reliable reference database. UV-VIS spectra in absorbance or reflectance are mole-
cular spectra, however, they do not have the fingerprinting capability of Infrared
and Raman techniques. Nowadays, there are many publications using UV-VIS
spectra to provide strong evidence on the presence of a main chromophore when
sometimes only an indication is possible. For the authors, data representativeness
and a clear identification of the chromophore is fundamental for an appropriate
investigation of medieval dyes.

In Figure 16.3, we describe how lac dye is identified in a 12th c. initial.
Microspectrofluorimetry and SERS allowed for the identification of lac dye mixed

4 Before the arrival of the Portuguese in Brazil, in 1500, redwood was imported to Europe from
Ceylon (Sri Lanka). Its presence in European trade peaked in the fifteenth to sixteenth centuries. In
medieval technical treatises this colour was referred to as “brazil” or a similar term.
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with the vermilion. Infrared spectroscopy allowed the identification of a proteinac-
eous binder and the filler (gypsum) [38]. If a semi quantification of vermilion was
considered necessary, references could have been prepared for microEDXRF (by
using, e. g. the intensity ratio for Ca present in the filler and Hg).

16.3.3 Egyptian blue, an unusual pigment in medieval ages?

This is a case whereby advances in scientific analysis have challenged the prevalent
romantic perspective that the production and usage of Egyptian blue ended with the
collapse of the Roman Empire [42]. Making us rethink the sources and significance of
the use of Egyptian blue in medieval Europe.

Egyptian blue is an extraordinary and inspiring material that dates to the 4th
Dynasty in Egypt (around 2500 BC) [43–45]. It shows an exceptionally high lumines-
cence quantum yield for an infrared emitter, ϕϕ = 10.5%, and a long luminescence
lifetime, making it a perfect example for identification relying on luminescence
techniques [44].

It is considered the first synthetic pigment to be used in antiquity;

on tomb paintings in Egypt from around 2300 BC, and during the subsequent 3000 years, its use
as a pigment and in the production of small objects spread throughout the Near East and Eastern
Mediterranean and to the limits of the Roman Empire [46].

According to Marco Verità, “Egyptian blue is a multicomponent material whose
colour is due to the presence of calcium-copper tetrasilicate crystals (cuproivaite:
CaCuSi4O10) produced by firing a batch (mixture) of quartz, lime, copper and a small
amount of a soda flux”, and depending on the time and the geographic area where it
was produced the matrix composition displays interesting variations [47].

Italian researchers were the first to publish irrefutable data on its continued use
in medieval Italy; e. g. in Rome until at least the 11th c. AD [47–49], and Genoa and
Treviso (Italy) during the 13th c [49].

Particularly interesting, is the first description of its use admixed with lapis-lazuli
(by optical microscopy and SEM-EDS) in the wall paintings of the church of San Saba
(Rome), dating to the first half of the eighth century AD [49]. This type of mixture was
more recently reported to be found in, (i) four manuscripts associated with Canterbury
scriptorium, from c. 1000 to c. 1100″ [50]; and a Carolingianmanuscript, the Godescalc
Evangelistary dated 781–783 (BnF 1203), in a detail of peacock bodies [51].

16.3.4 Binding media: towards an in-depth characterization

Medieval binders, such as a protein or a polysaccharide, display a very clear infrared
signature. The interpretation of these molecular spectra is made following a stepwise
approach. In a first step, the main bands are identified and, simultaneously, their
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relative intensities and positions are verified. Exemplifying the second step for a
proteins’ spectra that are very well described in textbooks on infrared spectroscopy ,
Figure 16.3 and Figure 16.4, the protein structure is analysed, to check if there are
other peaks present, e. g. peaks for oxalate compounds known to be final degradation
products of proteins, oils and polysaccharides. This in-depth analysis provides a
great deal of relevant information and is seldomly performed [52–58]. An example of
a paint where the proteinaceous binder displays extensive degradation is the colour
we named as bottle green [57].

The original bottle green paint was a shiny colour, but at present, even though the
brightness and the saturation of the deep green has been preserved, the proteinaceous
binding media shows extensive chain scission and cross-linking, which is confirmed
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Figure 16.4: Details of bottle green paints in 12th c. Portuguese manuscripts in the collection of
Biblioteca Pública Municipal do Porto. Infrared spectra of parchment glue (collagen based binder)
and an original bottle green paint, where the binder degradation is visible through the presence of
calcium oxalate at 1132 and 784 cm–1 (∇) as well as through the loss of structure in the two main
amide bands (amide I and II, ).
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by the presence of calcium oxalate as will be discussed in more detail in the next
section. The consequences of this molecular evolution are an extensive loss of paint
cohesion and adhesion to the support. The green colour is physically detached, and
thus lost. Given that the green occupies 20% of the entire coloured area, this is a
critical issue for the preservation of Romanesque Portuguese manuscripts.

Thus, infrared spectroscopy is an important technique not only for determining
the bindingmedia, but also its conservation condition. The rich information included
in an infrared spectrum may further provide precious information on a protein
structure as Barbara Brosky Doyle’s 1975 work clearly discusses [58].

16.3.5 Polyphenol complexity in medieval iron gall inks disclosed by HPLC-DAD-HRMS

Iron gall inks pose a major conservation issue in heritage collections due to degrada-
tion. In medieval treatises, recipes for making these inks described the use of plant
extracts such asQuercus infectoria, whichwere combinedwith iron salts [59–62]. This
mixture resulted in an iron-polyphenol complex, to which a polysaccharide, such as
gum arabic, was added [61, 62], Figure 16.5.

The models used by the scientific community to describe the iron complexes
assume that gallic or tannic acid were available in the gall extracts to bind iron
[63]. To test if this is the case, reproductions of medieval Iberian inks were
prepared to investigate the molecular structures of the chromophores in iron-gall
inks [61]. Quantification of gallic acid both by HPLC-DAD and HPLC-ESI-MS show
that it is a minor compound in most gall extracts prepared following Iberian
recipes, Figure 16.6. These extracts are characterized by complex elution patterns,
which include gallic acid as well as the derivatives of gallic acid in the form of
polygalloyl esters of glucose, also called gallotannins (mono- to hepta-galloyl
glucose structures were identified) [61].

Iron gall ink reproductions and a rigorous chemical analysis proved essential to
show that we must shift from model compounds acid gallic-based to polygalloy
ester-based.

Galls as
polyphenol source

Extraction
solution

Iron salts Gum arabic Iron-gall
writing ink

Figure 16.5: Main steps and ingredients in the production of iron gall ink: an extract solution from
galls, to which iron sulphate is added, forming a black precipitate. Gum arabic is added to keep the
precipitate in suspension.
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16.4 Medieval paints degradation at the molecular level

The primary finding of our studies on Books of Hours (14th-15th c.) and on three
important medieval Portuguese Romanesque manuscript collection’s illuminations
(12th-13th c.) show that the most frequently observed deterioration pathologies fall
into two categories [52], Figure 16.4, Figure 16.7 and Figure 16.8.

(i) Changes in colour owing to chemical transformation (pigment based paint
degradation), as found inminium and lead white, which have darkened dramatically
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Figure 16.6: The characterization of historical inks proved that polygalloyl esters of glucose, such as
digalloyl glucose (brown) or pentagalloyl glucose (green), are present in much higher quantity than
gallic acid (blue). This characterization reveals that the paradigm must shift from model compounds
acid gallic-based to polygalloy ester-based.
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[53, 54], Figure 16.7. The same holds true for silver-based colours, profusely applied
in the Books of Hours [55], Figure 16.8. In both cases, we found black sulfide based
compounds as final products, such as PbS and Ag2S [53, 55].

A closer look at the mechanism for Ag2S formation reveals that the equation
used by the cultural heritage community to describe how silver tarnishes, falls short
of a true understanding of the primary factor causing the severe and extensive
darkening in medieval illuminated manuscripts [55, 64], Figure 16.8. This equation
depicts the oxidation of silver instantly with a sulfide containing species as H2S.
Recent research has confidently proved that the first intermediate of silver oxida-
tion is Ag2O [55, 64]. First, oxygen is absorbed on the surface of silver. The biradi-
caloid nature of molecular oxygen is the driving-force for the first electron transfer
from silver to oxygen, forming intermediates of the type O2–

2 . The complete transfer
of 4 e- enables the formation of O2– and consequently of Ag2O. Oxygen is replaced

2Pb3O4 + As2S3  → 3PbS + (AsO4)2Pb3
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Figure 16.7: In Lorvão Beatus (1189), where orpiment (As2S3) has been applied as a strong yellow colour
(never admixed with Pb3O4), the extensive transformation of red lead into black galena (PbS) was proved
by Raman microscopy (acquiring “noisy” spectra in situ and better signals in micro-samples). Raman
spectra were acquired, in situ, on the darkened areas of Lorvão Beatus (laser power set at 1 mW), where
themain bands of red lead are seen together with two large broad bands that appear at ca. 200 and 445
cm–1, corresponding to galena (spectra on the left). Additionally a 810cm–1 band was observed and
attributed to a lead arsenate species (spectra on the right). For more details please see [53].
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by S2– , when available, due to its very low solubility constant (Ksp Ag2O = 2.6 × 10–8;
Ksp Ag2S = 6.0 × 10–50).

(ii) Loss of cohesion and adhesion of the pictorial layer to the support, exempli-
fied with bottle green and lapis lazuli blue [52], Figure 16.4. Both phenomena led to
extensive detachment of the original colour due to polymer degradation (binder
based paint degradation). The presence of low quantities of binding media in the
paint formulation might explain the lack of adhesion sometimes observed on lapis
lazuli and lead white paints.

Bottle green degradation is not related to a low amount of binder, as we already
pointed out. When analyzing for the presence of calcium oxalate in all the infrared
spectra collected for medieval colours in three important Portuguese Romanesque
manuscript collections (12th-13th c.), we concluded that it is frequently present in
bottle green colour, but rare in others. More importantly, in bottle green paints a
high amount of calcium oxalate strongly correlates with the collapse of amide I
and II bands (C=O and O=C-N stretching at 1653 and 1550 cm–1, respectively) in a
single broad band, and to the loss of cohesion of the bottle green. Therefore, we
posit that the copper pigment is promoting protein degradation through a radical
mechanism that led to extensive chain scission and cross-linking, where calcium
oxalate is one of the final products [52, 57], Figure 16.4. This hypothesis is in
agreement with the findings of Nati Salvadó and her colleagues, proposing that
the presence of calcium oxalate, as weddellite (dihydrate form) and/or whewellite

O2(g) + 4Ag (s) → 2Ag2O (s) 0.43
Eo/V ΔGo/kJ/mol

− 22.42

− 233.26
− 256.94

−

−

Ag2O (s) + H2S (g) → Ag2S (s) + H2O (aq
Ag2O (s) + COS (g) → Ag2S (s) + CO2 (g)

Figure 16.8: Silver-based colours in 15th c. Books of Hours exhibit a complex stratigraphy that
impacts conservation conditions. To understand how silver colours are formed, and how the several
layers and components influence silver degradation, different sample preparation methods were
designed to enable the analysis of the fragile and degraded stratigraphy by SEM–EDS. SEM studies
were supported by a previous in situ analysis (optical microscopy, μ-EDXRF, μ-Raman and μ-FTIR) [55].
In the original silver acanthus leaf depicted in the figure silver is severely altered, the metal lustre is
lost and the colour is perceived as black due to Ag2S that was formed following the main steps
depicted in the equations [64]. Originally silver was applied over a ground prepared with chalk and
gypsum, within a contour drawwith brazilwood lake pigment. The ground, in turn, is partially applied
over the blue colour made with azurite and lapis lazuli.
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(monohydrate) in Cataluña medieval paints, may be ascribed to binding media
degradation [56].

In brief, oxalate has been proposed as amarker for bindingmedia degradation in
medieval art by Nati Salvadó’s team [56], and it can be monitored straightforwardly
through its characteristic infrared bands at 1132 and 784 cm–1 [57].

It is also important to note that when we compare the general state of conserva-
tion of the pictorial layers of the 12th–13th c. illuminations with the 15th c. Books of
Hours in Portuguese collections, we conclude that the latter are generally in worse
conditions [52]. We propose that this is related to their interesting history of posses-
sion, where the same book could be rebound several times throughout its lifetime,
being rebound in a manner that followed the style of the time, and were poorly
protected. Additionally, these small books - produced for private devotion for its
owners - were much handled and read. On the other hand, Romanesque books
maintained their original bindings to the extent possible and were only replaced
once functionality was lost.

16.5 Assessing parchment degradation using micro and nano IR

If the paint’s parchment support fails, the paint is lost. Thus, condition assessment of
the support is critically important as proven in the EC project Methods in the
Microanalysis of Parchment and Improved Damage Assessment of Parchment (IDAP)
[65]. In IDAP, gelatinization was considered the last degradation phase that leads to
irreversible collapse. When denaturation occurs, the native fibrillar collagen, orga-
nized in a right-handed triple helix of three polypeptide chains [66], unfolds into a
random coil structure. This leads to the formation of water-soluble gelatin5 [67]. Thus,
early-warning systems are necessary to identify collagen in a “pre-gelatinized” state,
triggering suitable treatments or conservation conditions.

Fortunately, as stated by Holl et al.,

recent advances in the development of atomic force microscopy (AFM) combined with infrared
spectroscopy offer the promise of direct chemical detection (molecular vibrations) with a spatial
resolution of ∼20–100nm and thus the possibility of studying collagen, including its intrinsic
heterogeneity, over important length scales [66].

In fact, the degradation of collagen was studied in parchments supports and book
covers using (i) microIR and, (ii) nanoIR combined with AFM and nonlinear optical
microscopy [68, 69]. These approaches, although still in their developmental phases,
offer substantial promise formeasuring collagen in a ‘pre-gelatinized’ state as the two
case studies summarized below show.

5 In manufacturing, the creation of gelatin results in the partial cleavage of cross-links that stabilize
the triple helix, accompanied by partial hydrolysis of the polypeptide chains. The original “structure is
broken down to such an extent that “warmwater-soluble collagen is formed”; i. e. gelatin”, p48 in [67].
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In 2016, the team lead by Latour and Robinet presented, in the authors’ ownwords,

the correlative imaging of collagen denaturation by nonlinear optical microscopy and nanoscale
infrared spectroscopy to obtain morphological and chemical information at different length
scales. Such multiscale correlated measurements are applied to the investigation of ancient
parchments (. . .) [68]. The main issue is to characterize gelatinization, the ultimate and irrever-
sible alteration corresponding to collagen denaturation to gelatin.

In 2018, the Kazarian group studied samples from original book covers dated between
sixteenth and nineteenth century from the collection of theMesropMashtots Institute
of AncientManuscripts, in theMatenadaran, Yerevan, Armenia [69]. An FTIR spectro-
scopic imaging apparatus coupled with a single reflection diamond ATR accessory for
the macro mode allowed the visualization of the gelatinization of collagen and the
detection of metal carboxylates such as calcium stearate. The setup used provided an
image size of ~600 x~ 550 μm with a spatial resolution of 15–20 μm, in the range of
3800–850 cm–1 [69].

16.6 Summary

To preserve manuscript illuminations for future generations, we must combine both
human and natural sciences methodologies. This holistic approach provides an in-
depth examination of the creative processes, material composition of medieval
illuminations, techniques used, and deterioration processes.

Over the past seven years, breakthroughs supported by advanced analytical
techniques have fostered a flourishing field of research, and the study of thematerials
and techniques used to produce medieval illuminations is reaching maturity. Yet, we
have crucial gaps in our knowledge that hinder the development of informed con-
servation strategies, e. g. on binding medium and lake pigments. Binding media and
parchment support are key to the permanence of colours, but their degradation, at
the molecular level, is yet to be assessed. A key issue to overcome in the next few
years, with a little help from paleoproteomics, that will allow confident sequencing of
ancient proteins [70]. Breakthroughs in our knowledge of molecular structures of
lake pigments are anticipated through new powder XRD technologies, solid state
RMN and theoretical previsions [71]. Multi and hyperspectral mapping systematically
applied to the study of important manuscript collections [72, 73] will bring a wealth of
important data, but also the challenge of handling and sharing “big data”.

16.7 Final thoughts

A word of caution concerning “fear” of microsampling that has led to the pervasive
one-sided perspective that deems in situ techniques as “non-destructive” and sampling
as “destructive” [25]. Now is the time for Jan Wouters’ “damage to knowledge-obtained
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ratio” to bring us to an appropriate perspective [24]. This discussion is important
because imaging techniques are increasingly accessible and employ high-energy radia-
tion in the form of X-rays or very intense beams as lasers. Both can produce damage at
a molecular level that will only be revealed over the medium-term. This is particularly
true in works of art like illuminations, where no varnish is present, and which may still
have the original binding media, and have an eclectic palette that makes extensive use
of dyes. Why are binders and dyes vulnerable? Because they are prone to irreversible
degradation processes caused by radical chain reactions that may be catalysed by high
intensity or high energy beam sources. Spot analysis and micro-sampling limits the
possible damage to very small, well-defined areas, and mapping can bring undetected
damage to a complete illumination. Thus, it is crucial to design experiments to test their
safeness as exemplified in recent publications for synchrotron radiation [74].
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17 Disappearing ink! Unraveling the fading
of a contemporary design object

Abstract: In 2009 the Indianapolis Museum of Art acquired Fernando Brizio’s
contemporary ceramic, Painting a Fresco with Giotto #3, as part of its effort to
grow a collection of modern and contemporary European design objects. The
artwork comprises an unglazed white faience vase that has been pierced with 30
brightly colored felt-tip markers whose dried ink stains create a whimsical polka-
dot surface. The vase immediately joined a traveling exhibition, and when it
returned to the museum after nearly a year of display, many of the ink spots had
faded dramatically, some having nearly vanished. Technical analysis was under-
taken to (1) determine the cause of the fading and the composition of its Giotto
brand Turbocolor markers, (2) to determine the future fading potential of the
object, and (3) to suggest new safeguards to protect this and similar objects from
future damage. Non-destructive analysis of the vase using Raman spectroscopy
proved challenging due to the overall application of an acrylic varnish by the artist
and the intense fluorescence of many of the marker inks. Using liquid chromato-
graphy with mass spectrometry on surrogate pens acquired in 2014, the 30 mar-
kers utilized in the object were ultimately determined to contain 9 primary
synthetic dyes and numerous synthetic byproducts. The inks are comprised of
food colorants, which accounts for their rapid fading. In situ microfade testing
showed that the vase is still extremely light sensitive and will fade further under
even the most stringent lighting protocols. An artist interview provided valuable
information about Brizio’s thoughts concerning the life of these objects, his work-
ing methods, and the interpretation of the Giotto series of ceramics. The artwork
has since been deaccessioned from the museum’s collection but has taken on a
new role in gallery didactics focused on the materials of modern design and the
ephemeral and changing nature of some artworks. This project highlights the
urgency of characterizing the fading rate of potentially light sensitive modern
art or directly identifying the colorants used in contemporary artworks prior to
their first exhibition.

Keywords: modern art, design object, dye analysis, felt-tip marker, fading, liquid
chromatography, Raman spectroscopy, microfade testing
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17.1 Introduction

The Indianapolis Museum of Art (IMA), now known as Newfields, acquired Painting a
Fresco with Giotto #3 (Figure 17.1) by contemporary Portuguese designer Fernando
Brizio in 2009 to add to its burgeoning collection of European design. The object
comprises a white faience vase pierced with 30 Giotto brand felt-tip markers. To
achieve this illusion, the wall of the vase was drilled to create tiny holes into which
the pens are slotted using a small steel stickpin driven into the marker nib. The
bleeding of the pen inks in contact with the unglazed, porous ceramic surface over
the course of days created a playful polka-dot pattern of solid circles or concentric
rings of color around each marker. The effect is described as being governed by
chance, inspired by ink stains on the artists’ shirt pocket from a broken pen [1],
although an interviewwithMr Brizio revealed the experimentation and planning that
went into the execution of this work of art [2].

Brizio is considered one of the rising stars of contemporary design, and certainly of
design arts in Portugal, according to The Wall Street Journal [3], which called his
designs “contemplative” and “cerebral,” while noting their humor and playfulness.

Figure 17.1: Painting a Fresco with Giotto #3 from 2005, as it appeared in 2014., no. 11 of 20, by
Fernando Brizio (Portuguese, b. 1968). Gift of the Alliance of the IMA. Formerly 2009.466A-B. Photo
by Eric Lubrick, courtesy of Newfields. © Fernando Brizio.
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As part of the Conceptual Design movement, Brizio’s piece has been compared to
earlier works by the Dutch designer Hella Jongerius where the apparent function of the
object is surpassed by experimentation in color, texture, materials, and form [4]. Brizio
continued this theme of whimsical color and chance in other series of bright marker-
stained ceramics, but also in textiles like the Restarted Dress and in wooden furniture.

The vase, manufactured in 2005 as the eleventh in an edition of twenty, barely
arrived at the IMA before embarking on a three venue touring exhibition, European
Design Since 1985: Shaping the New Century [4]. Unfortunately, the object returned to
themuseum badly faded, with some of the ink dots, particularly the lighter pinks and
purples, having nearly vanished from the surface, but with all colors showing a loss
of intensity and vividness. Due to the hurried nature of the numerous acquisitions
leading up to the launch of the exhibition, no professional photography of the IMA
vase as it was originally received exists for comparison to the present condition. A
studio photograph taken in 2014 following the vase’s return from the European
design show, Figure 17.1, reflects the visual state of the object today. Only a handful
of snapshot images in Figure 17.2 that were captured during the exhibition of the
object reveal howmuch color has been lost. The details below show the near total loss
of the lavender ink dot and the disintegration of the pink spot in 2014 (right)
compared to their appearance in a gallery snapshot from 2009 (left).

17.1.1 European design since 1985: Shaping the new century

The IMA co-organized the traveling exhibition European Design Since 1985: Shaping
the New Century, which traced the evolution of western European design aesthetics

Figure 17.2:Detail image of the Giotto marker ink stains in 2009 (left) compared to the same location
in 2014 following the exhibition (right). Photo left by Brittany Minton, right by Eric Lubrick. Courtesy
of Newfields. © Fernando Brizio.
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from the late twentieth century to 2005, just a few years prior to the show’s inaugu-
ration. The exhibition included nearly 250 objects – furniture, glass, electronics,
ceramics, and metalwork – from over a hundred of the most important designers of
the period [4]. The initial venue for the show was the IMA in Indianapolis (March
through June, 2009) before moving to the High Museum of Art in Atlanta (June
through August, 2010) and then the Milwaukee Art Museum (October 2010 to
January, 2011). The total tour consisted of roughly 320 days of exhibition.

To understand the damage that occurred during that period, the loan agreements
were examined to reveal the conditions under which the objects were shown. The
maximum light levels for the show had been set at 20 foot-candles (215 lux). This is
admittedly at the upper end of the allowable light limits for IMA objects, but these
illumination levels are largely consistent with international practices for the exhibi-
tion of contemporary design objects. In fact, themuseum guidelines for exhibitions at
the time listed 30 foot-candles as the maximum illumination for twentieth to twenty-
first century ceramics. However, the same guidelines suggest that artworks contain-
ing extremely fugitive media, specifically calling out felt-tip markers as one example,
receive only 5 foot-candles of exposure. Normally, light level restrictions follow the
recommendations associated with the most sensitive component of an object, but in
this case a blanket lightingmaximumwas used for the entire exhibition. In hindsight,
the short timescale between the arrival of many of these newly acquired design
objects and the installation date for the first exhibition limited the amount of
consideration that conservation staff could give to each individual item.

The loan agreements also contained the regular prohibitions against direct sun-
light or unfiltered fluorescent lighting, and the museum conditions were specified as 70
± 2°F (21 °C) and 50 ± 5% relative humidity. Regular condition checks of the artworks
were undertaken by museum couriers between venues, but curiously no changes were
noted in the Giotto vase until the object was returned to the IMA in early 2011. At that
point, a museum registrar noted heavy fading in multiple areas of the vase in compar-
ison to installation snapshots taken at the start of the touring exhibition.

17.1.2 The conservation issues

The conservation science laboratory at the IMA was opened in 2011 [5], well after the
acquisition and subsequent exhibition of the vase. In the lab’s inaugural year, this
damaged object was brought to our attention by the curator who organized the
traveling exhibition. He suggested conducting a technical study to understand the
conditions that led to the rapid fading of the inks and to determine a path forward for
the future exhibition of the object. Three main goals were articulated. First, the lab
was tasked with determining why the dyes faded so rapidly under what was con-
sidered to be typical conditions for the exhibition of contemporary design objects.
This task would obviously involve chemical analysis of the marker inks to determine
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the colorants used in their formulation. Numerous earlier studies have warned of the
particular sensitivity of dye based felt-tip markers to light exposure [6–10]. A priority
was placed on causing no further damage to the object, so the analysis needed to be
non-destructive and sympathetic to the condition of the artwork.

A second objective was to establish the future display conditions for the vase,
including the potential for conservation treatment of the faded areas. Although
exceptionally rapid color loss had occurred during the initial traveling exhibition,
it was not known if the vase was still prone to fading or if it had reached something of
a steady state with only slow changes expected in the future [11]. Microfade testing
allows for in situ micro-destructive measurements of the current fading behavior of
an artwork [12]. These accelerated fading tests are compared to those of industrial
standards whose fading behavior under standard museum conditions is well known.
By thismethod, a prediction of the future fading behavior of an artwork can be gained
with no outwardly visible change to the object.

A third outcome of the proposed study was to establish a new set of guidelines to
ensure better stewardship of the Giotto vase and similar pieces of contemporary design
artworks in the future. These guidelines would reconsider light limits, exhibition
duration, frequency of rotations, environmental precautions, handling instructions,
and storage conditions. The results of the previous tests would be used to determine
whether exhibition strategies like anoxic containers or visitor activated lighting were
warranted. Finally, an artist interview was prepared with the hope of gaining insight
directly fromMr Brizio regarding his knowledge of the fading issue, information on his
materials and working methods, and his expectations for the life of his artworks.

17.1.3 Giotto Turbocolor markers

Painting a Fresco with Giotto #3 incorporates 30 Giotto Turbocolor brand felt-tip
markers in 29 different colors arranged in four rows around the vase. Figure 17.3

1: a b c d e f g h j 2: a b c d e f g h i j 3: a b c d e a b c d e4:i

Figure 17.3: The pens used in the IMA’s Giotto vase with unique designations based on Brizio’s
notations for the pens’ original locations. The number indicates the row occupied by the pen, 1 being
closest to the base of the ceramic and 4 being at the neck, and the letter shows the sequential
location around the circumference. The white plastic holder was provided by the artist for pen
storage during storage or shipping.
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shows the artwork pens with unique identifiers designated by the laboratory and
based on Brizio’s documentation of the pen positions in the vase as described in the
caption. Only 29 unique colors are used in the piece because a teal colored marker
(1:d and 1:h in Figure 17.3) is used twice. The unfortunate color loss of the vase
demonstrates that these markers introduce inherent vice into the long-term stability
of the artwork, but at the same time, these pens are obviously important to the design
concept since their name appears in the title of the piece. When the authors inter-
viewed the artist following the study described here, Brizio [2] reported that he had
tried several marker brands but liked the way the Giotto markers spread across the
ceramic surface. He also commented that the markers recalled the Italian proto-
Renaissance master of fresco art, Giotto di Bondone [1276–1337]. In fresco painting,
the pigments are enveloped into and become one with the plaster substrate. In
Brizio’s conceptual design, the intercalation of the inks into the porous ceramic is
like a modern day fresco.

Giotto markers are not available in the USA, but they are sold throughout
Europe, where the manufacturer, F.I.L.A. Italia, is headquartered. A quick perusal
of their website identifies that the brand is an old one, manufacturing art materials
since 1920 [13]. The Turbocolor felt-tip pens currently come in 36 shades, 29 of
which are used in the artwork. It is obvious from the website, however, that the
Giotto markers are primarily marketed for school children, noting their “harmless,
washable inks” and utilizing slogans like “a synonym of colour for young artists.”
Despite the focus on hobby use and children’s art, Giotto felt-tip markers have been
suggested as the possible drawing material used by the well-known filmmaker and
artist Federico Fellini (Italian, 1920–1993] [14]. In fact, the bright transparent colors
and fine line of these drawing implements have made felt-tip markers a common
medium for the fine arts, for so called naïve or outsider art, as well as for artwork
signatures, architectural drawings, and fashion drawings since their introduction
in 1946 [6, 8, 10]. Because the Giotto markers are not made specifically for fine art
uses, the long-term durability of their colorants was suspect. F.I.L.A. Italia politely
declined to provide technical information regarding their pen ink formulations
citing the product’s proprietary nature. However, the company did send a 36
marker box set for these experiments.

17.1.4 Prior chemical studies of felt-tip pens

The damaged vase was brought to the laboratory in 2011, but the technical study
was not initiated until January 2014. At that point, few studies concerning the
composition and stability of felt-tip markers in fine arts had been undertaken [14–
17], and within that small group of studies, most were concerned with so called
“permanent” markers for their use and removal in graffiti. Since then, additional
research has been published concerning the characterization of waterborne felt-tip
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markers used in art [18–21], but these largely focus on laboratory simulations or
paper-based artworks and rarely consider a full line of color markers. Giotto
markers have been a subject of some of these studies, but never more than six
representative pens have been examined. Moreover, marker inks fall into a variety
of categories, including solvent or waterborne formulations, as well as pigment or
dye-based colorants. The stability of these different varieties of porous nib pens has
been shown to vary significantly [7, 9, 20]. To answer the curatorial concerns
regarding Brizio’s compromised vase, a research plan was devised that involved
the non-destructive, in situ spectroscopic identification of the marker inks on the
vase and pens followed by micro-destructive, in situ microfade testing of the
remaining ink stains to determine their present lightfastness. Based on these
data, a set of guidelines could be decided for the storage, handling, and future
exhibition of Painting a Fresco with Giotto #3.

17.2 Experimental

17.2.1 Samples

Reference dyestuff powders were acquired from chemical supply houses and dye
manufacturers. Table 17.1 lists the materials and other pertinent information, includ-
ing their structures as shown in Figure 17.4. The structures represent the neutral
molecular form rather than the salts actually studied in order to facilitate discussions
related to their mass spectrometry. Each dyestuff is henceforth referred to by the
synonym in bold, which is chosen to reflect the name most commonly occurring in
the relevant literature. These dyes were used as received with no further purification.
An historic sample of Elvacite 2046, a 1:1 copolymer of iso-butyl methacrylate (iBMA)
and n-butyl methacrylate (nBMA), was obtained directly fromDupont (Lot 430) in the
early 1970s.

In order to avoid invasive and destructive analyses that would be particularly
damaging to the artwork, a 36 marker box set of surrogate Giotto Turbocolor pens
was acquired directly from the manufacturer in May of 2014. It was hoped that these
surrogate markers would contain similar ink compositions to those used by Brizio
in 2005, although some manufacturers’ ink formulations have previously been
shown to change over the course of multiple decades [14]. The style of the Giotto
Turbocolor pen casings had been redesigned between 2005 and 2014, but the visible
colors of 28 of the 29 original pen barrels from 2005 compared well with those
produced in 2014. The one exception was a bright pink marker, labeled 2:e in
Figure 17.3, whose 2005 casing was a slightly lighter hue than the one acquired in
2014, although the earlier plastic barrel might well have itself faded. Although the
manufacturer lists all 36 pen colors by name in their Safety Data Sheet, the pens are
not individually labeled, and it is often difficult to associate the manufacturer’s
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fanciful color names with specific pens. Therefore, a descriptive color name was
given to each marker used in the study.

17.2.2 Raman microspectroscopy

Raman spectra were acquired using a Bruker Senterra microspectrometer on a Z-axis
gantry that allowed for a working distance that would accommodate the height of the
ceramic. The spectrometer utilizes three selectable excitation lasers (532, 633, and 785
nm), an Andor Peltier-cooled CCD detector, and a 50 μm confocal pinhole. Laser power
at the samplewas always below 5mWand often below 1mW. The spectra are the result
of 3 or 5 s integrations with 20–100 coadditions. A 50X or 100X ultra-long working
distance objective was used to focus slightly below the varnish layer on the ceramic

Table 17.1: Commercial dyestuffs used as reference compounds along with corresponding neutral
molecular structure in Figure 17.4, chemical synonyms, and specific product information. Names in
bold reflect that most commonly used in the conservation literature.

Dyestuff
purchased

Structure in
Figure 17.4

Synonyms Supplier Stated
purity

Tartrazine 1 Acid Yellow 23, FD&C Yellow 5, E102,
CI# 19140, CAS# 1934-21-0

Alfa Aesar
#A17682

>85%

New Coccine 2 Acid Red 18, Ponceau 4R, CI Food Red
7, E124, CI#16255, CAS# 2611-82-7

Acros
#190230250

≥75%

Quinoline Yellow
S

3,5,6, 11,12 Acid Yellow 3, Food Yellow 13, D&C
Yellow 10, E104, CI# 47005, CAS#
80583-08-0, 8004-92-0

Acros
#277340250

95%

Sunset Yellow
FCF

4 Orange Yellow S, FD&C Yellow 6,
E110, CI# 15985, CAS# 2783-94-0

TCI #S0141 >90%

Chromotrope FB 7 Acid Red 14, Azorubine, CI Food Red
3, E122, CI# 14720, CAS# 3567-69-9

Alfa Aeser
#B22328

Not given

Erioglaucine 8 Acid Blue 9, Brilliant Blue FCF, FD&C
Blue 1, E133, CI# 42090, CAS# 3844-
45-9

Acros
#229730050

Grade
“pure”

Sulforhodamine
B

16 Acid Red 52, Food Red 106, Kiton Red
620, CI# 45100, CAS# 3520-42-1

Alfa Aeser
#A14769

75%

SERVA Violet 17 18 Acid Violet 17, CI Food Violet 1, CI#
42650, CAS# 4129-84-4

SERVA
#35072.02

Not given

Coomassie Violet
R-150

MP Biomedical
#190683

Not given

Erythrosin B 19 Solvent Red 140, CI# 45430:2, CAS#
15905-32-5†

Sigma-Aldrich
#200964

≥95%

Acid Red 51, Food Red 3, CI# 45430,
CAS# 16423-68-0

Fisher
#715007-A

87%

†Solubilized through reaction with 2 eq. K2CO3.
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Figure 17.4: Chemical structures of relevant molecules shown in their neutral form to assist discus-
sions related to mass spectrometry.
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surface or directly onto themarker nibs. The analysis spot sizewas on the order of 1 μm,
and the spectral resolution was in the range of 9–18 cm−1 for low spectral resolution or
3–5 cm−1 for high resolution spectra. OPUS software allowed for automated cosmic
spike removal, peak shape correction, and spectral calibration.

17.2.3 Photography

Color images were shot using daylight balanced strobes and a Phase One digital SLR
camera with a 39 megapixel P45 back and 120mm lens. The image was made at f22 1/
125th sec exposure at ISO 200. Fluorescence images were captured using a Canon 5d
Mark II digital SLR camera with a 22.3 megapixel sensor and an EF100mm F/2.8
macro lens. Camera settings were f14 with a 13 s exposure at ISO 400. The object was
irradiated using two banks of four 40 W Sylvania Blacklight Blue F40 BLB bulbs. The
violet emission line of the tubes was not filtered at the lamp or at the camera. The
color and fluorescence images were adjusted manually in Photoshop to approximate
the observed appearance of the artwork under the lighting conditions used.

17.2.4 Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) microspectroscopy

Mid-infrared spectroscopywas performed on a Continuummicroscopewith anMCTA
detector coupled to a Nicolet 6700 FTIR spectrometer purged with dry, CO2-free air.
The spectra are the sum of 32 coadditions at 4 cm−1 spectral resolution. Microsamples
were crushed on a diamond compression cell and held on a single diamond window
during the analysis. Sample identification was performed using the Infrared and
Raman Users Group (IRUG) reference spectral library or by comparison to reference
materials.

17.2.5 Pyrolysis-gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (PY-GC-MS)

Pyrograms were obtained on a Frontier Lab Py-2020D double-shot pyrolyzer system
with a 320°C interface to a Thermo Trace GC and an ISQ single quadrupole MS. The
method of Tsuge et al. [22] was used for the analysis. Briefly, a Thermo TG-5MS capillary
column (30m × 0.25mm × 0.25 µm] was used for the separation with 1 mL/min of He as
the carrier gas. The split injector was set to 320 °Cwith a split ratio of 100:1. The GC oven
temperature program was 40 °C for 2 min, ramped to 320 °C at 20 °C/min, followed by a
13min isothermal period. TheMS transfer linewas held at 320 °C and the EI source at 70
eV and 230°C. Themass spectrometer (MS) was scanned from 29 to 300 amu for the first
3 min and then 45–300 amu. The electron multiplier was set to the auto-tune value.
Samples were placed into a 50 µL stainless steel Eco-cup and were pyrolyzed using a
single-shot method at 600ºC for 6 s. Sample identification was aided by searching the
NIST08 MS library and by comparison to pyrograms of authentic samples.
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17.2.6 Liquid chromatography – diode array – mass spectrometry (LC-DAD-MS)

Dyes were separated and identified using a Thermo Accela liquid chromatography
system (LC) coupled sequentially to a diode array detector (DAD) and LTQ electro-
spray ionization (ESI) MS. The separation was achieved at 0.5 mL/min elution flow
through a Restek Ultra C18 reverse phase column (150mm × 4.6mm, 5 μm particle)
held isothermally at 30 °C. The sample injection volume was 5–25 μL. The entire
system was controlled using Thermo Xcaliber v2.0 software.

The elution gradient consisted of a mixture of water and acetonitrile (ACN), each
containing 0.1% v/v formic acid. The column was initially equilibrated at 3% ACN
with a 6 min isocratic step following injection. The gradient was increased to 93%
ACN at a rate of 1.5%/min over 60min, followed by a final 3min isocratic step at 93%
ACN. The columnwas re-equilibrated at the starting conditions for 20min prior to the
next injection. A blank was run between each analysis.

To detect eluting compounds, DAD spectra from 200 to 800nm were collected at
1 nm step size at 20Hz. The sequential ion trap MS was set to scan alternatingly in
positive and negative ionization mode. Within each mode, a full scan in the m/z range
50–2000was followed by two successive data dependent MS/MS scans of the collision-
induced dissociation (CID) fragments generated from targeting the first and second
most abundant ions detected in the full scan. In some instances the MS was scanned
only in positive ion mode to increase data collection efficiency. Other MS settings
include ESI source spray voltage at 5 kV, capillary temperature at 350 °C, sheath and
auxiliary nitrogen gas at 80 and 10 respectively, and CID targeting of singly charged
ions with isolation width 2.00, energy 45, and 0.25 activation Q for 30ms.

From the data gathered, a search for dyes with similar electronic absorption
spectra was made using a reference handbook for stains and dyes [23]. Candidate
dyes were further evaluated against the LCMS data in order to select the structures
that best fit the mass of the parent ion observed as well as the fragmentation profiles
of the CID experiment. The identification was subsequently verified by analyzing
reference samples of the likely dyes under identical conditions and by comparison to
the literature.

17.2.7 Microfade testing (MFT)

Lightfastness measurements of the dried surrogate pen inks and residual color on the
Brizio vasewere performed using a Newport Oriel typemicrofade tester similar to that
first described by Whitmore et al. [12]. The 75W xenon arc lamp source was filtered to
emit only visible light in the wavelength range of 400–700nm. The luminous flux
was measured at 600–1,000 millilumens using an ILT1700 radiometer with SPD024Y
probe (International Light Technologies). A digital exposure controller adjusts the
lamp output to maintain constancy over the course of the experiments. Spectral
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reflectance data were acquired from an approximately 400 μmspot every 10 s over the
period of 10min and converted into CIE L*a*b* color coordinates. Colorimetry con-
ditions included a D65 illuminant, 45° geometry, and 2° observer. Color difference
was calculated using the CIE L*a*b* color difference equation from 1976 (ΔE’76).
Fading data were analyzed and plotted using GCI Spectral Viewer™ software.

Inks from the surrogate pens and reference dyestuffs prepared as 5mM solutions
in water were dotted onto the flat surface of an unglazed biscuit fired ceramic to
simulate the substrate of the vase. The strengths of the applications were made to
mimic the color intensities observed in photographs of other Giotto series vases.
Duplicate analyses of fading curves for ISO Blue Wool Standards 1, 2, and 3 (BWS1-3,
Talas) were collected bracketing the analysis of the samples for each day of experi-
ments. After several days of drying, the ink spots and reference dyes were analyzed in
triplicate to determine an average blue wool equivalent (BWE) fading behavior by
comparison to the analyses performed on the three standards. Single in situmeasure-
ments weremade at several stained areas on the ceramic surface of the artwork. Since
the dried ink spots on the vase sometimes show concentric rings of color of various
intensities, multiple locations were analyzed along the radius of some ink stains.

17.3 Results & discussion

17.3.1 In situ spectroscopic dye identification

Due to the already compromised condition of theGiotto vase, the research plan called
for identifying the marker dyes directly on the artwork using a non-invasive, non-
destructive spectroscopic approach. Raman spectroscopy has a long history of pro-
viding in situ, molecular specific identifications of materials used in artwork [24, 25],
including early synthetic dyes in artists’ inks [26, 27]. In fact, the technique had been
previously used to examine a few instances of felt-tip marker inks directly on paper-
based artworks [14]. The potential of the technique to identify at least the major
component of the marker inks on a ceramic surface was considered high.

The Raman microspectrometer used in this study can provide a large working
distance sufficient to accommodate the Giotto vase directly under a high powered
ultra-long working distance objective. A bespoke circular soft mount was constructed
to safely cradle the ceramic so that it could be rotated to make each colored ink stain
accessible to the objective. Each of the ink stains was analyzed in turn, but only one
spot, correlating to the position of the mauve pen 2:i, gave a reasonable Raman
spectrum, albeit riding on a large fluorescence background. Figure 17.5 shows this
data acquired directly from the vase compared to an in-house reference Raman
spectrum of the dye Erythrosin B. This spot, along with that associated with the
pink pen 2:e, shows a curious aggregation of the dye particles as seen in the inset
image. These dye islands did not originally exist in the ink stains prior to exhibition.
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All of the remaining attempts to acquire data directly from the ink residues on the
Giotto series vase suffered from extreme fluorescence interference that saturated the
detector or swamped the Raman signal at all excitation wavelengths.

During the course of these in situ Raman analyses, a slightly glossy surface sheen
was noticed on the surface of the vase, which is somewhat visible in the inset in
Figure 17.5. Suitable focus was achieved only if the Raman laser spot was positioned
below this glossy medium. In some areas, small hairs or brush bristles were found to
be bound to the surface, presumably adhered within a clear coating. The possibility
of a surface varnish was explored using UV-induced visible fluorescence imaging.
Fluorescence photography of the artwork, Figure 17.6 (right), showed a distinct
appearance difference between the interior and the exterior of the vase when viewed
using a black light.
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Figure 17.5: Raman spectrum taken from Painting a Fresco with Giotto #3 at the location of themauve
ink stain, pen 2:i, compared to a reference spectrum of Erythrosin B, both collected using 785 nm
excitation. Inset shows the site of the analysis.

Figure 17.6: Visible (left) and UV-induced visible fluorescence (right) images of Painting a Fresco with
Giotto #3. Photo by Eric Lubrick, courtesy of Newfields. © Fernando Brizio.
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Several interesting features were noted. First, many of the ink spots, as well as some
of the pen casings, are extremely fluorescent. Moreover, the surface of the object
otherwise shows little luminance, although the interior fluoresced a greenish-blue.
The dull violet coloration of the vase’s outer surface under black light is due simply to
the reflected visible Hg emission line from the bulbs. Suspecting the use of a coating
on the object, a scalpel blade was gently scraped over the base of the vase. A
microsample of soft, rubbery material was collected from the scalpel tip and was
analyzed by FTIR microspectroscopy as well as PY-GC-MS.

The FTIR spectrum obtained from the sample (not shown) revealed strong acrylic
stretching features in the carbonyl region, and the spectrum bestmatched a reference
sample for Elvacite 2046, a 1:1 copolymer of iBMA and nBMA, which has been a
popular choice for clear varnishes prepared in mineral spirits. This copolymer for-
mulation was confirmed by a pyrogram of the same sample, which showed strong
chromatographic peaks for the two acrylic monomers, Figure 17.7. In addition, a third
chromatographic peak was tentatively identified as a PEGylated phenolic compound
as indicated in the figure. It is not known whether this is the parent structure or a
pyrolysate of a larger compound. The role of this compound could not be identified,
but it is possible that it serves as a UV absorber in the varnish formulation. This might
explain the non-fluorescent surface of the ceramic under a black light.

In later discussions with the artist [2], the artist described his efforts to stabilize and
protect the vase through the application of clear coatings. Brizio indeed described the
use of an acrylic spray can varnish, Lukas Sprüh Film Matt 2322, as a protective clear
coat on the vase’s surface. Product literature for this solvent-borne acrylic varnish
indicates that it contains a UV protectant, which Brizio thought would shield the dyes
against fading, but the coating was also applied to prevent the further migration of the
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Figure 17.7: Pyrograms of the exterior varnish with major peaks identified.
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water soluble inks in the humid conditions found in Portugal. In addition, the artist
indicated that a Spanish water-based varnish product, La Pajarita, had been brush
applied to the interior of the vase before the insertion of the pens. He said this same
varnish later replaced the Lukas product as the surface coating for his ceramics after he
began to notice color changes in the Giotto pen inks used in his artworks. Curiously,
Brizio reported that when spray applied to the surface, the La Pajarita waterborne
varnish would cause some colored spots to disappear, only to reappear later. He
postulated that perhaps it had to do with water solubility of the dyes and their
migration into the ceramic substrate, although pH related color changes are also a
possibility. La Pajarita manufactures two lines of water-based satin finish varnishes,
one marketed for fine arts and another for craft use. The professional grade product is
reported in their product literature to be 100% acrylic, while the composition of the
student or hobby line is not particularly specified.

A small scraping of the varnish taken from inside the vase was analyzed by FTIR
microscopy, Figure 17.8, and matched a reference spectrum for Acrocryl 23822, a
styrene-acrylic copolymer emulsion. The multiplet of aromatic C–H stretching bands
between 3,100 and 3,000 cm−1 are characteristic of polystyrene polymers. Increased
absorbance in the 1,120cm−1 region of the spectrum from the vase interior varnish is
likely due to a silica matting agent, while the bands at 3,300, 1,657, and 1,550 cm−1 are
assignable to a protein component, perhaps an unfortunate contamination from
handling the vase by placing a hand inside the mouth of the ceramic. Brizio has
been photographed several times holding vases by this method [28, 29]. This styrene-
acrylic composition was confirmed by PY-GC-MS where the resulting pyrogram (not
shown) revealed intense peaks for styrene and nBMA, and a small peak for the same
1,11-diphenoxy-3,6,9-trioxaundecane additive seen in the Lukas surface varnish above.
Seeing that the varnish has a definitive styrene component, it would appear that Brizio
used the craft line of La Pajarita products to prepare the interior of the vase.
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Figure 17.8: FTIR spectrum of (a) the interior varnish compared to (b) an IRUG reference spectrum for
Acrocryl 23822 (IRUG, #ISR00022).
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The strong fluorescence and optical complications arising from the surface
varnish proved too problematic for in situ analysis of the dye stains on the ceramic
vessel. To overcome the nettlesome complications of the intervening varnish, the
analysis shifted to the pen nibs themselves. In each marker, the white fiber tip was
occasionally stainedwith dried ink, but this was alsomixedwith rusty accretions that
had formed from the steel stick pin driven into the nib to secure the pens to the vase.
Unfortunately, when the nib was excited using the Raman laser, the spectrum was
dominated by the intense vibrational bands of polyester, the fiber used to form
the porous nib “felts,” and no dye spectrum was observed. Additionally, many
of the pens exhibited the strong visible and NIR-induced fluorescence that had
plagued the earlier analyses of the vase’s surface.

In a few instances larger globules of dried ink could be analyzed separately from
the polyester substrate. In even fewer cases, fluorescence interference did not over-
whelm the analytical signal from these agglomerates. The analysis of the mustard
colored pen 4:e produced a strong spectrum riding on a modest fluorescence baseline.
This spectrum was identified as Tartrazine by comparison to an in-house spectral
library. Tartrazine is a common water soluble yellow dyestuff used in food coloring
and had already been identified by Raman spectroscopy in a yellow Giottomarker [14].
Interestingly, this spectrum had long been wrongly associated with the storied and
now unavailable artists’ pigment Indian yellow due to confusion in the reference
materials used to build a popular Raman spectral library [30]. Indian yellow is an
exotic colorant produced from the urine of cows fed a diet of water and mango leaves,
and has purportedly not been produced since the beginning of the twentieth century
[31]. Several other red and orange pens with serendipitous dye agglomerates still on
their nibs, e. g. the tangerine pen 4:a, gave spectra of reasonable quality; however
matching data could not be found in our in-house reference spectral library at the time.
Fortunately, the authors recognized the spectrum as Acid Red 18 based on its previous
identification by Raman analyses of Giotto and other brand felt-tip markers [14].

In all of the instances reported here for the successful in situ use of Raman
spectroscopy, only a single dye was detected in the ink, presumably the dominant
component. In light of the many known instances of dye mixtures in porous nib pen
inks, and the obvious dye segregation seen on the vase as concentric bands of color, it
seemed unlikely that only one dye was present. For the majority of the artwork
markers, however, the in situ analysis of the pen nibs did not produce interpretable
results due to overwhelming fluorescence, poor signal strength, and/or spectral inter-
ference from the polyester nibs. Several conservation related publications report the
use of thin layer chromatography (TLC) for the separation of porous nib marker inks
[14, 20], and the application of surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) either
directly on an artwork [32], directly on inks [33, 34], or to the eluted TLC spots [18] in
order to overcome fluorescence and increase the Raman signal. Although these
approaches were discussed for this technical study, it was decided that removal or
extraction of the dye residue from the markers for TLC separation would unnecessarily
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endanger the artwork. The use of a SERS substrate directly on the vase was also
deemed unwise considering the water solubility of the dyes, and regardless, the
presence of the overall acrylic varnish on the vase would make this approach unwork-
able. Additionally, the application of an aqueous SERS colloid directly to the pen nibs
would be dangerous considering the already corroded and fragile state of the steel pins
used to hold the markers in contact with the faience vase. Instead, an alternative
approach was pursued.

17.3.2 Dye analysis of marker surrogates by liquid chromatography

The initial research plan to identify the marker inks in situ on the Giotto vase using non-
destructive Raman analysis was ineffective, and the methods for overcoming the diffi-
culties encountered would risk further damage to the artwork. A new approach was
considered that would instead use a set of surrogate markers acquired directly from the
manufacturer. By examining “non-art” pens, ethical and conservation concerns regard-
ing the already compromised artwork would be respected while allowing for a rigorous
characterization of the Giotto brand inks. This approach assumes that the ink composi-
tions would not have changed significantly in the intervening years. LC-MS was chosen
as the most informative approach for the analysis of the dyes. This type of analysis has
not yet been applied to artworks incorporating felt-tip marker inks. However, LC is a
standard approach for the forensic analysis of dyes [35], and the technique is widely
used in the conservation field to study historic objects [36]. Furthermore, mass spectro-
metry provides unparalleled specificity in the analysis of synthetic dyes, both modern
[37] and historical [38], in terms of molecular structure elucidation.

A 36 box set of surrogate Giotto Turbocolor markers was acquired in 2014 directly
from the manufacturer. A 2 cm × 1 cm section of a glass microscope slide was colored
in an even layer with each marker. This inked area was then washed with 200 μL of
water into a vial and further diluted fivefold if the concentration of the solution was
deemed too high. A 25 μL injection of each ink was then separated using LC-DAD-MS.
A list of potential color compounds was identified based on the resulting DAD andMS
data, and refined through the comparative analysis of commercially acquired refer-
ence dyestuffs analyzed under identical conditions. In total, 9 dyes were identified,
used alone or in mixtures, to generate the 36 shades of the Giotto Turbocolor pen
palette. The individual dyes are listed in Table 17.1, and their structures can be found
in Figure 17.4. From this list, Acid Red 14, Acid Red 52, Acid Violet 17, and Erythrosin
B have not yet been identified in a felt-tip pen from a cultural heritage context.

All of these dyestuffs are classified as food colorants, although their regulated
use in foods varies by region and country [39]. In fact, published studies using liquid
chromatography to analyze colorants in gummy candy [40] and yogurt [41] were
particularly helpful in this work with nearly all the dyes found here also being
present in these comestibles. The use of food dyes in the Giotto pens makes sense
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when one considers the target market for the product is school age children rather
than professional artists. Food dyes are commodity colorants that offer intense colors
at a low cost, water solubility for easy clean-up, and are generally recognized as non-
toxic. However, these properties unfortunately come at the price of light stability,
withmany of these dyes proving very fugitive in strong light [39]. For their use in food
products this is not normally seen as a drawback since most food products will not be
exposed to strong light for long periods and would no longer be considered edible
after their expiration date anyway.

Figure 17.9 shows a set of model LC chromatograms for the nine reference dye-
stuffs prepared as a single solution. Table 17.2 lists the major peaks identified in the
reference mixture of commercial dyes along with their associated physical, chroma-
tographic, and spectroscopic data. The number for each peak correlates with the
associated neutral molecule structure in Figure 17.4. More than nine peaks appear in
the chromatogram because many of the dyes exist as heterogeneous mixtures of
isomers and reaction byproducts. Because they are colored, all of the dyes could be
detected by spectrophotometry, Figure 17.9a, and most gave good negative ion MS
spectra, Figure 17.9b. Only a handful of the dyes yielded intense signals in positive
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ionization mode, Figure 17.9c. Examination of the resulting data is informative
regarding these principle colorants.

The commercial samples of Tartrazine, Acid Red 18, Sunset Yellow, Acid Red 14,
and Erythrosin B used here were all of high purity based on the single molecular
structure identified by LC-DAD-MS. However, Quinoline Yellow S, Erioglaucine,
Acid Violet 17, and Acid Red 52 were heterogeneous, each to a varying degree.
Interestingly, the dyes found to be pure in the reference samples were also found
to be a single component in the pen inks, while those found to be heterogeneous in
the reference sample were also multicomponent products in the pen inks, although
not always in the same manner. An appreciation of this heterogeneity for each
colorant is important for the understanding of the chemical composition of the pen
inks and the possible manufacturing processes for the dyes.

Quinoline Yellow S contains the most chemical diversity with five dye compo-
nents. Peaks 3, 5, and 6 in Figure 17.9 are disulfonated derivatives of 2-(2-quinolyl)-
1,3-indandione while peaks 11 and 12 are monosulfonated analogs. All five com-
pounds are synthetic variants resulting from the treatment 2-(2-quinolyl)-1,3-indan-
dione with concentrated sulfuric acid. While the exact site of sulfo-substitution of the
disulfonates I through III are not known, peaks 11 and 12 can be assigned to the 8’-
and 6’-sulfonates, respectively, according to Weisz et al. [42]. Their data indicate that
samples of the dyestuff obtained from different manufacturers have variable ratios of
the di- to mono-sulfonates. The reference sample used here from TCI is more
weighted to the monosulfonates, but still with easily detectable quantities of the
disulfonates. However, the Quinoline Yellow S identified in the pen inks contains
predominantly disulfonates. Interestingly, this may be a result of geography. Food
colorant regulations in the USA require that Quinoline Yellow S used for this purpose
contain no less than 75% monosulphonate species, while EU restrictions dictate the
dye must be at least 80% disulphonates [39]. The Giotto pens are made in Italy,
presumably with EU regulated dye, whereas the reference sample was acquired in the
USA. This sort of detailed chemical analysis could help in identifying the geographic
source or perhaps even the specific manufacturer of an artist’s felt-tip pen.

Erioglaucine, peak 8, has two minor analogs in peaks 10 and 13, occurring in
roughly 4 and 1%, respectively. Peak 10 has the samemolecularmass as Erioglaucine
but a different MS/MS fragmentation. Therefore, one assumes that peak 10 a posi-
tional isomer of 8. The other minor component of Erioglaucine, peak 13, gives a
parent ion 170 amu smaller than Erioglaucine and is thus assignable to structure 13
which has one less N-(3-sulfonatophenyl)methyl group. When Erioglaucine occurs in
a Giotto marker, peak 8 is always the dominant species. However, the relative
amounts of compounds 10 and 13 are variable with some being in the 3–5% range
and others being negligible.

Acid Violet 17 elutes as the 18th compound in the chromatogram in Figure 17.9.
The reference material used in the mixture was purchased from the vendor Serva. It
contains two other components, peaks 15 and 17. The former shows a molecular
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mass of 882 that is consistent with structure 15. This compound is an analog of
structure 18 in which an N-ethyl group has been replaced with an additional
equivalent of the N-(3-sulfonatophenyl)methyl substituent. The minor component
eluting as peak 17 showed amolecular mass at 712, which is consistent with another
analog with one lower degree of N-ethyl substitution as exemplified by structure 17.
Curiously, a second reference sample from MP Biomedical has structure 18, what is
commonly described as Acid Violet 17, as a minor component, being about one fifth
the amount of structure 17. Also present in this reference is yet another analog,
structure 20 with a MW of 698, in an amount similar to structure 18. Of the five
Giotto pen inks found to contain Acid Violet 17, all had the profile of the Serva
reference with structure 18 as the main component, while pen 1:a and 3:c had
significant, but still relatively minor amounts of structure 15, and no marker was
found to contain structure 20. Structure 17, as well as its two positional isomers, was
present in variably low amounts that were less than 15% of structure 18 in all five
inks containing Acid Violet 17.

Acid Red 52 elutes as peak 16, structure 16 in Figure 17.4, and two other compo-
nents eluting as the 9th and 14th peaks, corresponding respectively to the mono-
deethylated isomers 9a or 9b and a dideethylated analog. These could have arisen
from incomplete ethylation during synthesis or frompost-synthesis degradation.While
peak 14 must be structure 14, the dideethylated analog in peak 9 could be one of the
two positional isomers 9a or 9b. As it happens, the N,N-diethyl substituent on the
aromatic ring is prone to fragment in CID via the loss of propane of mass 44 amu [43].
This diethyl structural element is present in structures 16, 14, and 9a, but not in 9b.
Inspection of theMS/MS data showed that an ion due to [M-44] is prominently detected
in Acid Red 52 at peak 16 and themonodeethylated analog of peak 14. However, for the
compound in peak 9, the [M-44] ion is low in negative ionization and almost non-
existent in positive ionization. Therefore, the dye in peak 9 ismost likely structure 9b in
which the ethyl residues are bonded to separate amino nitrogens. Using selected ion
extraction on the chromatogram in Figure 17.9a, a compound is in fact observed to co-
elute with Acid Red 14 in peak 7 that exhibits a molecular mass of 502 amu, and inMS/
MS shows a prominent ion at [M-44] consistent with structure 9b. This highlights the
resolving power of MS/MS in separating mixtures. Acid Red 52 was found in only two
pens, and in each case itwas present as theminor dye component of amixture. In these
mixtures, structure 16 was between 5 and 10 times the amount of structure 14, and the
minor structures 9a and 9b were not detected.

Several points about the mass spectrometry of these dyes are worth noting. First,
the disulfonated dyes like Tartrazine show a propensity in the full scan mode to form
doubly charged ions (M2−) in negative ionization, so much so that sometimes the
singly charged species was not observed. At half the m/z of the pseudomolecular ion,
the occurrence of only the M2− species can confuse the identification of an unknown
dye since the observed molecular weight will not correlate to that of any known dye.
Fortunately, despite being very weak, the singly charged pseudomolecular ion is
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observable in positive ionization. In this respect, it is advantageous to have a MS
capable of rapidly alternating between positive and negative ionization modes.

The fragmentation patterns in MS/MS of the sulfonated dyes are dominated by
the [M-80] and/or [M-64] ions due to loss of SO3 and SO2, respectively. Aside from
confirming that the dye is sulfonated, these offer little structural information. For
the triphenylmethine class of dyes such as Erioglaucine and Acid Violet 17 and
their respective analogs, MS/MS in positive ionization induces fragmentation
between aryl substituents at sufficient prevalence to be helpful for structural
assignment. In negative ionization MS/MS, however, the CID fragmentation pro-
duces such a large number of small fragments that it is not useful. Thus, the
entirety of the DAD and MS data are needed for confident identification of pure
and heterogeneous dyestuffs.

Table 17.3 shows the specific dyestuffs in each marker sorted by color from the
surrogate pen set acquired in 2014 and a rough estimate of their proportions. It is
interesting to note that Tartrazine, Acid Red 18, and Erioglaucine were preferen-
tially used as the three primary colors of yellow, red, and blue. These were then
blended to create other colors, such as Tartrazine and Erioglaucine to make green in
pen 1:b, and all three to create black in marker 1:i. Other dyes were added in various
amounts presumably to create different shades, e. g. the Powder Blue (2:a), Baby
Blue (2:f), and Sky Blue (4:b) shades that are made by doping Erioglaucine with
increasing amounts of Acid Violet 17. Another notable occurrence is the different
shades of yellow being made from three yellow dyes: Tartrazine, Quinoline Yellow
S, and Sunset Yellow. Frick [39] remarks on the importance of Quinoline Yellow S in
food coloration for providing a purer yellow than the orangey-yellow generated by
Tartrazine. Acid Red 52 and Erythrosin B were the least used dyes, appearing in only
2 pens each.

As mentioned earlier, a few chemical studies in the field of cultural heritage have
explored the ink formulations of Giotto brand felt-tip markers, largely relying on
vibrational spectroscopy either alone or to identify individual dye components
following TLC separation. Sodo et al. [14] separated the dyes from three Giotto
Turbocolor pens by TLC and used normal Raman spectroscopy to identify them.
Although they saw two resolved spots in a yellow marker, only Tartrazine could be
positively identified. The analysis here shows that all yellow markers in the Giotto
line contain multiple dyes, and the unresolved component could be Sunset Yellow as
seen in pen 3:d or Quinoline Yellow S in pen 3:e . The same was true of their analysis
of a red marker. Two TLC spots were observed, but only Acid Red 18 could be
identified. The second spot was probably the Acid Red 14 component identified
here in pen 4:a, the purest shade of red. Curiously, an orange pen analyzed by
their group showed only two TLC spots, but they report identifying Tartrazine, Acid
Red 18, and Sunset Yellow, matching the results obtained here for pen 2:h. TLC may
not have been able to resolve fully the latter two dyes, again showing the improve-
ment possible with LC-DAD-MS.
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Table 17.3: LC-DAD-MS results for the 36 Giotto Turbocolor surrogate pens from 2014 sorted by color.
The pen colors that were used in the vase are identified by their location notation as in Figure 17.3,
while those not used in the artwork are listed as NA1-7. Chromatographic peak intensities for each
detected dye are ranked semi-quantitatively as intense (+++), strong (++), modest (+), and trace (t).
The final column gives the ISO BWE fading rate for each surrogate marker.

Pen # Color Tart QY AR18 Sun AR14 Erio AR52 AV17 Ery B BWE

1:a Royal Blue +++ +++ 2

1:d/1:h Teal + + +++ ++ <1

2:a Powder Blue +++ 2-3

2:f Baby Blue +++ t 2-3

4:b Sky Blue +++ + 2

NA5 Dk. Teal + +++ + --

NA6 Dk. Blue + + +++ ++ --

1:b Lt. Green +++ +++ <1

1:e Dk. Green ++ +++ +++ <1

1:g Forest Green +++ +++ +++ 1

2:g Lime Green +++ ++ + <1

3:b Mint Green +++ +++ <1

4:d Green + ++ +++ <1

NA4 Olive Green +++ +++ +++ --

1:c Lt. Black +++ +++ +++ ++ 1-2

1:f Gray +++ +++ +++ +++ 2-3

2:b Lt. Gray +++ +++ +++ +++ 2-3

1:i Black +++ +++ +++ 2-3

1:j Brown +++ +++ +++ 2-3

2:d Lt. Brown + +++ + 2-3

NA2 Lt. Tan t +++ + + --

3:a Tangerine +++ +++ 2-3

4:a Red +++ +++ 2-3

4:c Peach +++ +++ 2-3

NA3 Rust +++ +++ t --

2:c Dk. Red +++ ++ 2-3

2:h Orange +++ ++ +++ 2-3

3:d Dk. Yellow +++ +++ 2

3:e Lt. Yellow +++ + <1

4:e Mustard +++ + t 1-2

NA1 Pale Yellow +++ + --

2:e Pink +++ +++ <1

NA7 Pale Pink +++ --

2:i Mauve t +++ <1

2:j Lavender ++ ++ +++ <1

3:c Purple ++ +++ <1

Tart = Tartrazine, AR = Acid Red, AV = Acid Violet, QY = Quinoline Yellow S, Sun = Sunset Yellow,

Erio = Erioglaucine, EryB = Erythrosin B
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Izzo and coworkers [20] also examined three Giotto pens using TLC, FTIR, and
PY-GC-MS. For a red pen, they also report only Acid Red 18, although their published
TLC plate clearly shows two resolved spots eluting in the order one would expect for
normal phase chromatography if both Acid Red 18 and 14 were present, again as in
pen 4:a. A similar situation exists for their analysis of a blue marker. A blue and a
purple spot are seen in the TLC plate, but only Erioglaucinewas identified. The purple
spot should be Acid Violet 17, which was found here as the second major dye in the
purest shade of blue pen 1:a. In the analysis of the black Giotto marker, FTIR
identified the major components of Tartrazine, Acid Red 18, and Erioglaucine, as
did the LC-DAD-MS analysis here of pen 1:i.

The final group to examine Giotto markers used a SERS reagent on the whole ink
without separation [34] and in combination with reflected UV-vis spectroscopy [33].
Their SERS analysis revealed Eriogluacine and Tartrazine in a green Giotto pen. The
specific shade of green was not mentioned, so it was possible pen 1:b or 3:b, what are
called Lt. Green and Mint Green here, since only those shades have just the two dyes
mentioned. However, it is also possible that without a prior separation of the dyes,
other components of the mixture could have been missed, for instance the Quinoline
Yellow S that accompanies the purest shade of green pen 4:d. Importantly, Quinoline
Yellow S was found in this study not to yield a normal Raman spectrum, even though
fluorescence was not overwhelming (vida infra). For a red pen, those authors again
report the use of Acid Red 18, but do not observe the Acid Red 14 component.
Surprisingly, they do indicate a possible mixture with the azo dye amaranth in
their first paper [33] but suggest the presence of the xanthene dye Rhodamine B in
their second report [34]. However, neither of these dyes occurs in the Giotto pen set
studied here from 2014, and Rhodamine B seems unlikely because of its toxicity. It is
possible that without prior separation that they have misinterpreted the SERS spec-
trum of the mixture.

A similar error could have occurred in their analysis of a blue marker. Saviello
et al. report the presence of Erioglaucine and Crystal Violet based on SERS analysis
[34], but they also suggest the presence of Rhadamine B based on the additional input
from deconvolution of the UV-vis reflectance spectrum. However, the latter two dyes
were never detected in this LC-MS study, even with selected ion monitoring. Most of
the blue markers in the 2014 surrogate sample set do contain Acid Violet 17. Crystal
Violet is the completely N-methyl substituted analog of Acid Violet 17, and the SERS
spectra of the two could be similar; the visible absorption maxima of both are ~ 591
nm. Although one cannot rule out the use of another violet dye in the Giotto formula-
tions sometime after 2014 when their study was undertaken, the presence of Crystal
Violet in a children’s marker would seem unlikely since it has medicinal properties
and is not accepted as a food dye, even for animal foods. Rhodamine 6G, another dye
unapproved for food use, was also detected as a minor component in their orange,
yellow, and pink Giottomarkers [33], but it also was not found in even trace quantities
by LC-MS. The pink pen is said to contain Eosin Y as the primary component, although
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LC-MS shows that this is actually the iodated analog, Erythrosin B, which shares
nearly identical Raman and UV-vis spectra, but whose primary ion in mass spectro-
metry varies by 266 amu compared to Eosin Y, making it easily distinguishably by that
technique. To resolve some of these contradictory findings, an inquiry was sent by the
present authors to the quality assurance, product safety, and compliance officer at F.I.
L.A. Italia regarding the use of Crystal Violet, Rhodamine B, and Rhodamine 6G in
their Giotto markers. The company indicated that these dyes are not used [44].

The observations above relating to previous analyses highlight the limitations of
low resolution TLC separations and the reliance on vibrational or electronic spectro-
scopic identification of dye components in mixtures. With these approaches, the
identification of individual dyes relies on either having a reference compound to
compare against, or having a reference spectrum available through spectral libraries.
In many instances, the similarity between vibrational and UV-vis spectra for related
compounds, especially isomers or substitutional analogs, makes positive identifica-
tion of heterogeneous mixtures difficult. Even the successful Raman analyses pre-
sented in this study failed to identify more than the major dyestuff in the original
artworkmarkers. LC-DAD-MS, however, provides a rich dataset that can identify dyes
based on their color and MW or by interpreting MS/MS spectra based on known
fragmentation properties. The specificity shown here for the Giotto markers demon-
strates how knowing an exact dye composition for an ink used in an artwork might
allow for the identification of a specific manufacturer’s product, provided changes in
manufacturer’s formulations are known. Moreover, the technique offers excellent
sensitivity as well as superb resolution of compounds through both themanipulation
of chromatographic variables and the use of mass selectivity. The downside of this
approach is that it requires sampling that is often at a scale undesirable for artworks,
and it cannot at this point be used in situ on objects.

Having positively identified the relevant dye mixtures used in the surrogate set of
Giotto markers, the innate fluorescence of the individual dye components was
recorded across the UV-visible-NIR spectrum, Table 17.4. This was done to understand
better the fluorescence image in Figure 17.6 and the complications encountered in the
Raman spectroscopy of these dyes. UV-induced fluorescence was monitored by obser-
ving the mock-up ceramic prepared for MFT analysis while irradiating it at a distance
of a few inches with a handheld black light (Spectroline ENF-280C) having longwave
(365 nm) and shortwave (254 nm) lamps. The relative brightness of the fluorescence
emission was gauged by eye as being intense (+++), strong (++), modest (+), or non-
fluorescent (−). The UV-induced fluorescence intensities for these dyes were seen to
vary if the dye concentration was lowered or if the dyes were stained onto Whatman
filter paper, generally becoming more intense and more widespread across the two
wavelengths studied. The impact of visible and NIR fluorescence was assessed by
monitoring the Raman spectrum generated from the same reference dyes when using
each excitation laser at the lowest power setting. For these wavelengths, a semi-
quantitative assessment was made by noting whether the fluorescence saturated the
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Raman detector (+++), overwhelmed the Raman spectrum of the dye (++), competed
with the Raman scatter of the sample (+), or proved a non-issue for Raman analysis of
the particular dye (−).

Table 17.4 shows that many of the dyes are strongly luminescent across the UV-
visible spectrum. The intense fluorescence of Erioglaucine and Acid Violet 17 also
extends into the NIR excitation region. These two dyes occur in all but seven of the
Giotto markers used in the artwork, explaining the difficulty in assessing the dye
compositions in situ using normal Raman spectroscopy due to an intense fluorescence
background even with NIR excitation. The pens most amenable to non-destructive
Raman characterization should therefore be the yellow, red, and pink markers, which
show little fluorescencewhen using theNIR laser, as observed practically in the earlier
in situ analyses that identified Tartrazine, Acid Red 18, and Erythrosine B. Good
quality reference Raman library spectra were obtained from all of the relevant com-
mercial dyes using the 785 nmexcitation laser with the exception of Erioglaucine, Acid
Violet 17, and Quinoline Yellow S. The first two dyes were too fluorescent, while the
Quinoline Yellow S appears not to be a strong Raman scatterer. Reference Raman
spectra for these dyestuffs were not available in the popular IRUG database [www.
irug.org] at the time of this study, but have now been submitted by the authors for
inclusion.

One pen from the surrogate markers, Dk. Yellow 3:d, was further explored to
determine the additives used in the ink formulation. Py-GC-MS has been applied
previously to felt-tip markers used in cultural heritage to identify solvents, binders,
pigments and dyes, and stabilizers [15, 18–21, 45]. In this work, LC-DAD-MS was used
for the first time to assess soluble additives in a line of artists felt-tip markers. The
same sample solution used in the LC-MS dye analysis was reused for the additives
analysis, but this time with only DAD and full scan positive ionization MS detection.

Table 17.4: Fluorescence of relevant dyestuffs at various excitation wavelengths
on a ceramic substrate. Fluorescence emission is ranked semi-quantitatively as
overwhelming (+++), strong (++), modest (+), or non-fluorescent (−).

Dyestuff Fluorescence excitation wavelength/nm

254 365 532 633 785

Tartrazine − + + − −

Acid Red 18 − + +++ + −

Acid Red 14 − ++ +++ ++ −

Acid Red 52 ++ +++ +++ ++ −

Acid Violet 17 − − ++ ++ ++
Erioglaucine − − +++ ++ ++
Sunset Yellow + +++ +++ + −

Quinoline Yellow S + +++ +++ ++ +
Erythrosin B − + +++ + −
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The resulting chromatogrambased on the total UV-visible absorption, Figure 17.10a,
reveals the Tatrazine and Sunset Yellow colorants observed previously for this marker.
However, those peaks are nearly absent in the positive ion chromatogram in
Figure 17.10b, which is instead dominated by an early eluting broad peak at ~11 min
followed by an envelope of evenly spaced peaks from ~15 to 26 min whose m/z data
increases by 44 mass units each. The mass of the early eluting peak can be associated
with triethylene glycol in its [M + H]+ and [M+ NH4]

+ forms, whereas the latter series of
peaks are the same polyethylene glycol (PEG) adducts with lengths ranging from 4 to 15
ethylene glycol units. Ammonia is not used in the LC-MSmobile phase, and so it must be
present as a component of the ink formulation. PEG has been previously identified as a
common additive in several brands of water-based felt-tip marker inks [20, 21], but
because of the use of high temperature pyrolysis for those analyses, the exact MW
distribution present in the ink is questionable. The low MW PEG detected directly here
by LC-MS is presumably added to the formulation as a slowly evaporating co-solvent,
a rheologymodifier, binder, and/or a humectant to prevent the felt-tip from drying out if
left uncapped. Pfingstag [46] refers to this as a “nonionic wetting agent” in his formula-
tions for dyestuff based felt-tipmarkers. He also indicates the use of a slowly evaporating
co-solvent such as diethylene glycol or propylene glycol at a concentration of 20–30%.
In concentrated injections of the marker ink, a small peak eluting around 5.6 min is
observed with m/z = 107 and 124, correlating to protonated and ammoniated adducts of
diethylene glycol. Palmitic and stearic acids have also been previously found in felt-tip
markers including the Giotto brand using PY-GC-MS on derivatized ink samples [20]. It is
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Figure 17.10: Chromatogram of Giotto Turbocolor Dk. Yellow surrogate pen 3:d acquired using (A) the
sum of absorbances 300–700 nm and (B) positive ionization full scan MS.
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noteworthy thatminor peaks eluting at 15.88 and 16.26min showprimarym/z of 255 and
283 in negative ionization mode, which correspond to the [M-H] ions for palmitic and
stearic acids, respectively. These may confirm the earlier identification of a fatty acid
mixture in the inks.

17.3.3 In situ lightfastness testing

Largescale studies of the lightfastness of felt-tip and so-called “permanent” porous
nib pens conducted in the second half of the twentieth century warned against the
fugitive nature of most of these products [7, 9]. Feller [9] in particular argued for the
creation of a lightfastness rating scale to warn artists about the incumbent fading
issues. Although the Giotto series vase has obviously succumbed to the inherent vice
of the markers employed in its creation, conservation and curatorial questions still
remained regarding the anticipated future color change of the artwork. The percep-
tion of fading is often an asymptotic process, with the rate of apparent color change
being greatest initially only to slow as the object loses additional color [11]. Microfade
testing in the field of conservation science has allowed for an ethically acceptable,
objective prediction of lightfastness directly on artworks on a laboratory timescale
[12]. This in situ analysis avoids all of the inaccuracies and assumptions inherent in
performing fading studies on mock-ups or surrogates. Results from MFT fading can
be compared to industrial standards analyzed under identical conditions, but whose
fading rates under ambient conditions of illumination have already been well estab-
lished. The so-called Blue Wool Scale is well known in the conservation field, and
those artworks with colorants that fall in the most susceptible range of BWS1 through
3 are considered fugitive and must be protected under the most stringent storage and
exhibition conditions [11].

MFT analysis was conducted on the 29 surrogate Giotto Turbocolor pens whose
colors appear in the Giotto series vase. The pens were drawn onto the surface of a
biscuit fired ceramic, Figure 17.11, to create color swatches that approached the
intensity observed in snapshot images of the vase taken before its inaugural exhibi-
tion. Similarly, 5mM aqueous stock solutions of the reference dyestuffs were spotted
dropwise onto the same surface until the color intensity was similar to that of the
marker swatches. Finally, some of the colored spots on the surface of the Giotto series
vase were also analyzed to determine their propensity for future fading. It is under-
stood that deviations in the measured fading rates would occur between the surrogate
samples and the Giotto series vase as a result of the strength of application of the color
to the surface, the presence of the intervening acrylic varnish and the exact composi-
tion of the faience.

The analysis of the individual reference dyestuffs was informative. Erythrosin B,
Acid Red 52, and Acid Violet 17 all faded at a rate much faster than even BWS1, and
Acid Red 14 changed at approximately the same rate as BWS1. According to Druzik
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[47], BWS1 is just noticeably faded after 300,000 lux-hrs of exposure under typical
gallery lighting conditions. Assuming 3,000 hr/year exposure (about 8.2 hrs/day) at a
modest 50 lux of gallery illumination, this would mean an artwork containing Acid
Red 14 would be noticeably faded after just 2 years [11]. For the first three dyes
mentioned, the time period would be much shorter! Erioglaucine was observed to
fade at the rate of BWS2 while Tartrazine faded at a rate similar to BWS3. Under the
exhibition conditions previously mentioned, fading in these dyes would be recogniz-
able after approximately 6 and 20 years of exposure. The fading rate of Quinoline
Yellow S, Sunset Yellow, and Acid Red 18 fell between BWS2 and 3.

All of the surrogate markers whose colors were used in the Giotto series vase were
also tested for their lightfastness. The last column in Table 17.3 gives the BWS equiva-
lent fading rate for the surrogate pens applied to the ceramic mock-up. It is interesting
to note that all of these markers gave a BWS rating below 3, and many less than BWS1!
None of the dyes found in the Giotto Turbocolor markers would be considered “dur-
able” by conservation standards, and all fall into the “fugitive” class [11]. In general,
the lighter shades are more susceptible to fading, a phenomenon well known with
regard to translucent glazes and thin washes of color in artwork. This is compounded
by the double-pass exposure that occurs when light passes through the ink only to
reflect off the white substrate and pass back through the medium a second time.
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Figure 17.11: A biscuit fired ceramic cup bottom colored with the surrogate markers along the rim and
stained with 5 mM solutions of the reference dyestuffs listed in Table 17.1 in the interior. Labels are
as for Table 17.3.
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Chromatically, the greens, pinks, and purples showed the worst lightfastness, while
the reds, browns, and blacks proved the most stable of the Giotto Turbocolor pens.
Considering the 215 lux light limits used during the initial exhibition of theGiotto series
vase, it is understandable that the artwork returned to the IMA with significant fading.
Brizio’s application of a UV absorbing varnish to stabilize the inks was unfortunately
misguided; the MFT fading experiments show that UV radiation is not needed to cause
pronounced color change in these felt-tip pen inks. Lafontaine’s [7] fading experiments
on 543 felt-tip pens showed that removal of UV from the ambient illumination only
extended their life on average by a modest 20%.

Finally, a few spots on the Giotto series vase were explored to determine if the
artwork is still prone to color change, even after the significant fading that has
already occurred. In all instances measured, the fading rates still fell into the
“fugitive” category. Figure 17.12 shows the fading curves for the Dk. Yellow spot (3:d)
from the vase, which the inset image shows separated into a mustard yellow inner
ring of color and an orange-yellow outer ring. This data is compared to the fading
results from the BWS1-3 (blue lines) and the whole ink from the surrogate marker 3:d
(yellow diamonds). This ink was shown by LC-MS to contain Sunset Yellow and
Tartrazine, which would be expected to elute in the “normal phase” conditions of
the ink bleeding out onto the faience to produce a larger migration for Tartrazine,
hence the concentric rings of overlapping color. MFT testing of the individual dyes
revealed Tartrazine to be more stable (BWE = 3) than Sunset Yellow (BWE = 2–3), but

0
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Figure 17.12: Absolute color change ΔE’76 as a function of MFT exposure for BWS1-3, surrogate Giotto
Dk Yellow pen 3:d, the corresponding bands of color on the vase, and themauve spot 2:i. Data for the
BWSs and the surrogate pen ink are the average of 3 measurements, and the error bars represent 1σ.
Measurements made on the vase are a single measurement. The experiment for the mauve spot was
stopped after 2 min to avoid making a visually perceptible faded spot on the object.
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the inkmixture in the surrogate pen faded faster than either component. Both bands of
color on the vase from thismarker now fade at a rate close to BWS3, suggesting that the
rate of color change has slowed after the initial fading during exhibition. In contrast, a
thin wash of pinkish color on the mauve pen stain on the vase (2:i) that now has a
mottled surface appearance still fades much faster than BWS1, so much so that the
experiment had to be ended early to avoid leaving a small white dot in the color! Based
on these results, the curatorial concerns over the possibility of continued fading and
color change in Painting a Fresco with Giotto #3 are well warranted – it remains an
extremely light sensitive object.

17.4 Conclusion

Traditional fresco paintings are some of the most stable forms of creative expression,
lasting millennia. Ironically, Painting a Fresco with Giotto #3 proved to be an ephemeral
creation due to the inherent vice in the felt-tipmarkers that are so integral to the piece. In
response to this incident, the resulting case study included the most comprehensive
technical examination of an artwork comprised of felt-tip markers to date, and the most
complete chemical characterization of a contemporary line of artists’ porous nib pens.
The detailed chemical analysis of surrogate pens from the Giotto Turbocolor line showed
that a limited palette of food colorant dyes was used to generate a wide array of colors
and shades. Importantly, LC-MS proved to be a superb technique for probing the
chemical complexity of these artists’materials. Unfortunately, these dyes are incredibly
fugitive, and as a result of exhibition, the artwork has suffered an overall loss of intensity
and vibrancy. Lightfastness measurements made directly on the ceramic surface prove
that the artwork is still very prone to fading and that its remaining color will change
rapidly from continued exposure to even modest gallery lighting.

The third phase of the technical study sought to determine a path forward for
Painting a Fresco with Giotto #3. Conservators, curators, and exhibition designers
have at their disposal a limited range of options for dealing with light sensitive
artworks. One immediate result of the project was the creation of a bespoke storage
container for the artwork that protected the piece from light when not on view. Labels
and color images attached to the enclosure ensured that museum staff knew the
contents of the box without opening it and also warned of the content’s lightfastness
issues. Because of the use of water-soluble dyes, even with the protective acrylic
varnish, additional precautions were listed to avoid inadvertent contact with water,
including perspiration and condensation.

Other potential protective measures during display include limiting light levels
and exhibition duration to reduce the total luminous flux experienced by the artwork.
These efforts can be improved with the addition of visitor-activated lighting; there is
no reason to illuminate the object if no one is actively viewing it. For materials that
fade or change color due to photo-oxidation reactions, the removal of oxygen through
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the use of anoxic frames or vitrines has been explored for the display of watercolors
[48] and photographs [49], although not for large three-dimensional objects.

Discussions among curators, conservators, and scientists weighed the various
options for the future conservation and display of the artwork. Retouching to
restore the lost color would be difficult without good quality photographs of the
original appearance of the now faded ink stains. Moreover, the poor lightfastness of
the remaining color would lead to rapid distortions in the color harmony of restored
and original sections upon further exhibitions. With such extremely fugitive colors
(«BWS1), even exhibition at 50 lux would only prolong the loss of color by a
measure of a few years without extremely limiting the duration of an exhibition.
The overall gallery appearance also raised concerns since a dimly lit display case in
a room that was otherwise brightly illuminated would lead to a poor aesthetic look
to the gallery. The development of an anoxic display case was discarded due to the
great expense of these systems and the difficulty in maintaining static anoxic
conditions of such large enclosures for long periods without constant monitoring
and maintenance. Furthermore, the reduction in the fading rate for some aniline
dye based materials has been studied under anoxic conditions and found to benefit
from it, but the particular colorants in the Giotto pens were not part of this research,
and a small number of dyes were shown to actually fade faster in anoxia [50]. In
2018, a curatorial decision was made to deaccession Painting a Fresco with Giotto #3
from the museum’s collections due to the altered state of the object, the continuing
instability of the remaining colors, and the harsh implications of its lightfastness
issues on further display. But this was not to be the end of the story for the vase.

Since 2013, the IMA has operated the largest museum galleries in the US dedi-
cated to modern and contemporary design. These spaces traced the development of
design in the late twentieth century through modernism, postmodernism, and
expressionism. In 2018, the entire design collection was reassessed, and these dis-
play spaces were renovated in response to a study of visitor experiences. The new
organization of the design galleries places a larger emphasis on the design process,
organizes the collection thematically rather than temporally, explores the materials
of modern design, and provides numerous hands-on interactives. In consultation
with the artist, Painting a Fresco with Giotto #3 has now been reinstalled in this
location as part of a didactic space that explores the materials used in contemporary
art and the aesthetic consequences of those choices. The new installation of the
Giotto series vase has delighted visitors, Figure 17.13, and has been the focus of local
media surrounding the opening [51]. The artwork is described on its display case,
along with a photo of an unfaded vase, as:

Carefully balanced felt-tip markers extend from the surface of this ceramic vase, leaving behind
rings of color that seep from their tips. Designer Fernando Brizio was inspired by the unsightly ink
stains left on his shirt pockets by leaking pens, and took advantage of the porous nature of
faience (a type of ceramic) to execute this piece. The intense pools of color were left entirely up to
chance, and in another turn of fate, they have begun to fade over time (the image shows a vase in
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its initial state). Through his use of fugitive materials, Brizio has created a piece that continues to
change and evolve [1].

All involved realize that the artwork will continue to change, but feel that in doing so
the object makes a poignant statement about the design process and its consequences.
Contemporary artists continually push the boundaries as they explore new materials
and techniques for making art and design objects. Sometimes these processes incor-
porate unstable materials that make the long-term preservation of the piece challen-
ging.While conservation professionals seek to educate artists about the implications of
these choices, ultimately the conservation field is responsible for protecting and
preserving the artist’s intent as much as possible. The history of Painting a Fresco
with Giotto #3 serves as a reminder that this starts at the point of acquisition. Artworks
containing very fugitive colorants can be irreversibly damaged even in their first debut.
Although theGiotto series vase has found a new role in themuseum to both delight and
educate visitors, this case study highlights the urgency of characterizing the fading rate
of potentially fugitive modern art or directly identifying the colorants used in contem-
porary artworks prior to their first exhibition.

Figure 17.13: A guest admires Painting a Fresco with Giotto #3 at Newfields during the opening week
of the reinstalled design galleries. © Fernando Brizio.
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